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PREFACE

This 13th Annual Air Force Science and Engineering Symposium

continues the purpose of illustrating and further stimulating Air

Force in-house accomplishment and capability in research, develop-

ment, test and evaluation vital to the Air Force mission and to
national security.

Contributing to this purpose the symposium provides:

a. For our audience a view of a representative cross section
of the many significant scientific and engineering pro-
grams being carried out by Air Force personnel in Air
Force facilities.

b. For our own military and civilian scientists and engineers
"a forum for the presentation and critique of original work,

"a stimulation to continued effort and a recognition of
achievement.

c. For all participants a close look at one of our major
facilities, a broader understanding of the scope and
importance of Air Force technical programs, and an

occasion to become better acquainted and to exchange ideas

in areas of mutual interest.

It is particularly intended to emphasize the overall in-house capa-

bilities of the Air Force Systems Command (AFSC) and the Office of

Aerospace Research (OAR) and to demonstrate the effectiveness of

the Air Force laboratories.

The Symposium program presents the spectrum of science and
engineering activity as carried out by AESC and OAR. This activity

includes research, exploratory development, engineering development,
advanced development, test, and evaluation. Toward this end, the

program consists of a selection of the best "contributed" papers

submitted in competition for the Air Force Association Aerospace

Education Foundation Awards, the Patricia Kayes Glass Award, the AFSC

Awards for Scientific Achievement, and the AFSC Technical Management

Council Award. The scientific and technical papers to be presented

will provide a representative sample of the scope and depth of the

Air Force research, development, technology and engineering program,
and of the program's value to the national defense.
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Abstract

Adaptive Bang-Bang Control of an Unstable Mechanical System

Containing an Unknown Parameter (U)

An adaptive coutrol scheme is formulated for a slowly time-varying

unstable mechanical system driven by a bounded controller. The control

law is constrained to be of the "bang-bang" type. The adaptive control

law is shown to result in stable operation for all system initial

conditions lying within the region of controllability (the region of
controllability is a fuaction only of the plant and the maximum

available control effort).

The mechanical system analyzed consists of a rigid rod binged at its

base to a motorized cart. A movable mass is positioned arbitrarily on

the rod, and it is assumed that the mass location cannot be directly

measured. This constitutes a fourth-order unstable plant with a single

unknown parameter. The problem is thus to design a controller which

switches the cart motor so as to drive the cart back and forth in the

proper fashion to both balance the rod and maintain the cart near ..cs

zero position, regardless of the position on the rod of the movable

mass.

The evolved controller operates in two modes, only the first of

which is discussed in the paper. In the first, or "adaptý', mode of

operation, the bang-bang controller is forced to chatter. The resulting

average control effort is measured and implemented to cause certain

controller parameters to vary. In the second mode, the entire cart-rod

assembly is returned to the equilibrium.

$I
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A. Introduction

Techniques for designing feedback controllers for linear dynamical

systems whose parameters are known are well established and widely under-

stood. When the system's parameters are unknown, however, the above

statement must be modified considerably. Most frequently special techniques

must be developed during the course of the control synthesis procedure for

systems whose elements are unknown or are time-varying in some random

fashion.

The use of special techniques was required in the investigation

reported in this paper. The dynamical system, a mechanical device, was

chosen to be investigated more for its illustrative character than its

utility. The relatively simple mechanical model is unstable when unforced

(unLontrolled), and it imposes stringent requirements on control sophis-

tication. The constraint that the maximum available control effort (force)

is limited was also imposed. For this reason, only "bang-bang" control laws

were considered ("bang-bang" implies the controller is always full on, in

either the positive or negative direction, and that it reverses between

these states instantaneously).

The desired outcome of this study was simple: design a controller

(control logic) which will stabilize the device, in spite of an uncertainty

in certain system parameters.

B. System Description

The mechanical system for which the controller is to be designed is

shown in Figure 1. The device consists of a motor-driven cart, free to

translate horizontally (in the plane of the paper). A rigid rod, of

length I and mass m, is pinned to the cart bed and is free to rotate

about the pin. A point mass q is positioned somewhere along the rod

a distance r from the pin. It is assumed that r is unknown, but

that r = dr/dt Is so small that it does not influence system dynamics.

Additional system r.arameters are m 1, the cart mass, and U', the
C.

1 The parameter m includes terms due to motor and gear train
rotational inertia. c
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horizontal floor reaction due to cart motor torque. Tha constraint on U'

is IU' j- U' mx. Coordinates describing the system are T , the displacement

of the cart from some inertial reference, and e , the angle the rod forms

with the vertical (these coordinates, and their velocities, are assued

measurable). Assumptions to be employed are that e and b are small, and

that negligible damping exists.

The assembly showm in Figure I constitutes (when unforced) a fourth-

order, unstable dynunical system. When the control U' is properly chosen

within its bounds IU'l f U' , it is apparent that the device can be
max

stabilized (i.e., forced to a resting position e=O, i = arbitrary), but

only for some range of values of e and 6 near zero. When U' is improperly

chosen, the actual range of initial values of e and ý which will be driven

to the equilibrium can only decrease in size, even though U' is heldmax

fixed. It can easily be anticipated that when r, the lumped-mass position,

is unknown, it is more likely than not that the control logic governing U'

will result in such a smaller region of controllability. 2,

2 Region of controllability is defined to be that volume of e, b and
space from the interior of which a control of ma••imuip possible amplitude

can drive the system to the equilibrium 0 = e = = 0,1 = arbitrary.
Itcis thus determined by available control effort, and not by control logic.

2



As analysis of the equations of motion verified this anticipation, the

following approach was followed: It was decided to synthesize a dual-mode

controller. In the first mode of operation, the control logic attempts only

to maintain the rod in some controllable configuration, paying no regard

to cart position and velocity. Simultaneously, a secondary loop takes

certain measurements in order to update the control computer's estimate of

r. Once r (the estimate of r) is determined this phase is terminated

and the entire assembly is taken to the equilibrium under second mode

control.

In the following only Mode One, or Adaptive Mode, logic will be

discussed. The logic chosen to control the entire assembly, in Mode Two,

has essentially been discussed elsewhere [Reference 1]. Before proceeding

it should be noted that extensive use is made of the phenomenon of chatter

motion of the prescribed bang-bang controller. A description of such

motion, which consists essentially of high frequen'y reversals of the relay

elemont switching the control (motor), can be found in Reference 2. Also,

inasmuch as a complete treatment would tend to detract from the following

development, the approach will be to outline the steps taken and, when

appropr!ate, explain the reasons for them, and to present the results.

In addition, results of an extensive digital simulation will be presented.

C. Equations of Motion and the Control Law

The equations of motion governing the unstable system are straight-

forward to obtain, and their derivation is ommitted. Due to the assumption

of small e and 5 they are linear:

2e = xe---L (IA,)

= -cX e + 1 U (IB)

2
The parameters c and X are functions of r and are thus themselves

unknown; c increases linearly with r while X2 is a non-monotonic, rather

complicated function. The new control U is Just U'/mT , mT being

total system mass, and g 3s gravitational acceleration.

- -7



The first step is to define two new variables, y1 and y2 " They will

be used directly by the control computer during the adapt mode, and are

given by

Yl= 0.5 (e + i x ) ()

Y2 =0.5 (e- e/X ) (2B)

The variable X is the computer's estimate of k; since physical

constraints place bounds on X, X will always lie in the range

%min expectcd - X f- Xmax expected*

if X and X are identical, it is found that y1 and y2 obey the equations

•X

Y = xy1 - -U (3A)
2g

-Y + U (3B)
2g

Note that the yi 's are uncoupled. A further feature is that a

determination of the extent of the region of controllability can be made

from analysis of equation (3A) alone, for it describes the time behavior

of the single unstable mode of the system. From (3A) it can be seen that
U

if lyll > max then y, and y, will always be of identical sign
2g

regardless of the choice of U. If the above inequality is reversed,

however, proper choice of U can force y1  arbitrarily within the

U
range lyll < m . Thus the region of controllability of this

2g
U

mechanical system is given by Jyll < max or, in terms of e and
2g

by
Umaxle e /xlI < -- (4-)

g

4



Note that cart position and velocity do not influence this region of

potentially controllable initial conditions.

The situation just discussed is shown in Figure 2, the o , e phase

plane. The region of controllability is the infinite-extent strip

enclosed by the lines e = U Ix = / Uaxg. In addition, the y1 ' Y2 axes

>.@

Figure 2 Region of coutrollability in the phase plane, ahowing typical
trajectories for the control law U - U1 sgn Yl.

are shown for the case X > X (when X = X , the y1 = 0 axis forms the

centerline of the region of controllability). The heavy lines are e , e
trajectories and will be discussed later.

The control law to be employed during the adapt mode is simple:

U = Ureax sgn y1  (5)

Under the influence of such a control the state point will always be forced

toward the line yl = 0 (which is the equaticn for the switching surface in

the yI. Y2 sqpace). The sample trajectories in Figure 2 show this. Note

5
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especially the one trajectory which departs the region of controllability

before it strikes the surface (the rod configuration associated with it is

no longer controllable). Had X more nearly matched > , this eventuality

would not have occurred.

D. The Adaptive Scheme

To prevent such an occurrence as that just discussed, the adapt mode

has itself two phases of operation. In the first phase, the computer

chooses X (t = 0) such that e + l x m0 (yl = 0). If this results in a

value of X such that

>S X
min expected > ma > x expected

'S

then X (t = 0) is taken to equal Xmin expected' It will be stated without

proof that such a choice will insure that a potentially controllable

initial condition remains controllable under the action of the control

law (5).

Regardless of the value of X resulting from the above logic, at

some point near the yI, Y2 origin the controller will enter the chatter

mode. 3 At this time the second phase of the adaptive process is initiated

(tch designates the time of inception of chatter motion). A chatter

detector activates a secondary process which varies X according to the law

• kU
x = -- .(6)

gY2

It is difficult to explain the wherewithal of (6), but its use is easily

justified. In short, (6), which governs the dynamics of x , is employed

because it results in attainment of the condition % • during the chatter

phase of Mode One. In addition, the stability of tha overall process can

be proven. Finally, all variables in (6) are readily obtainable

3 The only case in which chatter will not exist is when X (t = 0) is
taken to be Xmin expected and the state trajectory passes through the origin.

6
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[k is a positive constant, an "adapt gain constant"; is the time-

average-value of the control effort during chatter motiot,

t

t 1 r u(t) dt)
t-t .

tch

Two steps are involved in the proof of overall adaptive-process

stability. First, it must be shown that chatter motion, once it

commences, must be continuous. The results of this step establish a

necessary upper bound on k, the gain constant, which is

h 2
k ý Xmin expected (7)

The second step is to show that the only possible equilibrium of the

variables y2 and X is the point (O,X). The particular technique

employed to establish this fortunately imposed the same constraint (7) on

k for stability. Thus a k chosen to satisfy (7) is both necessary and

sufficient for stability of the overall adaptive process.

A significant amount of algebra plus use of many of the techniques of

Reference 2 enables one to elimi.nate U and y2 from (6), permitting a

solution in closed form. It shows that, if k satisfies (7), then

2kgX
A, 2 -k

A X(Q) X+ [x(o) + Xle
x~r =2kgX 

(8)

(hee =t &COJ x1 ( 2) -2 k

a(here di to ch) Also, it can be shown that the mode y2 decays
Saccording to -

-f %. (T) dT
y2(T) = Y2 (0) e 0()

-Since yl 0 at the inception of chatter motion, the rod assembly

approaches the vertical at the rate e(y) = Y2 (r)/2 X (r).

During the entire Mode One operation the cart is forced at will, since

and •are not involved in the adapt mode feedback path. Thus some

7L
,_ _ _
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crtterion must be established for termlaating Mode One and initiating

Mode Two, in which the entire system is controlled. This is discussed

below.

E. Simulation Results

During the course of thisstudy, both analog and digital simulations

were conducted. The generally-substantiating results presented here are

those of a digital simulation of a system with parameters

m = 1.0 slugs g = 30.0 ft/sec2

mc = 1.0 slugs U = 15.0 ft/sec2

q = 10.0 slugs r = 5.0 feet

1 = 10.0 feet

The length r was assumed to lie between the limits 4.13 < r < 10.0 feet,
giving X = 5.23 sec -, = 7-39 sec -

min expected '1max expected

I The relay imperfection allowing chatter motion was assumed to be

Ihysteresis; the width of the hysteresis zone simulated was taken as

I 1/500 the amplitude of the maximum (normalized) input signal.

One important difficulty in mechanization was encountered: It was

Sdecided to extract 3, the average control effort during chatter motion,

by passing the control output through a single-time-constant low-pass

filcer. This, of course, introduced additional dynamics not considered in

Sthe analysis. The equation governing U was of the form

a(U - . (10)

The time-constant a was initially taken to be a = 5, but with k = 25

(near its theoretical limit of 27.45) overshoots in X and discontinuities

in chatter motion resulted. Also as 1y21 approached zero additional

instabilities developed. Both phenomena are shon in Figures 3. The

overshoot in a was cured by increasing C to C = lOX , but post-adaption

instability persisted.[Figure 4B shows this. Note x • x after only 0.6

secs has elapsed, but diverges as ly2[- 0 (at t - 1.05 sec).] This

instability near ly2 I = 0 was anticipated, for even though [see equation

(6)] division by a time variable (y 2 ) approaching zero gives desirable



theoretical results, embarrassment can be expected (indeed, deserved) in

application. The analog work, not discussed, added a small constant in

the denominator of (6) to preclude division by zero, with successful

results. A termination criterion at ly21 ý e, e small, eliminated th%

difficulty in the digital work.
The series of Figures 5 show time histories of the various variables

during the adapt mode. These are for parameter values a = 54, k = 15,

and initial conditions

e(O) = 0.3 rad

R(O) = -0.8 rad/sec
nO = o

For such an initia1 configuration X(O), Figure 6B, is chosen by the Mode

One controller to be ýbin expected = 5.23 sec-1. Note the near-perfect

adaption to the correct value X = 7.266.

F. Conclusion

Although the majority of the derivations and proofs involved in this

investigation have been omitted, it is clear that a solution to -he

"unknown" portion of the problem goal has been obtained. In short, a

controller has been synthesized which will maintain the system in a

controllable state while simultaneously preparing other controller

parameters for proper operation in Mode Two. It is felt that the closed-

loop adaptive mechanism, which utilizes the average control effort during

c t motion as its stimulus, is itself adaptable to other applications.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the accomplishments of the Systems Engineering Group ii.
developing an instrument system for improved rotation, climb-out,approach and
go-around guidance under all weight variations, all aerodynamic configurations and
all thrust levels for the C/KC-135 aircraft. The system includes a rotation/go-
around (R/GA) computer, a flight director system, and a majority logic monitoring
computer.

The first phase of the program called for a study of the guidance required for
takeoff, approach and go-around flight regimes and the development of a guidance
system for the C/KC-135.r During rotation, climb-out and go-around, it was de-
termined that the primary longitudinal-axis parameter to be controlled is angle of
attack. A command angle-of-attack term for optimum angle of attack throughout
the takeoff and go-around regimes can be generated from altitude rate without the
need for switching or mechanical gain changing. Effective phugoid damping is
provided by use of altitude rate and longitudinal acceleration. An angle-of-attack
command system was determined to yield optimum guidance during a condition of
reduced thrust or engines out.

(7 The system integration and hardware development phase included the design of
the total system for flight test. A flight director computer and display system are
used to compute and display the signals from the R/GA computer -nd flight con-
trol guidance during approach. The critical flight regimes in which the R/GA com-
mand system is used demands proper monitoring and back-up to provide continua-
tion of the flight control maneuver. A microelectronic monitoring computer was
fabricated to provide fail safe operation of the system.



SYMBOLS

AL longitudinal acceleration from accelerometer

AN normal acceleration from accelerometer

ADI attitude director indicator

CL coefficient of lift

cD coefficient of drag

o drag

E10C angular deviation from localizer path

FOC flight director computer

g gravity constant = 3.2 ft/sec2

GCA ground controlled approach

HSI horizontal situation indicator

h altitude

altitude rate

ILS instrument landing system

L lift

p path distance to transmitter

q dynamic pressure

SA wing area

T thrust

U aircraft velocity component along x axis

6 longitudinal acceleration along x axis

V total aircraft velocity

vs stall velocity

VT takeoff velocity

vv complemented vertical speed

w aircraft gross weliht



a angle of attack

A augmented angle of attack

ap programmed angle of attack

y flight path angle

be elevator position

F8 flap position

c () error()

8 pitch attitude

8f - pitch trim

* roll attitude

S' heading

t heading rate

DEFINITION OF ANGLES
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Guidance of an aircraft during takeoff, climb-out and landing portions of the
flight profile must be accurate to achieve flight safety. This is especially true foi
the C-135 and KC-135 (C/KC-135) aircraft. For example, an error in lift-o.U At-
titude of only two degrees can extend the required runway length for the C/KCC L35
by 3200 ft.

It is believed that several C/KC-135 accidents which have occurred during take-
off were due in part to inadequate instrument guidance offered the pilot. Recognizing
the deficiency with the present flight instrument system in the C/KC-135, both the
Military Airlift Comnmand (MAC) and the Strategic Air Command (SAC) have re-
quested that an inproved instrament system be provided for their aircraft. Specif-
ically, they requested that improved guidance be provided for the takeoff and
approach phases of flight and that improvements be made to the attitude indicating
system.

This report presents the system being provided by the Systems Engineering
Group (SEG) to meet the requirements of MAC and SAC for the C-135 and KC-135,
respectively. This instrument guidance system is comprised of several newly de-
veloped subsystems which were developed both on contract andin house, Ind flight
tested during their development.

To aid in understanding present takeoff and approach guidance problems of the
C/KC-135, Section II presents an analysis of the KC-135 takeoff. Section III is
an overview of the total instrument guidance system being developed. Sections
IV, V, and VI discuss the theoretical basis and implementation of the rotation/
go-around computer (R/GA), the flight director system, and the monitoring system,
respectively.

The data presented in this report applies specifically to the KC-135 aircraft.
However, the overall analysis holds true for both the C-135 and KC-135 aircraft.

________________________



SECTION II

ANALYSIS OF THE KC-135 TAKEOFF

A. TAKEOFF PROCEDURES

The takeoff maneuver of an aircraft may be divided into three distinct phases:
(1) ground roll, (2) rotation, and (3) climb-out.

1. Ground-Roll Phase

Ground roll begins when an aircraft starts the takeoff and ends when the air-
craft has sufficient speed to rotate. During ground roll, it is necessary to ac-
celerate the aircraft to required lift-off velocity as soon as possible to reduce the
ground-roll distance. Table I illustrates the ground roll required for a KC-135A
to become airborne. No lougitudinal guidance is necessary during the ground-roll
phase since the aircraft must only be maintained on the runway.

TABLE I
KC-135 TAKEOFF CONDITIONS

Four Engines 300 Flap Setting Zero Altitude
Weight Unstick Speed Ground-Roll Unstick Time
in 1000 lIb kt sec

100 102.23 958 10.98

120 111.99 1404 14.66

140 120.96 1946 18.76

160 129.32 2590 23.28

180 137.16 3340 28.23

200 144.58 4204 33.61

220 151.64 5189 39.42

240 158.38 6301 45.69

260 164.85 7548 52.42

280 171.07 8940 59.63

300 177.07 10485 67.34

2



1 2. Rotation Phase

The rotation phase of takeoff occurs when an aircraft reaches takeoff velocity,|
VTO. The aircraft is rotated by raising the nose to a pitch attitude required for
lift-off. The attitude to which an aircraft is rotated depends upon takeoff condi-
tions but is usually an attitude which will result in a lift-off velocity of approxi-
mately 1.2 Vs. This value of velocity is a'compromise between operating too close
to the stall speed and using excessive runway distance prior to lift-off. By rotating
the aircraft, lift is increased sufficiently to overcome the force of gravity and the
aircraft becomes airborne.

3. Climb-Out Phase

The climb-out phase begins when an aircraft leaves the ground. In this phase of
the takeoff maneuver it is of prime importance to properly utilize excess thrust
(thrust not being used to overcome drag forces.) The optimum climb-out perform-
ance recommended for the KC-135 is flight ata constant pitch attitude until a speed
of VTO + 10 knots is reached. At this point a constant speed climb is initiated
to gain altitude prior to flap retraction and acceleration.

During a typical KC-135 takeoff maneuver, the aircraft is accelerated on, *he
runway to required rotation speed. As the aircraft apprc--ches required takeoff
speed during ground roll, the pilot begins rotating his aircraft to a pitch attitude
of 8ý. As pitch increases to 80, so does the angle of attack ( a ) increase, since
a equals pitch during ground-roll and rotation phases. As angle of attack andspeed of the aircraft increase, lift increases ( -, a U2 ), causing the KC-135

to leave the runway (Figure 1). Using standarc: operating procedures the KC-135
is maintained at a constant pitch attitude fr )m lift-off until completion f the
initial climb-out.

At the moment of initial lift-off, excess thrust produces a positive acceleratiPn
(Ui) and an increase in the flight-path angle ( , ). The basic aircraft equatioi;
describing how extra thrust may be used is shown below. This simplified equation
is derived from the longitudinal-axis equations of motion by disregarding short
term pitch changes and assuming small angles.

T-Du

The equation states that thrust minus drag (thrust available), divided by aircraft
weight, equals flight-path angle plus acceleration divided by the gravity constant.
Therefore, energy (thrust) available at takeoff can be used either ti, increase the
rate of climb ( y ) or to increase airspeed (U) or both. Since pitch is held con-
stant in the KC-135 and y is increasing, a must decrease. Although a de-
creases, lift continues to increase because velocity (U) has increased.

B. DISADVANTAGES OF CONSTANT PITCH TAKEOFF PROCEDURES

Two major problems exist with the use of a constant pitch takeoff procedure
on the KC-135: (1) inaccuracy of the attitude system during takeoff; and (2)

3
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Figure 1. KC-135 Takeoff Speed vs Gross Weight

lesis than optimum instrument guidance given the pilot, particularly during high
gross weight and reduced thrust takeoff conditions.

1. Attitude System

The vertical gyroscope installed~ in the 1(C-135 gives accurate pitch information
to the a~itude indicator under the .najority of flight Uonditions. During the takeoff
maneuver, high longitudinal accelerations are experienced which can process the
gyro indication off the actual pitch of the aircraft by as much as seven degrees. The
precession is due to longitudinal acceleration acting on the electrolytic switch
which controls verticality of the gyro. Figure 2 shows the configuration of the
vertical gyro electrolytic erection switch. The pu-pcse of the switch is to sense
the free drift of the gyro, erecting the gimbal by switching on the torque motor
when the gyro drifts off vertical. When the glass tube which is tied to the gimbal
tiltR off due to gyro drift, the mercury level rolls to one end of the tube com-
pleting an electrical path for the torc'ie motor current. When the electrolytic

4
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Figure 2. Vertical Gyro Electrolytic Erection Switch

switch senses a false vertical, g' due to the longitudinal acceleration vector, the
pitch gimbal is torqued to the angle of the resultant of acceleration and gravitation
forces. The error is in the safe direction, that is, pitch displayed on the attitude
indicator is greater than the actual pitch of the aircraft. However, it is impossible
to obtain accurate aircraft pitch by mentally adding pitch error due to gyro pre-
cession to the indicated pitch because the amount of precession varies with the
length and magnitude of ground-roll acceleration.

A second difficulty in using he attitude indicating system to guide rotation during
takeoff is that if the aircraft attitude is increased beyond a limit of 10 to 12 de-
grees, drag on the aircraft becomes so great that the aircraft cannot lift off. Figure
3 illustrates the rapid increase in drag at rotation with an increase in pitch. If
the pilot rotates the aircraft to an excessive pitch attitude due to his inability to
accurately read small increments of pitch or to interpolate the gyro precession,
the increased drag must be overcome by increased velocity, which requires more
thrust and results in a larger runway ground roll. This increased drag is an im-
portant consideration during an engine-out condition on the KC-135, since excess
thrust at takeoff during this condition is marginal compared with other aircraft.

2. Constant Pitch Performance

For jet aircraft, tnt. angle of attack which maximizes flight-path angle (maximum
climb) is approximately equal to the angle of attack corresponding to the maximum
lift-to-drag ratio. (This is discussed in detail in Section IV.) This angle of attack
will not support the aircraft in the air at lift-off speed since lift-off speed must be
kept low to minimize ground roll. Therefore, rotation at takeoff must be made to
a higher initial angle of attack to give the aircraft some climb or vertical speed.
Maintaining this pitch attitude does not result in thw best performance during climb-
out because climb is not optimized. When additional vertical speed is obtained, the
aircraft flight path Can be modified to result in a maximum rate of climb. Since the

5



constant pitch attitude is optimized to provide best lift-off angle of attack, once
vertical speed is obtained, this attitude no longer provides the best aircraft flight
path. When thrust is reduced due to an engine-out and the weight of the aircraft
is high, the thrust available is marginal and optimunm use of the available energy
becomes important.
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Figure 3. Coefficient of Drag vs Pitch During lBotation
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SECTION III

ROTATION/GO-AROUND FLIGHT DIRECTOR SYSTEM

As indicated in Section II the constant pitch procedure for controlling a KC-135
takeoff and go-around has serious limitations. Recognizing these limitations the
SEG developed an instrument guidance system to improve the takeoff and approach
capabilities u' the C-135 and the KC-135 (C/KC-135) based on requests from both
the MAC and the SAC. The follo%..ig capabilities were development requirements:

(1) Optimum control guidance for rotation, climb-out and go-around;

(2) Improved approach guidance;

(3) Instrument display of the control guidance;

(4) Improvement in the existing attitude system;

(5) Monitoring essential parameters for fail-safe operation of the improved
guidance.

To provide these capabilities an instrument system was devcloped employing
advanced component design and utilizing subsystems which had been shnwn to be
airworthy for production installation.

The relationship of the various elements in the system is shown in Figure 4.
The system installation will be dual providing separate, Independent systems for
both pilot and copilot.

A. ROTATION/GO-AROUND COMPUTER

As a part of the program to provide a rotation, climb-out and go-around in-
strument guidance system for the KC-135 several guidance schemes were in-
vestigated. Since this program was initiated to provide a total system that will
be considered for retrofit, the subsystems chosen had to be sufficiently developed
to be ready ior production.

The R/GA computer chosen for the system had been developed as a part of the
C-141 all-weather landing system program conducted by the SEG. It provides an
angle-of-attack guidance signal to the flight director system for display on the
horizontal pointer of the attitude director indicator (ADI). This angle-of-attack
guidance signal commands an optimum rotation and climb-out for the aircraft
based on weight, drag and thrust available. During takeoff, the H/GA mode will be
selected prior to the beginning of ru'way acceleration. When proper rotation
speed is reached, the pilot will rotate his aircraft to center the horizontal pointer
of the ADI. By maintaining this centered position, the aircraft will achieve opti-
mum climb-out.

'1-4
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It is to be noted that the R/GA computers do not tell the pilot when to rotate at
takeoff, but rather how much to rotate. The pilot disregards the pitch steering bar
of the ADI until rotation speed is attained; he then rotates the aircraft until the
steering bar is nulled.

B. FLIGHT DIRECTOR COMPUTER SYSTEM

The flight director computer system includes the flight director computer (FDC),
the ADI and the horizontal situation indicator (HSI). This system displays flight
control information including roll, pitch, heading, radio aeviation and flight di-
rector computer steering commands in an integrated, easily interpreted format.
This basic system is installed in all the newer generation Air Force aircraft.

In addition to processing the input of the R/GA computer for display, the FDC
presents pitch and bank steering commands to the pilot during many other phases
of the flight profile including enroute navigation (VOR, TACAN, and Doppler) and
landing (ILS and ILS Approach). The computer to be used in the system is a newly
designed unit which extensively utilizes microcircuitry.

C. GYRO PITCH ERECTION CUT-OUT

One of the problems which has been prevalent with the vertical gyro is the pitch
error which develops during high longitudinal acceleration. This error is due to
the gyro pitch erection circuit seeking a false vertical due to longitudinal accele-
ration.

As discussed in Section II, the purpose of the erection circuit is to correct the
verticality of the gyro for free drift. Since the free drift of the gyro is 0.25 degrees
per minute and the gimbal erection motor rate is 1.5 degrees per minute, the
erection motor can be turned off during periods of high acceleration reducing the
gyro error rate by 1.25 degrees per minute. Thiz- technique is used to improve
t'1 E accuracy of the gyro indicating system.

The erection cut-out unit - aives longitudinal acceleration, AL, which has been
corrected for pitch errors from the R/GA computer. When acceleration reaches
a le. -L which adversely affects the pitch erection circuit of the vertical gyro, the
circuit is switched off and the gyro becomes free, minimizing the short term
pitch errors due to acceleration.

D. SYSTEM MONITORING

Monitoring is provided for the attitude system, the R/GA computers and the
flight director computers to assure not only flight safety but proper opers' in of
the guidance system as well.

1. Flight Director and RPQGA Computer Monitoring System

Monitoring of the flight director computers and the R/GA computers is accom-
plished by comparison of the outputs. The two outputs from the R/GA computers
are compared and if a disparity exists a monitor circuit detects the difference
and IntAcates a maffunction to the pilot. The two outputs from the pilot's flight
director computer, bank command and pitch command, are compared with the



respective outputs from the copilot's flight director computer in a method identi-
cal to the RiGA computer comparison. This monitoring method indicates if a
failure has occurred in either system but does not indicate which system has
failed.

2. Attitude Monitoring System

The attitude monitoring system provides a continuous check on the condition of
the three attitude reference systems (pilot's, copilot's and autopilot's) warning
the pilot of a failure if a discrepancy exists between the systems. The monitor
indicates the system and axis (roll and pitch) that has failed. The monitoring tech-
nique used is majority logic which is discussed in detail in Section VI.
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SECTION IV

ROTATION/GO- 'ROUND COMPUTER

A. THEORETICAL DISCUSSION OF R, TATION, CLIMB-OUT. AND
f GO-AROUND GUIDANCE

The R/GA computer provides an angle -of-attack output which commands opti-
mum guidance throughout the critical rotation, climb-out and go-around regimes.
This command is based on the aircraft weight, drag and available thrust.

1. Thrust/Drag Characteristics

A typical thrust/drag curve for a four-engine jet transport like the KC-135 is
illustrated in Figure 5. As indicated in the figure. there are three drag components
which can be present during the takeoff and go-around regimes. The bottom area
on the thrust/drag graph represents the basic drag of the aircraft, Basic drag in-
creases with airspeed because of increasing dynamic pressure and also increases

* at low airspeeds because of the increased angle of attack required to give sufficient
lift. The second drag force operating on the aircraft can exist due to application of
rudder to counteract the moment caused by loss of an engine. The remaining drag
force is due to the landing gear.
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Figure 5. Thrust and Drag vs Airspeed
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The available thrust curves for four engines aad three engines are also plotted
in Figure 5 as a function of airspeed. Available thrust for Jet engines is seen to
be relatively constant with a.rspeed. The difference between the total drag curve
and engine thrust plot indicates the thrust available to accelerate or climb. Note
that if an aircraft loses an engine after it becomes airborne, available thrust can
be less than drag if airspeed is too low or too high, causing the aircraft to come
back down.

The thrust drag curves have been plotted as a function of airspeed for a fully
loaded jet. These curves when plotted for a lighter aircraft move downward asid
to the left along the airspeed axis. However, if these curves are plotted as a
function of angle of attack, they do not shift along the angle-of-attack axis as a
function of aircraft weight. This points to angle of attack as the desirable longi-
tudinal-axis parameter for controlling aircraft pitch attitude during takeoff and
go-around, since for different aircraft weights the same angle of attack will
give minimum drag and maximize the extra thrust available for acceleration or
climb.

2. Utilization of Extra Thrust

As stated in Section II, Equation 1 is the basic aircraft equation that describes
how for a Jet aircraft, extra thrust can be utilized in controlling the airframe.

T-D DW 97

Starting with this basic equation it will be shown that for a jet aircraft the angle of
attAckwhich maximizes the flight-path angle (or minimizes drag) is approximately
equal to the angle of attack corresponding to the maximum lift-to-drag ratio.

Since W L af take off

T D _ i (2)
W L + g

Since thrust is relatively constant at takeoff with power settings and is indepen-
dent of airspeed, flight-path angle, y , or acceleration, U, can be maximized for
a given weight and total thrust by minimizing the term D/L or by maximizing the
lift-to-drag ratio, L/D.

L CqSA CL
D CoqSA C

D A D
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Equation 3 states that the maximum lift-to-drag ratio also corresponds to the
maximum coefficient of lift/coefficient of drag quotient CL/C . Since y can be
defined by D

l ":sin-i (L•) (4)

maximum climb will correspnd to the maximum L/D ratio. Using a polar plot ofCL/D tisu~ canrecurve
CL/CD# this point can be identified as the tangent to a CL/CDurve drawn from

the origin. Figure 6 illustrates the KC-135 CL VS CD plotted for 300 flaps which

are used during takeoff with the maximum CL/CD point calculated. To relate this

ratio to angle of attack the curve of CL vs a is also drawn in Figure 6. On this
curve the maximum CL/CD quotient has been transferred from the CL vs CD
curve to identify it in terms of angle of attack.

3. Angle-of-Attack Requirements During Rotation, Climb-Out,
and Go-Around

Although it has been shown that maximum climb angle is obtained at the angle
of attack corresponding to maximum lift-to-drag ratio, this angle of attack will
not support the aircraft in the air at lift-off speeds. Lift-off speed must be kept
low to minimize the ground roll required for initial acceleration. Rotation at take-
off must, therefore, be made to a higher initial angle of attack to lift-off giving
the aircraft some climb or vertical speed. Since forward acceleration should be
maintained until a safer airspeed is reached, maximum angle of attack before
stall should not be used at takeoff. When sufficient airspeed is attained, the air-
craft should be pitched to an angle of attack corresponding to maximum lift-to-
drag ratio to maximize the steady-state climb angle. Climb angle rather than rate
of climb should be maximized to clear an impending obstacle during climb-out.
If full engine power is available after initial climb, the pilot can subsequently
reduce angle of attack still further after sufficient airspeed and vertical speed are
reached to allow a faster climb-out. This final climb-out at a lesser angle of
attack and at a higher airspeed is a luxury that the pilot can afford if ample thrust
is available and climb angle is sifficiently large.

In a go-around maneuver, the first concern of the pilot is to stop the descent with
minimum altitude loss after the decision is made to abort the approach and landing.
Since the aircraft has had adequate airspeed during the approach phase, minimum
altitude loss during the go-around maneuver can best be accomplished by assuming
the maximum angle of attack which will give a safe margin above stall angle of
attack. This will give maximum safe lift and quickly educe rate of descent to zero
aft.er which the pilot can again fly an angle of attack similar to that for climb-out
after rotation. By utilizing angle-of-attack information instead of airspeed, maneu-
vers near stall can be made more safely since, during transient conditions, air-
speed is not always an immediate indication of the margin available before the stall
condition is reached.

4. Programmed Angle of Attack

Now that the angle-of-attack requirements have been established, optimum angle-
of-attack command can be defined throughout rotation/climb-out and go-around

_13
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regimes as a programmed function of vertical speed. Thi.- non~izi'ar programmed
angle-of-attack function as computed in the R/GA computer fs shown in Figure 7.
As is mentioned in the block diagram discussion of the R/GA computer, Sub-
section B programmed angle of attack is combined with augumented angle-of-
attack feedback to give a nulled pitch steering bar when optimum angle of attacc
is achieved.

Referring to Figure 7, when vertical speed is zero at rotation an angle of at-
tack is commanded to give lift-off and attain some vertical speed. As vertical
speed builds up, the aircraft quickly reaches the angle of attack corresponding to
the maximum lift-to-drag ratio. This angle of attack allows the aircraft to accele-
rate to a higher airspeed while continuing to pick up additional vertical speed.
As the rate of climb continues to increase due to extra available thrust, the angle
of attack is further decreased to a value which gives a fast climb-out at a desired
combination of airspeed and rate of climb. in the event of an engine failure, the
loc of thrust would result in reduced rate of climb and the aircraft would migrate
bacK to the angle of attack corresponding to minimum drag and optimum climb-out
angle.

In a go-aroui.d situation, assume the airplane has been descending down the gl'de-
slope beam with a descent rate of app-,oximately 600 feet per minute. Upon initiation
of a go-around, a maximum safe angle of attack is commanded as shown on the
left side of Figure 7. This angle is maintained until the sink rate is essentially
reduced to zero after which the airplane migrates to the same programmed angle
of attack used for climb-out.

The programmed angle-of-attack function described above provides safety during
loss of rA engine. When power is marginal, the aircraft is directed to a maximum

GO AROUND ac ROTATION COMMAND

FOR MISSED APPROACH ANGLE OF ATTACK

NO FLAPS

0 FULL FLAPS

U1. MIGRATION OF FUNCTION
02 "WITH DECREASING FLAPS
4 0

DESCENT CLIMB

VERTICAL VELOCITY, MO

Figure 7. Programmed Angle-of-Attack Command
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climb angle which is represented by the first plateau of the angle-
cm e L/CD) MAX

of-attack command curve, Figure 7.

S: 'ý -e CD vs CL plot is modified by flap position, this must be considered in
comrp,.Lng the programmed angle-of-attack term. The amount of modification for
each portion of the curve is dependent on the effects of flaps during that portion
ol the takeoff or go-around. The molification in the programmed angle-of-attack
( ap ) function is illustrated in Figure 7 as shifting of the a curve as
a function of flaps, Pbout the a p axis.

5. Phugoid Damping

'When angle of attack is the only controlling longitudinal axis parameter, aircraft
f phugoiding may result. Phugoiding is a cycling in vertical speed and airspeed with

negligible chanee in angle of attack. Various sources of phugoid damping signals
were studied during the development of the R/GA computer. The sources include
vertical velocity, longitudinal acceleration, Mach rate and pitch. These various
phugoid damping parameters have been compared by s~mulation studies which
showed1 that vertical speed ;nd lc.zitidinal acceleration were most effective in
preventing phugoiding. The implementation of these terms is discussed in the
block diagram desoription.

B. BLOCK DIAGRAM DISCUSSION

The system block diagram of the R/GA computer is shown in Figure 8. There
ar'- three basic ciumputations performed by the computer: (i) vertical speed,
(2; .augmented angle of attack, and (3) programmed angle of attack which are dis-
cussed separately fc r clarification. Each area of computation is indicated on the
block diagram.

1. Vertical Speed Computation

The source of altitude rate is a remote altitude rate sensor with an input of
static pressure. Barometric altitude rate, fi, is brought into the computer through
a 4uadrature rejection circuit and then is filtered to remove higher frequency
aerodynamic and mechanical noise. The R/GA computer computes vertical speed by
complementing che filtered altitude rate with normal (vertical) acceleraticn. Nor-
mal acceleration is obtained from an accelerometer mounted externally. The out-
put of the accelerometer consists of the acceleration signal, AN, plus an error
signal, c 0 , due to gravity effects of aircraft banking, 0 . A bank signal, sin 0,
from th'b vertical gyio is passed through a shaping Ve-,ork which gives it the same
cha-acteristic as the :icelerometer error signp.l, c . This arro! signal can
be shown to equal g (-L-S2-•-) Signals, AN + £ from the accelerometer

Cos 4,
and , 4 from the shaping network, P.re combin.ed to yicld AN. The banking signal
thus is used to eliminate the accelerometer bank errors. ',he rermal acceleration
signal AN is passed thrcugh a band-pass filter. The bandi-pass filter integrates
!he acc-Aeration to provide normal velocity in the band-pass lgion. Tahe filter also
attenuates the high-freijerlcy errors due to vibrations and eliminates low-frequency
errors caused by stand-off and the gravity constant. The filtered altttudc rate
from the h sensor and the normal vAi( -ity derived from the accelerometer are
summed togetLar and a- .plifled. Tha resulting nomplemented vertical speed signal,
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VVC, is used for phugoid damping and for programmed angle-of-attack signal
computation. The signal is also delivered to the FDC for use in computations.

2. Programmed Angle of Attack

Programmed angle of attack, a p , is the optimum angle of attack to be com-
manded. It is. a function of both complemented vertical speed, VVC, and flap posi-
tion. Complemented vertical speed is passed through the function generating net-
work. This network has the transfer characteristic illustrated in Figure 7 discussed
previously. The functiQn generatcr is modified with the flap position signal, 8 F,
which is obtained frokn an external flap transducer. In the event go-around is re-
quired b'scause of a missed approach, VVC is negative. The R/GA computer then
commands a maximum safe angle of attack. For three-engine climb-out, the climb
rate is moderate and an angle of attack corresponding to maximum lift-to-drag
ratio is commanded. With sufficient thrust, a greater altitude rate is sensed and
angle of attack giving a high-speed climb-out is commanded.

3. Augmented Angle of Attack

Local angle of attack is supplied by an angle-of-attack transmitter located on
the aircraft. This angle of attack is different from the actual angle of attack of the
wing due to the position of the sensor on the fuselage. A separate flight test was con-
ducted to determine the difference between the actual angle of attack and the local
angle of attack at the sensor. The plot of this relationship is illustrated in Figure 9.
The error in the local versus true angle-of-attack is removed by compensating the
programmed angle-of-attack function generator for the difference. . -

"ile angle-of-attack signal from the sensor is augmented with the pitch rate for
damping. An external longitudinal accelerometer provides an acceleration signal,
AL + (8 . This signal contains an error term, e 8 , which results from
gravitation effects due to aircraft pitch, 8 . A pitch signal from the vertical
gyro, sin 8 , is summed with the accelerometer signal so that it is just equal to
the accelerometer error term, 4 0 , cancelling this error from accelerometer
output. The result, AL, (which is available as an output for gyro erection cutout)
is summed with the complemjnted vertical altitude rate signal, VVC, providing
phugoid damping of the augmented angle-of-attack signal. Since the R/GA c.-,m-
puter commands the maximum climb angle, an unnaturally high pitch w•1l be
commanded when the weight of the aircraft is low and full thrust is used. There-
fore, the commanded angle of attack, GA + up . is pitch limited to prevent
this condition. This pitch limit is of suifficient magnitude that it wiil affect the
commanded output during conditions of high gross weight or reduccd thrust.

1S= = r -.. ..... . ... .. ...
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SECTION V

FLIGHT DIRECTOR COMPUTER SYSTEM

The flight director computer steering commands provide an accurate, highly
responsive display of aircraft control action during ILS, VOR, TACAN, VOR/TACAN
Approach, R/GA and Heading Modes. Of these modes, the R/GA and ILS modes are
the most important because they involve aircraft control during critical portions of
a mission (takeoff and landing). The role of the flight director ir the R/GA mode
is to provide an input with the proper scale factor to the horizontal pointer for dis-
play. The ILS mode, considerably more complex, involves computation of the com-
mand signals. The localizer lateral guidance is identical to VOR and TACAN modes
for the purposes of this discussion.

The FDC is designed to provide the capability of operating to Category II landing
minimums. Table H is an outline of the definition and requirements for the flight
director for Category 1I landing minimums. For the flight director to meet these
requirements, accuracy, stability, and the effect of external forces (winds) on the
aircraft must be considered. The following is a discussion of the techniques used
in meeting the improved ILS guidance requirements.

A. CROSSWIND FILTER

To minimize the effects of crosswinds, adequate crosswind compensation must
be provided by the flight director so that proper rate damping can be included in
the command signal. Yet, extreme care must be taken in implementing the crosswind
filter so that windshear does not cause beam standoff errors.

Figure 10 shows the crosswind filter technique used to generate the composite
rate signal in whicih the localizer noise is heavily filtered by using localizer, lagged
localizer, and lagged roll angle. No heading or course error signal is used; there-
fore, there is no beam standoff error in the presence of crosswind or windshear.
Furthermore, there is no possibility of hunting in roll because the need for high
heading gain has been eliminated.

The transfer function of the rate generating system of Figure 10 can be derived as
follows:

E10C angular deviation of the aircraft from the

localizer path.

S- aircraft roll attitude

, : aircraft heading

p Z path distance to transmitter

where =, K#.
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TABLE II

[ FLIGHT DIRECTOR REQUIREMENTS FOR CATEGORY I1

1. Definition of Category II

a. MDA (minimum decision altitude) 100 feet

b. RVR (runway visibility range) 1200 feet

2. Category II Criteria

a. Wind Conditions (maximum)

(1) Surface crosswind component 15 knots

(2) Surface downwind component 10 knotsi

(3) Windshear - 4 knots per 100 feet
starting at 500 feet

b. Localizer Performance

(1) Stabilized before outer marker

(2) Tracking from outer marker to 300
feet within ±35 ý amp (95% probability)

(3) Tracking from 300 feet to decision
altitude (100 feet) within -25,p. amp
(95% probability)

c. Glideslope Performance

(1) Stability before a. altitude of 700 feet

(2) Tracking from 700 feet altitude to decision
altitude (100 feet) within -3J gramp or
*12 feet, whichever is larger.

2
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It can be seen from Equation 5 that Eo is proportional to localizer rate and the
rate gain is proportional to T and Kloc. For proper damping, it is only necessary
I•o maintain the term KO P/Kloc approximately equal to T over the operating range

of p. Proper selection of T can maintain this equality.

B. TRACKING ACCURACY

As indicated in Table 11 localizer tracldng must be maintained within ±25 micro-
amps of beam center and glideslope tracking nmust be maintained with -35 micro-
amps of beam center. This requires computer nulls and parallax errors in reading
the steering pointers to be minimum. Also, the error washout must be ininimum so
that an aircraft that is mistrimmed 1 or 2 degrees in Lank will not cause an error.
The following is an error analysis of both the glideslope and iocalizer accuracy of
the flight director system.

1. Localizer Error

Function LOC Error (Error)2

I& amps

Roll trim error 4.0 16.0

Error due to heading
not cancelling 2.0 4.0

Windshear of 5 knots
per 100 ft 6.9 47.6

Modulator or demdulator
unbalance 3.8 14.5

Visual dead zone of
indicator 10.0 100.0

Total 182.1
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Root Sum Square Calculation to Total Errors (rss):

rss = V/_Error)
rss = r = 13.5 sa

Calculated tracking accuracy = *13.5 ja

Required tracking accuracy *25 pa

2. Glideslope Error

Function Glideslope Error (Error)2

;_ amps

Glideslope error for pitch washout 6.?5 45.5

Modulator or demodulator unbalance 3.8 14.5

Visual dead z7one of indicator 10.0 100.0

Windshear of 5 knots per 100 ft 6.9 47.6
(along runway)

Total 207.6

rss =

rss = 14.4 •a

Calculated tracking accuracy = E14.4 /La

Required tracking accuracy = *35 jsa

From the above calculations of flight director system errors, it is shown that
the system adequately meets the glideslope and localizer tracking requirements
for Category 11 cperation.

C. GLID'ýSLOPE EXTENSION

1. Gain Programming

The glideslope gain selected for the ILS mode will maintain stability at altitudes
down to 200 feet above the runway elevation. Below 200 feet it is necessary to
reduce the gain as a function of altitude because of beam convergence. The FDC
provides this reduction program as a function of time after passing the middle
marker. Gain is reduced continuously to one-fourth initial value in 15 seconds
after passing the middle marker. Figure 11 illustrates the effect of gain program-
ming in keeping the flight director commands accurate and stable.

2. Rate Damping

Because the glideslope beam becomes noisy below approximately 200 feet, rate
damping is required to stabilize the pitch steering command. Dutring the initial

23
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approach phase, a washout filter memorizes instantaneous rate of descent (a)
from the R/GA computer. When glideslope extension is engaged at the middle
marker, "he output of the washout filter (memorized hi error) is added to the re-
duced glideslope signal. The addition of vertical rate makes it possible to reduce
glideslope gain to a level where glideslope bends and noise are insignificant while
maintaining a high degree of directional gain.

I D. MISSED APPROACH

If at any time during a landing approach using either ILS or GCA, the pilot must
go around, selection of the R/GA modes will remove the IUS commands from the
flight director display and present go-around commands as discussed in Section IV.

This command provides control guidance resulting in a minimum loss of altitude
and a smooth transition from UIS to climb-out.

i2



SECTION VI

ATTITUDE MONITORING SYSTEM

A. SYSTEM THEORY

The remote attitude monitoring system, employing the principle of majority
logic, monitors the condition of the three attitude rtference systems by receiving
and comparing inputs of roll and pitch from the pilot's ADI, the copilot's ADI and
the autopilot gyro. Figure 12 shows the total system relationship. Each ADI has
synchro transmitters tied directly to the roll and pitch axes of the display sphere.
These synchros provide output signals to the monitoring computer which are pro-
portional to the display position. By monitoring the output of the display sphere,
a check is provided on every element of the attitude system, the gyro, the cabling
betwen components, the amplifier and the indicator, since a failure in any of these
componento would affect the display sphere position. The third source of attitude

tr informat'n, the autopilot gyro, is fed to the monitoring computer to be compared
with the indicator sphere positiens. The analog output of the indicators is made
identical to the autopilot gyro output to simplify the majority logic.

Since the two ADIs can be individually trimmed In pitch by the pilot and co-
pilot, the pitch outputs to thb computer can be different due to the difference in
pitch trim. Therefore, the pitch trim signals, 8 T, are also fed to the monitoring
computer to remove the pitch trim component present in the total pitch input signal,

B. COMPUTER THEORY

The logic diagram o: the pitch channel of the computer is illustrated in Figure 13.
The roll channel is identical except for the pitch trim and pitch erection cutout
monitor inputs.

The three pitch inputs are summed as indicated h, Figure 13. If the input signals
are equal, which is the normal condition, the output of each summing amplifier is
zero. In the case of a failure, the outputs will not be zero. This can be restated
by saying that a nonzero at the output of a summing amplifier is an indication that
one of the input systems has failed. (Assume for now that two systems cannot
fail simultaneously.) As an example, assume that System A has failed, its input
to the computer being different than B or C. The output of summing amplifier 1
will indicate that either System A or System B, (A+B), has failed and the output
of summing amplifier will indicate that either System A or System C (A+C)
has failed. The output of summing amplifier 2 will be zero. This example can be
expanded to show that outputs from sumrming amplifier 1, 2 or 3 is an indication
of a system failure and is represented, in logic form, by (A+B), (B+C) or (A+C),
respectively. If these three outputs are applied to the "AND" gates as illustrated,
the output of each gate will indicate a particular system failure, represented in
logic form, by Equation 6 developed below.

To complete tibe example of System A failure, the inputs to gate I are (A+B)
and (A+C). The output of the gate is

Output = (A+B) + (A+C)

Output = A+BC 6)
26
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This states that if System A is in error or both Systems B and C are in error,
there will be an output from gate 1. The probability of any two systems failing
simultaneously is remote; also, if two systems do fail simultaneously, outputs
will be present at all three gates; therefore, the "AND" term of the output ex-
pression can be iguored (BC = 0). Expansion of this example will show the logic
outputs of gates 1, 2 and 3 to be A, B. and C, respectively. The outputs of each
of the gates are used to switch the failure annunciation on the instrument panel.

It Is mandatory for any monitoring device to have a high reliability and for the
operator to know that the device is operating correctly. Therefore, microcircuitry
has been used extensively in the design of the coi,,)uter and a self-test capability
has been included in this device to completely test its operation. As indicated in
Figure 13, self-test is accomplished by appiying calibrated error signal to each of
the summing amplifiers. Using this technique more than 90 percent of the ccmputer
circuitry is tested.
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SECTION VII

CONCLUSIONS

The R/GAk instrument guidance system described in this paperis presently being de-
veloped fc.r flight test on a KC-135 ,.rior to production retrofit. At this time
simulation studies of the R/GA computer and the flight director computer are being
conducted to optimize the system parameter for the KC-135. Results of these
studies are not available for inclusion in this report. Simulator studies conducted
during the initial development of the R/GA computer are presented in the Ap-
pendix. These studies illustrate the effectiveness of controlling an aircraft takeoff t
and go-around with optimum angle-of-attack guidance provided by the R/GA corn-
puter and flight director system.
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j
5 APPENDIX E

LOW APPROACH-NAVIGATION DIRECTOR SYSTEM (LANDS)
SIMULATION

During the latter part of 1962 Air Force Contract 33 (657)-9639 was awarded to
the Collins Radio Co. to develop a Low Approach-Navigation Director System
(LANDS) which was to be integrated with the existing C-141 instrument system.
The rotation/go-aroend computer was developed as a part of this contract. The
flight test cf the LANDS system was conducted on a T-39 and therefore the sim- •
ulation studies prior to flight test were conducted with a T-39 model.

The final simulation of the angle-of-attack control system was acconplished
at the time of the overall LAND system simulation. Actual hardware, including
the R/GA computer and cockpit instruments, was used with an actual pilot within i
the control loop. Figures 14, 15, and 16 show recordings of this simulation. Fig-
ure 14 shows a go-around which was initiated with the simulated T-39 in the
approach configuration. Figure 15 shows taikeoffs with one engine and two engines
operating. Altitude rate on the rotation/climb-out recordings is seen to go nega-
tive initially at rotation. This is to be disregarded since the simulation was not
accurate until the aircraft became airborne. Figure 16 shows a two-engine takeoff
with an engine being lost shortly after lift-off. Each of these recordings shows
how angle of attack b]comes adjusted to a value appropriate for the power available.

A,
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ABSTRACT

A mathematical analysis is made of the accelerations which act on
vehicles flying within the atmosphere. From this analysis, equations are
extracted which describe the accelerations induced by the earth's rotational
velocity. Factors which influence the magnitude of the effect of these
accelerations on performance are: heading angle, latitude, weight, aero-
dynamic characteristics, and, most importantly, speed. While the effect on
performance of most aircraft currently in the inventory 4s of small con-
sequence, it will be of considerable significance to vehicles projected for
the future which will have higher operating weights and, in particular, will
be flown at higher speeds. As speeds are increased into the hypersonic
flight regime, accelerations caused by the earth's rotation must be con-
sidered for adequate flight planning.

Equations are developed to evaluate the consequence of varying heading
angle and latitude on two performance parameters which are related to range
(payload) and to the standardization of flight data. First, the equilibrium
cruise weight for constant engine thrust is expressed as a function of
latitude and heading; then the correction to excess thrust (or engine thrust)
is found for constant weight. Since generalizations are not possible becausei• of the dependence on weight and aerodynamic characteristics, sample cal-

culations are included for a 300,000 pound airplane flying at Mach 3. As
an example, the maximum variation in equilibrium cruise weight with latitude
and heading angle is 8,800 pounds. For the same cruise conditions at
300,000 pounds and at 45 degrees latitude, the maximum variation in excess
thrust with heading is 1,400 pounds.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

Symbol Definition Unit

a1  inertial acceleration ft per sec2

aX, ay, aZ components of inertial acceleration in wind-axes system ft per sec2

aX , a,, components of acceleration caused by the earth's
rotation only ft per se2

a, o, 060y, 0W cormponents of acceleration caused by rotation of
X y Z wind-axes system ft per sec 2

B roll angle about the velocity vector radians

CD drag coefficient dimensionless

SCL lift coefficient dimensionless

F engine thrust lb

eFx excess thrust lb

g local acceleration of gravity ft per sec2

"gref reference acceleration of gravity ft per sec2

h altitude ft

i, j, k unit vectors in wind-axes system - ---

"-g, 1 g unit vectors in north, east, down system

Ki induced drag parameter, dCD/dCL 2

L lift IbLM Mach number

im mass of aircraft slugs

nX load factor tangent to the flight path dimLnsionless

SnZ load facvor normal to the flight path dimensionless

SP cr.'mospherit, pressure lb per ft2

S r radius of the earth ft

"T atmospheric temperature degrees Kelvin
i Vg horizontal component of aircraft speed relative to

9 the ground ft per sec

Vt speed of aircraft relative to local airmass ft per sec

VI inertial speed ft per sec

V Vy, VZ components of inertial veocity in wind-axes system ft per sec
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II

Symbol Defin i ti on Unit

W weight (W = mgref) lb

a angle of attack radians

AY vertical flight path angle measured from horizontal
plane radians 1

Slatitude radians

Slongitude radians

77 power setting I
Sheading angle measure from north radians

4wind direction from north radians

earth's rotation rate radians per sec

O-w rotational velocity of wind-axes system radians per sec

CWXI WWy, WwZ components i., votational velocity of wind-axes system rao'ans per sec

() dot indicates time derivative per sec

() bar indicates a vector quantity . ..

Subscripts

s standard V

t test

Ut
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INTRODUCTION

All vehicles flying within the atmosphere are subjected to accel-
erations induced by the earth's rotation. These accelerations are of
considerable importance at orbital and sub-orbital speeds. They are
accounted for as a matter of course in the trajectory analysis of reentry
vehicles, launch vehicles, and intercontlnental ballistic missles. The
magnitude of these accelerations experienced by aircraft in the past:,
however, has not usually been sufficie.,t to warrant accounting for thAir
effects on performance. This is not true of some aircraft which will be
tested and put into service in the future because of improvements in theprecision with which accelerations on test aircraft are measured. and

because of increases in operating speeds and weights. As an example, the
payload of a supersonic transport will be significantly different depend-
ing on whether it is traveling eastward or westward. Further, as vehicle
speeds are increased into the hypersonic regime, accelerations caused by
the earth's rotation become of such importance that they cannot be ignored.

k Equations are derived from which components of acceleration along
conventional wind-axes may be computed. Of concern are the tangential
acceleration (x-component in the direction of the flight path) and the
normal acceleration (z--co.im.ionent normal to the flight path). Precise
derivations are first made. The equations are then simplified to the
straight and level condition, and results are shown graphicaily in Figures
"4 and S. These figures are presented to serve two purposes. First, they
can be used togethar with an aircraft's aerodynamic characteristics and
equations developed in this report to estimate the effect of latitude and
heading angle on that aircraft's range and payload. That the effect can
be of considerable importance has been demonstrated by the following means.
With data representative of a Mach 3 airplane, the wbight required for
equilibrium flight has been computed as a function of latitude and heading
angle (Figure 8); also, excess thrust* at constant weight has been computed
for similar cruise conditions (Figures 6 and 7). Second, for flight test
applications it can be decided, based on data in Figures 4 and 5, if cor-
rections should be made for a particular aircraft. If they are to be made
it is suggested that a latitude and a heading angle (perhaps a latitude of
45 degrees and a heading of true north) be adopted as standard and that
test data be corrected to these conditions. Further, it may be desirable
to publish in technical reports, together with standardized data, correction
factors for range and/or other performance parameters as a function of
speed, heading, and latitude.

*Excess thrust is the vectorial sum cf the thrust and drag in the direction
of the velocity vector.
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EQUATIONS FOR INERTIAL ACCELERATIONS

IN MIF WIND-AXES SYSTEM

In the following paragraphs the axes systems used in this report
are described. Also, general equations which definn inertial accelerations
and equations for special flight conditions are presented.

Axes Systems

Aircraft performance parameters are generally presented in the wind-
axes system; however, the wind velocity and earth-related linear and angular
velocities are more simply expressed in an earth-oriented axes system.
These two axes systems are described in this section. Also, the wind-axes
forces, accelerations, and load factors are shown in their relation to the
aircraft.

The earth-referenced axes system chosen is shown in Figure 1.

NORTH
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Aircraft Body Center
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4 It has one axis always directed north, one axis directed east, and one
directed down towa..A the center of the earth, and its origin is at the
aircraft body center. This system is termed the north-, geocentrically-
directed body-axes system.

The wind-axes system a< it is related to north-, geocentrically-directed
axes is shown in Figure 2. The orientation of the wind axes with respect
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•ransformation: rotation through the heading angles 0, abou~t the down-
axis: rotation through the vertical flight path angle, y, about the newly
orienced east-axis; and rotation through the angle, B, about the wind X-
axi.s. The velocity vector of the aircraft with respect to the airmass is
by definition coincident with the wind X-axis. The wind velocity vector is
oriented with respect to the north-axis by the angle *. This angle is the
angle from which the wind blows, and a negative sign must be attached to the
wind speed. The horizontal projection of the aircraft's ielocity with respect
to the earth't surface is defined as the ground speed. At a point above the
earth's surface an aircraft has an additional velocity along the east-axis
induced by the earth's rotation. These velocities are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3 shows the relation to the aircraft of the wind-axes forces,
accelerations, and load factors.
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! I•WIND-.AX.ES FORCES, ,ACC.ELERlATIONS, ,AND LOAD FACTOI~S
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I)evelopment of General Acceleration Equations

To find the effect of the earth's rotation on aircraft performance
it is convenient to relate the acceleration produced by the earth's rotation
to a change in excess thrust. The changes in excess thrust can then be
easily related to other performance parameters. lnertial accelerations
must, therefore, be found to permit conversion to excess thrust. This is
done by first expressing the inertial velocity in the conventional wind-
axes system and then differentiating using the following basic equation for i
differentiation of a vector expressed in a moving coordi.nate system.

- dViaI = + x I

Accelerations caused by the earth's rotation are determined by per-
forming the operations indicated by the relationship expressed in equation
(1) and expanding the resulting equation to find acceleration components
in the wind-axes system. This has been carried out in detail in Appendix I.
Equations defining the acceleration cor,.ponents along the velocity vector
and normal to it in the Z-direction appear as (46)A and (471A and are
repeated below as equations (2) and (3).

1dy_ I dqj

x- Vt- 2ehVt sin2 y cos(@. -o) + ijj VwVtsin2y sin(, - a)

+ w os 2092647xl06v, cota(.0033669 88 sin28- .000014196 $n4S)]

1Y V Cosai slay cos.$nrih Vw s°+(in o y + h)€ o$ sy SiO0 " a) sin8

Sifly C.;sasn + L r + h) + CJ||-in2a yosa cos28 sin (2)
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az -VtcosB + V hY'co (sinysinasinB +coso-cosB) - Vj•cos-,sinB

-Vt [wO + (-cVI L Sna ,cosacosS sinB - sin acosb cosB - cos-/sin 8 sinB

- dV w siny in -,cos(tk- a)cosB - sin(O- a)sin + VW lhVt s
a~siB] [I, (r h~csin * ,

[Sin ysin(t- o-)cosB + )sin Vw I* +(r +h)cos-V

*[cosy sinq)cosS cosB + cos(O - o)sin 5 sinB + sin -,sin(qj - a)sin ScosB]

20.92647x10 6 V.cosa(.(OO3366988sin2" -OOO14196sin4 8
+ o Sin - - -r + h

Ocoss(siny/sinacosB - cosasinB) - co V. cosasin S(sinysincrcosB - coscasinB)

+ o2 (r +h) 60,Vsin°"cs a
+ ~s cs cosb(CosycosbcosB +sinasin S sinB

+ sin-/cosa sin 8 cosB) - w g cos-YcostkcosB (3)

r +h

The lateral acceleration, .ay, is omitted from consideration since
it produces only a negligible change in aircraft performance.
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Inertial Accelerations for Horizontal Unbanked Flight

If the flighL path angle is equal to zero and unbanked flight is

also assumed, equations (2) and (3) reduce to

SV-[z0.92647x106V cosoaX = t -•e o ~ i 0L r + h

(.003366988sin26- .000014196 sin4 jj - [W +.Ir+h)€osij

hISin(O- c) sin 6J+ -Zw,, (r +h) sin?.6 cos a- (4)

and aZ = Vt (w sina- Cos 6+ ) - v +V asin o i or +h vw[Lie (r+ hj-6 Js 81 o

(O*V sina- 2 vw V Cos a-Cosi~+ (r + h) + 9 CosZ (5)
1- cosf r + h

"Accelerations Caused by the Eatrth's Rotation

If the same restrictions are retained as in the preceding
analysis, as well as no wind, an examination of equations (4) and (5)
shows that the accelerations caused by the earth's rotation only are

2O.92647x 106 Vg Cos aae .Cos 6sinc . ...-axw,

(.003366988 sinZ 6 - .000014196 sin4 8)1+ Z wo(r + h)sinZ 6 cos a-

(6)

and a = 2 V w. sin a- cos 6+w *,(r + h)cos 6 (7)

Results from equations (6) and (7) are shown in Figures 4 and 5.
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Application of Equations

The acceleration equations which were introduced in the preceding
section are applied to two major aircraft performance problems. These
problems are the determination of the allowable cruise weight (or payload)
for a given range and cruise condition and the determination of an aircraft's
standard day performance from test day flight data. The second problem is
peculiar to the area of aircraft flight testing, but the first problem is
of general interest to flight test engineers and others concerned with air-
craft performance.

Cruise Weight Variation

We first consider the problem of determining cruise weight using the
aircraft equations of motion and the acceleration equations. At a given
speed the accelerations induced by the earth's rotation vary as a function

of latitude and heading angle. If horizontal flight is to be maintained
at that speed, then to satisfy the longitudinal and normal equations of
motion thu aircraft weight or the weight and engine thrust must be varied.
If it is assumed that the thrust is alined with the velocity vector, then
the lcngitudinal and normal equations of motion for horizontal unbanked
flight become

F - qS CD = Ia- (8)gref

qSCL = (g - aZ) (9)
Sgref

Uinder the additional conditions of constant airspeed and zero wind velocity
the accelerations become

6r 20.92647xlO V coso
ax = * c-s6sina r + h

12
*(.003366988 sin26-.000014196sin46) 4 2 (r+h)sin25coso (10)

V 
2

az r& +h 2Vgusinacos6*w,2(r+h)cos2 6 (11)

For a constant cruise speed and altitude the dynamic pressure and
..ie Mach number are constant (assuming uniform atmospheric conditions at
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the specified altitude). The lift and drag coefficients are then functions
of angle of attack. W~hen a latitude and heading angle are specified, aX

and az are determined by equations (10) and (11). If the engine thrust is
held constant, then equations (8) and (9) become a set of two simultaneous
equations in two unknowns, weight and angle of attack. The cruise weight
is obtained by solution of this set of equations.

If it is desired to include wind effects on cruise weight, equations
(4) and (5) can be used to compute aX and az.

Standardization of Flight Test Data

Aircraft flight test data must be reduced to a set of standard con-
ditions since it is recorded under widely varying test day conditions that
make difficult any direct comparison or prediction of performance capabilities
One method of correcting test data to standard conditions makes use of the
quantity excess thrust, from which aircraft performance parameters can be
calculated suing the equations of motion. This standardization method is
described in the following paragraphs.

The longitudinal equation of motion can be arranged to provide two
equivalent expressions for the excess thrust

Fex F cosa - qSC, - WnX (12)

where the load factor tangent to the flight path is defined as

1 (g sin + a) (13)X g ref

The normal equat equation provides a constraint on the variables in
the excess thrust equations. It takes the form

qSC - nhW - F sina (14)
L Z

where the load factor normal to the flight path is defined in general as

14

nz =----(g cosYcosB - a) (15)Z g ref

For a fixed wing jet or rocket engine aircraft the quantities in equations
(12) through (15) are uniquely determined when the following variables are
known from measurement or calculation: Mach number, temperature, pressure, A

__ _U)_



engine power setting, weight, and the load factors tangent and normal to
the flight path. In terms of these variables the functional expression
for the excess thrust is

"Fex= Fex (M, T, P, w, W, nX, nZ) (16)

A set of standard day flight conditions may be defined specifying the
variables in equation (16). For example, the U. S. Standard Atmosphere,
1962, specifies temperature, pressure, density, and zero wind velocity
as a function of altitude. In addition to a standard atmosphere, for a
given aircraft and flight condition a standard Mach number, engine power
setting (e.g., maximum after-burner), and weight are specified or calculated.
Since for high speed aircraft the load factors will vary sisinificantly with
latitude and heading angle, standard values of these load factors must be
established by choosing a standard latitude and heading angle.

An equation for the standard excess thrust is obtained with a Taylor
series expansion as follows

F Fex) + Fex)exs = Fext+( -l )t(Ms - M)( a )t(T Tt)

FFex e eX,.

2Fe x ( PF ex + nzt)ex(

S+ (e • )t (*I nxt + ( en )t( nZ. "ka~ ~ n Xw t Xs X nZZ

+ higher order terms (17)

The values of the partial derivatives of excess thrust with respect to
each of the test variables are obtained by differentiation of equation (12)
using equation (14) to evaluate the derivatives of the angle of attack which
result. The partials with respect to the load factors are developed in
Appendix II. For a development of the remainin1 partials see reference 2.

Considering only the first order tangential and normal load factor
terms of the series, equation (17) is approximated as follows

12 (U)
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Fexs = Fext + W(nxs -*Xt) - 2Ki CLW(nzs-.Zt) (16)

The acceleration equations derived in this report along with equations
(13) and (15) are used to evaluate the test and standard load factors
in equation (18).

Under standard conditions the wind velocity is zei't) and the
acceleration equations (2) and (3) become

a V. + cos cosvsinc- siny

20.92647 x 106 Vg cosa(.003366988sin28 -. 000014196sin48)

2.24 r + h..I

- V, sin2arsin8cos-y + [w2 +h) +WVg sinla
+ +

"sin28 cosycoso - cos 2 8 sin '] (19)

and

a -Vt cosB + . .r +s (sinysinosinB + cosocosB) - VtcosysinB

" Vt [e + ýi+hcosJoscosSsinB - sinocosScosB - CoSYsinSsinB]

[ n Vg cosa(.'00 3 3 66988sin2 -8 ". 0 0 0 0 14 196sin48)r

[tr + hJ

"- ..,ss(sinysinacosB - cosysinB) - we Vgcosa sin S(sin )sinorcosB

"cosa sinB) + [cu,2(r +ih) + si n co S ( so]

cosa J1y c 4

+ sino sin• sinB + sin ycosa cosB) ()
S~(20)
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where each of the variables h, V, t ,P , toy , , and6 are evaluated

at the standard conditions. -Mese equations can be combined with equations
(13) and (15) to compute the standard load factors required in equation (18).

Sources of Flight Test D)ata

The method for computing test day load factors depends on the instru-
mentation system used to record the test variables. Three instrumentation
systems are considered in the following paragraphs: airspous -altitude
instruments, on-board accelerometers and grotud-based radar.

Airspeed-Altitude Instrument System: The test uay values of tangential
and normal load factors ;re often computed from airspeed and altitude values
calculated from on-board pitot-static pressure neastNrements. -tihe portions
of the load factors which can be computed from these measurements are only
the terms (siny) andrcosy cosB) appearing in equations (13) and (15) and the
terms (V ' in equation (2) and (-V.icosB) in equation (3). To evaluate the
remaining terms in the aCceleratioh equations the wind velocity and test
latitude and heading angle must also be meao..ed.

Accelerometer System: Direct acceleration measurement systems such
as filght path accelerometers, body-axes accelerometers, and inertial nav-
igation -=ystems measure the total test day load factors. These values may
be used dirsctly in equation (18). There is no requirement for 'rasuring
the wind veloQ.ty or test latitude and hea-ing angle when an accelerometer
system is used.

Ground-Based Radar System: A radar site located at a point on the
earth's surface has an acceleration induced by the rotatioft of the earth.
Addition of this value to aircraft acceleration measurements made with 'tLe
radar yields the total test day inertial accelerations. A technique for
computing inertial accelerations from ridar trajectory neasurenerts and
transforming then to the wind-axes systenk "s presented in reference 4. The
wind velocity must be measured in order that the transformation to the wiind
axes can be made.

14 (U)
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aeot DISCUSSION All) SAIPLE CALCOLATIONS

Based on the analysis contained in this report, aircraft performance
may be significantly affected by the earth's rotational veloc2t;'. Factors
which influence the magnitude of the effect on performance are: headinp
angle, latitude, weight, aerodynamic characteristics, and, most iniFn-
tantly, speed.

Expressed in a conventional vind-axes syfstem the normal acceleration
(in the Z-direction) depends on heading anplo, latitude, and sneed. The
magnitude of this acceleration increases with speed, particularly with
easterly or westerly headings. The tangential acceleration (component
along the velocity vector) also depends on heading angle and latitude but
is only very slightly depei:Aent on speed. Values of this component are
inportant in terms of the accuracy of flight path accelerometers in cur-
rent use at the Air Force Flight Test Center.

Table I has been constructed using equations (6) and (7), which rep-
resent the zero wind, straight and level flight case, and referrine accel-
erations to a heading of true north.

Table 1 Variation of Acceleration Comnonents with Heading Angle

'6- -= 45* V = 2912 ft/sec h = 70,000

2 2Heading A (ft/sec A s (ft/sec2)

0 0 0

30 .0065 -. 1497

60 .0279 -. 2593

90 .0558 -. 2995

120 .0837 -. 2S93

150 .1041 -. 1497

180 .1116 0

210 .1041 .1497

240 .0837 .2593

270 .0558 .2995

300 .C279 .2593

330 .0065 .1497

i4
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It may be seen from Table 1 that maximum values of acceleration in the
X-direction are at headingcs of north and south while maximum values in the
Z-direction are at headings of east and west. Also, the maximum deviation

in ax of .1116 ft/sec 2 (anproximately .0035 q's) is well within the accu-

racy of a sensitive accelerometer.

.' show chan'es in acceleration with latitude, Fieure 2 has been con-
structed also usinp equations (6) and (7) and referrinq accelerations to a
latitude of 45 decrees.

Table 2 Variation of Acceleration Components with Latitude

a 0' V =2912 ft/sec hi = 70,000 ft

_2Latitude aax (ft/sec2) Aaz (ft/sec)

0 .0558 .0560

15 .0279 .0485

so .0074 .0280

45 0 0

60 .0075 -. 0280

75 .0280 -. 0483

90 .0550 -. 0558

It may be seen that the sensitivity of acceleration to lititude is
slight at the reference latitude of 45 deerees, iiidicating that accurate
corrections way be made to excess thrust without a precise knowledge of
latitude.

Since tb• effect of variation in aZ on performance denends on aero-

dynamic :haracteristics, it is not nossible to generalize the effect of the
earth's .. ration on vehicle performance. Therefore, to illustrate the sig-
nificance vf the accelerations created by the earth's rotation, data repre-
sentative of a Mach 3 aircraft have been selected and substituted in equa-
tions which appear in the preceding sections. Sample calculations are nre-
seuited in the following paragraphs using the assumed values, listed below,
of drag slone, zero lift drag, the nroduct of dvnam..ic pressure and wing
area, and a cruise altitude for a Mach 3 aircraft at a weight of 300,000
pounds. A standard latitude of 45 deqrees and a standard headinp of true
north are also assumed.
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p

W a 300,000 lb

h = 70,000 ft

C = .02
D

K. - S.
qS 1.755xi06 lb

Vt 2912 ft/sec

Two approaches have been taken. First, the change in excess thrust
caused by a change in heading angle has been computed for the snecified
cruise condition; second, the variation in equilibrium weight for the same
cruise condition has been computed as a function of headinp an-le and lati-
tude.

Sample Calculations of Excess Thrust Variation

By substitutinp the assumed values and accelerations from Tables and
2 in equation (18),values which make up Figures 6 and 7 are obtained. These
values represent the correction to excess thrust which rhiculd be added if
the heading of the aircraft were changed instantaneously to crue north from
the headine angles indicated in Figure 6, or to a latitude oO -15 degrees
from the values indicated in Figure 7. The maximum variatior, it, exc-s
thrust occurs between headings of 40 and 220 degrees and amokrits to 1400
pounds.

Sample Calculations of Cruise Weight Variation

The effect of the arth's rotation is also demonstrated by permitting
the equilibrium weight to vary while holding the '1ach number, altitude, and
thrust constant and using the same assumed data ab in the preceding para-
graph.

The equations of notion, equations (P• and (9), are solved simultane-
ously for weight after assuminp lift and oraF coefficients of the form

C =ca (21)
a

and C = CD + KiCL2  (22)
0
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Solving for angle of attack in equation (9)

g - azgref

S a= (23)

Substitutinp this value into equation (8) we obtain

rz - az)2

" ef a2

S F - SC -K I V2 =- (24)F q 0 i qS ref

Solving this quadratic equation for weight (and taking the nositive root)

} ..= ref . "Pref, 0. (25)

K ref?? ~2 Ki

This equation alonr, with equations (10) and (11) is used to comnute equi-
libriutn cruise weight as a function of latitude and headine antle. The
enqine thrust is first conputed at the standard latitude and heading for
a weight of 300,000 nounds, then maintained constant as the latitude and
headinR are varied. A nlot of the resultin, weight values is shown in
Figjure 8. The maximnn weipht near 6 = 30 deprees and a = 120 defrees is
307,800 pounds and the mininun weight near 6 = 330 detrees is 299,000 pounds.
The difference, 8800 pounds, is a tota. change of annroxinately 2.9 nercent.
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CONCLUS I ONS

The range (or payload) of any aircraft is affected t. some deoree by
the earth's rotation. The effect is slight, in ;*eneral, for currently or'-
erational aircraft; however, to make accurate estimates of range (or pay-
load), account should be taken of the accelerations caused by the earth's
rotational velocity for (1) aircraft which are onerated at hi 'h sunersonic
speeds or for (2) very heavy aircraft onerated at subsonic sneeds for ex-
tended periods. The ranqe of hypersonic vehicles which are to become on-
erational will be markedly affected by the earth's rotation.

Adjustments to comnuted excess thrust for the earth's rotation should
be included in a Performance standardization procedure under the followin-
circumstances:

1. In all cases where sensitive accelerometers canable of accuracies
of -. OOSp's or less are used to determine excess thrust.

2. When accelerometers are not used but the acceleration colTnoncnts
incurred by the earth's rotation, as evidenced by Firures 4 and
S, approach the accuracy of the system used.
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APPENDIX I

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FOR INIERTIAL ACCEILERATIONS

IN 'IE IV'IND-AXES SYSTEtI

Inertial Velocity in Wind-Axes System

Referrinq to Figure 2 the inertial velocity may be expressed as

V=+. (1)A

In the wind-axes system the airspeed, V , is VtL Performing transfcrma-
t t

j tions, first through the angle a, then throuph y and B, the velocity due to
the earth's rotation is

I0
V@= [T] w, (r + h)cos6 (2)A

L0 "

=1 0 c0 cos 0 - iny cs sn

where [T] 0 cosB sinB 0 1 ina coso 0

[0 -sinB cosB siny 0 cosyJ 0 0 1

In expanded form equation (2)A becomes

w•(r + h)cos6[cosysinoT + (sinysinasinB + cosocosB).T

+ (sinysinocosB - cososinB)17] (3) A

The velocity due to local winds as obtained from rawinsonde data is found
by making transformation through the aniles c, y. and B, as above so that
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}W [ T]L.Vws in q, (4)A
0I

Expanding as before

VW= [V~cosqi co-y coscr- Vwsinipcos-ysina ]

4.Vw~wo 4(sin-y coso- sin B - sin ocosB)

-w sin qp(sin-y sin asin B + cosa cosB)]Ti

+ [I- VwcaO74i(cososin-ycosB + sinosinB)

-Vwsin q'(sin-ysinacosB - coscrsinB)]iK M5A

Equation (S)A may be simplified to become

=w - Y V co s~cos - a)T co [sinv sinB cos(/ - a) + cosB sin(p -ao)jT

+ IsncscsOa) si- i~ja] (6)AIAdding terms as indicated by equation (1)A the inertial velocity in
the wind-axes system becomes

[V, ~- Vwcos-ycos(tk - ) + a, (r + h)cOs Scos-/sinojT

I ~+ f- Vw[sin-ysinBcos(iP - a) + cosB sin(ip - a)]j~~ +w.,(r + h)cos S(Sin )'sino-siriB + coso'cosB)}TI

+ {-VW [sinycosBcos( - a') - sinB sin(i - a)]I , + h~~cos (siwy sina cosB - cosa sin B))k 7)
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where the earth's radius, r, may be found from

r a 20.92647x,106 (.998320047 + .001683494cos26 - .000003S49co.46)

( 8) A

Accelerations in Inertial System

Since accelerations must be expressed in an inertial system so they can
be related to changes in excess thrust, the following equation is used

inertia d wind-axes
dt' wind-axes

system i system

First, the term d wind-axes is evaluated by expressing the velocity in
dt system

the wind-axes system as

V V i+Vi+Vzk (1O)A

The acceleration becomes

d-V + VOY + (11)A
dt w

which may be found by differentiating equation (7)A.

-Vt - cosycos(* - ai) + Vw[;sinycosC4* a)

+ , : o)cosysin(* - G)] + we(r + h)cos6cosysino

+ (r * h)(4sin6cosysino - Ycos 6 sinysina÷ ocos 6 cosYcoso

(12)A
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{iy = (sinysi:BcosC* ..- a) + cosilsin(w* ) -a

I. ~,. )sinysinflsin(* 0 ) - BsinBsin(* - a)

+ (0 C)COSBCOS(o - a)] + w,,(r *h)cos6(sinyzinasinB

+ cosGcosB) - W,(r + h)6sin6(sinysincsinB + cosoco.0)

+ C,( + ~i~oC -a]*w( h)cos6(yoyiuin sncsiysinB cs

+ cossinDry*( )sinacosin-ysinacosB -icos dlsinB)(1)

-w[(r oshcossBcosysina)o i sinY.csa~cosB*

- sinysincusinB + ;sinusinB -BcosocosB) (14)A

If no rtofroll exists, as may be cvxp.cted during performance flight
tesizi, Amaybe set equal to zero and equiations (13)A and (14)A reduced
totefollowina:

i ha noinfluence gii axs, av. 32a., a This can be shown by retaining
ters wichcontatin B in equit zwns t112) through (14) as well as in sub-
sqetequations which define 7 All terms containing ftthen vanish

deto catncellation of terms.
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V * -V [s )osiBcos(ýp - a")]ossn* )

+ w * r + h)cost5(sinysinosinhl + cosocosB)I - w(r + h)r;sintS(sinysinosinB + cosocosB)

I * w(r v h'cose5( cosysinusinB + asiiiycosusinB - csinacosB) (15)A

V = - [sinycosftos(ýj - a) - sinflsin(* - a)]

- w [ycosycosBcosC* - a) - i, )sinycosBsin(ýp a)

- )sinBcos(it - a)]

+ w (r + h)cos6(sinysin(rcosB -coscisinB~)

w e (r + h);sin6(sinysinacosB -cosasinB)

"+ w 0(r + h)cos6(ycosysinacosB + asinycosocosB

"* asinasinB) (16) A
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Next, referring back to equation (9)A, it is necessary to define the
rutational velocity of the wind-axes system. This is first determined
in the north, en%, down system, denoted by the subscript P.

S [. ÷ )cos6 - gsino], ()jw ( +.)sin6]k

Ysin~ir+ (;Cosa -&) F. (
(17)A

with the rotational velocity due to a rate of roll
set equal to zero.

Transforming, as before, to the wind-axes system

%[ 1 Cw* + i)cos6 - gsina

[ S T] s-58 (18)A

LwwJ -cs *W ))sin6

Performing the matrix multiplication

w w [(we + X)cos6 - ysina]cosycoso + [ycosa -6]cosvsina
wX

- [- (w*. ÷)sinisiny (19)A

" •Wy a [(W* + i)cos6 - ysina](sinycosasinB - sinacosB)w ,.

+ (;cosa - 6)(sinysinosinf + cosocosB)

+ 0 - (we + i)sin6]cos-rsinB (20)A

- [(we + i)cos6 - ysino]fcosasinycosB + sinusinB)

+ (ycosa - 9)(sinysinocosB - cososinB)

+ - (w* + i)sin6]cosycosB (21)A
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Simplifying eGuations (19)A, (20)A, and (21)A, we have

Wxa (WO i))(cos6cosycosa + sin6siny) - 6cosysina- osiny (22)A

Sy. (We + 1)(cos6sinycososinB - cos6sinaccsB - sin6cosysinB)

+ 4cosB - 6(sinysincosinB + cosocosB) + ;cosysinB (23)A

"wz w (WO + 1)cos6cosasinycosB + cos6sinosinB - sin6cosycosB)

- sinB - 6(sinysinaco3B - cososinB) + ;cosycosB (24)A

Again referring back to equation (9)A, to evaluate the acceleration due to
the rotation of the wind-axes system we have

Ij k

W xV W w w (25)A
w w Wy wz

Vx Vy V

Components of acceleration are, then

a W WW...¢Y (26)A

a ' V -" V (27)A

a Z= V Y - tyV (28)A
Wz ~ w xX

Substituting terms from equations (7)A, (19)A, (20)A, and (21)A we have
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I2
a ~ (w + )(r h)(cos6sin6cosycoso- CosSsiny)

WX - (we + 3i)[cosysin(;p - o)sin6 siflycos6sin*~]

+ yWCr + h)cos6sinysina - ; *( h)cos6cosycoso

;v Wsinycosk* - a) + VWsinycos* + V~o~uYuIw-

a c V (We + )(cos6cosasinycosB + cos6sinasinB -sin6cosycosB)

v tysiB -Vt6(sinysinacosB - coso-sinB) * . cscs

+ V (we + X)(cos(* - a)sin6cosB - cosycos6sin~isinB

-sinysin(*~ - a)sin6sinEB] + V Y~cosycos(4# - G)sinB

-V s6cosycos~sinB - Va[cos(VI - o)cosB - sinysin(*i - )sinB]
W

+ cWO(we + x)(r + h)[-sinacos6sin6cosB * cosycos 6sinB

+ sinycosocos6sin6sinB] - ;w.(r + h)cosysinacos6sinB

+ ;W,(r *h)(sinacos6cosB - sinycosocos6siflB) (30)A

a W - Vt[(we +4 1)(cos~5sinycoscisinB - cos6sinacosB - sint~cosysinB)

+ ;cosB a (sinysinusinB + cosocosP) + ;cosysinB]

- Vw(wo ! ) [cosysin4~cosftosB + cos(q, - a)sin6siinB

+ sinysin(*, - a)sin~cosBJ+ wCc(w* + A)(r -, h)cos6e

o(cosycos6cosB + sinasin85inB * sinycosasin6cosB)

- Vw6cosycos*cosB * Vwafcos(t - a)sinB + sinysin(* - o)cosB]

+ V;cosycos(*~ - a)cosB - ;fr+ h)cosysinacos6cosB

- w,(r + h)cos6(sincsinB + sinycoscicosB) 3A
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To obtain total accelerations in the 17 ,and Vdirections, as indicated
by equation (9)A, we combine terms as follows:

a Vz +a (32)A

SFrom equations (11)A and (29)A

-w,(r + h);sin6cosysina4 V w sinycos~iJ Vw Cw. + )

o[cosysin(i* - a)sin6- sinycos6sin*,]+ W.(W, + +)r h).

*(cos6sin6cosycoso- cos 26siny) (35,A

Combining equations (14)A and (30)A

ay - Vt(w. + A)(cosfcosasinysinB + cos6sinosinB - sin6cosycosB)

- V y sinB - V t ;(sinysinacosB - cosasinB) + V t cosycosB

+ V w(WO + X)[cos(* - a)sin6cosB - cosycos6sinBsini*

-sinysin(* - a)sin6sinB] - Vw cosycoa~sinB

- [sinysinBcos(*J - a) + cosBsin(*i - a)]

+ Vwý[sinysinC* - o)sinB - cos(ýJ - a)cosB] + [w,(r +h)cos6

- *( h)isin6j(%sinysinosinB + cosctcosB) + w.,(w. + ý~)(r + ~

*(-sinacos6sin6cosB + cosycos2 6sinB + sinycosocos6sin6sinB]
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Equations (lS)A and (31)A yield

aZ -VtJcosB + Vt (sinysinosinB + cosocosB) - V tcosysinB

-V t (we + )(sinycosocos6sinB - sinocosScosB - cosysin6sinB)

-sinycos(ý - a)cosB - sin(e - o)sinB] + V w[sinycos(, - o)cosB I
+cos(* - o)sinB] - V ( w,,+ )[cosysin*cos6cnsB + cos(* - o)sin6sinB

w1

+ sinysin(j - a)sinScosB] + wO(r ; h)cos6(sinysinacosB

- cososinB) - w,•(r * h)6sin6(sinysinacosB - cososinB)

+ S(W + ;)(r + h) cos6(cosycos6cosB + sinosin6sinB

+ sinycososin6cosB) - Vw 6cosycosýcosB (37)A

The lateral acceleration, ay, will tend to produce a sideslip, the

magnitude of which will depend on the aerodynamic characteristics of the
airplane. The resultir, increase in drag, even in extreme cases, will
be slight, and the e0 f t of ay on aircraft performance can be safely
ignored.

If accelerations in the X and Z directions based on on-board meas-
urements of airspeed and altitude are desired, equations (3S)A and (37)A
may be modified to better suit that purpose. In this case the effects of
wind gradients are accounted for together with the effects of the earth's
rotation rate. First, winO data may be expressed as

dVw * dVw (38)AV .-.- -- Vtsiny 3)Vw dh dh

and d* d d Vtsiny (39)A
dh dh
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The ground speed may be expressed as

V=(Vt cs COS07-VCOSO -co)ig+ (VtcosYsina- - V si&I)jg (40)A

Then the rates-of-change of latitude and longitude become

V coso-

j r 4+ h

9 (42)A
(r +h)cos6

"To find •, equation (8)A is differentiated with respect to latitude to give

dr 6d Z0.9Z647x1O (-.003366988sin26 + .000014196sin46) (43)A

Then from

r dr (44)A

and equations (41)A and (43)A we have

20.92647xlO 6V cosa-(.003366988sin26 - .000014196sin46)
r=-.

(45)A

Substituting equations (38)A through (45)A in equations (35)A and (37)A
we have
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I -9-

r + h

r

a~~~~ ~~ = dV in s n(snTP o

+ w [ti +coCscosysin(- [Vt)in sinY -o~iý

+V V2osaVsinycos4'

UVjj(r + h) +) [COS6 Is in~iP - rsin6 -sCOSc6sian 46)
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and

a Vt 'COSB + R -- ~~(sinysina-sinB + coso-cosB)

-Vt (rosysinB ~Vt W~ + ify Cosa cos 6 sinB

sina-cosS cosB cosy sin6 sinBj

j dV
SW Vt8iny sinycos( g, a-)cosB - sin( t - a-)sinBJ

+ v d~ 'sn~inysin( a - )cosB + ros( VI - a-)sinB]

-w we - osysinlPcc.s6 cosB + cos(,P - -)sin6 sinB

+ sinysin( ap- )sin6ccs )3]+ Ub [vt sin-i-

ZO.9Z647x1O V coscr(.003366988sinZ - .000014196sin45)l

COsS6(sinysina-cosB - coso-sinB)

- LVgcose- sin6 (siny sincr cosB - coso- sinB)

+ h)n +]cos6(cos-ycos6 cosB + na-a sin6 sinB

V V Cosa-
+ sinycoscr sinS cosB) - w cosy cosip cosB (47)Ar +h
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APPENDIX iH

VARIATION OF EXCESS THRUST WITH LOAD FACTORS

Variation of Excess Thrust with nX

From an examination of equations (12) and (17) of the main text it is
seen that a change in load factor along an airplane's velocity vector due
to the earth'1 rntntion can he related directly to a ch~nne In Axcess thrust.

aex diX = WdnZ (48)A

Variation of Excess Thrust with n z

To find a general equation relating the change in excess thrust to a
change in load factor normal to the flight path equation (12) of the main
text is used to find the partial of excess thrust with normal load factor.

4'F "eaF a aCD
ex _ -Fsineo7 n f (49)A
z z z

Substituting

3a Ba 3a ac L

Z L Z

and aa = 1 (51)A
aCL CL

we have

3Fex F sinc, L a CD

anZ CqS (L2)A
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Differentiation of the normal equation of motion (equation (14)) yields

qSI3 L W-Fcosca a (53)A
anz

Making substitutions as before and rearranging

cW (54)A
anz F cosi-an z q S + -CS, 5)

CL

Substituting equation (54)A in equation (52)A

-x w ( F siF + q S ac) (55)A= qS + CLO
! CLa

Equation (55)A may be simplified with little loss in accuracy to

'ex w D (56)A
-nz L

if a parabolic drag polar is assumed

CD = C + KC 2 (57)A

Partial differentiLtion yields

"a LL C D 2 iGL (58)A
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so that equation (55) ý. ma', be rewritten as

ex = - 2K. CL W (59)A
nz

DF
or -L dnz = -ZK. C ,Wdn (0)

S~From differentiation of equation (15) with y and B constant

aFde = -dd.-Z (61)A

z gref

which combined with equation (59)A gives as an alternate form of
)quation (60)A•'.__m•xdn z = -~ C~( -•2 (61)A

2 a~
-2 ZK C Wd(-) (6Z)A

Total Variation of Excess Thrust with nX and nz

The total change in excess thrust due to changes in load factors may be
expressed as

exd ex dn (63)A
ex - d X anx z

Summing equations (48)A and (60)A as indicated by equation (63)A we have

dF = WdD - ZK.C Wdn (64)A
ex 'K iL Z

which may be written in the form

F F ext+ W(nxs- nX 2 Ki CLW(nzs nz (65)A
ex e e
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ABSTRACT

An instrument for the study of ion molecule reactions which is

superior to conventional single stage instruments has been developed.

It consists of -. double-focusing mass spectrometer which serves as an

ion source for a collision chamber connected to a second double-

focusing mass spectrometer. This instrument allows one to study

unambiguously the charged products produced by the reaction of a

given ion at a given energy with a given neutral molecule. The in-line

configuration maximizes collection of momentum transfer products and

ion beams of useful intensity are produced over an energy range of the

(7) impacting ion of 0. Z - 100 eV with an energy spread of 0.3 eV.

Experimental results which exemplify this instrument's utility in

identifying reaction partners are dlsL-ssea. Examples are also given

which demonstrate the value of this instrument for studying the kinetic

effects of ion translational energy. Two general phenomena associated

with ion translational energy are described. One is a change in mecha-

nism with kinetic energy and the other is the conversion of translation

energy into internal energy of the reaction complex. The possible

significance of this work to basic science as well as current and future

Air Force probh>ms is also discussed.



INTR ODUC TION

The study of ion-molecule reactions has long been of interest at the

Aerospace Research Laboratory as well as at other laboratories through-
out the world. Ion-molecule reactions can be described as interactions
between molecules or atoms which bear an electrical charge ( either
positive or negative) and neutral molecular species such that a material
particle either charged or uncharged is transferred from one reactant
to the other. The particle transferred can simply be an electron, in
which case it is common to refer to the reaction as charge transfer. At
the other extreme it can involve the complete condensation of both
particles into a single, charged aggregate.

The significance of this type of study to basic science as well as[ current and future Air Force problems is probably obvious. Ion-mole-
cule reactions of various types are among the most important processes
which account for the observed physical and chemical changes in
materials produced by ionizing radiation, whether the materials are
biological or inanimate. Thus the elucidation of these processes is of
utmost importance in understanding radiation effects on both vehicles
and personnel which will operate in an environment where ionizing
radiation is present, whether the radiation be of cosmic origin or from
nuclear devices. A less obvious application of this type of investigation
is exemplified by a project which we are performing in conjunction with
the Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories at Wright-Patterson.
They are interested in a device which will electrostatically condense
and collect contaminants in closed ecological systems such as space
cabins. The process under investigation involves selectively condensing
the various contaminants by ion-molecule reactions and subsequently
removing them by ionic precipitation in a manner analogous to the well-
established electrostatic precipitators used for smoke purification.

The most customarily applied, but often ambiguous, approach to
the study of ion-molecule reactions is the use of a conventional mass
spectrometer at elevated ion-source pressures. For this technique
both the gas from which the desired ion is to be produced and the reactant
molecule are expanded into the source region of the mass spectrometer
and are then exposed to a beam of electrons. Ions are produced and
because of the relatively high pressures undergo reactive collision before
they are extracted from the source region and mass analyzed. By
observing the initially produced fragment ions as well as the ion-molecule
product ions, the reactions involved can be deduc3d. Except in certain
special cases, however, a variety of ions are produced and it is often



difficult to determine which ions are responsible for the ebserved19

products. A number of techniques have been developed to simplify
matters, but unfortunately there still ar e a large number of systems
which cannot be studied by this technique.

The instrument which we describe consists of two double-focusing

mass spectrometers connected in tandem. The basic idea is quite simple.

Ions are produced in the first mass spectrometer. The desired ion is

mass and energy selected and brought to focus in a reaction chamber

containing the appropriate neutral molecule. The reactions take place
"and product ions are extracted and mass analyzed by the second mass

spectrometer. We are thus able to select a given ion at a given energy
and impact it on a given molecule and study the complete spectrum of
produict ions unambiguously.

Description of Instrument

The first instrum mnt, or the ion gun section, consists of a gas
handling system, an ion t:ource, energy analyzer, mass analyzer, and
various optical elements along with the necessary electronics and
vacuum components. A room temperature, glass sample handling
system of conventional design with a Granville-Phillips model 203
manually variable leak is used. A modified Consolidated 21-110
gas source, model D-136900 is used. The ion exit aperture has been
enlarged to 5 mm x 0. 62 mm to increase sensitivity of the source and
the focus plates have been trimmed to an aperture width of 1. 1 mm to
make tuning less critical. At the higher ion intensities required for
these studies, space charge effects caused severe loss of resolution with
the object slit of the source-acceleration lens system at the theoretical
focal point of the electric sector. The slit was therefore moved back
0. 5 mm and mass resolution of the order of M/A M = 100 for base line
resolution was restored.

The mass spectrometer portion of the ion gun consists of a 900
electric sector and a 600 magnetic sector arranged geometrically so
that the aberrations due to angular divergence and energy spread are
corrected to second order. It corresponds to solution 9 of Table III in the
treatment of Hintenberger and Konig (1) and its performance characteristics
as a mass spectrometer have been described (2). The electric sector has
a mean optic radius of 3. 396" and is terminated by Herzog shunts (3)
chosen to terminate the field and to transmit an ion beam of half angle of
divergence, a, of 0. 0126 radians, for the object slit width of 0. 0036".
An energy slit, designated P in Fig. 1, with an aperture of 0. 004"
establishes the energy bank pass of the electric sector at 0. 2 eV kinetic
energy and serves as an object slit for the 3" radius, 600 magnetic sector.
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The electric sector has a magnification of 1. 12S. which "hen
multiplied by the object slit width of 0. 0036" determines the P slit
width of 0. 004. At the characteristic ion energy chosen for the ion gun,
169. 8 eV, the energy (velocity) dispersion is thereby set at 2. 77 x 10-4,
or 0.188 eV for 169. 8 eV ions. The electric sector potentials required
are + and - 20. 00 volts on the outer and inner field plates.

The magnetic sector field is also terminated by Herzog shunts (4)
and limiting stops to restrict the ion beam height to 0. 150 in. and prevent
any ions from grazing the magnetic field plates. An electromagnet is
used to produce and scan the magnetic field, and is coupled to the field
plates through a gap in the vacuum chamber which provides electrical
isolation. It is obvious that the first stage mass spectrometer must float
at the accelerating voltage of the second stage, so that this electrical
-solation of the magnetic field plates is essential. The potential of the
final acceleration slit ( object slit) is the reference voltage of the ion &an
assembly and is referred to as source instrument ground in subsequent
discussion.

The P slit is electrically isolated from source instrument ground
and is used to locate and monitor the ion beam transmitted by the electric

sector. An electrometer temporarily connected to these plaio.-s is used
in tuning the ion optic elements of the source and electric sector for
maximum transmission. Final tuning is achieved by maximizing the dip
for balanced sectors tc as ure that the most intense portion of the ion
beam is centered. The e-lh'rometer is disconnected and the P slit iF

then externally connected to source instrument ground.

Following the object slit of the ion source we have constructed as
a Z-axis focusing element an Einzel lens ( 5) which is placed between
the object slit and the electiic sector as shown in Fig. 1. Asymmetric

potentials are placed on the central lens element as required for steering
the ion beam. Since the final optical configura'•on is so complicated,
this eleme.it is normally used only for str-ering in tuning the first stage.
The Z-axis foci-ing capability is used to optimize overall ion beam
transmission o,,,:e a signal is obtained at the final de-ector.

The mass resolving slit of 0. 007" is placed 4" from the exit edge
of the magnetic field. The ion beam at this point theoretically has a width
of ca. 0. 003" and a half angle of divergence of 0. 0152 radianm. Tne mass
reso-l-ving slit serves as an object for the 600 turning electric sector
shown in Fig. 1. This sector has an optic axis radius of 1. 466", and b).
potentials of + and - 24. 86 volts turns the beam and centers it in an
apertu' - 0. 004" wide which forms the object of the deceleration lens
system. This plate also serves as a beam monitor and, w:,en the sectorV voltages are unbalanced, serves as a total bean, detector for the first
stage mass spectrometer.
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Deceleration Lens and Collision Chamber

The deceleration lens system is undoubtedly the most critical
elernent in the application of the tandem mass spectrometer to the study
of low energy ion-neutral interactions. The lens which we use wab
designed by Kuyatt and Simpson and is shown in Fig. 2. Nichrome V
was chosen as construction material and sapphire rods and spacers
were used for structural rigidity and electrical i,.sulation.

The fixed points ii the design are the location of the focal point of
the turning electric sector and the object slit of the second stage mass
analyzer, which in our apparatus are 2. 25" apart. The design problem
was therefore that of retarding ions of 169. 8 eV kinetic energy to
ca. 1-2 eV without defocusing the ion beam appreciably, injecting the

ion beam into a collision chamber of sufficient length and accelerating
and focusing product ions and unreacted primary ions on the object slit
of the second spectrometer.

Achieving these objectives dictated the use of two stages for
deceleration and a strong "ocusing system which m-c-ntains the slit
geometry of the ion beam required for optimum performance of the
mass spectrometers. For this purpose a "sl.t" lens system - i. e.,
thick slits which are long in the beam direction - was cho.ien. Since
to the authors' knowledge this is the first application of slot lenses as
an ion optical element, the design is presented in some detail.

The fact that slit lenses at the same voltage ratio are twice as
strong focusing as circular aperture lenses is well-known ( 6). As a
first approximation the sarrie relationship will hold for other two dimen-
sional lenses relative to three dimensional lenses of equivalent geometry.
With thia assumption the optical properties which have been worked out
in detail for cylinder lenses may be used to design a slot lens system.

The design procedure may be accomplished most efficiently using
P-Q curves given by Spangenberg (17). These parametric curves
present the object and i-mage distances for a two-cylinder lenq as a
function of voltage ratio and magnification. The lattei 4xiantities were
chosen from a consideration of acceptance angle of the second mass
spectrometer with due regard for the Helmholtz-Lagrange Law (17)
where a is the

• S • = Constant (1)

angle of divergence of the beam, S is beam size, and E is erergy.
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II

From the properties of the entering ion beam and the geometrical

;. equirements of the second stage spectrometer, an overall magnification
of 4 and final energy of 2. 1 eV (169. 8/81 = 2. 09) was chosen for the
present system.

This deceleration is accomplished in two stages, so for each lens

a magnification of 2 and voltage ratio of 9 pertains. Since the curves
in Spangenberg (7) are drawn for an accelerated electron (or ion) beam
and we are concerned with a deceleration system we intc:change P and Q,
the object and image distances, in the figure. Similarly a magnification
of 0. 5 rather than 2 is used. Finally wre take into account the stronger
focusing properties of the slot lens by taking the parametric curve for
a voltage ratio of 18 to represent our chosen ratio of 9. The ordinate
and abscissa of the M = 0. 5, V /V? = 18 curves (18) yield an object
distance of 2. 6 slot widths.

A slot width of 0. 180" was used in our design, so the corresponding
object and image distances are 0. Z88" and 0. 468", respectively, as
shown schematically in Fig. 2. The final image plane for the lens is the
exit slit of the 0. 170" long collision chamb,!r, and a split slot for ,-am
alignment is placed at the image plane of the first lens element. The
"exit slit width is 0. 012", which is somewhat greater than the calculated
beam width of 0. 009611, and the entrance slit sidth is similarly somewhat

larger than the beam width at that point. The exit slit of the chamber is
electrically isolated from the body so that it can be used as an ion
extraction slit or as a retarding potential device for measuring the kinetic
energy of the impacting ion beam. For the reacceleration lens a standard
lens originated by Soa (9) and described recently by Simpson (10) was
selected. Both the deceleration and reacceleration lens systems are
efficient, high transmission devices. Within experimental accuracy the
total ion current collected by a collector placed behind the analyzer
obje•t slit was equal to the decrease in the current reading of electro-
meter Dl of Fig. 1 as the beam is swung into a centered pofition.

Since the lens system is held at the accelerating potential (1. 8, 3.7,
7. 5 KV) of the second mass spectrometer, it is necessary that it be
carefully shb.lded from ground. This is accomplished by enclosing
this assembly in a 90% transparency mesh box attached to the intermediate
lens. This proc -caure provides a good electrical shield without greatly
impeding gas fl,'w from the chamber.

A separate gas handling system connects to the collision chamber
via a large diameter (12 mm ID glass tube expanding to 22 mm) some
3 fee' r, "ength sealed to a Granville-Phillips motor driven leak. A
static vressure tube tees into this line and connects to the measuring side
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of MKS Baratron model 77-M-XRD pressure sensor head of 0-1 mm
range. The signal generated by the Baratron is fed to a '3ranville-
Phillips Automatic Pressure Controller which drives the leak to maintain
a predetermined pressure in the chamber itself.

Contact potentials and space charge effects which alter the potential
of the region from which ions are extracted from the source require
occasional readjustment of repeller, focus plate, and acceLration
potentials. Since the optical configuration of the ion gun transmits
exactly 169. 8 eV ions, however, i. was possible to use a Deltron model
A176 power supply anc voltage divider for the retarding lens. Retarding
potential analysis of the transmitted beam indicated that contact potentials
in the lens and collision chamber region were negligible.

Product Ion Mass Analyzer

The second stage mass spectrometer was constructed from com-
ponents of a Consolidated model 21-110 mass spectromete- and has
geometry identical to the commercial instrument. To make the two
mass spectrometers compatible, the object slit was enlarged to 0. 008"
and the electric sector termination slits were enlarged to 0. 250". In
addition. the B slit which is located between the electric and magnetic
sectors and which limits energy spread was removed to maximize ion
transmission. A quadrupole lens scaled down by a factor of 0. 8 from
the design of Giese (11) was placed approximately ,mid-way between the
object slit and the entrance slit of the electric sector. In our application
the order of the r-otentials is approximately reversed. Giese used his
lens to convcrt a rectangular beam into a tall, narrow beam which would
match the object slit of his mass spectrometer. We use the lens to
convert a tall, narrow beam to a shorter, rectangular beam which will
be transmitted by the electric sector and by the rather narrow ( 0. 100")
magnet gap. In addition, asymmetric potentials are used for steering
and for deflecting the beam onto electrometer collectors located in the
drift spaces preceding the electric sector and between the electric and
magnetic sectors.

As a detector we use an EMI model 9642B eighteen stage multiplier.
The anode signal is amp..ified by a conventional electrometer and dis-
played on a Varian G14 recorder. In addition, a signal from the anode
is capacitively coupled via a 27 pj± f capacitor and 50 ohm cable to a
Johnston Laboratories PAD-1 pulse amplifier and discriminator which
drives a Computer Measurements Corporation model 706C counter.
Pulse counting is the custtmary mode for recording secondary ion

signals. n
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CZH4+ + C3 8  C3 H7 + + CZH(4) I
- C3 H + + CFH6  (5)

the ratio oi products from H- /H2" transfer is 7/3 for low energy ions
(14, 16) and changes to 3.5 t 0.5 for a terminal ion energy of 1. 1 eV.
Since low energy reactions predominate in conventional single-stage
instruments, this variation implied a strong dependence on kinetic
energy. For ca. 4 eV C H4 + ions, only the H_ -transfer reaction is
observed (17). Our results for this ratio are 2. 3 at 0. 3 eV, 4 att 0.7 eV
and 10 at 4 eV nominal ion energy. The correspondence with data from
single-stage instruments is therefore quite good, and we take this
agreement as chemical evidence that ions have the low energy indicated
by physical measurements.

Yet another application of this instrument is the study of the effect

of kinetic energy on ion-molecule reactions. Since the kinetic energy of
the impacting ion can be varied continuously from essentially thermal
energies up to 100 eV, this instrument is well suited to such investigations.
Two interesting phenomena which are observed are (i) change in reaction
mechanism and (ii) conversion of ion kinetic energy into internal energy
of the reaction complex.

Our studies have revealed numerous examples of such a change in
mechanism. One is the proton transfer reaction

CHD 2 ++ CD - CD Fe + CHD

- CD * + CH2 D

A study of isotope effects in this reaction indicates that at lower kinetic
energies (< 4 eV) an intermediate "loose complex" is formed between the
ion and the CD 4 molecule. This complex then decomposes such that the
observed isotope effect reflects the difference between a C - D and a
C - H bond. Above 4 eV, however, a "stripping" mechanism becomes
operative and is exhibited as a very large kinetic isotope effect. In this
mechanism the complex does not exist and a proton is stripped from the
incoming ior. as it passes near the acceptor molecule. Fig. 6 illustrates
the transition from complex formation to a stripping mechanism. The
relative kinetic energy where the large isotope effect becomes operative
corresponds to an interaction time of 3.4 x 10-14 sec. or about 2 vibra-

tional cycles of the methane molecule. This seems to be a useful
criterion for a change in mechanism in many ion-molecule reaction
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systems. If an ion-molecule reaction product persists at higher
relative kinetic energies than those corresponding to interaction times
of ca. two vibrational cycles, some form of stripping mechanism is
o0 erative.

A direct app!' .cion of this instrument of immediate relevance
to Air Force techr iogy is involved in a collaborative effort with the
Aerospace Medica" Research Laboratory. A theoretical feasibility
study monitored by Mr. W. H. Toliver, Sr. (13) suggested that the
oxygen molecule-ion (02+) could be used as a reagent for selective

removal of contaminants from space cabin atmospheres. This obviously
requires experimental verification before work can proceed to evolvej a practical device based on this principle.

The availability of the tandem instrument made it possible to launch
an experimental study of reactions of 02+ with tyoical coiLaminant
molecules (formaldehyde, hydrogen sulfide, acetone, benzene), an
undertaking which is not possible with conventi •,ral, commercially
available instrumentation. In a heated chambe. ,*,-%. high energy electrons
and an incandescent filament, oxygen and hydrocarbons indeed undergo
reactions in a conventional spectrometer, but it is far from obvious how
that portion of the reactions resulting from ion-molecule interaction
could be deduced. The happy coincidence of our development of the
tandem mass spectrometer and the evolution of the AM1RL requirement
for such a study have made possible a cooperative effort which will
undoubtedly be a credit to both laboratories.

In conclusion, we have developed an instrument at ARL- with truly
unique capabilities for fundamental studies of ion-molecule reactions.
We have sketzhed some of the applications which have already been made
in the 4 _/2 .,ionths it has been in operation. We are confident that it
represents a significant breakthrough in such studies and that many
significant experiments which we can now visualize in only very broad
outline will be forthcoming.
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the reference potential for the ion gun. RVI. RVZ retarding
Voltage for fryrt and second stages of deceleration. DL and
DR are deflection plates for beam centering. C - collision
chamber and RA a retar.2iing analyzer for beam energy
analysis. AL is the acceleration lens for thea second stage
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ABSTRACT

A technique is developed for empirically obtaining the vibrational

matrix elements of simple molecules. The approach is to obtain the

infrared spectra of molecules excited to high vibrational states by

either chemiluminescence (for example, H + 03 - OH* + 02) or vibra-
*, hv

luminescence (i.e. N2 + GO + N) The gas kinetic conditions

are controlled to produce a Boltzmann distribution of vibrational states

with high temperatures, for example, TV = 50000 K but with rotational

temperatures of about 4000 K. The spectrum of a sequence (Av = 1

for the fundamental, Z for the first overtone, etc. ) are shown to be

describable as a series of overlapping bands displaced by 2- Av. we x

in some cases. The magnitude of each band is proportional to the

vibrational transition probability and the population in the upper state

or the Boltzmann factor, N(v', TV). Rotational and vibrational tempera-

tures are determined and the magnitude of each band gives directly the

transition probability. Vibrational matrix elements oi the Av = 2

sequence of CO are determined from low resolution spectra by successively

subtracting the contribution of each band. Transitions up to 17-15 are

observed. The transition probabilities are found to be much larger

than previously predicted with the old approach using integrated absorption

measurements.
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I. INT11ODUCTION

The intensities of the vibration-rotation bands of simple molecules
are of fundamental importance for solving some of the most pressing
problems in modern technology. Knowledge of vibrational transition
probabilities is necessary, for example, in calculations of radiant-
energy transfer, measurements of the temperature of hot gases, and
in knowing the distribution of the radiating or absorbing molecules
among their vibrational levels. These problems are basic to scientific
areas ranging through missile technology, nuclear explosions, atmos-
pheric physics, and molecular lasers. Extensive studies in recent
years, both theoretical and experimental, have greatly increased our
knowledge in this area ; however, the near impossibility of making
sufficiently accurate quantum mechanical calculations and the experimen-
tal difficulties of observing molecules in highly excited states are well
known.

The present paper will demonstrate a new technique for obtaining

the vibrational matrix elements (proportional to the transition proba-
bilities) directly from experimeivd.o data. This represents a true
breakthrough in this area and has come about by the recent develc¢.inents
of laboratory techniques for producing a steady state source of vibrationally
hot (1, OO0 K 5 TVib ' 10, OO00 K) but rotationally and translationally
cold (c. a. 40CP K) molecules. These unusual gas kinetic conditions can
be created by the release of some of the chemical energy of a reaction
into internal excitation of the products which then radiate. This infrared .
chemilumines cent phenomena was first demonstrated with the H + 03 - OH a-0
reaction by McKinley, Garvin, and Boudart 2 and in the H + C12 -' HCIl+ H

- reaction by Cashion and Polanyi3. Another mechanism is through the
transfer of vibrational energy stored, for exampie, in the non-radiating
specie N2 with near-resonant molecules which can radiate, such as CO,
C0 2 and N2 0. This efficient energy transfer process, now known as
infrared vibraluminescence, was first demonstrated by Legay and Legay-
"-.ornmaire 4 with the NJ - CO system.

ively The disequilibrium between the vibrational temperature and the

other degrees of freedom (which will be shown to be a valuable cir-
cumstance) is the result of the difference in efficiency of the various
relaxation processes. Rotational-translational relaxation is very fast
whereas the exchange of vibrational energy with rotational and kinetic
modes is quite slow..ion

The intensity of an emission line of wavenumber Vnm correspond-
ing to the transition from a state n to a state m is given by 5
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nm Nhc v A (1)
em n nm nm

N is the number of molecules in the initial state n and A is the
Eninstein transition probability for emission which for dipolermradiation
is

64r 4 v nm I R2

nm nm 3c

Rnm is the matrix element of the dipole momenit f r the transition
n m

nm*
R Jn M d d (3)

J n m

where M is the dipole mo. "ent ol the system and * and m are the
n m

eigenfunctions in the upper and lower state respectively. Thus, one
Scan w rite for em ission

2

zInm NV IM n(
Sem n nrn

Absorption is complicated by the effects of natural line widths but for
thin absorbing layers one can write, similarly,

2

ns (5)Nv n
Iabs m nm

Thus, the primary problem can be seen to be the evaluation of equation
(3). For vibration-rotation transitions of a diatomic molecule in the
ground electronic state equation (3) becomes

a

Rv"" = j , v,(r) M(r) j,, j,(r) dr (6)

2
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where v' and v" are the vibrational quantum numbers of the upper and
lower .itate respectively, j' and j" are the rotational quantum numbers*, '
r is the internucl,.ar distance, M(r) is the electric dipole moment
function, and the *'s are solutins of the radial Schrodinger equation.
Rv,,' j,, is the vibration-rotat"or matrix element to be determined. This
integral is evaluated by a two-fold process: first, one typically calculates
Morse or perturbed harmonic oscillator wave functions and second, one
expands M as a power series about the equilibrium internuclear distance,
r, , and a~tempts to experimentally determine the coefficients:

M(r) = Z M (r-r )n (7)
n n e

where M is the permranent electric moment.o

More recently the use of computers has permitted the numerica4
solution of the radial Schrodinger equation for better wave functions 7;
however, the solutions are still strongly dependent upon the accuracy of
the potential function used. The most restrictive aspect of the problem,
perhaps, has been the determination of M(r). First, the Taylor expansion
of equation (7) will give an adequate description only. in the immediate

"* "neighborhood of the equilibrium distance. Second, the only method of
obtaining the expansion coefficients M1 , MI2 , etc. h.s been to measure
the integrated intensity a of the nth harmonic band or sequence 8 ' 9, 10
(n = Av, n = 1 for the fuadnamental, n = 2 for the first overtone, etc.),
where

U 1.2
a = E a vniR vn 8)

n v=O V v

v+n thand av is the integrated intensity of the v vibrational band. Since
even the most recent work using shock tube techniques have obtained
little data higher than the first overtone and since even these measure-
ments determine only the magnitudes and not the algebraic signs of the
matrix elements it has not been possible to determine, unambiguously,
the expansion coefficients beyond the quadratic term. Furthermore, it
has been demonstratedI12 13 that, in order to obtain matrix elements of
reasonable accuracy for the nth band, the dipole moment expansion through
(r .r )n must be used. From several theoretical studieslZ, 13, 14 the

e

The authors find the ,ise of single and double primes very bulky and
unuecessary but this convention is used to agree with older work.
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first approximation to the transition probabilities has been shown to

have the simple algebraic form (v" + Av)! . The actual deviations

from this expression are primarily the result of the anharmonic departure
from a linear dipole. The variouF d~iculties are clearly pointed out in
the recent work of Young and Eachu3 on the CO molecule. These
authors applied the predicted anharmonic vibration-rotation interaction
which affects the relative intensities of the rotational lines in a single
vibrational band to help choose among four possible theoretical solutions
for the CO vibrational matrix elements. These authors made use of
some recent data in absorption on the second overtone (n = 3)17, 18 of

CO; however, the problem of analytic continuation of the dipole function
to describe its functional form beyond the region experi._ientally measured
(v' > 4) is still the basic difficulty.

I1. NON-EQUILIBRIUM (T Vib ý T Rot) INFRARED BAND SHAPES

For simplicity the case for diatomic molecules with CO (Xf +) as
the example will be developed although the technique has wide applica-
bility. The rotation-vibration spectrum of a molecule making tran-
sitions from only one vibration1 !-cvel v' to levwl v" will consist of
a series of lines whose relative intensities as a function of J is given
essentially by the thermal distribution of the rotational levels: 5

(const. )v' -Bv'J'(J' + l)hcI,() (J' + J" + l)exp [ vT (9)
v r kT

Where Q is the rotational partition function, By, is the rotational
R v

constant, and the constant term depends upon the particular vibrational

transition probability and total number of molecules in the initial vibra-
tional level. The above expression assumes that the rotational transition
probability is the same for all lines of a band.

In practice, this 'true' spectrum is modifie-d by the scanning function
of the observing instrument. If one uses a triangular scanning function
(typical for spectrometers) with a half width, X.x, that is much wider
than the line widths then it is possible to predict the band profiles under
moderate resolution as follows. Equation (9) for the intensity profile
of any single vibrational band becomes

4 I
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I v,(J') =A v,(,')+ (A , i [ j(') -((J'+)) [•"i= 1 a

+ (A vJ'-i) (I - IJ') "X(J'i)I (10)., i=1 X~

where

J'(J,+l)hc B,
S,(J') = J' exp - J' - i, ...... v' 0,SkT R

= - (J'-l)exp- kTR

=0. J= 0 ,v' = 0, 1.......

The line positions, as functions of J' and v', are:

4 = L [Z-(6+4v')x ] -Z v'+[2B -.a ](J'-)-2a J4' +20(J'-Z)v', J' > 0
e e e e e e e

= e [2-(6 -i4v'Ix e -2 0t v'+[ZB -30t IJ +Z ot J' 1 2 J'v', J' < 0

+ w [2-(6+4v')x ]-20 v' '= 0 (111 )

e c e

and

B, =Be a (v' +1/2). (12)
VI e e

w and x are the anharmonic constants of the molecule, for CO:
e e

5



we = 2170.21 crn-i", xe .00612, Be = 1.9313 crn-'land 0ae (correction
for the rotational constant) = . 01896 crein.

The effect of the width of the scanning function, X(,, is demonstrated

by Figure 1 which shows an emissikn spectrum of the first overtone of
'vibrationally hot' carbon monoxide excited by vibrational exchange with
nitrogen. The molecular nitrogen excitation was created by a microwave
(2450 M Hz) discharge in a steady state flow system. A schematic of the
apparatus ia shown in Figure 2. The active nitrogen and carbon mono-

i xide were mixed in a one liter sphere at a total pressure of about 300
mTorr.

The emission from a set of molecules making transitions only, to
Sthe vibrational ground state from v' = 2 consiets of a single series of

lines designated as a "band". As soon as higher vibrational levels are
populated new bands appear and are displaced from one another by
(2" Av. w e x fe) where Av = 2 for the first overtone, etc. The total effect
is to create overlapping bands, each being proportional to both the tran-
sition probability for the vibrational transition and the Boltzmann factor,
N(v, TV), provided, ot course, that the viLrational population can be

represented by a -ternperature', where

hc w
N(v, TV) = exp [(x e-1) v+ XV-] e k . (13)Veek¶1v

The overlapping can be seen in Figure 1 but is more clearly illustrated in
Figure 3. The Z-0 band R branch (A J = +1) is seen to be only partially
overlapped by the 3-1 R branch whereas the 2-0 P branch (AJ = 1) and
3-1 R branch overlap strongly to produce the observed maxima at 2. 36
microns. The relative magnitudes of the band peaks are a direct
measurement of vibrational temperature.

It can be shown that the total intensity for the first overtone is
given by the following expression:

W Const v Iexp -hc EG(v') - Qv") F(J')-F(J"1)

k Tv TR i

2 hc W

ST exp P(v', Av)" H , (P) (14)
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where:

P(v', Av) = transition probability

15,16
Fv,(i') = vibration-rotation interaction term

P(v, Av) is used for convenient notation to represent the square of the
vibrational matrix element. The effects of disequilibrium between
the vibrational temperature and rotational temperature are thus con-
veniently separable as shown in the intensity formula (14). In general,
induced emission could change the band shapes under extreme temperature
differences but for the conditions to be considered herein its variation
with frequency it small and will be neglected.

III. DETERMINATION OF VIBRATIONAL MATRIX ELEMENTS

The fact that the rotational states equilibrate quickly to a Boltzmann
• . distribution in equilibrium with the gas kinetic temperature at low values

ranging from 3300 K to 5000 K is of considerable value in that it greatly
reduces the overlap of the various bands. In order to make use of the
experimental spectra it is first necessary to determine the proper
rotational temperature T . For intense sources this is accomplished
with high resolution specta to separate the rotational lines as shown
for the CO first overtone in Figure 4. At the rotational temnerature
depicted here (- 3850 K) there is almost no overlap of the high frequency
tail of the 2-0 R branch I'_ > 9). For spectra of lower radiance TR is
obtained at lower resolution by fitting the high frequency tail of the 2-0
R branch to a catalog of band shapes using the measured slit function
and equation (10). The overlap at the maximum of the 2-0 R due to the
3-1 R tail was usually less than 27% for the rotational temperatures of these
data (if the overlap is greater an iteration procedure is used). The derived
temperature may be checked by subtracting the profile of the (2-0) P branch
from the total band intensity and checking the resulting shape of the (3-1)
R branch (see Figure 3). This has been done and it shows a reliance of
about+ 150 Kfor T

R*

Once the rotational temperature is established the vibrational bands
are successively subtracted and the magnitude of each subtraction then
gives the product

7,
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Shcw
P(v' A,,.exp [(xe 1) v'+x v' e (15)P~v'e p e kT " (15) -

Consequently, if one determines a vibrational temperature Tv by
assuming a relative value between the first two vibrational transitionprobabilities the others are determinedb The important point is that

the matrix elements, If *v' M iV[ , dr , are found empirically!
Observation of only the Av = Z sequence (first overtone) does not determine
the value of P (3-1) relative to P (2-0); however, this is just the region
where the linear dipole and Morse oscillator approximations leading to the

expression, (). , are relatively good, so that the value P (3-1) -3
vs P (2-0) normalized to 1 is a good approximation, particularly for CO.

Since the approach, as described, depends on the vibrational states
being in a Boltzmann distribution, pairs of data with different vibrational
temperatures were used to ratio out the P(v', Av)'s and thus Boltzmann
distributions were confirmed by a quadratic fit in v. An illustration of
data obtained for this purpose are shown in Figure 5. At a constant
partial pressure of 300 mTorr of active nitrogen the vibrational temperature
of CO wast changed by varying the partial pressure of CO. Also, T can
be controlled by the discharge power or varying the distance from the
discharge to the point of mixing. 19

Assuming a value of 2. 95 for P(3, A v = 2) a preliminary best fit
for the second overtone transition probabilities are shown in Figure 6.
A theoretical spectrum with T = 400 K and TV = 3000 K is comparedR V<
with experimental data. These two curves are not normalized as shown;
however, the agreement here and at other temperature is fairly good.
The trend of doubling successive values is actually found to be a lower
limit but is still markedly larger than the simple algebraic expr,-ssion
(v" + Av)' For example for the 6-4 transition we find a value of 24
whereas the above approximation yields 15. Comparisornlf our ex-
perimental data with the most recent analytic work on CO is shown in
Figure 7. It is apparent that value3 of the matrix elements obtained by
Young and Eachus at higher v's are too small since the analytic curve
falls off too fast and does not exhibit the experimentally observed
structure (maxima,.

That the large magnitudes of the derived transition probabilities
at high v's is reasonable can be easily ascertained as follows. At a
vibrational temperature of 3200 K, for example, the percentage of moleculesI
(NV/Ntotal x 100) in the level v = 10 is .006976 versus 9. 176 in v = Z, a

8
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factor of N IN2  1/1500. Yet in Figure 5 for the spectrum
at Tvib = 3%00 K the peak at 2. 58 P which corresponds primarily
to the 10-8 R branch (overlapped most strongly by the 9-7 P branch)
has almost half the magnitude of the 2-0 R branch at 2.33 3.

IV. DISCUSSION

The procedure as outlined here is easily applicable, of course,

to the fundamental sequence (Av = 1) and higher overtones that can be
obtained experimentally. Carbon monoxide excited by active nitrogen
is a very intense source and Figure 8 shows spectra of the first and
second overtones obtained at low resolution (Xk = 7Z R) with a vibra-
tional temperature greater than 50000 K. Empirical determination
of the vibrational matrix elements for high v's for Av = 1, 2, and 3
will provide an excellent experimental check for the correct eigen-
functions as well as the dipole moment dependence on internuclear
distance.

It is feasible to obtain these transition probabilities, perhaps with
somewhat higher accuracy, by using much higher resolution to reduce
the overlap. The values obtained at low resolution depend strongly
on the rotational temperature and accurate knowledge of the rotational
band shape 1 or example, the anharmonic vibration-rotation interaction
term which can be important has not yet been carefully determined ex-
perimentally $or high v and J values. High resolution to obtain the
magnitude of the individual contributing rotational lines would overcome
this problem. However, the use of low resolution techniques has greater
signal/noise which permits one to obtain data over a wider range of
conditions and study other molecules where the source radiance may be
much lower.

In addition, one seldom has the opportunity to obtain data with
high resolution on many phenomena of interest and the understanding
of low resolution band profiles permits valuable interpretation.
Examples of this are illustrated in Figures 9 and 10, spectra of a
high altitude nuclear detonation. These spectra were obtained from
a high flying aircraft with interferometer spectrometers. 20 NO,
CO and NO' are easily identified both in the fundamental region of
Figure 9 and in the overtone region of Figure 10. These are precisely
the species one expects iu high temperature air (T >2000 K) and is
thf. first observation of the infrared spectrum of NO+. From knowledge
of the integrated intensities one can obtain the relative concentrations
of each and if the system were in chemical and kinetic equilibrium, the 21
temperature of the gas can be determined provided the density is known.

9



If the vibrational matrix elements are accurately known, however,
the kinetic state of the gas can be determined directly from the band
profile independent of chemical equilibrium, density or even
vibrational-rotational equilibrium. It is interesting to note that it is
the NO fundamental but the CO first overtone that occur in good at-
mospheric spectral 'windows' and allow reliable band shape analysis.
it is apparent from Figure 10 that CO is in the 30000 K to 50000 K
vibrational temperature range.I This direct experimental approach is not necessarily limited

to diatomic molecules. For enrr~le, GOz and N2 0 have been
observed in vibralaminescence ' and highly excited vibrational
modes are observed whereas the rotational temperature is typically
4000 K. This permits the same type of analysis although the question
of "temperature" may be a bit more complicated. It is also not
necessary to have a Boltzmann distribution of vibrational states to
determine the dipole moment expansion coefficients. If one obtains
simultaneously the fundamental and overtone spectra the unknown
population of the upper state can be ratioed out:

2 2

nmnm nni nm nm hR 1

However, this approach does not give the transition probabilities
directly but in some cases can yield the dipole moment functional
dependence on internuclear distance. 24

The authors would like to acknowledge the aid of John P. Kennealy
for both theoretical and experimental assistance and wish to thank
Michael L. Forman for his help in programming and compiling the
theoretical spectra.
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Figure 1: Spectra of the CQ first overtone excited by vibrational
exchange with 1,. The effect ou the band shape of two
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Figure 2: Schematic of the N2 - CO vibraluminescent system.
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spectrum ci~n be written as
2

£(x-l'+ v'hc
A)= (Const.) I (T J')P(v'. A v)exp e C1v~ e ')cw

X4 v'-2 v' R' k TV

whee v ( R ,3') is the profile of the v'-th band at a
rotational temperature of T and P(v'. tiv)1X3 is the tran-
sition probability and T V is~he vibrational temperature.
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Figure 4: High resolution spectrum of the CO first overtone which -

shows tho lacl- of overlap for P' > 9 of the 2-0 R branch.
T R is easily obtainable.
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Figure 5: Spectra of the CO first overtone with various vibrational

temperatures, obtained by varying the partial pressure
of CO in active nitrogen.
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Figure 6: Comparison of a theoretical spectrum (upper curve) with
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normalized.
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VIBRATIONAL TRANSITION PROBABLITIES
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Figure 7: Comparisor of the analytically predicted spe4 trum of Young

and Eachus 5 (uoper curve) with experimental data.
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Figure 8: Sqectra of the first and second overtone of CO excited by
N, - CO vibraluminescen,:e. The poor appearance of the

6 v % Z sequence at Z. 6 . and higher wvrelengths is caused
by P.O and CO% absorption in the spectrometer.
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ABSTRACT

For the three atomic transitions, X 3076 ZnI, X 3261 Cdl, and

X2537 HgI, theoretical oscillator strengths were calculated using wave

functions obtained by the Hartree-Fock Self-Consistent Field Method

( HFSCF) with exchange. The oscillator strengths for the same three

transitions were also measured experimentally by the method of total
absorption. The importance of configuration interaction in the HFSCF
calculated wave functions is inferred from the comparison between

the theoretical and the experimental oscillator strengths.
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I. Introduction

In the past, spectroscopy has concerned itself primarily with the
analysis of atomic spectra and the subsequent assignment of atomic
levels, but it is only within the last 10 years that certain parameters
important to the analysis of atomic processes have been seriously
investigated. This may be partly attributed to the great interest
developed in plasmas as well as to the availability of large computers.
Certainly these two items have been very instrumental in the
resurgence of the experimental and theoretical investigations in
atomic physics. This is not to imply that this area of physics was
completely dominant until fairly recently, since astrophysicists have
always had a strong interest in this area, especially in so far as
oscillator strengths or f-values, transition probabilities and collision
cross-sections are concerned, becaise these parameters are of
utmost importance in the determination of the abundances of the
elements in stars and nebulae as well as the temperatures and densities
of free electrons. However, since the interest was confined mostly
to astrophysicists, the effort was small, but significant research was
carried out by several of them as for example Aller, Baker, Condon,
Garstang, Menzel, Osterbrock, Pasternack, Seaton, and Shortley.
Important contributions were made by them during the period of the
30's, 40's and early 50's. In experimental spectroscopy the effort was
equally limited and the investigations were carried out by Fillipov,
King, Kuhn, Messenger, Stockbarger, Soleillet, and Webb. From
the late 50's to the present time the interest in atomic spectroscopy
has risen sharply in both experimental and theoretical work. In this
paper will be presented the results of an experimental and theoretical
investigation of three atoms, namely Zn I, Cd I, and Hg I. All three
of these involve f-values for transitions from an nsz to an nsnp con-
figuration.

II. Apparatus and Experimental Procedures

The oscillator strengths reported here were measured by the method
of total absorption in which a metallic sample is sealed in an evacuated
cell and then heated to produce a vapor-solid equilibrium. From a
measurement of the temperature of the cell, the atomic density can be
calculated using vapor pressure data' for the element. A continuum
of radiation irradiates the cell, and the resulting absorption spectrum
is photographed in a high-dispersion spectrograph. Standard techniques
of photographic photometry are then employed to reduce the data from
the plates to obtain the equivalent widths WX.

A convenient expression for the equivalent width WX can be obtained
by considering the aPtenuation of the incident intensity 1o (ergs cm- sec-1 )
(sterad-1 ) (cm- 1 ) as it passes through the absorbing vapor. Within the
absorption line, the transmitted intensity will be I When expressed
in terms of these quantities, the equivalent width becomes
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From equation (1), the equivalent width is seen to be the area measured
under the line contour divided by the continuum intensity near the line.
Generally both quantities are readily accessible to measurement.

For a spectral line on the linear or lower Doppler part of the curve
of growth, i. e. the relationship between W and Nf, the oscillator
strength f is related to the equivalent widthiWN by the relation2:

00
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we[- 2kT is the Doppler width in wavelength units.where A X = D c

The dimensionless parameter C is defined by the equation:

CNfLt (3)

where N is the density of atoms contributing to the line, f is the
absolute oscillator strength of the transition, and I is the length of the
absorbing column of vapor. The quantity in par.entheses in the absorption
cross section per oscillator, while NfI is the number of equivaient
classical oscillators per unit area normal to L . Once W and N are
known, the oscillator strength f can be conveniently found Trorn
equations (2) and (3).

Zn I, Cd I:

In this investigation an absorbing column of cadmium or zinc vapor
was obtained by inserting the metallic sample into a 2. 5 cm diameter
quartz cell with plane parallel windows approximately 4 cm apart.
After being fused to an all-glass vacuum system, the cell was evacuated
and at the same time baked in an electric oven to release adsolbed gases
from the cell walls. Pressures obtained by this technique were of the
order of 10-8 mm of Hg (as read by an ionization guage). After evacua-
tion, the cell was fused shut and then inserted into a muffle furnace to
vaporize the metallic charge.

2



The core of the furnace consisted of two concentric alumina
muffles wound with either nickel or molybdenum wire. The inner
imuffle was wound along its entire length and provided the main
portion of the heat required to vaporize the metllic sample. On
the other hand, the outer muffle was only wound one-third of the
way from each end. By heating both ends of the outer muffle, the
temperature gradient inside the inner m-uifle could be kept uniform
over a distance 6. 25 cm about the center. This arrangement also
permitted regulating the temperature gradient at the center of the
furnace independently of the current heating the inner muffle. Before
an experiment, the absorption cell was ineerted into the center of (he
furnace, inside the inner muffle. Two alumina disks with 1.6 cm

diameter apertures were placed on either side of the cell, and two
more such disks were used to cap the ends of the inner heating
muffle. Fig. I shows the arrangement of furnace elements, furnace

• _rtures and absorption cell relative to one another. Also shown
in Fig. 1 is a typical arrangement of radiation shields used in the
furnaces to prevent excessive heat losses. With the cell in position,
the furnace was heated by passing current through the resistance
heating wire. Power for the furnaces was taken either directly from
a 3 KVA Sola constant voltage transformer or from a tempcrature
regulator backed by a 220 volt Variac. In operation, the furnace
could attain steady state temperatures as high as 1350 0 C with a
tera.-erature gradient across the cell of less than 10C.

Of the measurements taken in this investigation, tht temperature
measurement was the most critical because of the steep exponential
dependence of the vapor pressure of metals on temperature. All
temperatures were measured with platinum, platinum + 10% rhodium
thermocouples with calibration certified by the National Bureau of
Standards or with chromel-alumel therrnocouples calibrated against
a certified thermocouple. With the certified platinum, platinum + 10%
rhodium thermocouples an accuracy of 10 C was attained, while the
calibrated chromel-alumel thermocouples gave an accuracy of about
20 C. Altogether three theromocouples were used. One measured
the Zemperature at the center of the cell, and the other two thermo-
couples measured the temperatures at both ends of the cell. An ice
bath provided the 0°C reference junction. The output of the thermo-
couples was read on a potentiometer capable of resolving 0. 1 micro-
volt. A certified Weston Standard Cell provided the standardizing
voltage for the potentiometer.

Fig. 2 gives the essential features of the optical system. All
lenses shown are quartz-lithium fluoride achromats. The source of
continuous radiation was either a i. 2 KVA high-pressure mercury
arc lamp operated directly from a D.C. generator through a ballast
resistor or a high-pressure xenon arc lamp. It can be seen fi )m
Fig. 2 that the furnace apertures ailow only the light passing through
the absorption cell to enter the spectro-raph. The spectrographs
used in these measurements were either a 6.6 meter Rowland mount
instrument giving a dispersion of 1. 252 A/ mm in the second order or
a 2 meter C.erny-Turner mount instrument giving a dispersion of
0. 855 A/ mm. In all experiments the band pass admitted into either
spectrograph was limited by a suitable array of filters.
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All the data for the experiments witf cadmium and zinc were
photographed .n Ilford N. 50 half-tone places. These plates have
very fine grain, but only moderate speed. Typ; -al exposure s ranged
from 8 seconds to 6 mmnutez.. All the plates were developed in fresh
D-19 developer for 4 minutes at 20 0 C. Standard techniques of photo-
graphic photometry were emplo) .!d to calibrate the plates and reduce
the lines to equivalent widths. Any procedure that varied from
normal photometric techniques was carefully checked with test plates
to insure its accuracy.

Hg I:

Because of the high vapor pressure of mercury at room temperature,
a somewhat different experimental procedure was adopted to measure
the equivalent width. A stainless steel cell with quartz windows and a
"long glass cold finger was prcpared. After placing a droplet of mercury
at the bottom of the cold finger, the cell was evacuated and sealed. The
cold finger was then immersed in an ice bath A. 00C while the cell
remained at room temperature. In this manr.er 'he vapor pressure in
the cell was adjusted exactly to the value i. 85xlu" 4 mm Hg. The
continuum radiation from an argon arc operating at atmosphr:riL
pressure was then passed through the cell to form the absorption signal.
After passing through the cell, the radiation was dispersed in a 2 meter
Czerny -Turner spectrograph, and the resulting absorption line was
scanned with an EMI 9558 QB photomultiplier. The photomultiplier
output, after ampý;fication, was then transferred to a recorder, and the
recorder tracin. .were planimetered to find the equivalent width.

III. Theoretical Considerations

In order to calculate the f-values, accurate atomic wave functions
are a necessary prerequisite. Atomic wave functions used in present-
day calculations are usually obtained by the Hartree-Fock Self Con-
sistent Field Method (HFSCF) with exchange. The methods and pro-
cedur.'s for these calculations have been thoroughly described in the
literature. For the heavier atoms such as those used in this investi-
gation the method of Froese3 and Mayers & Hirsh4 are the best;

either of the methods gives good results. In these methods one solves
the second order differential eqiiation for the radial wave functions of
the electrons under certain boundary conditions. The program for
solving the Hartree-Fock equations was written in Fortran II for the
IBM 7090 computer and the equation which the program solves is the
following:

dP +( +1)
a + Ya(r)-E -___

drr aa rP(r) Xa(r)

where
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with

Uk rk/k+ r < t

k t

= tk/ k+ 1 t < rr

The equations are solved subject to the restrictions:

00 0

P r dr =1 anid $P (r) P1 3 (r) dr = 0 if X X ai13

The aggregate of the two numbers representing the principal quan•.um
number and the orbital angular momentum is denoted by a or 93; E a -
the one electron energy parameter; X\ = the orbital angular momentum;
Z is the atomic number; q. = number of electrons in shell a; and c
the off diagonal energy parameter. The quantities Bp13 k, Cp ak and Bp ak
are the coefficienl of the Slater integrals in the expression for the energy,
E, of the ion or atom, i.e.
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The respective wave functions of Zn I, Cd I and Hg I were calculated by
the method of Mayers & Hirsh' for the following configuration of electrons
outside of the closed shells: 4 sz, 4s4p; 5s?, 5s5p; and 6s 2 , 6 s 6 p. These
are the configurations involved in the measured spectra.

With these wave functions the necessary parameter required for the
determination of the f-values was calculated, i. e. the dipole length:

00

(T2 (nl, n'l,) Y r • rP(nl;r) P(n'l', r) dr a
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where 1, = I for the above mentioned transitions. The f-values can be
obtained from the expression

S(PJ, P'J') = ( aJ) IS(QJ, Q'J') (acJ' Y;JIV)

where S(PJ, P'J') is the line strength in the intermediate coupling
caused by the spin-orbit (• ) interaction, S(aJ, a'J) is the line
strength in LS coupling, and (PJJ aJ) and (a'J' 'J') are the coefficients
of the transformation matrix connecting the two coupling schemes.
S(aJ, a'.T') is given by

S (a J, a'J') 2f (o2y(J t() j a

wherej' (,() andA (,kL) are the coefficients involved in the transition and
depend on the particulai line of the multiplet and particular multiplet
of the transition array respectively. The f-value for absorption can
be then obtained by employing the foliowing relation



f1 .J, J') = 3. 336x10- -- ,j ,) [
f• (J' JP) = S(P J, P JI

2J, + I

where the absorption and emission f-values are related by

f(J, J') = -• f(J', J)

with the w T' and " repr "senting the appropriate statistical weights
for the levels involved{.

The spin-orbit parameter C can be calculated from the atomic
wave functions, but a somewhat better value for it may be obtained
from the observed energy levels. Under the assumption that the spin-
orbit interaction is the only one causing the splitting of the energy
levels, it can be shown for ns np configurations that

2 ri

where 3P2 and 3 Po are the respective energy levels involved in the

transition.

IV. Results and Discussion

(a) Theoretical

Zn I Cd I Hg I

transition 4s 2 1 S0 - 4s4p 3 P 1  5s 2 1 S o - 5s5p3 pl 5sa'S o - 6s6p 3 pl

C o b-(Cm-') 386. 1142. 4265.
S(a e 2 ) 14.67 3.09 3.24

S(L) 1 I I

S(M) 6 6 6

S(J, J')(ao2 e2 ) 5.39x10- 3  7. 11 xlO - 8. 23xi0 1-

_V (ryd) .296 .279 .359
fabs 5. 32x10- 4  6.63x10-3  9.86xi0-2

theor

7



(b) Experimental

x(• 3076. 3261. 2537.

WX x10; 1 (cm) 7.80 4.24 5.18

T(°K) 642.5 475.8 273.2

N(atoms/cm3) 3.89x10' 4  7.93x10' z 6.53x10' 2

L (cm) 3.66 4.30 0.50
fabs 1.13x10- 4  1.94x10 3  3.34x0- 2

exp

In order to calculate the experimental f, one must consider the hi, per-
fine structure of the spectral lines. The unresolved line recordea on
the photographic plate contains all the components of the.hyperfine
structure pattern. If the separation between the components is greater
than the Doppler width AXD, then the observed equivalent width should
be treated as the sum of the equivalent widths of each unresolved hyper-
fine component. For zinc and cadmium, the intensity distribution of
the hyperfine structure components spans a wavelength interval less
than one Doppler width. Therefore, the equivalent widths of the zinc
and cadmium lines were treated as if there were no hyperfine splitting.
(See references 5 & 6) For the mercury line, the hyperfine splitting
separates the single line into seven distinct groups of components,
each group being separated by a wavelength span greater than one
Doppler width. (See reference 6) Therefore, the equivalent width
in Table b was divided into seven equivalent -widths according to the
weight of each group. Each of these equivahlnt widths was then inserted
into equation 3 to get C. Finally all seven values of C obtained in this
manner were added together, and the resulting value of C was used in
equation 4 to obtain f.

The theoretical calculations do not include configuration interaction.
Had configuration interaction been included the theoretical f-values would
have been approximately one-third the reported value. This would
have agreed reasonably close to the experimental values. This
estimate is based on the earlier work of Garstang7 and Steele & Trefftza
who employed a semi-empirical method to taKe into account configura-
tion interaction. However, the methods which they used are not
applicable to the configurations reported here. At present theoretical
calcu~ations of atomic wave functions for heavy atoms have not as yet
been developed to include configuration interaction that involve excited
levels of this type, i. e. interactions between nsnp and nsn'p configura-
tions. This problem is being investigated in order to improve the
existing method for calculating atomic wave functions.

8
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STUDIES OF SURFACE LAYER TRANSPORT AND ITS CONTRIBUTIONS

TO THE PROPERTIES OF CERAMIC MATERIALS (U)

-' by

H. C. Graham, PhD.

and

N. M. Tallan, PhD.i,

ABSTRACT

A study is made of the particle size dependence of the conductivity

for the normally slower moving chlorine ion in NaCl. It is shown that

the chlorine ion conductivity can become more significant ' ,n sodium

ion conductivity in ultra-fine grained materials. The enhancement is

reciprocally dependent upon grain size indicating that the enhanced

)f chlorine movement is in a subsurface region as proposed previously. The

a ccepted Schottky energy is shown to be high by 0.4 eV, (1.77 instead of

2. 12 ,V). This difference is the direct result of assuming that the total

intrinsic conductivity or diffusivity is sodium ion movement, whAereas this

study shows that the chlorine ion contributes significantly to this total

intrinsic conductivity. The significance of the results is discussed with

respect to being able to accurately predict and control essential fabrication

processes and applicaticn properties oi ceramic materials.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. General

A striking feature of most of the major advances in materials science
and technology in this century is that by and large they have come about
through the application oi phenomenological or mechanistic approaches to
the problems at hand. This is characteristically true, for example, in the
field of metallurgy. Studies of the mechanisms of diffusion, phase trans-
formations, microstructural changes, and dislocation motion have led to the
development of new alloys w,,ith vastly superior properties. This is perhaps
even more evident in the relatively new field of semiconductor technology.
The discovery and early development of the transistor is a classic example
f the value of the phenomenological approach. There is no question of the

key role played by mechanistic studies of diffusion, charge carrier forma-
tion and motio . and charge compensation in elemental germanium. In fact,
even the most recent advances in solid 'ate device technology have evolved
largely through this approach. Diffusi•,,L and oxidation studies in these mate-
rials have led to diffuse junction and passivation processes.

Unfortunately, the application of the phenomenological approach to the
solution of problems in ceramic technology is still in its infancy. This is
in large part due to the greater complexity of most phenomena in these ma-
terials in which the bonding is generally a mixture of ionic and covalent
character and in which at least two; and frequently many more, species of
ions are present. It is also due, at least in part, to the difficulty in char-
acterizing these materials, so that meaningful and reproducible measure-
menrts of their properties can be made. Contequently a scarcity of basic
knowledge about them exists. In a typical metal oxide, for example, one
would find a bewildering number of different point defects, each in several
pos.ible different charge states, which could control its transport properties,
and also great uncertainty about the nature of the transport mechanisms
tAems elves.

B. Ceramic Materials

Yet it is in this realm, the study of the mechanisms by which electrical
charges and the ions, or vacancios, themselves move through the crystal
lattice, that the mechanistic approach can make truly significant r . tri-
butions. It has long been recognized, for example, that many of -- pro-
cesses vital to the fabrication of ceramic bodies and many of the most
important properties of the resultant ceramic structures are diffusion con-
trolled. Several authorel have pointed out that the initial stage of sintering,
the process by which the individual grains in a ceramic body become joined
together during firing at high temperatures, is very often the result of diff-
"usion. Similarly, it has been shownz that the elimination of porosity during



the later stages of densification and the growth of some grains at the expense

of others during the later stages of the firing process are generally diffusion
controlled. These processes, which ultimately determine the microstruc-
ture of the final ceramic piece, are crucial to its subsequent use, since the
strength and mechanical properties of ceramic bodies vary tremendously

with variations i' microstructure. Similarly, creep of a ceramic body (its
steady deformation under load at high temperatures), changes in romposi-

j tion and properties by departure from stoichiometry (in changing atmos-
pheres at high temperatures), and the ability of a cer .mic coating to protect
a refractory metal from high temperature oxidation are all generally diffu-
sion controlled.

A very significant feature of most diffusion controlled processes in
ionic materials is that both positively and negatively charged species, ionic

or electronic or some combination of the t,'o, must move cooperatively.
Since all of these species generally move at quite different rates, the over-
all process can only proceed at a rate determined by the slowest species
which must move. For example, the initial stage of sintering can be looked
upon as the juhiixlg together of two grains, initially spherical in shape, by
the formation of a neck between them, as shown in Fig. l(a). Material, in
the case of metal oxide both metal ions and oxygen ions, mus, be trans-
ported from the grains to the growing neck. This transport may occur by
diffusion through the volume or over the surface of the grains, by evapora-
tion from the grains and condensation in the neck, or by plastic deformation.

In the absence of large applied pressures, and in metal oxides where the
vapor pressures are usually very low, the transport of material most often
occurs by diffusion. Similarly, it has been sbowrA3 that creep in dense
ceramic budies very often occurs by diffusion. When a ceramic body is
subjected to a load at very high temperatures, as in Fig. 1(b), it can deform

by the diffusion of material from regions of high stress t( regions of lower
stress.

In principle, therefore, to determine the diffusivity of the slower moving
ion one can study the rate of initial neck growth, or alternatively the rate
of initial shrinkage of a pressed pellet containing a multitude of grains, or
one can study the rate of creep of a ceramic body. Conversely, if the diffu-
sivities of the ions are known beforehand from regular diffusion measure-
nments, one can predict the rate of such diffusion controlled processes from
the known diffusivity of the slower moving species. In fact one might even
anticipate the possibility of altering the defect structure of the material in
order to increase or decrease the diffusivity of the slower moving species
ard thereby speed up or slow down the rate of any diffusion controlled pro-
cess of interest. There have indeed been many studies in which excellent
agreement has been obtained between diffusivities calculated from sintering
or creep data and the diffusivi.ies for the slower mnoving species measured

2
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directly in diffusion experiments. Unfortunately, in the past svt ial years
there have also been reports of experiments in which the diffusivities cal-

culated from sintering or creep data agree better with the diffusivities of the
faster than the slower moving species. For example, Fig. 2 and 3, from
the work of Palladino and Cvble,4 show the agreement between diffusion
coefficients calculated for creep and sintering in Alz 03 to be in very good

Sagreement with directly measured valves of the aluminum ion diffusion
coefficient, yet direct diffusion measuremtnts have shown the aluminum
ion to be far faster moving than the oxygen ion. Such discrepancies in the
literature have served tc cast doubt upon the otherwise accepted models for
these processes, the interpretation of the data, and in some cases even upon
the data themselves.

C. Enhanced Diffusion

An apparent clue to the source of these discrepancies was introduced
several years ago by Laurent and Benard5 . In the course of their diffusion
studies on a series of alkali halides, they found that the diffusivity of the
normally slower moving anion increased with decreasing particle size. Yet
there was no apparent change in activation energy from that found even in
the single crystal. The diffusivity of the normally faster moving species,
the cation, was not affected at all by decreasing particle size, Their results
for NaCl are shown in Fig. 4, as reproduced from their work5 . It may be
noted that if one extrapolated their results for NaCl to particle sizes much
smaller than 50p, the measured chlorine diffusivities might then be even
greater than the measured sodium diffusivities. Clearly this reversal of
the faster and slower moving species with decreasing parti .e size might
account for the discrepancies noted above if tx.e diffusion and sintering or
creep measurements were made on specimens with widely differing particle
size. In addition, if particle size does have so radical an effect on the
transport properties and diffusion controlled processes in these materials,
then an understanding of the mechanism of the enhanced diffusion of the
slower moving specie with decreasing particle size is essential to further
progre.ss in this area.

Laurent and Be'nard found, in autoradiographic studies of their speci-
menb, that the anion movemept was concentrated in the grain boundary
regions. Real grain boundary diffusion, however, would be expected to re-
quire an activation energy considerably different from that required for
bulk diffusion in a single cr, stal. Since they did not observe an activation
energy different from that in the single crystal, Laurent and Benard sug-
gested that the anion movement was occuring in a surfact layer surrounding
each grain. of sufficient thickness that th-. nature of each anion jump, from
site to site in the lattice, is no different from that in the bulk of the inner
grain. Therefore the activation energy for anion diffusion in the surface
layer and in the bulk crystal wouln be the same. Yet for some as yet
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undetermined reason, the number of anio'- jumps occur.ng in the surface
layer is greater than the number occuring per unit volume in the interior
of the grain or in a single crystal. Since, as shown in Fig. 5, the volume
fraction of such surface layer material increases with decreasing particle
size if it3 thickness remains essentially constant, one would expect the

• enhanced anion diffusivity in the surface layer to make a greater and greater
contribution with decreasing particle size. On the basis of this model, with

Ssurface layer enhancement of the anion diffusion, one might expect to findi cation motion fastest in single crystals or coarse grained materials but
anion motion fastest in sufficiently fine grained polycrystalline specimens.

i D. Objectives

Unfortunately, extensive diffusion measurements are extremely time
, consuming and in general it is very difficult to get enough data of sufficient

precision to prove conclusively the detailed validity of such a model. In
fact, since the appearance of the work of Laurent and ±r ;ard, and despite
its great importance and the many references to it in the literature, there
has been little or no subsequent diffusion work to substantiate or repudiate
it. On the other hand, it was felt that a laboratory well equipped to conduct
electrical property studies colild obtain the extensive data with the required
precision much more readily. Furthermore, one of the materialsextensively
studied by Laurent and Benard, NaCl, would lend itself ideally to an electri-
cal conductivity study because it is universally acc,:pted that the conductivity
in this material is all ionic and that in single crystals, at least, it is essen-
tially all due to sodium icn motion. Such a study would have the additional
significant benefit of a verification of the model proposed by Laurent and
Benard through an independent type of measurement. As a result, an
extensive study of the electrical conductivity of NaCl as a function of parti-
cle size was undertaken.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The basic experimental difticulty in the study of the electrical con-
ductivity of NaCl as a function of particle size was to establish a means of
measuring the chlorine contribution to the conductivity and then to follow
the change in its contributions with a change in the average particle size.
Since, as mentioned previously, the commonly accepted high temperature
intrinsic charge transport in NaCl is by the sodium vacancy with no signi-
ficant contribution from the chlorine ion, it would not be expected that
conductivity measurements of single crystal samples would show a chlorine
contribution. However, if the movement of the chlorine ion is irndeed en-
hanced in the grain bo-undary region as proposed by Laurent a-.; iBenard,
then as the average particle size of a compact is reduced the contribution of

8
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the chlorine to the total conductivity should increase and be discernable.
As also mentioned previously, it would be expected that the magnitude of
the chlorine contribution would increase in direct proportion to the decrease
in particle size and that the activation energy would remain constant. In
addition, there sbould be little or no change in the magnitude of the sodium
vacancy conductivity or in its activation energy.

One might also expect that at small enough particle sizes the enhanced
movement of chlorine ions in the grain boundary regions will predominate,
and in that case the conduction would no longer increase with further de-
crease in particle size.

The most promising approach to a measurement of this type, where
a separation of two contributions to the total conductivity is required, is a
polarization study. In this measurement technique the discrimina.-ing char-
acter of the metal electrodes, with respect to the type of charge carrier

, they will pass to the external circuit, is used to separate the contributions
Sof the carriers. It has been known for some time that the transport of one

9 type of charge carrier in a material may be blocked at an electrode while
-the other carrier or carriers may enter or leave the material freely at the
N electrodes 6 . This blocking is readily observable as a decrease in the current

Sof the blocked carrier with time and the process is known as polarization.I
Figs. 6 and 7 show schematically the circuits used to make polarization

i measurements at constant voltage and constant current7 . The sample is
t represented by a parallel network consisting of resistances RNB and RB

Sand capacitance C, where NB and B signify nonblocked and blocked respect-
ively. R J and C in series form an RC circuit whose time constant is de-

| termined oy the ragnitudes of RI and C. In the sample, RB would tepresent
4 the true resistance to movement of the blocked ion, determined by its mo-

bility, while the build up of charge at the electrode, tending to create a back
ernf, is analogous to the charging of C. Initially the total conductance of the
sample is determined by the flow of current through both legs (the qluantity
through each being determined by the ratio of the resistances RB and RNB),
but under steady state conditions the current flow of the blocked ion
ceases since, in the equivalent circuit, the capacitor C is then fully charged.
Therefore, the initial conductivity, To , is the sum of the conductivities of the

v two carriers and the steady state conductivity, ao,, it; the conductivity of
the nonblocked carrier.

In the constant voltage mode (Fig. 6) the change in current passing
through RS is measured as a function of time. The diagrasa of the change
in current as a function of time is for a sample which has three co:.durtion
rnechanisms--two blocked and one non-blocked. The two blocked mechan-
isms are distinguished frsn. one another by their different time constants.
As shown, the first one seen would be a very fast mechanism such as a dipole

10
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rotation and the entire polarization of the dipole would be completed in a I
fraction of a second. The second polarization process would have a longer -
time constant and could be the build-up of charge carriers at an electrode
or interface due to the movement of an ion to this blocking interface and _

4 •not beyond it. The elimination of this particular ionic species from the
conduction process with time means a decrease in the current passed through 3
the material and hence a decrease in its conductivity with time. The third
conduction mechanism involves the non-blocked charge carrier and leads
to the steady state current flow, 1.0. In the case of NaCl, the sodium ion
is a non-blocked carrier. Therefore, if the chlorine contribution is to be
separated the chlorine ion will have to be- the blocked carrier. -

In the circuit operation the X1 amplifier maintains the low and guard
points at the same potential. Since it has a high d. c. impedance (1010 ohms),
it does not affect the current passing through RS. Also, since RL appears
as an infinite resistance with the guard and low points at the same potential,
the voltage drop measured across RS will be a function only of the current
passed through the sample.

4 ~Similar comments can be made for the constant current schematic and4=

voltage vs. time plot 3hown in Fig. 7. Here, of course, the change in
voltage across the sample is measured as a function of time for a constant
current. The X1 amplifier maintains the high and the guard points at the
same potential to again minimize the effect of surface currents.

The appropriate equations for each method are shown on the graphs and
the transference numbers of the two carriers are calculated as follows:

t = NB andt = GTOTAL G NB,
NB - B GOA

GTOTAL TOTAL

where the G's are conductances which can be converted to conductivities by
inclusion of the geometry factor.

As mentioned, the time constant of the polarization process is in general A
a good indication of the nature of the carrier involved, i. e., a dipole rotationi
would be complete in a fraction of a second while a build up of ionic carriers i
at a surface or interface would be expected to take several minutes to sever- |
al hours depending upon the material and the temperature.

Fig. 8 is a schematic representation of the sample and the circuit
diagram of the sample, RX, in an a. c. transformer bridge. The three-
terminal guarding technique is used to eliminate stray impedance paths re-
presented by .H and RL in the diagram. As with the polarization equipment,
these impedences are eliminated so that the conductance measured is the
conductance through the sample between the high and the low electrodes and

M not a surface conductance.
13
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Fig. 9 shows the sample holder (itself shown in greater detail in
Figs. IC and 11) in place with a high temperature alumina tube separating
it from the furnace (Fig. 12).

As ind" L,.,:ed, the furnace is operated in a vacuum and the atmosphere

in the sa- chamber may be varied from 760 Torr to 10 5 Torr total
pressure us.ng varilc- gas rmixtures to control the oxygen partial pressure.
The furnace samp! .older combination has a temperature capability of
18000C, since the e _.pment was designed for use with high temperature
ceramic oxides. Ir. the experimental work presented here, the highest
temperature was limited to approximately 600 C since at temperatures
greater than this vaporization of the sample tended to carry away the elec-

j trodes.

j The electrodes used were Platinum Bright and they were matured at
500 0 for 5 minutes in air after drying at 100 C in air.

The starting material was a very large single crystal. After cleaving
several single crystal specimens from it, the remainder vas mechanically

| ground and fractionated by diy seiving. The finest fraction was obtained by
| air milling a portion of the 75-150 fraction. The resultant fractions are

given in Table I with the densities of the presse I .rAmples. The polycry-
stalline samples were prepared by cold pressing the NaCl powder at 15, 00)
psi.

Table !

Sample Measured Density
particle size (`) gm/cc I % thecretical

1 400 +200 2.121 97.9

75 - 150 2.117 97.7
3 44- 74 2.103 97.1

4 Mostly 38 2.096 96.8
5 20 - 30 2.080 96.0
6 Z or less 2.072 95.7

single
* crystal -2.166 100.0

0
All samples were heated to about 500 C in a vacuum of 10- Torr

when initially placed in the sample holder and prior to making any measure-

ments. This was necessary to eliminate spurious data resulting from the

14
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prior history of the samples. All measurements were made in a static
vacuum at approximately 10 Torr, even though no dependence of the con-
ductivitiee on the total pressure or the oxygen partial pressure was found.

MI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Polycrystalline

The plot of conductivity vs. reciprocal temperature for each polycrystal-
line sample was qualitatively the same as that for sample 5, shown in Fig.
13. Each plot showed an initial conductivity, represented in Fig. 13 by the
circles, and a steady state (non-blocked) conductivity represented by the !
triangles. The steady state conductivity curves all showed a high temper-
ature intrinsic region and a lower temperature extrinsic region character-
ized by a lower slope. The high temperature intrinsic regions for all of
these curves were in excellent agreement, as they should be in theory since
this region is characteristic of the material and not the defects present in
a particular specimen. If the high temperature intrinsic portions of all of

! the curves obtained are exactly superimposed, the plot shown in Fig. 14 is
Sobtained.

The data for sample I were left off since they were the same as the
data for sample 2. It is very clear that the total conductivity is increasing

Swith decreasing particle size. There was a slight increase in the extrinsic
f steady state conductivity as will be shown. If it is assumed that the steady

state conductivity is sodium vacancy conductivity and that the increase in
I the total conductivity is due to an increase in the chlorine ion conductivity
| the similarity to Laurent and Be'nard's data (Fig. 4) is remarkable. Fig.
j 15 presents these data at 350 C plotted as a function of particle size. The
Sscatter in the data points is due partially to some scatter in the a-. data
Sfor each sample. However, it is mainly the result of being unable to estab-

lish an effective particle size, since there was a large particle size distri-
bution in each sample due to the agglomerating tendency of NaCl.

As indicated, the circles represent the steady state conductivity. It
is quite well behaved, showing little particle size dependence. It may also
be noted that the steady state values can be extrapolated to the single crystal
value. This slight particle size dependence would probably not be detect-
able in a diffusivity experiment. The blocked contribution, 0" -0 o, fits
well on the line drawn using a reciprocal particle size dependence. This is
the same dependence that Laurent and Bernard found for chlorine diffusivitys.

The upper portion of Fig. 15 shows the transference number for the
enhanced conductivity, which is now assumed to be chlorine vacancy con- I
ductivity because of the correlation with the work of Laurent and Benard.

It is seen that even for the specimen with the smallest particle size the
total conductivity still has a sodium vacancy contribution. I
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Several other bits of information can be deduced from these data usi'ng
a few qualified assumptions First, since the total conductivity is still j
increasing even for the smallest particle size measured it may be assumed
that the chlorine conductivity in the enhanced sub-surface region of the
grain boundary is > 10" ohm- -cm" at 350 0 C. Second, since for equal
contributions to the total conductivity the ratio of surface layer to bulk
thickness is givun by the ratio of bulk to surface layer conductivities, the
thickness of thet surface layer can be estimated to 0. 1 ,L at 350°C. This is
in good agreement with the layer thickness found ii, xumina by Johnson and
coworkers8 .

The activation cnergy calculated from all data for chlorine diffusion
(dotted line Fig. 13) was 1. 0+ 0. 1 eV, which agrees well with literature
values.9,1 -

B. Single Crystal

The results for the single crystals completely support all conclusions
reached from the polycrystalline results. In addition, there is extremely
good evidence for the need to correct the literature values for the conduct-
ivity in the high temperature intrinsic region and the activation energy for
defect formation calculated from it.

Fig. 16 presents the data for the as. received single crystal. The total
conductivity curve agrees exactly with/accepted one 1 , i. e., intrinsic energy
1. 86 eV, extrinsic energy in the range 6. 70-0. 80 eV and the break over
point at about 6 x 10-$ ohm-l-cm-land 1. 4 x 10-3 OK-1. However, in the
intrinsic region the total conductivity is shown to be the sum of the con-
ductivities of two ionic carriers.

The agreement of the energy from the steady state single :rystal curve
(1. 66 eV) with that for the polycrystalline samples, coupled with the con-
clusion that a-.0 is sodium vacancy conductivity for the polyczystalline
samples, leaves little doubt that this is the true curve for intrinsic sodium
vacancy conductivity and not the u-0 curve.

Further evidence for this conclusion was obtained from a single crystal
sample which had been doped with an excess of anion vacancies by the
dissociation of F-centers introduced into the crystal by heating it in a sodium
vapor atmosphere (Fig. 17). As can be seen, the overall effect was to re-
duce the extrinsic conductivity normally found at low temperatures. The
fact that this new observable low temperature portion of the curve is the
extension of the high temperature a- curve and not the a-0 curve is strong
evidence in favor of the high temperature steady state conductivity being
sodium vacancy cond -ction.

Extending this conclusion to the calculation of the Schottky energy for
J ) the formation of anion and cation vacancies in NaCl leads to a much lower

!
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new value. Since the intrinsic sodium vacancy activation energy is 1/2 the
Schottky energy plus the energy for movement and the extrinsic energy is
simply the energy for movement, the newly calculated Schottky energy
would be 1. 72 eV [2(!. 66-0. 80)]. The previously accepted energy, based
on 1. 86 eV being the intrinsic sodium vacancy energy, is 2. 12 eV1 Z.

Another interesting sidelight of the doped NaC1 single crystal results
is that this approach of additively co'loring presents a quite attractive means
of studying the intrinsic conduction of crystals, especially for those crystals 4
normally having a small observable intrinsic conductivity range due to the
early onset of the extrinsic mechanisms.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

in summary, it may be said that the results completely support the
earlier results of Laurent and Be'nard for NaCl and in particular that:

1. Chlorine ion transport is enhanced in the subsurface region
associated with grain boundaries.

2. The magnitude of the chlorine conductivity is reciprocally depend-
ent upon particle size.

3. The energy for movement of the chlorine vacancy in the enhanced
layer is the same as for movement in the bulk. (1. 0 + 0. 1 eV).

4. Even for single crystal material the contribution of the chlorine
ion is significant in the high temperature intrinsic range.

5. The accepted intrinsic energy for sodium vacancy transport
(1. 86 eV) is really the energy for a line which is the sum of two transport
mechanisms, and the true value is closer to 1. 66 eV. The Schottky
energy then becomes 1. 72 eV instead of 2.12 eV.

6. The movement of the sodium vacancy shows very little enhance-
ment as the particle size is decreased.

Since there is now li,.tle doubt that the ion which is found to be the
1slower moving species Ir a single crystal study can make a major contribu-

tion to mass or charge transport in a polycrystalline ceramic material,
and in fact that it can even become the faster moving species in ultra-fine
grained ceramics, the mechanism of the enhanced movement in the sub-
boundary layer must receive increased study. In fact, without such
further clarification of this phenomenon, progress towards the goal of
being able to accurately predict and control essential fabrication processes

Ii - and applications of ceramic materials may be impossible.
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ADSTRACT

The complete simulation of hypersonic flows at specific environ-

mental conditions of interest for SCRAMJET research and development

is not possible with existing steady flow facilities. SCRAMJET test

requirements dictate extreme weight flow and power requirements; hence,,

it becomes necessary to turn to a facility operating on an impulse basis

to generate those conditions representative of high velocity free flight.

SCRAMJET testing requirements including component investigations I

as well as full system test requirements are discussed. Further,

compatibilit-y between components and cycle efficiency optimization

experiments will require a facility capable of full flow duplication

such that complete, nearly full-scale systems can be evaluated.

High reservoir temperature and pressure conditions (superior to

steady flow facilities) can be achieved in the impulse facility;

however, the increased capability is achieved at the expense of short

run times. Also facility design problems are less severe in areas such

as the nozzle throat, and the short duration high energy flow can be

obtained more economically by a pulsed energy source.

Two general classes of impulse facilities which have been useful

for SCRAMJET research and development are the reflected shock tunnel

and the hotshot tunnel. A third impulse facility, the "chemical shot,",
I

which utilizes the chemical reactions of various propellant combinations

in a constant volume reaction chamber as a means of producing high

enthalpy and high pressure "simulated" air, has potential.
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Results of analytical and experimental studies in the use of the

reflected shock tunnel, research to ascertain the feasibility of using

air as the test gas in the inductively driven hotshot tunnel, and

finally the progress to date on the "chemical shot" idea are presented.
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I. Introduction

With the advent of the Supersonic Combustion Ranijet (SCRAMJET) came
the ground test facility requirement of duplicating and/or simulating
typica: f..j.ht environmental conditions corresponding to flight con-
ditions within the airbreathing propulsion flight corridor (Fig. 1 and
Ref. i). T st facilities which have potential for satisiting SCRAMJET
testing requirements fall into two general classifications, namely,
steady flow facilities and impulse facilities. This paper is con-
cerned with those research effcrts directed toward the use of impulse-
type test facilities for SCRAMET component and systems tests. Impulse
facilities which will be discussed in detail in the course of this
paper include the tailored interface shock tunnel, the inductively driven
hotshot tunnel, and a facility which will be alluded to as a "chemical
shot tunnel", which utilizes the chemical reactions of various propellents
in a constant volume reaction chamber as a means of producing high tempera
ture and high pressure "simulated" air.

An analysis of SCRAMJET engine and component testing simulation
requirements to include full duplication-type system testing, inlet Mach
number-Reynolds number simulation testing, direct connect combustor
testing, and the ability of an impulse facility to supply the environ-
mental test needs will be discussed. Facility performance analysis, run
times, test section size, and special facility limitations as they apply
to current SCRAIJET requirements wrill be presented.

II. SCRAMYET Test Requirements

A. Requirements for Flight Duplication

Ideally, the experimental testing required for the development of
the XCRAMJET components and systems should be done with full scale com-
ponents in a flow environment duplicating that experienced during actual
flight. In addition, facility run times should be of sufficient length
to experimentally determine the heat flux and equilibrium temperature
distribution on the SCRAMJET structure.

Examination of the flow environment experienced by a SCRAMJET
flying in the airbreathing corridor shows that the test conditions are
formidable. Total temperature, total pressure, input power requirements,
and mass flow considerations in a hypersonic facility increase very
rapidly with increasing flight speed and decreasing altitude. For example,
at a velocity of 8,000 ft/sec and an altitude of 100,000 ft, the required

V total temperature is approximately 4800OR with a required total pressure
of 2500 psia. Decreasing the altitude by a mere 13,000 ft to 87,000 ft,
at the same velocity, results in approximately the same temperature
requirements; however, the total pressure has been increased by a factor
of 2 to 5000 psia. A



Other parameters which should be considered when the duplication
of flight conditions is required are power and maaý flow per unit area.
Stream power levels of the order of 10 to 20 Mw/ft of stream area
represent a typical airbreathing flight trajectory. For example, a
hypersonic test facility incorporating a 6-ft-diam test section with full
flow duplication at a flight velocity of 8000 ft/sec and an altitude
of 87,000 ft would require approximately 400 lb of air per second at a
stagnation temperature of 4750%R and a stagnation pressure of approximately
5000 psia. The stream power would be approximately 550 Mw, and if arc
heated the power input assuming 50-percent efficiency would be in excess
of 1000 Mw.

Considering the stagnation pressure and temperature requirements,

power, and mass flow requirements, it does not appear practical to
provide ground facilities large enough to test and evaluate large full-
scale SCRAMJETS, particularly for continuous flow facilities. Hence,
c omponent and reduced scale testing together with data correction

• techniques will be the rule rather than the exception for large-scale
SSCRAMJET development.

B. Component Test

For component testing, full-flow duplication is not always
required. The partial simulation required depends on the particular
problem being investigated and sometimes on the type and capabilities of
an available test facility. Some of the important primary parameters to
be simulated for the different components are listed in Fig. 2. The
parameters shown are those which are required for a meaningful test of
the components or for comparing performance between different model con-
figurations.

1. Inlets

The flow field behind a leading edge shock of an inlet and
the shock shape are primarily dependent on free-stream Mach number,
Reynolds number, ramp geometry, and leading edge geometry. Reynolds
number-Mach number simulation on scaled models necessitates higher
pressure and/or lower temperatures than those which will be experienced
in actual flight. Differences in boundary layer between free-flight
and scaled models can be most important in affecting transition and
separation. Also, wall-to-stream temperature ratio is an additional
parameter which should be simulated in inlet testing. Furthermore, the
Reynolds number-Mach number simulation concept is subject to real gas
correction throughout the flow field.

2. Combustors

The SCRAMJET combustor performance is a function of fuel
injection and mixing, heat release by chemical reactions, heat losses
to the walls, boundary-layer changes, shock wave interactions, sid hence
the analysis of such reactive flows is extremely complex.

2
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It appears desirable, if not an absolute requirement, to
impose several constraints upon SCRAMJET combustor testing. Air or
near air gases should be used as the test gas, and the actual fuel should
always be employed. The stitic temperature, static pressure, and velocity
at the entrance to the combustor should be duplicated. As mentioned before,
the mixing and reaction processes are intimately related, and quantitative
effects on combustion efficiency requires testing with the aforementioned
combustor entrance requirements. These combustor requirements are like-
wise summarized in Fig. 2.

3. Expansion Nozzles

The characteristics of the SCRAMJMT expansion system are
primarily affected by the following:

a. Nozzle inlet Mach number

b. Area expansion ratio

c. Friction and heat losses

d. Recombination losses

The gas leaving the combustor will be a nonhomogeneous
mixture of dissociated combustion products. For recombination rate
studies in the expansion process, the static temperature, static pressure,
and gas composition should be fully simulated; and their time history
through the test nozzle should be the same as that expected in the flight
nozzle. Nozzle efficiency will be strongly dependent on the amount of
recombination taking place in the nozzle and the prevention of freezing of
the flow early in the expansion process. Friction, heat transfer, ex-
pansion losses must be determined. Recombination rates and hence nozzle
efficiency will be strongly affected by nonuniform flow profiles, non-
homogeneous mixtures, and boundary condi ions.

It seems very likely that testing with full-flow duplication
in full-scale nozzles or nozzle segments will be required to completely
access nozzle designs and their performance. The recombination rate
study requirement for the exhaust nozzle is the main difference between
exhaust nozzle and inlet testing requirements.

C. System

Because a system test must simultaneously satisfy the simulation
parameters of the inlet, the combustor, and the nozzle components, it
appears that nearly full-size models will ultimately be required. This
occurs chiefly because the inlet requires duplication of RE and M,,,
whereas the static temperature, static pressure, and frequeltly, velocity
must be duplicated to satisfy combustor requirements. As a result, true

7!
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static temperature, pressure altitude, and velocity must be matched.
In addition, because the combined requirements fix the test section unit
Reynolds number, the model must be full-scale if Reynolds number is also
"to be duplicated.

III. Test Capabilities of Impulse Facilities

As discussed previously, flight rating tests, materials, and structural
integrity testing require long flow durations characteristic of steady flow
facilities. Engine component development and component performance evalu-
ations can be accomplished in short flow duration pulse facilities. The
pulse facility, which has run times of the order of milliseconds: far ex-
ceeds the capability of steady flow facilities; however, the increased
capability is achieved by a trade-off with available run time. The impulse
facility, by virtue of its short flow times, circumvents many of the heat-
transfer and material limitations of the steady flow facility and also
allows the use of relatively simple, uncooled test hardware. The impulse
facility with the inherent short duration flows has one attractive advantage
in that the short duration of the flow has kept the nozzle throat temperature
rise within tolerable limits even though the heat transfer to the nozzle
t roat may be very large. Projected total temperatures and total pressures
have increased to the point where conduction-type cooling methods are no
longer adequate even in the shock tunnel. The problem is even more severe
in the case of the hotshot tunnel where the effective run time is possibly
an order of magnitude greater than the shock tunnel. Therefore, it is
concluded that various techniques for protecting the nozzle throat in an
impulse facility represent an important limitation in future development
of high pcrformance impulse wind tunnels. The use of other throat materials,
with ablating, refractory, or oxide coatings and more sophisticated cooling
techniques to include transpiration cooling, needs to be extensively in-
vestigated on both an analytical and experimental basis.

A. Shock Tunnel

The ability of the shock tunnel to generate air flows at total
temperatures and pressures representative of hypersonic flight has been
well established. Very short duration (millisecond) testing time is the
main difficulty associated with the shock tunnel; however, the "tailored-
interface" technique has increased the available test time to a point where
with the use of rapid response instrumentation techniques, accurate measure-
ment of heat-transfer rates, pressures and forces can be made. The hyper-
sonic shock tunnel in its present state of advancement is capable of
duplicating re-entry flight conditions for various hypersonic vehicles over
an important area of the re-entry corridor. However, duplication over the
relatively high density range of interest for SCRAMJET cannot be obtained
with present shock tunnels.

Operational capabilities of the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory
96 in. hypersonic shock tunnel will be utilized for purposes of comparison
in the course of this paper (Ref. 2).
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1. Altitude - Velocity Duplication

The altitude velocity duplication capabilities of the CAL
96-in. existing operational shock tunnel together with the SCRAMJET flight
corridor are shown in Fig. 3. As shown in the figure, it is apparent That
full-flow duplication is possible for flight velocities of immediate
interest within the referenced airbreathing flight corridor. However,
many severe problems presently exist that prevent full exploitation of tne
tunnel capabilities. Limited test time, reservoir nonuniformities, nozzle
throat heating, and interface burning are some of the problem areas that
combine to limit the usefulness of the shock tunnel for SCRAYJET researchand development.

2. Inlet Testing Capabilities

Outside of the altitude-velocity duplication envelope discussed
in paragraph 1, simulation capabilities become of particular interest
especially for inlet testing. If temperature is not being duplicated, a
reasonably good coverage of the Reynolds numbers needed is possible, even
taking into consideration the differences between model and full-scale.
However, inadequacies readily exist at the higher Mach numbers and low
altitudes.

Transition is difficult to predict and the analytical methods
for predicting boundary-layer growth at high Mach numbers, especially for
turbulent boundary layers, are not experimentally proven. Difficulty may
be expected in achieving forced transition on inlet models in test at higher
Mach numbers. If transition cannot be accomplished, then scale model con-
tours must be corrected for boundary-layer growth consistent with wind tunnel
conditions, and the performance adjusted to full-scale conditions by yet
undetermined analytical methods.

Since turbulent boundary-layer profiles are necessary aheadof an isentropic compression surface of the inlet in order to avoid

possible separation and if altitude-velocity duplication is necessary,
such as for a system-type test, the need for facilities capable of accept-
ing very large models is apparent.

3. Combustor Environment Duplication

Present shock tunnel thermodynamic capabilities for supersonic
combustor component testing (direct connect) are shown in Fig. 4. Theie
capabilities are shown as limits in terms of the CAL 96-in. tunnel to pro-
duce combustor entrance static pressure and temperature. Also shown are
curves for reaction times as a function of static temperature and static
pressure. The reaction time curves were derived from data presented in
Ref. 3.

The facility limitation curves represent a maximum total
pressure of 20,000 psia and an enthalpy level corresponding to a flight
velocity of 8700 and 13,400 ft/sec as shown. The reaction lengths are
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spotted on the curve at the intersectiot, of the reaction time curves
with the facility limitation curves. The length dimensions as shown
are derived from the actual combustor velocity and not the free-stream

* velocity. Combustor inlet conditions which fall above the reaction time
curve of 0.01 msec will result in a combustion process governed primarily

* by mixing, and the chemistry may be considered to be in equilibrium with
the local state properties. In a mixing controlled process where the
reaction kinetics are very fast, it should be possible to conduct meaning-
!)l and interpretable scale model SCRAMJET combustor tests.

Considering the reaction time line of 0.1 msec as a further
limitation in order to make reaction lengths of the order of one foot or
less, it is clearly evident that a free-stream velocity of approx.mately
8700 ft/sec, existing shock tunnel capabilities provide adequate coverage
of combustor entrance conditions. However, for a free-stream velocity of
13,400 ft/sec, it can be seen that existing -hock tunnel capabilities are
generally marginal for duplicating both combastor pressure and temperature
requirements.

4. Nozzle Nonequilibrium Considerations

I At the high stagnation temperatures required for the simulation
of high velocity flight, the test gas dissociates in the nozzle reservoir,
and many of the dissociated particles generated do not recombine in the
nozzle. One serious consequence of this dissociation is the formation of
oxides such as nitric oxide which reduces the molecular oxygen content of

I the test air.
!k

I Based on the analysis in Ref. 4, it is concluded that residua.
concentrations of atomic species in the nozzle test section will not be of

Sany particular consequence for that portion of the altitude-velocity mup
that can be duplicated in existing impulse facilities (12 000 to 13,000

Sft/sec). As flow velocities increase (over 12,000 ft/sec5 , then nozzle
flow nonequilibrium will assume increasing importance. As an example,
the absolute pressure and temperature at the combustor entrance (inlet
throat) may be substantially less for the nonequilibrium free-stream case

Sthan it would for the equilirbium case. This could be a very serious
Sconsequence in a system test because of combustor ignition and reaction
Stime requirements.

5. Test Time Limitations

The duration of steady-state shock heated test gas (air) in
the nozzle reservoir for the CAL 96-in. hydrogen driven shock tunnel is
2 to 3 msec at a shock Mach number of 8.0 (13,300 ft/sec) and 5 to 6 msec
at a shock Mach number of 6 (8700 ft/sec). The test durations are termi-
nated by either the arrival of the driver gas at the nozzle throat or
the reflected head of the driver expansion.

Test time requirements for SCRARJ-ET component models or
systems are dictated by a number of key factors. Some of the factors
which have been investigated are as follows:
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a. The speed of the primary starting shock past a model

b. Size of the model

c. Sensor type and anticipated level of the measured variable W

d. Local-flow equilibrium time along a given model

e. Test gas slug length

Although there is a lack of a definitive correlation of data, -

it can be concluded at this time that local equilibr4 um times to obtain
steady flow have not been encountered that were greater than 5 msec
except i.:here separated flow on the model became incipient or established.

Since a 1- to 2-msec duration of steady flow conditions is desirable to
verify that the flow field is established, a test facility for SCRAMJET
investigations should be capable of providing 7 to 8 msec of contamination
free test time.

In light of the above discussion, it should be apparent that
the steady-state test duration is marginal for conducting SCRAMJET tests
in existing shock tunnels for the velocity range of 8700 to 13,300 ft/sec.
Below 8700 ft/sec, where the majority of SCRAM!JET tests have been conducted,
the available test time is generally adequate for most test requirements.
If model flow separation is encountered, the available test time even
below 8700 ft/sec becomes marginal to inadequate.

6. Combustor Component Model Size Limitations

The maximum model entrance size for a direct connect com-
bustor installation is dictated by the entrance thermodynamic conditions
required and the maximum allowable throat size of the nozzle. Repre-
sentative combustor entrance diameters corresponding to the capabilities
of the CAL 96-in. hypersonic shock tunnel are such that large-scale corn-
bustor tests are impossible to perform under flight environmental dupli-
cation conditions, except perhaps at low total enthalpy levels and low
static t-mperature levels.

B. Hotshot Tunnel W,

The AEDC hotshot Tunnel F has been chosen for discussion herein
because it is believed the AEDC facility represents the highest per-
formance hotshot facility currently available and operational. Of
particular interest is the available inductive energy storage system rated

at 10 joules; i.e., one million amperes at 20,000 V, a maximum test
section diameter of 108 in., and an arc chamber slightly in excess of 1
cu ft. A more detailed description is included in Ref. 5.

The hotshot facility is different from the shock tunnel in several
respects, and these differences are briefly discussed herein. Model size
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limitations and nozzle nonequilibrium considerations for the hotshot
tunnel are in general the same as discussed under shock tunnels and will
not be discussed further.

The hotshot facility utilizes arc discharge in an arc chamber
- to raise the temperature and pressure of the continued test gas. Early

investigations in the AEDC hotshot facilities used air as the test gas,
but these experiences were unsuccessful because of (1) flow contamination
of the test gas which resulted in large deviations of measurements, (2)
inability to calculate arc-chamber enthalpy, and (3) the resulting de-
pletion of oxygen caused by the formation of oxides and other contaminants.
The thermo chemical effects were virtually eliminated by the use of
nitrogen as the test gas instead of air. The use of nitrogen as the test
gas was not considered detrimental to the validity of aerodynamic measure-
ments since only small differences would exist when compared to air tests
in the temperature range to 7200°R.

During the past few years, using nitrogen as the test gas at a
temperature level to 7000°R contamination levels, both chemical and
m echanical (solid particlesL, have been reduced to the point at which
the effects of contamination were no longer a problem. This vast change
was brought about by the development of arc chamber design and means of
arc initiation and termination. With this in mind and the advent of the
SCRAMJET, a program was initiated to determine the feasibility of again
using air as the test gas in hotshot 'Iunnel F.

* Oxygen concentration as a function of reservoir temperature is

presente:d in Fig. 5. The data show that the oxygen concentration is
generally in the range of from 16 to 20 percent even at temperature levels

to 7200°R. The total pressure profiles over the usable test section
diameter are for all practical purposes identical to those obtained using
nitrogen as the test gas under similar conditions for the three different
throat configurations tested.

Gas sample analysis agreed with previous results, in that a de-

pendence of oxygen content on contamination was indicated. Heat-transfer
probes were utilized to monitor particle contamination. By relating the
heat-transfe.r r'atio based on measured quantities to the heat.transfer
ratio based on calculated quantities, a measure of relative particle con-
tamination " els can.be made (Ref. 6). The heat-transfer ratio analysis
indicated thb. the contamination levels were higher for the air runs than

for runs utilizing nitrogen as the test gas; however, relative quantitative
results are unavailable pending further experiments and analysis. Con-

tamination levels (using air) might be further decreased with an optimum
designed arc chamber baffle.

1. Altitude Velocity Duplication Envelo2pe

The AEDC hotshot Tunnel F using air as the test gas is
capable of duplicating flight up to a velocity of approximately 10,500
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ft/sec. This capability is shown in Fig. 3. More specifically, the

facility is capable of generating total temperature conditions in a rang,
of 4800 to 72000.R and total pressure conditions in a range of 4000 to
20,000 psia.

2. Test Time Limitations

Run times for the hotshot tunnel are usually defined as the
time from the establishment of steady flow in the nozzle until the de-
caying total pressure has decreased to an unacceptable percentage of the
initial total pressure. Thus, the flow conditions in the test section
are constantly changing during the useful run time. The useful run time
wrill thus depend on the acceptable pressure variation of the initial
pressure. A trade-off thus exists between test gas reservoir conditions,
test section size, and useful ran time for a fixed energy supply. r'urther-
more, an increase in arc chamber volume will reduce the unit energy level
in the test gas and reduce the test gas reservoir conditions for a fixed
energy supply. The useful run time of the Tunnel F facility is in the
range of 50 msec and can be extended to 100 msec by accepting a further
decay in reservoir conditions. Once again the run time is dependent on
facility geometry. It should be recognized that the available run time
thus described is of the order of ten times that available in ti;a shock
tunnel. In this regard, the hotshot tunnel could be very useful for prob-
ing sJ Jwly developing instabilities such as boundary-layer separation and
other time dependent phenomenon for which shock tunnel test times ai,
"inadequate.

C. The "Chemical Shot"

The "chemical shot" tunnel is a hypervelocity test simulation
facility whi-h utilizes the constant-volume reactions of various propellants
as a means of producing high en. halpy "simulation air,"

The specific approach is the test simulation of high velocity
airflow by the isentropic expansion of combustion and reaction products
of a suitable fuel such as acetylene and nitrous oxide and/or nitric oxide.
The primary criterion for simulation is that the -,-le fraction of oxygen
in air be matched. This can be accomplished by the addition of nitrogen
or oxygen to reduce or increase the oxygen cf,-centration to 21 percent.
Additionally with the use of helium or argon, the molecular weight of the
simulated air can be also matched at 28.96. When these two matchings have
been accomplished, it is found that the specific heat ratio of the gas
mixture is very nearly the same as real cold air. Thus at a given set of
flight conditions, the comparison of sonic velocities and flight Mach
numbers is very good, as is the comparison between real and simulated air.

Depending upon the degree of diffusion expected in a SCRAMJJET
engine, the simulation inside the engine may also be suitable without
further adjustment of the mixture composition. Analysis of SCRAMJET
engines, such as presented in Ref. 7 has indicated that a velocity decrease

A
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in the inlet of only about 1000 ft/sec is nea±' optimum. Hence, this
reflects very litt'.e diffusion temperature rise and in turn relatively
little potential mismatching between the static properties of real and
simulated air at the point of actual interest.

1. Experimental Effort

The experimental effort is concerned with evaluating the
constant volume reactions of the exothermic decomposition of the oxides of
nitrogen together with the additional heat release gained by burning
acetylene in a constant volume chamber. The chamber will be sealed off
by a burst diaphragm, similar to an arc heated hotshot chamber. Thus,
the total heat release is absorbed as internal energy, and a very high
pressure is created, from which the desired expansion occurs when the
diaphragm breaks.

A design of the experimental test setup is shown in Fig 6.
The combustion chamber maximum rated rondition is 10,000 psia and about
80000 R. At a simulated air velocity of 12,500 ft/sec, the stagnation
temperature of the product gases will equal the tolerable temperature
limit. By proper adjustment of the test altitude, the stagnation
pressure can also be held within tolerable limits. Furthermore at a
tamperature of 80000R, the critical hardware problem is the melting of
the nozzle throat. The forward nozzle throat is constructed by copper-
infiltrated sintered tungsten. Analytical computations for the resultant
time to melt the tungsten for a throat diameter of 0.50-in. is 120 msec.
This time is probably marginal at the highest condition temperature and
pressure because of the low anticipated pressure decay of 50 percent in
200 msec.

The nozzle geometry together with the 0.50-in. nozzle will

permit testing at Mach numbers up to approximately 12.

2. Analytical Effort

'Test gas composition as a junction of simulated flight velocity
is shown in Fig. 7. Nitrous oxide, nitric oxide, and acetylene are the
reactants, and oxygen and nitrogen are used as diluents. The mole fraction
of constituents in the product gas as a function of stagnation temperature
and simulated flight velocity is presented. Mixtures of acetylene, nitrous
oxide, and nitrogen can be used to obtain simulated flight velocities to
10,000 ft/sec. Velocities above 10,000 ft/sec can be obtained by sub-
stituting nitric oxide for some of the nitrous oxide. Gas velocities to
13,000 ft/sec can be achieved by using pure nitric oxide and acetylene.
The gas properties of these mixtures remain quite similar to air over
a major portion of the velocity regime. If desirable, the molecular
weight can be conmwensated for by the addition of an inert gas such as
helium or argon.

A computer program has been written which employs the fol- - -

lowing inputs: gross chemical composition, initial static temperature
and pressure corresponding to a prescribed altitude ambient condition,

10
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and internal energy increment. The energy increment may be an exo-
thermic energy release, a heat release caused by combustion, or any
combination thereof. The following outputs are provided: stagnation
temperature and pressure, equilibrium chemical con.Zosition and density,
and the velocity attainable by expanding the reservoir gases to ambient
conditions.

For a given constant volume process calculation, the se-
lection of a particular altitude and flight velocity will establish the
combustion chamber loading pressure required for simulation of that
particular point. The stagnation density will in turn be identical to
the loading density of the combustion chamber before reaction.

3. Potential Payoff

The payoff of the "chemical shot" idea will be demonstrating
the potential capability of constructing large-scale, long-run time test
facilities powered by chemical propellants. The facility concept has a
potential of providing total temperature conditions to 8000OR and total
pressure conditions to perhaps 30,000 psia. A facility incorporating a
5-ft-dia combustion chamber and a Mach 10 facility nozzle with a 16 -in.
exit diameter would have a ran time of approximately 8 sec (50-percent
decay in total pressure). The maximum run time is governed by the com-
bustion chamber size, nozzle throat size, and the nozzle throat heating
problem. The cost of constructing such a facility utilizing chemical
"propellants for heating should be significantly cheaper than the cost of
a comparable facility using other methods of heating; i.e., arc heater.

IV. Sumnarxy of Conclusions

The conclusions derived from this paper are summarized as follows:

1. Full flow duplication is possible for flight velocities to
13,000 ft/sec in currently existing shock tunnels. Avail-
able test time and nozzle throat heating combine to impose
operational limits.

2. Large-scale models and therefore large-scale facilities are
needed to provide inlet boundary-layer transition data at Mach
numbers of current interest.

3. At velocities to 13,000 ft/sec, nozzle flow nonequilibrium does
not present a problem in impulse facility testing. As flight
velocities increase above 13,000 ft/sec, nonequilibrium consider-
ations will assume increasing importance.

4. Conclusions on the nozzle and model starting time studies reveal
that a minimum of 7 to 8 mzec should be provided in order to
obtain meaningful measurements. Ihis is in contrast to the avail-
ability of only 2 to 3 msec in existing shock tunnels at a
velocity of 13,300 ft/sec. Test times are generally adequate
in the velocity range to 8700 ft/sec.
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5. The complete SCRAMJET system test imposes the greatest demands
on the facility with regard to performance, size, and test time.
Complete similitude can only be attained with full-scale models.

6. Results of the feasibility of using air as the test gas in the
AEDC hotshot Tunnel F may be summarized by stating that the use
of air at reservoir temperatures to 7200°R did not result in
significant oxygen depletion. Additional work is required in
order to better define the contamination levels present.

7. The hotshot tunnel could be a very useful facility for probing
slowly developing instabilities for which shock tunnel test times
are inadequate. Test times in the range of 50 to 100 msac are
possible in the AEDC hotshot Tunnel F, depending on facility
geometry and defining an acceptable level of total pressure decay.

8.. Analytical computations have revealed the potential capabilities
of a high enthalpy test facility utilizing the exothermic re-
actions of oxides of nitrogen together with the added heat release
obtained by burning acetylene in a constant volume reaction
chamber ds a method for heating. Total pressures to 30,000 psia
cszI be generated and such a facility could have run times of the
order of seconds.

9. Present facilities, both impulse type and certainly continuous
flow, are limited in performance by nozzle throat heating limits.

10. Although not without problems, the hypersonic impulse facility
which includes the shock tunnel, the hotshot tunnel, and the
chemical shot facility can play an important role in airbreathing
propulsion development.

12
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ABSTRACT

Existing test facilities cannot provide the con-
ditions necessary for adequate testing of complete
hypersonic vehicle/engine configurations. A method of
simulation is presented which makes possible the investi-
gation of supersonic combustion for hypersonic flight
under conditions essentially duplicating those of actual
flight. The laboratory conditions necessary to simulate
supersonic combustion occurring in vehicles moving with
Mach numbers of 10 to 14 at altitudes of 100,000 to
200,000 feet are presented in the form of tables and
graphs. All data are based on the assumption of 50%
total pressure recovery in the inlet. The fuel considered
is gaseous hydrogen. It is shown that several parameters
occurring in flight can be duplicated in the laboratory.
Methods for scaling experimental results to the flight
conditions are discussed. It is concluded that separate
investigation of Scramjet combustor problems, independent
of hypersonic inlet studies, can yield highly significant
results. It is further concluded that adequate supersonic
combustion simulation under prolonged test conditions, in
or near the region of flight Mach numbers 10 to 14, is not
only possible but practical with facilities presently
available and readily adaptable for this type of testing.
It is feasible to duplicate all of the essential flight
parameters in laboratory experiments, with combustor
velocity and length used as scaling parameters to relate
experimental results to the flight case.
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NOMENCLATURE

a Speed of sound

A Area

Cp Molal heat capacity at constant pressure

h Altitude

j Mass flow

? ,n Molecular weight

M Mach number

p Pressure1

R Specific gas constant,

1 Universal gas constant
up

Re Reynolds number per foot, -

T Temperature1

u Velocity

Mass fraction

Sy Specific heat ratio

£ Correction factor for real-gas expansion

ii Dynamic viscosity

SP Density1

SSubscripts

H•2 Hydrogen

t Total conditions
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1 Conditions in the ambient region (flight)
or air heater (laboratory)

Conditions in the inlet region (flight)
or stilling chamber (laboratory)

3 Conditions at combustor inlet (flight
and laboratory)

4 Conditions at combustor exit (flight and
laboratory)

Superscripts

( )' (prime) Pertains to free-flight condition

(no prime) Pertains to laboratory test
condition

Pertains to conditions where the local
speed is equal to the local speed of sound

IWhen used without the subscript t, the symbols p, T and
p denote static conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is generally recognized that supersonic
combustion offers a strong potential as a propulsion
mode for ramjet operation at hypersonic flight speeds --
resulting in the vehicles now referred to as ScramJets.
It is also widely recognized that extensive studies in
ground-test facilities are necessary if this new and
promising technology is to advance rapidly. Existing
test facilities are not capable of providing continuously
the very high enthalpy test conditions required for com-
plete duplication of the flight environment at the upper
Mach numbers of interest. Continuous-type test facilities--
those providing seconds as opposed to milleseconds of test
time -- are required for the investigation of a number of
time-dependent aspects of supersonic combustion (such as
the study of fuel-air mixing and combustion processes to
achieve minimum combustion-zone length). In order to pro-
vide this type of facility within the present state-of-the-
art, it is necessary to consider separate investigation of
combustor and inlet problems and also to simulate rather
than fully duplicate all paraiteters.

An investiqation of this problem was undertaken in
the Aerospace Research Laboratories in mid-1965. A study
was initiated to determine the feasibility of utilizing
the major components of one of ARL's hypersonic wind
"tunnels for supersonic combustion investigations. The
specific project resulting in the development of an experi-
mental facility for supersonic combustion studies in ARL
is reported elsewhere (Ref. 1). However, a specific
facility, with fixed geometry and other restrictions, is
limited to a very narrow range of operation. For this
reason, a separate investigation was initiated to define
the laboratory conditions which would be required fcr the
adequate simulation of supersonic combustion for high Mach
number flight over a wide range of operation. It is this
investigation which is described here. Fairly wide ranges
of Mach number and altitude have been considered in order
to provide flexibility in the choice of test conditions
and comparison with fi'3e-flight.

The objectives of this paper are to define an
adequate simulation treatment for the independent study
of supersonic combustion and to establish the feasibility
of such an approach.

The scope of this investigation encompasses exami-
nation of a number of flight conditions blanketing the
flight corridor in the high Mach number region --

r
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conditions prevailing at altitudes from 60,000 to
220,000 feet and Mach numbers 10 to 14. The laboratory
coml-1-tor configuration envisioned is one in which the
fuel 4nd air streams move supersonically in the same
c•r',ction, the fuel (hydrogen) being injected at the
cencer of the air stream. The prolonged or continuous
type of testing (seconds of test time) is assumed. The
paper is concerned with direct investigation of the
supersonic combustion problem independent of the hyper-
soniL in) ' problem, and particularly with the feasibility
and iesirility of taking such an appr•,ach. It is felt
that the simulation treatment described will provide data
directly applicable to the free-flight combustor problem.Key problems in the area of supersonic combustion for

hypersonic flight are discussed in Reference 2.

The flight conditions considered in this paper may
not correspond to any planned vehicle configuration or
method of fuel injection, but the overall results of the
app-:oach described should lead to a better understanding
of the phenomenon of supersonic combustion as applied to
hypersonic flight.

II. SIMULATION OF SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION CONDITIONS

A type L'f simulation is considered in which the
-.,ach number in the combustor is not an important para-
meter such as is the case in the usual aerodynamic
investigation. In the supersonic combustion problem as
applied to the Scroamjet, the chemical composition of the
flowing medium, the mixing of the streams of fuel and air,
the chemical reactions taking place, and the reaction
rates involved are the important factors to be considered.
Investigation of the chemical aspects (composition,
reactions, reaction rates) requires that the laboratory
experiments be run under the same static pressure and
temperatie conditions as in the flight case, and also
that the residence time in the combustor be the same.
The flight parameters not duplicated in the laboratory
will be the absolute velocities of tU- fuel and air streams;
however, these velocities may be choser such that t!:
mi.ing time in Lhe laboratory is nearly he same as that
ih flight. In sai=ary, the primary parw. iters which
require actual duplication in the study of supersonic com-
bustion are the static temperature, static :-essure, com-
position of the gases, residence time in the combustor,
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and the velocity relationship between the mixing streams.
These parameters can be duplicated in laboratory experi-
ments without necessarily duplicating the absolute values
of velocity of the two streams of fuel and air; the length
of the combustor and the velocity then become scaling
factors. This is the type of simulation considered in
this paper.

Figure 1 illistrates the flow regions chosen for com-
parison of the free-flight and laboratory cases. Figure la
is not intended to indicate a specific inlet configuration
but is useful for discussion of the type of simulation
under investigation. The airflow at Station 1 relative to
the vehicle is hypersonic. The flow is decelerated
t*.through the inlet region to a lower but still supersonic
Mach nuriber at Station 3, the entrance to the combustor.
Figure i1L illustrates a laboratory test configuration
suitable for prc4ucing the desired flow conditions at
Station 3 for the simulation of flight combustor character--
istics. Station 2 represents here the laboratory air
stagnation region. In the laboratory case the airflow is
accelerated in a nozzle from Station 2 to Station 3 to
obtain the desired combustor inlet conditions. At Lnis
point the fuel (gaseous hydrogen) is concentrically
injected parallel to the airscream.

III. FLIGHT RE'10N CONSIDERED IN THIS STUDY

The flight conditions investigated in this study
and *o be simulated in the laboratory are those which
would be experienced by vehicles in continuous flight at
speeds in the neighborhood of Mach number 12.

In Figure 2 the points for which the flight con-
".Itions were calculated are indicated by small circles
on the lines of constant free-flight Mach number. These
points were chosen to blanket the continuous flight
corridor in the range of Mach numbers 10 to 14.

The calculated results presented correspond to
flight Mach numbers 10, 11, 12, 13 -nd 14 at geometric
2Ititudes of 60,000 feet tj 220,000 feet in intervals of

"43,000 feet.

3
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IV. FLIGHT CONDITIONS TO ,BE SIMULATED

A. External Conditions for the Flight Case

The only conditions external to the vehicle
which were considered in the calculations for this investi-
gation were the isentropic stagnation temperature, T', and
pressure, pl. Values of these parameters were needeA for
the calculation of the internal conditions for the flight
case (air), discussed in the next section.

In order to calculate the flight stagnation con-
ditions, a means to correct the ideal-gas flow data to real-

Sgas data was required. The Sandia Co:poration real-gas
flow tables for dissociated air in equilibrium (Ref. 3) were
used to calculate correction factors for the static-to-
stagnation temperature ratios and pressure ratios. The data
from this report were compared with ideal-gas flow ratios
and the real-gas correction factors determined. The com-
rection factors obtained were then plotted and cross-
plotted to obtain a basis for reasonable interpolation and
extrapolation. The isentropic stagnation temperatures and
pressures for the chosen flight Ilach numbers and altitudes
are given in Table I and Ficure 3.

B. Internal Conditions for the Flight Case -- Air

In the air intake of the vehicle the air
experiences an increase in entropy while being decelerated
through an oblique shock system to a lower Mach number.
The geometry of the inlet determines the amount of the
entropy increase and the corresponding drop in the stag-
nation pressure. In previous studies in which possible i
geometries of air inlets for hypersonic vehicles were dis-
cussed, it was found that a stagnation pressure reductioI
of 50% through the inlet can be reasonably expected in the
flgh,,t Mach number range considered in this paper (Refs. 4,
5, 6). Therefore, the conditions at the combustor entrance
were calculated with the assumption of 50% loss in stag-
nation pressure. The combustor entrance Mach numbers,
Reynolds numbers, velocities and static conditions were
determined for flight Mach numbers 10 to 14 at geometric
altitudes of 60,000 to 220,000 feet and for static tempera-
tures at the combustor entrance of 1400 to 2600OR in 2000R
intervals. It was assumed throughout the calculations that
the air remains in chemical equilibrium. For cases where
valies exceeded the ranges in pressures and temperatures
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covered in the Sandia Corporation tables (Ref. 3), the
curves of composition and thermodynamic properties of
air given in Reference 7 were used as guidelines in the
determination of real-gas correction factors. It is
recognized that some of the extrapolations cannot be4 considered accurate and should be revised when data
becomes available in the future. Since it is further

A recognized that chemical equilibrium may not exist in
- the inlet flow, the calculated data should be considered

approximate, although sufficient, as a first step in the
design of experimental test devices.

For the calculation of the combustor entrance
conditions, a stagnation pressure was used which was one
half of the flight stagnation pressure. This case was
-reated as if air at the reduced stagnation pressure were
expanded isentropically through a convergent-divergent
nozzle. In Table II and Figure 4 tne velocity of the air
entering the combustion chamber is presented as a function
of aititude, flight Mach number a combustor entrance
static temperature. Figure 5 is a plot of the combustor
entrance static pressure and temperature versus altitude.
These plotted results did not reveal any definite flight
Mach number dependency within the range of flight Mach
numbers considered (10 - 14). The relationship between

t _the combustor entrance Mach number and the flight Mach
number and altitude is depicted in Figures 6, 7, and 8.
On the graph of Reynolds number as a function of static
temperature at the combustor entrance (for various
altitudes and flight Mach numbers) shown in Figure 9,
several abrupt changes in slope may be noted. No attemptwas made to fair the curves or, at this time, find physical
reasons for the underlying behavior.

The procedures used to obtain the data discussed
above were as follows:

(1) The real static-to-stagnation temperature
ratio is given by the assigned static temperature and the
calculated flight stagnation temperature.

(2) A correction 4actor, c, was taken from
graphs based on datd described in Section IV A for the
appropriate values of T and Pý3 = 0.5 P;J"

(3) The real-gas temperature ratio was divided
by this correction factor to obtain the ideal-gas temper-

5ature ratio.
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(4) The corresponding combustor entrance
Mach number is

IT'
M' =[514•1)3

which can also be obtained by interpolation from the
tables of Reference 8.

(5) For this Mach number the ideal-qas static-
to-stagnation pressure ratio is given by

-- 3.5

p' I5
t3 -

which was converted to the real-gas pressure ratio by
using a new correction factor which is again dependent or
T' and p'
ti t3

(6) The static pressure p; is then given by

t33

(7) The local speed of sound a' was taken

from tables (Ref. 9) for values of T and p3.

(8) The velocity is
U' - F a'
u3 3 3

(9) The dynamic viscosity u was taken from
Reference 9 for values of T3.3

3(10) The density o: was determined by the ideal-

gas ecuation of state. Fxamination of typical compressi-
bility factors indicated that this resulted in a maximum
error of less than 0.2% in the reqion concerned.

(11) The Reynolds number per foot is given by

Re3' = 03 U;

6



C. Internal Conditions for the Flight Case ..
Hydrogen.

For comparison of laboratory test conditions
with the corresponding flight ccrditions, calculations
were made for an arbitrary set of static hydrogen con-

f ditions within the range of interest.

The hydrogen data were calculated for static
temperatures (Tj)H2 of 250, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500
and 3000°R. The velocities of the hydrogen were set at
0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 times the air velocities (u•)a 4 r given
in Table II, which ccver the entire range considered.
The local velocity of sound is then given by

(a)H H2 RH2 (T3)

The specific heat ratio was taken from the tables of
Reference 9 for moderate temperatures. For higher temper-
atr-es, up to 6000°R, the calculated molal heat capacity
at constant pressure for hydrogen was taken from Reference
10 and converted to the specific heat ratio by

Y =Cp/R
(Cp/R)-l

The effect of pressure on y vanishes above 1000°R in the
temperature range considered (Ref. 9), and, therefore, the
values taken from Reference 10, which were calculated for
one atmosphere, are assumed to be valid for any pressure
at temperatures of 1000°R and higher.

With the assigned velocity and the local speed
of sound, the Mach number is given. In this paper, only
conditions such that the static pressures of the two
streams (air and hydrogen) are equal, are considered.
Hence, all pressures (pl). from Table II are covered in
these calculations. SincAlrthe specific heat ratio y is
in general the same for hydrogen and air, the flow tables
of Reference 8 were used to obtain the static-to-stagnation
temperature and pressure ratios. With these ratios and
the Mach number obtained above, the approximate stagnation
tempnrature (T'2)H2 and pressure (p2)' 2 can be obtained.

7
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A specific heat ratio Y"2 was determined for values of

(Tt + T) (P + P)2
t and 2

22

and the stagnation temperature and pressure calculated as
follows:

(T2) (T;) +(M)2
S1 2 H 2 . 2 3 H 2

and

(=p (D[) (M;) 2  + !] YH2P-
t 2 I T.2 H 2 2 P.2

The calculated values of (T 2)H2 and (p2)H 2 were used to

obtain new mean values between the staqnation and static
conditions. For these new mean values a new specific heat
ratio was determined and the calculations of (T' ) and

t2 112

(p•2) repeated. This iteration process was continued until
thi chanqe in stagnation temperature and pressure approached
zero.

The static density was calculated with the ideal-
qas equation of state since the compressibility factor was
so close to unity in the reaion considered, that the
resulting error was neqliqible. The viscosity was obtained
from Reference 9 and the Reynolds number calculated for the
hydrogen flow at the combustor entrance.

In order to illustrate the effect of the
hydroqen/air velocity ratio on the combustor entrance con-
ditions for hydroaen, several graphs are presented in
Fiaures 10 to 13. The specific fliqht conditions chosen
for illustration are those correspondina to a flight Mach
number of 12 at an altitude of 140,000 feet, where the
velocity and static pressure of air at the combustor
entrance were calculated to be 11,700 ft/sec and 2.05 psia,
resnectively. Figure 10 shows the variation of combustor
entrance Mach number with static temperature. In the next
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three figures are presented the static-to-stagnation
pressure ratio, the stagnation temperature, and the
Reynolds number, as a function of the static temperature.
In all four figures, results are plotted for three
velocity ratios, 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5.

V. Laboratory Conditions Required for Simulation

A. Laboratory Test Conditions -- Air

As mentioned earlier in this paper, for
purposes of supersonic combustor simulation, the properties
of the air which can be duplicated in present intermittent
or continuous aerodynamic test facilities are the static
temperature and static pressure at the combustor entrance.
The range of data calculated was chosen with this in mind.
By the choice of appropriate combustor entrance Mach
numbers and stagnation conditions in the laboratory, the
combustor entrance static conditions corresponding to those
of a vehicle traveling at hypersonic speeds at altitudes
between 100,000 and 200,000 feet can be duplicated. The
total range treated is somewhat larger than can be attained
with present ground test facilities in order (1) to give
the calculated data, which are partially based on extra-
polations of existing data, more accuracy and (2) to take
account of further advancements in the state-of-the-art of
testing methods.

For stagnation temperatures Tti = Tt 2 = Tt 3 of
2600OR to 40000 R, in intervals of 2000R, and static
temperatures T3 of 1000, 1500, 2000, 2200, 2400 and 26000R,
the Mach numbers M, were calculated. The rral-gas effect
on the value of M3 was taken into account as before and
the final M was calculated by means of iteration. In
Figure 14, ihe Mach numbers are plotted as a function cf
the stati.c and stagnation temperatures.

With these calculated Mach numbers, the stag-
nation pressures p 2 and the inviscid area ratios A3/A*
were calculated using the flow tables of Reference 7.
To cover the range of the static pressures contained in
Table II, the calculations were performed for static
pressures P 3 of 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, 10, and 100 psia. The
inviscid area ratios A4/A* are given in Figure 15 and
the stagnation-to-static pressure ratios pt2/p in
Figure 16, each as a function of T3 and T* 2 ; tAe absolute
values of p are illustrated in Figure II.

t2
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In a manner similar to that described in
Section IV A, the velocities u 3 and Reynolds numbers
per foot Re 3 were calculated. The velocities and
Reynolds numbers are presented in Figures 18 and 19,
respectively, as a function of static and stagnation
temperatures. The Reynolds nvmbers are plotted as the
ratio Re3 /P 3 since the Reynolds number changes linearly
with static pressure.

B. Laboratory Test Conditions -- Hydrogen

The laboratory test conditions chosen for

hydrogen were tailored to fit the results obtained for
air in the laboratory case. Calculations were made at
several values of static pressure at the combustor entrance,
these values being chosen to cover the same ranqe of P3
values as given for air in Section V A. The static temper-
atures (TI)H. chosen for the calculations are the same as
assigned for-the flight case in Section IV C. The
velocities of the hydrogen at the combustor entrance,
(u 3 ) , were selected to satisfy a specified relationship
to tN air velocity at this station. Caution must be exer-
cised in the use of the results presented with respect to
the static pressures (p3)• . Calculations were made for
each (P3)H value indepenggnt of (p3)afr values; however,
it is notea that, in a given experimen , the condition

(P3)H2 =(P3'air

must be approximately satisfied to maintain supersonic
flow conditions.

The computations for the combustor entrance con-
ditions for hydrogen in the laboratory were carried out
for the following p3, T3 and u 3 values:

Static pressures (p3)H2 of 0.01, 0.10, 3.0, 10
and 100 psia.

Static temperatures (T ) of 250, 500, 1000,1500, 2000, 2500 and 38R,2R.(U3) H2

Velocity ratios of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and(U3)air

2.0 using the range of (u3)air values from
Table III.

As in Section IV C, the values for the specific heat ratios
(y3)- were obtained from References 8 and 9 for all (T 3 )H 2  -•

listeA above. The same general procedure as indicated in
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Section IV C was used to calculate Mach numbers, Reynolds •
numnbers and stagnation pressures.

In order to illustrate, as in the flight case,
the effect of hydrogen/air velocity ratio on the combustor
entrance conditions for hydrogen, graphs are presented in
Figures 20 to 24. The specific condition chosen for illus-
tration is that of an air velocity of 6000 ft/sec. Figure
20 shows the variation of combustor entrance Mach number
with static temperature. in the next four figures are pre-
sented the inviscid nozzle area ratio, the static-to-
stagnation pressure ratio, the stagnation temperature, and
the Reynolds-number-to-static-pressure ratio, as a function
of the static temperature. In all five figures, results
are plotted for four velocity ratios, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0.

It is pointed out that all of the data for hydro-
gen presented in this paper are based on an air velocity of
6000 ft/sec. A more general treatment of the hydrogen data,
including graphs of all the calculated results, will be
available in a forthcoming ARL technical report.

C. Laboratory Test Conditions -- Hydrogen-Air-
Mixtures

"The laboratory test conditions considered in this
paper do not take into account the actual physical geometry
of experimental apparatus. To apply the results to cases
of specific physical geometries in the laboratory, the
appropriate boundary layer may be computed, or determined
from experimental data, and added to the dimensions indi-
cated for the inviscid stream.

Cross-sectional areas of flow passages, mass
flows of hydrogen, and gross mass fractions are based on
inviscid flow conditions and an air mass flow of one pound
per 3econd. For mass flows other than those given, the
crot,s-sectional areas of the inviscid streams can be scaled
up or down in direct proportion to the mass flow rates.

The specific values of gross mass fraction
chosen for this calculation are 0.005, 0.010, 0.015,
0.020 and 0.030. With the gross mass fraction defined as

mA2'a3)H2 = *H

MP2 + mair

and the air mass flow fixed at one pound per second, the
corresponding mass flows of hydrogen are

!'
"- ! 11
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mH2 3--Ii rn1  = - (cx3)11
2

(a 3)112 0.005 0.010 0.015 0.020 0.030

I• 2 lb mass 0.005025 0.01010 0.01523 0.02041 0.03093
H2 sec

The nozzle exit area for hydrogen at the combustor entrance
was calculated from the static density (p 3 ),and the
velocity (u3)12 obtained in Section V B,by the following
relationship:

ýn2

(A 3)11 = (0 1i2__ _2

12 (P) 1  (u
3 12 3H2

Similarly for air, the relationship for the nozzle exit
Sarea at the combustor entrance is

•" ~(A3) air 1= (03)i (u 3 )air

The nozzle exit area for hydrogen is presented
in Figure 25 as a function of the qross mass fraction
(a3)H , the static temperature of hydrogen and the hydrogen/
air v~locity ratio. The data shown in this figure corres-
ponds to a specific condition where the air velocity is
6000 feet per second and the static pressure is 1 psia.
Since (A2)H2 is inversely proportional to (P3)H1  , the area
for other static pressures, in the range of inierest, is
readily obtainable from this figure.

VI. Potentialities for Adequate Simulation in Ground
Test Facilities

The choice of static conditions for the laboratory
case was based on the present state-of-the-art of continu-
ous hypersonic facilities. Zirconia air heaters are
suitable to heat air to 4000"R and electric arc heaters
exceed this temperature appreciably. Since serious
problems still exist in the handling of oxidizing g.s flows
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at extreme temperatures, a value of 4000 0 R was chosen
as maximum for the air stagnation temperature. Methods
for obtaining stagnation pressures necessary for experi-
mental supersonic combustion research do not present any
problems up to 40000R. The heating of the gaseous hydro-
gen can be accomplished with electrical resistance heaters
using molybdenum as heating elements (Ref. 1). Molybdenum
does not react with hydrogen at high temperature and has a
high melting point (52000R). The same material is suitable
for the hydrogen injector nozzle; however, it must be pro-
tected on any surfaces which come in contact with high
temperature air since molybdenum cannot be used in an

oxidizing atmosphere. A newly developed coating permits
the exposure of molybdenum to air at temperatures up to
at least 40000R.

It must be mentioned that there are economical
factors in a practical facility design which impose other
limitations on the simulation range obtainable. A fixed-
geometry facility allows testing over only a very small
range of combustor conditions; therefore, a number of
replacement nozzles must be provided to widen the range of
testing conditions.

Graphs have been presented in this paper showing tie
conditions to be expected at the combustor entrance in a
typical hypersonic flight vehicle utilizing a supersonic
combustion propulsion system. It is recognized that not
all conditions within the r:nges of these graphs car. be
simulated in any current-state-of-the-art facility. On
the other hand, many conditions throughout the flight
region chosen for this investigation can be simulated as
described in this papeý if the proper facility design
choices are made.

We now consider a typical fixed-geometry design and
the performance parameters to be expected. The design
point considered for this example is a flight Mach number
of 12 at an a~titude of 120,000 feet. ".or a selected
range of combusto- ontrance static temperatures

(TI)air = 1400 to 2600°R

the velocity and static pressure of air are shown in
Figures 4 and 5, respectively, to be

(Us)air = 11,700 to 10,800 ft/sec

13 
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(P') air 1.8 to 16 psia

It is assumed that a facility is available to produce air
at stagnation temperatures

(Tt 2 )air = 2600 to 4000OR

It is further assumed, for illustration purposes, that
the air nozzle area ratio to be used iE

j ) = 2.0
A* air

Figure 15 shows that, with such a facility, the combustor
entrance static temperatures attainable are

(T3)air = 1400 to 2250OR

From Figures 14, 16 and 18, the Mach number, stagnation-to-
static pressurc ratio, and velocity are, respectively,

C(M = 3.3 to 1

pt2  85 to 2

1 P3 lair

C(u) = 6100 to 2200 ft/sec
3 air

Selecting a combustor entrance static pressure of, for
* example,

(pair = 2 psia

the required stagnation pressure of the air is found to

be
(P air = 170 to 4 psia

in Figure 19 the corresponding Reynolds numb-r is shown to
be

(Re3)air =1 x 10 6 to 1.7 x 10 5

It is assu.ed thit a heater is available for heating
hydrogen up to 30000R, that is,

(Tt)H = 500 to 3000OR

14
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Again for illustration purposes, it is assumed that the
hydrogen nozzle area ratio to be used is

= 1.015

For the specific case of
(u 3 )H

(u3)air = 6000 ft/sec and =1.5(u 3)air ia

Figure 21 indicates that the combustor entrance static
temperature for hydrogen is

(TO)H - 1800OR
2

Figures 20, 22, and 23 show that the Mach number, static-
to-stagnation pressure ratio and stagnation temperature,
respectively, are

(M 3) H2 1.15

P3 )H 0.44
i (T~~t2IH2 24 R

2

.i ~(P )H = 2 nsia_

; the required stagnation pressure of the hydrogen is}

(P2) = 4.5 psiai
t2 H

The correspor~ding Reynolds number is shown in Figure 24 to
be

(Re 3 H2 1.4 x 105 i

1I5
t ~15
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As stated earlier, the most important parameters
for simulation of supersonic combustion are the static
temperature and pressure in the combustor. Duplication
of the residence time in the combustor is essentially a
matter of the proper combustor length. It is felt that
duplication of these three parameters in the supersonic
'-ombustion process will provide a very adequate type of
simulation in ground test facilities if the influence
of stream velocity can be satisfactorily accounted for.
In this simulation technique, for any given facility,
there will be some degree of flexibility in the choice
of air and fuel velocities; hence, it should be possible
to choose an air/fuel velocity relationship which will
provide a satisfactory simulation of the actual flight
conditions. This is discussed in the next section.

VII. Scaling of Laboratory Experimental Results to
Flight Condit'ons

In order that the results of laboratory experiments
may find maximur application in the solution of flight
problems related to supersonic combustion, scaling to the
flight condition must be possible. In the type of simu-
lation described in this paper, the key to adequacy of
simulation and meaningful scaling lies in the choice of
air and fuel velocities such that the mixing time in the
laboratory is nearly t.e same as that in flight. Labora-
tory conditions may be chosen so that some desired
relationship between the velocity of the fuel and the
velocity 2f the air is the same as in flight; for example,
this relationship may be the momentum ratio, velocity
ratio, or velocity difference. It is readily apparent
that the free-stream Reynolds number of-the airflow must
lie in the same range (i.e., laminar or turbulent) as
for the flight case. The same is true for the hydrogen
flow.

Under flight conditions expected for hypersonic
vehicles the heterogeneous turbulent mixinq process
between two axisymmetric parallel streams is considered
to be predominantly turbulent (Ref. 11). Since boundary
layers, one in the air and one in the hydrogen fuel,
will exist at the origin of mixing, the assumption can be
made that one of these boundary layers is turbulent or
that transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs in
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a-negligibly short distance downstream. A discussion of
both the laminar and turbulent mixing processes occurring
in axisymmetric streams of air and hydrogen, in the
presence of chemical reaction, is given in Reference 12.

It is noted that, in the cases considered here, the
static pressure and tem~perature for a given stream (air
or hydroqgn) are the same in the laboratory and in flight;
thus, the viscosity and density are also the same. Hence,
the Reyno2ds number (per foot) is directly proportional
to the velocity. In all of the laboratory cases described
in this paper, the velocity of the air at the combustor
entrance is much less (on the order of one half) than in
the corresponding flight case. It follows that the
Reynolds number of the airstream at the combustor entrance,
in the laboratory cases, is reduced by the same amount
(approximately one half) relative to the flight combustor
Reynolds number. The same holds true for the hydrogen.
Therefore, in using this simulation technique, care must be
exercised to insure that the lower Reynolds number for the
laboratory case (for either air or hydrogen) does not fall
into the laminar flow region while the flow in the flight
case is turbulent.

Let us consider further the example of a typical
fixed-geometry design discussed in Section VI. It is
assumed that laboratory conditions have been established
such that the mixing process iE the same as in the flight
case. Hence, the air velocity and combustion-zone length
are directly related and can be used for scaling to the
flinht conditions. Since the combustor velocity is lower
.Ln the laboratory case, then for the same residence time
the laboratory combustor will be shorter than that in
flight. The velocities in the earlier example are 11,700
ft/sec for the flight case and 6000 ft/sec for the
laboratory case. The required flight combustor length
for essentially complete combustion is, therefore, expected
to be approximately 11,700/6000 times the combustion-zone
length determined in the laboratory.

VIII. Concluding Remarks

It is concluded that separate investigation of
Scramjet combustor problems, independent of hypersonic
inlet studies, can yield highly significant results. It
is further concluded that adequate supersonic combustion
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simulation under prolonged test conditions, in or near
the region of flight Mach rimbers 10 to 14, is not only
possible but practical with facilities presently avail-
able and readily adaptable for this type of testing.
This method of iimulation will n-ke possible the investi-
gation of sup -onic combustion ftir high Mach number
flight under .iditions essential.y duplicating those of
actual flight. Thus, it is feasible to duplicate all of
the essential flight parameters in laboratory experiments,
with combustor velocity and length used as scaling para-
meters to relate experimental results to the flight case.

The results of the calculations made in this investi-
9 ogation were quite extensive. It is contemplated that

complete tables and graphs of the calculated data will be
published in an ARL technical report.

As mentioned in the Introduction, an effort has been
underway in the Aerospace Research Laboratories to develop
an experimental facility for supersoric combustion studies.
APL's 30-inch hypersonic wind tunnel !;,R modified to pro-
vide such a facility and is being usea ror experimental
studies of supersonic combustion simulating flight con-
ditions near Mach number 12 and 140,000 feet altitude.
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ABSTRACT

Fuels for hypersonic vehicles must meet rigid requirements in

order to serve the dual role as a coolant and as a combustion energy source.

Hydrogen has received the major emphasis for this role because of its

excellent cooling capability and combustion characteristics. The disadvan-

tages with using hydrogen are :ts low boiling point and its low density;

these disadvantages result in various handling and design probleps.

The incentive of using fuels with greater density and better

handling characteristics is important. Hydrocarbons have limited cool"ng

1 capability; but additional heat sink capacity may be realized by allowing the

hydrocarbon fuel to undergo a phase change, thus absorbing t! - latent heat

of vaporizatiLa, and then allowing the gaseous fuel to react endothermically

and to form combustible products. Endothermic reac ion requires heat

!' I addition and the reaction products furnish addi:-Ional cooling by absorbing

sensible heat.

Endothermic reactions can bz "lassified as either thermal or

'tj catalytic. Thermal reactions are simplest in application, but have the two

disadvantages of low reaction rates at temperatures below 12000 F and of

relatively low heats of reaction in comparison to catalytic reactioas. Fcr

this reason, the catalytic endothermic reaction has received the monw effort.

Catalytic studies thus far have shown that the group of hydrocarbona with

the greatest endothermic reactivity are the naphthenes. Laboratory investi- i

1.
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gations have indicated that the methylcyclohexane (MCH)/platinum on alumina

system has a total heat sink capacity of approximately 2000 British Thermal

Units (BTU)/pound of fuel at 1340 0 F at a volumetric flow rate of 100 cubic
feet/hour of fuel/cubir. foot of catalyst and at a pressure of 10 atmospheres.
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S• 9 NOMENCLATURE

Symol Definition e t

Sr rate of reaction

A' constant in Arrhenius equation

E energy of activation

R gas constant

T absolute temperature

A, R, A symbols representing reactants and products of chemical
reaction

KAK R equilibrium constants for adsorption and desorption of
methylcyclohexane

K, Kh equilibrium constants for adscrption and desorption of
methylcyclohexane and hydrogen respectively

PAJ,PR partial pressures of A and R

P Ph partial pressures of methylcyclohexane and hydrogen

j symbol representing an active site

W weight of catalyst

F flow rate

X conversion

i,- total pressure

AP/p partial pressure decrease across fluid film divided by
partial pressure in bulk stream

k a mass transfer coefficient
g m

Gm molar flow rate

D particle diameter

j Colburn factor
m

p gas density

I

t4

a



gas viscosity - -

ke effective thermal conductivity

k d thermal conductivity of gasC

ktd thermal conductivity of gas due to turbulent diffusion

kr thermal conductivity due to radiation

K thermal conductivity of gas of solid particles
p
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Herbert R. Lander, Jr.
Alan E. Zengel

Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

INTRODUCTION

Dissipating heat is the major problem of hypersonic flight.
Aircraft traveling at high speeds are not able to reject heat to the surrounding
air by convection since this air is heated by the passage of the vehicle.
Heat will be radiated to space, but radiation cooling is limited to the por-
tion of the engine and vehicle wl:ich views surrounding space. Heat generated
in the engine and heat generated by the stagnation temperature of the sur-
rounding air must be dissipated in order to keep material temperatures at
tolerable levels.

The most logical heat sink aboard an aircraft is the fuel. The fuel
in present supersonic aircraft flows through heat exchangers and thus cools
engine oil and hydraulic fluids. The fuel in hypersonic vehicles would be
required to cool the engine nozzle, the engine inlet, leading edges, and the
combustion chamber.

Liquid hydrogen is the fuel that has received the most attention for
hypersonic flight. This fuel has excellent cooling capabilities because of its !
low storage temperatures and because of its high specific heat in the gaseous
state. However, penalties are associated with its use. First, liquid hydro-
gen is a cryogenic fluid that boils at -423°F under one atmosphere of pressure
and, consequently, is difficult to handle and to store. Secondly, liquid
hydrogen has a low density of 4.44 potrads/cubic foot at its boiling point and,
therefore, requires large-volume aircraft tanks for storage. Fortunately,

hydrogen has high energy release per pound of fuel, and the overall calculated
performance of liquid hydrogen in hypersonic engines is so attractive that
certainly air-breathing engines will be developed to operate with this fuel in
the future. Fuels of greater density and better handling characteristics than
hydrogen are desirable. Hydrocarbons exhibit these advantages, but the con-
ventional use of hydrocarbon fuels is limited by the cooling capability.

Hydrocarbon fuels used in current aircraft can meet the cooling
requirements for flight speeds to approximately Mach 3.5 as indicated for
engine-cooling requirements in Figure 1.1 At the higher temperatures
associated with higher speeds, the present hydrocarbon fuels tend to degrade
in the liquid state into polymeric gum materials that foul heat exchanger
surfaces, plug orifices, and stick close tolerance parts. Thus, liquid
hydrocarbons are limited to approximately 550*F, and their heat sink
capability is curtailed seriously. Improved processing and elimination %,f
dissolved oxygen wot-ld eliminate this problem. If this problem is solved,
additional heat sink may be realized by allowing the hydrocarbon fuel to
undergo a phase change and thereby absorbing the latent heat of vaporization.
For example, an advanced hydrocarbon fuel may absorb 300 BTU/pound when a

- heated from 60*F to 600°F. Then, an additional 80 BTU/pound may be obtained

I. ml mw• n .nm •• • m n
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by allowing vaporization to occur. This additional heat sink is not great
and becomes even smaller as the pressure in the fuel syqtem is increased.
Figure 2 shows that 125 BTU of latent heat per pound of fuel is realized
when vaporization occurs at 10 atmospheres, i.e., the path from A to B.
Only 75 BTU/pound of latent heat is required for vaporization at a higher
pressure such as 15 atmospheres, i.e., the path from C to D. Finally, if
the pressure in the system is above the critical pressure, no distinction
between the liquid and vapor states and no heat absorption due to vapori-
zation can be realized. The exact operating pressures in hypersonic air-
craft fuel systems are not known but these pressures apparently will be
above 20 atmospheres. Consequently, the vaporization process will add little
or no overall heat sink.

A hydrocarbon iel vapor is not able to absorb as much heat as
gaseous hydrogen. This Lact can be illustrated simply by comparing the spe-
cific heats. Hydrogen has a specific heat of approximately 3.5 BTU/pound -OF,
but hydrocarbon vapors have specific heats of only 0.3 BTU/pound -OF at the
same temperature. Hydrocarbon fuels seemingly are limited to below the

SMach 3.5 speed because of the inability to provide the required cooling.
SHowever, a further step greatly increases the cooling capability: the

o hydrocarbons may react endothermically or, in other words, may undergo a
chemical reaction that requires the addition of heat for completion.

SENDOTHERMIC FUEL POTENTIAL

A vast body of literature exists on the endothermic catalytic
reactions of hydrocarbons such as the dehydrogenation of paraffins and

T naphthenes. These studies are concerned primarily with low conversions and
low temperatures and are directed more toward obtaining a useful product
than toward absorbing large amounts of energy.

Latent and sensible heat obtainable from most hydrocarbons are
k- approximately 1000 BTU/pound at 13400 F with the possibility of an additional

800 to 1000 BTU/pound being available from a reaction with high conversions
and high selectivities. Table I outlines the maximum cooling capability of

Svarious fuels including hydrogen. 2  This cooling capability is measured
from 70*F to 1340*F at 10 atmospheres of pressure for the hydrocarbons. The
type of endothermic reaction, the resulting product, and the equilibrium
conversion based c,. thermodynamic considerations are noted if applicable.

The amount of heat-sink capacity aboard a particular aircraft will
depend on the following factors:

1. Amount of space available for storage of the fuel

2. Amount of fuel to be carried to accomplish a certain mission.

These factors can be determined from the volumetric heat sink, e.g.,
thousands of BTU/cubic foot of fuel, and the available heat sink as a
proportion of the heat of combustion.

2
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N-octane looks the most attractive of hydrocarbons based on cooling capacity

per unit mass; its endothermic heat of reaction of 1440 BTU/pound is ob-
tained by the dehydrocyclization and dehydrogenation of the n-octane to
styrene and hydrogen. However, this reaction is very complicated from a
practical viewpoint and requires a catalyst to be bifunctional in order to
cyclize the n-paraffin and to remove the hydrogen. Experimental data on
the dehydrocyclizatic' of n-octane over the standard chromia on alumina
catalyst have given a ',eat of reaction of only 236 BTU/pound with selec-
tivity of less than 10 Ver cent for styrene. The most promising hydro-
carbon tested to-date is methylcyclohexane (MCH) with the chromia ov
alumina or platinum on alumina catalyst; the latter is the more active and
selective. The chemical reaction strips three moles of hydrogen gas from
one mole of methylcyclohexane to yield toluene. The chemical reaction is
pictured as follows:

CH CR! cH2

CH2  CH-CH3  Catalyst CH C-CH3
I 11 

+3H2
&R2  CR2  Heat CHRC2

CH2 CR

I,%
Thus the heat sink capabilities shown in Table I compared to the require-
ments in Figure 1 show that hydrocarbons undergoing endothermic reactions
may be capable of meeting the cooling requirements for flight speeds to
Mach 7. Experimental values approaching the theoretical values for the
total heat sink from the dehydrogenation reaction over platinum on alumina
have been obtained. 3

The cooling capability based on volumetric considerations ranges
from approximately 30,800 BTU/cubic foot for hydrogen to approximately
109,000 BTU/cubic foot for n-octane; MCH has a value of 94,000 BTU/cubic
foot. Thus, the desirability of using endothermically reacting hydro-
carbons in volume-limited applications of hypersonic vehicles is indicated
clearly. The best hydrocarbons are practically equivalent to hydrogen on
the basis of the fraction of the heat of combustion available as endothermic

S~capacity.

Chemical Heat Sink Reactions

Endothermic reactions can be classified as either thermal or
catalytic. Thermal reactions are the simplest in application, but have the'
two disadvantages of low reaction rates at temperatures below 1200 0 F and
relatively low heat of reaction in comparison to catalytic reactions.

Al
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Figure 3 is a comparison of thermal and catalytic reaction types. The
data in this chart are for the thermal cracking of cetane and the catalytic
dehydrogenation of methylcyclo1vexane. The raje constant at 8000F for the
catalytic reaction is approximately 1 second-; the thermal reaction is
considerably lower at 10-6 seconds- 1 . The rate constants becore equal at
approximately 1300*F with a constant of approximately 5 seconde- 1 .
Figure 4 relates the comparison of heat sink versu;s conversion for the
catalytic and thermal reactions of methylcyclohexane. The maximum
attainable endothermic heat of reaction from the thermal reaction is ap-
proximately 300 BTU/pound of fuel at 60 per cent conversion; the higher
conversions give less heat sink due to exothermic reactions between
reactive products. The reaction heat sink from the catalytic dehydro-
genation of methylcyclohexane is a linear function of conversion with a
maximum heat sink of 900 BTU/pound of fuel.

The use of catalysts to promote chemical reactions has become an
important part of industrl-' processing. The catalyst may serve either or
both of two purposes: inc.ease the rate of a chemical reaction or cause
one of several possible reactions to occur selectively. Selectivity is the
ability of a catalyst to increasa the rate of one reaction by several
magnitudes and thus to leave the rate of a competing reaction unchanged.
Table II demonstrates that the selective dehydrogenation of methylcyclo-
hexane to toluene and hydrogen increases the heat sins available from the
reaction at the same reacting pressure and flow rate. The catalyst used
in this comparison was a laboratory preparation of I per cent platinum
supported on alumina. The thermal reaction with methylcyclohexane had a
conversion of 62.4 per cent, a selectivity for toluene of only 2.7 per cent,
and low heat of repa'tion of 160 BTU/pound of fuel. The catalytic reaction,
although obtained a lower temperature, gave a conversion of 98.6 per
cent, a selectivi / for toluene of 99.5 per cent, and a heat of reaction of
923 BTU/pound of fuel. 3 A highly selective catalyst is required for high
heat sink, for the cleanness of the reaction, and for relatively low
reaction temperatures. Both the cleanness of reaction and the relatively
low reaction temperatures are attractive from the standpoint of preventing
coking and gum formation.

Catalytic Reactions

The advantages of the catalytic method of causing an endothermic
reaction has stimulated the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory to concen-
trate on developing a practical catalytic reactor-fuel combination. Recent
research in this area indicates that the dehydrogenation of methylcyclo-
hexane is a feasible endothermic reaction that can provide to 900 BTU/pound
of fuel reaction-heat sink if conducted over a catalyst. Methylcyclohexane
dehydrogenation is the current endothermic reaction receiving the most
attention and will be discussed in detail to provide insight into the prob-

lems associated with this heat sink scheme.

A general relationship between catalyst and reactant has been
developed. A postulate for the development of the rate equation is that a
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gas-phase reaction actually occurs on the surface of a solid catalyst and
involves the reaction of the molecules which are chemically adsorbed on the
active centers of the surface. A catalyst would increase the rate of
reaction through its ability to adsorb the reactants in such a form that
the activation energy necessary for the reaction is reduced far below its
value in the thermal reaction.

The energy changes during a catalytic reaction differ considerably
from those of a thermal reaction. These energy changes for a controllinc;
surface reaction are shown in Figure 5. The thermal reaction in Figure 5
must proceed by creating an activated specie with energy Et. This acti-
vated specie then may proceed to the reaction product by going down the
energy hump to the product gas, B. The difference between the energy of the
reactants and the energy of the products is the thermodynamic value of the
heat of reaction, AH. The catalytic reaction proceeds more rapidly because
the energies of adsorption reduce the reaction energy required to complete
the reaction. The catalytic type reaction in contrast to the thermal
reaction proceeds by a series of steps. The first step, the adsorption of
the reactant on the surface of the catalyst, requires an amount of energy
given by Ea and has a heat of adsorption given by&Ha. After adsorption,ia
the reactant molecule reacts on the surface. The energy required for this
step is the difference between the maximum energy for the catalytic route
and the energy of the adsorped reactants and is given by Ec. This energy
requirement is less than that for the thermal reaction because of the energy
remaining from the adsorption step; thus, the reactants in the adsorbed
state required less energy. The rate of reaction may be represented by an
Arrhenius equation:

r = Ale-E/RT. (1)

The Arrhenius representation shows that the rat= will be greater at the
same temperature for reactions with lower energies of activation; thus, the
catalyst increases the rate. However, only the rate is affected and the
thermodynamic functions, such as heat of reaction and equilibrium, are not
changed.

The catalytic conversion of a gas molecule in the main stream to
a product in the main gas ctream requires the reactant to be transferred to
the gas-catalyst interface, to be adsorbed on the surface, and to be trans-
formed to the desired products that subsequently are desorbed and returned
to the flowing mainstream. The rate for each of these steps influences the
distribution of concentrations in the system and has a role in the deter-
mination of the overall reaction rate.

A catalytic gas-phase reaction over a porous particle is assumed

to consist of the following steps:

1. Diffusion of the reactant to the surface of the catalyst

2. Diffusion into the pores of the catalyst

3. Chemical adsorption of the reactant on the catalyst
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4. Chemical reaction(s) on the catalyst surface

5. Chemical desorption of the products from the catalyst

6. Diffusion of products to the exterior of the catalyst

7. Diffusion from the surface to the main gas stream

Steps 1, 2, 6, and 7 are physical steps, the laws of diffusion rather than
the laws of chemical reactions determine the rates. If any of these physical
steps are rate-controlling, the catalyst is not being used to its fullest
potential and the rates of these steps must be increased. If either Step 1
or 7is rate-controlling, the reactant molecules cannot be supplied to the

Sactive catalyst surface or the product molecules cannot be removed fast
enough to make maximum use of the catalyst activity. This problem results
from the diffusion associated with the stagnant gas boundary around the
catalyst pellet and can be overcome by increasing the veiocixy of the flowing
gas through the catalyst bed and thus lowering the film resistance. If the
gas velocity were sufficiently large to hold the film resistance to a mini-
mum, the physical aspect may continue to limit the effectiveness of the

Scatalyst; e.g., if Steps 2 and 6 are controlling. These steps include the
| internal diffusion processes that can be eliminated by reducing the size of

the catalyst pellet. Thus, every fluid catalyst system needs a minimum
i velocity of the gas stream and a maximum catalyst pellet size to nullify the

controlling effects of the physical steps.

The chemical steps include those of chemical adsorption and desorp-
Stion and the surface reaction in the adsorbed state. These steps are

illustrated by the following series of reactions:

reaction gas + active siteqadsorbed reactant

adsorbed reactant*adsorbed product

adsorbed product tproduct gas + active site

-. Preliminary Reactor Design

A kinetic rate equation developed from the above reactive site
theory would consist of the three chemical steps in series. For example,
the meth3cyclohexane reaction given above may be represented as:

A--- R + S. (2)

However, the consecutive steps involved in this scheme for single site,
surface reaction would be summarized as follows:

1. Reactant A reacts with active site j to produce thc: adsorbed
specie Aj.

6
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t.. The surface reaction proceeds as:

A--0R + S; (3)
j J

S, one of the products, is desorbed and R remains in the adsorbed
state.

3. R is desorbed,

R j R + J, (4)

and the active site becomes available for further reaction.

If -e reaction on the surface is slow compared to the adsorption and desorp-
tion steps, th latter apparently are in equilibrium. Thus, equilibrium
constants for the adsorption and desorption steps are:

K - Aj (5)
A

Jp
A

and

PR

K -R Rjj (6)

The rate equation from the Law of Mass Action is:

r = k A.. (7)]

The term A is not measurable. Therefore, in order to express the rate in
terms of pirtial pressures, equilibrium and rate constants, a substitution of
the adsorption equilibrium expression in the rate equation yields:

r = MKAPAJ. (8)

To find an expression for J, the total number of active sites is assumed to
be constant and is expressed as:

L = J + A J+ R . (9)

L is the total number of active sites. Substituting equilibrium expressions
into this equation results in:

• PR

L =j + KAPAJ 4 j (10)
A A K

_____________ __________________R__



Combining L and K, finding ajsolution for J, and making these changes iathe rate equation yields the final rate expression:

r - kKAPA where K' K (1.R K R 
(

l + KAPA +Kj PR

Use of the Kinetic Equation

The kinetic rate expression, after the constants are obtained, can
be used for the preliminary design of a reactor. The basic equation for a
fixed-bed reactor with assumed plug flow is:

rdw - Fdx. (2)

This basic equation is restated and an expression for r is known in terms of
x:

W/F-fxdx (13)

"The result may be integrated to express the weight of catalyst as a known flow
rate. The rate expression for the dehydrogenation of methylcyclohexane over
chromia-alumina catalyst has been examined and, for illustrative purposes,
will be used to size a fixed-bed catalytic reactor.

The rate expression for the conversion of methylcyclohexane to
toluene and hydrogen over a chromia-alumina catalyst is:

SkKP
Sr= mm

r Kp M M(14)
-3 i+ K p + KhP

The relationship of k, K.n, and KH with temperature also is known.3 Thus, this
equation may be used to extrapolate to high temperatures and pressures and
can rrovide the means to find the reaction rate at 800*F, 900 0 F, and 1000 0 F.
The rate equation must be expressed in terms of X in order to generate W/F
versus X curves. The ,artial pressure of MCH may be expressed as:

- x
m

1 + 3x (15)

The partial pressure of hydrogen may be expressed as:

+3x

T I+3 x T "I

8
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Substitution of these expressions into the rate equation and the subsequent
substitution of the rate equation into the integral equation for a fixed-bed
reactor yields the following equation:

W/F =1 L+3x) dx + d. dx+3KH xdx

kK r ) l-x RkK A1x (17)
m .m7

This equation may be integrated directly as:

SW/F = 1kr [3x- 4 log(l-x)] + x 3Kk. 1k + H [1-x-log(l-x)] - 3K •klmj k m HK (s
kK (18
m m (8

A complete curve of W/F versus X results from finding the values of the
constants at a given condition and choosing an X. Table III gives the W/F
values for various values of X at 10, 20, and 30 atmospheres of pressure and
at 800*F, 9000 F, and 1000*F. These values are plotted in Figure 6.I

The weight of tte catalyst required for a desired conversion may
be found with known W/F values by simply multiplying the W/F value by the
flow rate. Also, the additional reaction heat sink available at a given
conversion is determined by finding the relation between the conversion and
endothermic heat of reaction at 25*C. The total heat of reaction is found
by subtracting the heat of formation of MCH from the heat of formation of
toluene. If X equals 1, this heat of reaction is 900 BTU/pound of MCH. If
X equals 0.2, only 0.002 pound moles of the total 0.0102 pound moles basis
have been converted; thus, the heat of reaction is 176 BTU/pound of MCH.
A plot of heat of reaction versus conversion was shown in Figuze 3.

The weight of catalyst required for a desired heat sink under the
condiLions of interest now can be found. Such weights at different flow
rates and pressures at 1000*F are plotted in Figure 7. Similar plots are
made for 900*F and 800*F in Figures 8 and 9.

The determination of film diffusion as a factor in the catalyst
bed operation is illustrated. Flow rate at 10 pounds per second at 1000*F
and 10 atmospheres would be the condition where film diffusion most likely
would be a factor. Film diffusion can be neglected if the AP/P ratio at
the entrance of the reactor is significantly less than 0.01. The first
step is to find the rate at the entrance where Pm= w and Ph=0 . Thus, the
rate equation becomes:

r kK , M 0.412 - (19)

i -=r

A^

m2 ! / l l l l l ll l !11111II9



Also known is:

r - kgam (Pm - Pmi) • (20)

Pmi is the partial pressure on the catalyst side of the film interface and
k9 am is the mass-transfer coefficient.

The value fGr kg am may be found from the Colburn Jm factor that is equal
to: 5

(M a) (21)
Gm 'Pd

A plot of • versus a modified Reynolds number based on the diameter of a
particle is available. Based on this plot and the assumption that the
catalyst was contained in a heat exchaniger with 1500 tubes of one-inch
diameter, a value of 2.5,was found for j .3 Solution of the Jm equation
gave a value of 4.5 x i 0 q for k a . This value in turn yielded atAP/P of
1.6 x 10-5. The AP/P ratio is lignificantly less than 0.01; thus, film
diffusion apparently is nut important at these high-flow-rate conditions.

The weight of the catalyst under all conditions chosen is found
to be significantly above 1000 pounds, a reasonable upper limit for a
catalyst weight aboard a 250,000-pound aircraft. The fact that a potentially
heavy piece of equipment would be required to contain the catalyst has not
been considered at this point; the objective of this example has been to
show the feasibility of this reaction on the basis of catalyst weight alone.

The weight of the catalyst is very sensitive to temperature. The
temperature required to give a significant heat sink without a great weight
penalty must be determined. The weight of the catalyst is dependent upon
the rate of the catalytic reaction which changes with temperature by the
familiar Arrhenius rate law. Thus, a plot of catalyst weight versus the
reciprocal of temperature yields a straight line to be extrapolated to a
reasonable catalyst weight for our purpose of demonstrating feasibility.
Such a plot for an additional 800 BTU/pound of MCH realized through reaction
is shown in Figure 10 for flow rates of 20 and 10 pounds per second. The
plot indicates that temperatures of 1390 0 F at the high flow rate and 1215*F
at the low flow rate are required to lower the catalyst weight to 1000 pounds.
Catalyst weight increases exponentially with increases in conversion as shown
in FiguresT7, 8, and 9. Thus, a first-generation, practical, endothermic heat
sink system may take less than 100 per cent conversion.

The endothermic reaction heat sink scheme is feasible from a
chemical engineering standpoint. In order to reduce a catalyst bed weight
to 1000 pounds, the fuel-catalyst combination must operate above 1200*F,
not an unreasonable temperature on a hypersonic vehicle. However, this fuel-
catalyst combination was chosen because of the availability of complete
kinetic data and is not the best solution. As mentioned above, a much more
reactive catalyst is platinum on alumina. Unfortunately, a fully developed

10
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kinetic-equation of the dehydrogenation of methylcyclohexane over platinum
on alumina is not available; even preliminary calculations on the catalyst
weight cannot be made. Table IV compares experimental results of the two
catalysts with methylcyclohexane under comparable conditions and clearly
shows that platinum on alumina is a vastly superior catalyst and that a

Fi given heat sink may be achieved by a lower weight catalytic reactor using
platinum on alumina rather than with chromia on alumina.

Effects of Various Parameters

An equilibrium plot of the conversion of methylcyclohexane to
toluene and hydrogen versus temperature at various pressures is illustrated
in Figure 11. This plot shows that thermodynamics does not limit the
conversion at the pressures of interest at approximately 1000 F. Methyl-
cyclohexane reacts thermally to give cracked products, and the heat of
reaction is relatively low due to concurrent exothermic reactions between
these products. Based on this information and the available literature,
emphasis has been placed on the catalytic dehydrogenation of methylcyclohexane
over available catalysts. The resulting effort has included the kinetic
study on the chromia system and investigations with the more active platinum
system and has aimed more at demonstrating the possible beat sink potential
without regard for reaction mechanism. Heat transfer effects seemed to be
the limiting phenomena with the methylcyclohexane/platinum on alumina system.
Heat transfer phen mena through packed beds have been studied experimentally
and theoretically. A derived expression for the effective thermal con-
ductivity in terms of the contributions for each mechanism responsible for
the radial heat transfer is represented as:

k =kc + ktd+kr +kp (22)

The total rate of flow per unit area, q, is defined by the following ex-
pression:

q=ke dt /dr • (23)

An increase in heat transfer can result from an increase in the effective
thermal conductivity. The only way to increase the effective thermal con-
ductivity is to increase the thermal conductivity of the packing materials
if the system dimensions, the gas, and the flow rate are held constant.
Table V demonstrates the effect of diluting the catalyst bed with 65 per cent
by voluxe cf inert copper shot for the methylcyclohexane/platinum on alumina
system.-

Copper has a thermal conductivity approximately 150 times that of
alumina and probably at least 40 times that of 1 per cent platinum on
alumina. Copper at 212*F has a thermal conductivity of 218 BTU/(hour-foot-*F)
as compared to 47 and 1.45 for platinum and alumina respectively.

The data on the catalytic conversion of MCH at essentially the
same flow rates and the same furnace block temperatures, but with inert/ °1



copper shot replacing the catalyst in the second run and increasing the
effective thermal conductivity are presented in Table V. The addition of
the inert copper reduced the available catalyst, but greatly increased the
effective thermal conductivity. The temperature dropped to 649*F in the
undiluted catalyst bed, reaction possibly was equilibrium-limited, the
conversion dropped to 60.4 per cent, and the selectivity for toluene was
his.h at 99.4 per cent. When the bed was diluted with 13 milliliters of
copper ihot, the catalyst bed temperature dropped only to 838*F, the reaction
was not equilibrium-limited, and the conversion was 97.2 per cent with 98.0
per cent selectivity for toluene. These data clearly indicate that the
catalyst is extremely active, but that a radial heat transfer problem is
associated with the poor thermal conductivity of the catalyst bed. Future
investigations will attempt to eliminate the heat transfer problems of the
reacting system. Possible avenues of investigation will be coated tubes;
various reactor configurations including long, thin reactor beds; and
catalysts with higher thermal conductivities. Another problem associated
with the use of packed bed reactors is the pressure loss encountered in
pumping the gas through the bed.

The effect of pressure on the dehydrogenation of methylcyclohexane
over the platinum alumina catalyst at pressures of 10, 20, 3 and 30 atmos-
pheres and two different flow rates is shown in Figure 12. The reaction
was sensitive over this range of pressure for liquid hourly space velocities
(LHSV) of 50 to 150. Figure i2 can be summarized by stating that the
conversion and heat of reaction declined with increasing pressure in spite
of the increased contact produced by the high pressure. At the 50 LHSV
and at 10, 20, and 30 atmospheres of pressure, the methylcyclohexane
conversions of 93.3 per cent, 89.8 per cent, and 87.1 per cent were obtained
respectively with heats of reaction of 877, 844,and 818 BTU/pound. At the
150 LHSV and at 10, 20, and 30 atmospheres of pressure, the methylcyclo-
hexane conversions of 61.1 per cent, 58.6 per cent and 51.6 percent were
obtained respectively with the corresponding heats of reaction of 574, 550,
and 532 BTU/pound. The catalyst used in these runs was diluted with an
equal volume of inert copper shot to eliminate some of the heat transfer
problem associated with endothermic reactions in packed bed reactors. The
selectivities for toluene in all of the reactions was greater than 98 per
cent.

The mechanism explaining the effect of pressure on this reaction
system is not understood at this time. The results may be due to equili-
brium effects.

SUMMARY

Catalytic studies thus far have shown that the group cf hydro-
carbons with the greatest endothermic reactivity are the naphthenes.
Laboratory investigations have indicated that the methylcyclohexane/platinum
on alumina system has a heat sink of 2000 BTU/pound at 1340*F at an LHSV of
100.

12



Current efforts are aimed at scaling this fuel scheme to aircraft
"system simulators and analytically and experimentally determining the f.s

feasibility of applying this system to various hypersonic vehicles. Major
emphasis will be placed on establishing the feasibility of supersonic com-
bustion of catalytically converted fuels and on determining the methods for Z
obtaining the most efficient cooling from reacting fuel.
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TABLE IV

METHYLCYCLOHEXANE DEHYDROGENATION

Reaction
Selectivity Heat

Temperature MCH Conversion for Toluene Sink
"(OF) (Per Cent) (Per Cent)

1 per cent Platinum
on Alumina 1022 91.1 99.2 856

Chromia on Alumina 1022 22 75 200

TABLE V

EFFECT OF IMPROVED HEAT T1RANSFER ON
METHLYCYCLOHEXANE DEHYDROGENATION

Active
Catalyst Reaction Temperature MCH
Volume ('oF) Conversion

LHSV (Milliliters) Block Catalyst (Per Cent) Heat of Reaction

53 20 1112 649 60.4 565

50 7* 1112 838 97.2 896

* Bed diluted with copper shot, 13 milliliters.
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REAL TI•IL TEM-MODE ANALYSIS OF HE-NE LASERS (U)

ABSTRACT

In connection with investigations of the Thermal
Effects on He-Ne Gas Lasers, it was necessary to monitora and analyze the transverse electro-magnetic (TEM)-Modes

SI of several Laser instruments.

The c:nventional methods of observing the TEL4-Moce
patterns such as direct pnotographs of the Laser bean, or
indirect visual observations of the Laser beam reflec-tions fromn a screen were considered too time-consuming and
dangerous, respectively.

This paner describes a unique device which was built
by the author to circumvent these difficulties. It is
referred to as "Automatic Laser beam Detector and Real
Time Transverse Electro-Magnetic Mode (TEI-MODE)Analyzer"
and has the following novel features:

a. It permits the optimal tuning of any con-
tinuous wave (CW2) Las-r %.ithout exposing the investigator
to the dangers of looking directly at the Laser bear orC) its reflection. The beanm can be analyzed in real time
despite the wearing of safety goggles which filter out
the particular Laser wavelength and hence render the beam
invisible.

b. It avoids possible ambiguities in distin-
guishing between various TEY'-Mofes by its ability to mnove
by remote control the light sensing pinhole/photo-diode
combination with respect to the center of the scanning
motion of the Laser bea-. The Laser beam can thus be
analyzed fror, outside the radiation room.

c. It allows the ccntinuous observation cf
Laser power output changes as a result of TEM-Mode transi-
tions from oi:e mode to another.

d. It permits the continuous observation and the
tuning of a C14 Laser for optimal "purity" in applications
to the field of communication.

Several illustrative examples of actual results are
presented.



REAL TIME TEM-MODE ANALYSIS OF HE-NE LASERS (U)

7. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

High powered continuous wave gas Lasers have recently

become an important tool in support of inertial guidance
system testing a the Central Inertial Guidance Test
Facility, CIGTF, (i) at Air Force Missile DevelopmentCenter, Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico. At present

Lasers are used for possible application for determining
rocket sled velocities (2) (3) as well as for the contin-
uous monitoring of an inertial guidance platform during

sled runs at Holloman high speed test track. (4)

During these developmental phases it was observed that
the Laser power output varied considerably withi ambient
temperature. As a result of more stringent experiments
at CIGTF with a Spectra Physics model 115 gas phase Laseri L (He-Ne) it was found that there exists a single maximum

of the Laser power output with respect to the ambient
temperature. (5) This was an unexpected phenomen-on and,
since no information could be found in the literature about
the thermal behavior of gas Lasers formed the basis for
the author's Ph.D. dissertation. (6) This research was
concerned with a thorough theoretical and experimental in-
vestigation of He-Ne Lasers and resulted in formulating a
method for predicting their operational performance as a
function of temperature. During the course of these in-
vestigations, it was necessary to monitor and analyze the
transverse electro-magnetic (TEM)-Modes* of several Laser
instruments. Specifically, the basic TEM0 0-Mode, which is
the preferred mode of operation had to be monitored while
the Laser was subjected to various ambient temperatures.
This was done in order to isolate Laser power output changes
due to TEM-Mode z-hanges from those due to strictly thermal
effects on the Laser processes within the plasma.

With the increase in Laser power outputs, the dangers
associated with tuning and experimenting, particularly
with observing the TEM-Mode of the Laser beam with the un-
protected eye, are becoming more apparent. According to
Reference (12), there are numerous possibilities of biolo-
gical damage due to Laser radiation.

-*The transverse electro-magnetic (TEM)-Modes of Lasers and
' IMasers are expertly described, both theoretically and ex-t| 1 perimentally, in References 7 through 11.
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As to the conventional methods of observing the TEM-
Mode patterns; the method of direct photographs of the
Laser beam was considered too time-consuming, and the
method of indirect visual observations of the Laser beam

I reflections from a screen was considered too dangerous
for the above-mentioned investigations.

The author's applied research investigation concern-
ing the thermal effects on the power output of He-Ne gas
Lasers required, however, continuous and real time ob-
servations of the Laser's TEM-Mode. Because of the bio-
medical dangers associated with the conventional method
of looking at the reflection of the Laser beam spots and

j because the wearing of safety goggles, which render the
beam invisible, do not permit any real time observation
of the beam, a device was built which allows the instan-
taneous analysis of the TEM-Mode in complete safety.

This device is referred to as "Automatic Laser Beam
Detector and Instantaneous Transverse E.Lectro-Magnetic
Mode (TEM-Mode) Analyzer" and has the following novel
features:

a. It permits the optimal tuning of any con-
tinuous wave (CW) Laser without exposing the investigator
to the dangers of looking directly at the Laser beam or
its reflection. The beam can be analyzed in real time
despite the wearing of safety goggles which filter out
the particular Laser wavelength and hence render the beam
invisible.

b. It avoids possible ambiguities in distin-
guishing between various TEM-Modes by its ability to move
by remote control the light sensing pinhole/photo-diode
combination with respect to the center of the scanning
motion of the Laser beam. The Laser beam can thus be
analyzed from outside the radiation room.

c. It allows the continuous observation of
Laser power output changes an a result of TEM-Mode transi-
tions from one mode to another.

d. It permits the continuous observation and the
tuning of a CW Laser for optimal "purity" in application
to the field of communication.

The purpose of this paper is to present

(1) The basic definitions of transverse
electro-magitetic (TEM) modes,

2



(2) a detailed description of the "Laser
Beam Detector and TEM-Mode Analyzer" including the se-
quence of its operation,

(3) experimental and routine application
of the TEM-Mode analyzer including experiments in verifi-
cation of TEM-Mode theory, and

(4) proposed safe methods of Laser align-
ment.

I

{ II. TRANSVERSE ELECTRO-MAGNETIC (TEM) MODES

A gas Laser consists of an amplifying atomic medium
occupying all or part of the volume of a resonator, such
as a Fabry-Percot interferometer. The role of the resona-
tor is to maintain an electro-magnetic field configuration,
corresponding to a single or to multiple resonant modes,
whose losses are replenished by the amplifying medium
through induced emission of atoms in the upper of the two
optically connected energy levels, (References 13 and 14).
The atomic energy levels under consideration in this paper
are the 3s 2 and 2P 4 levels for neon with the corresponding
wavelength of 6328 A, (Figure 1). The optical resonator
for gas Lasers usually consists of a cylindrical plasma
tube vith two opposing reflectors at right angles to the
cylindrical axis. The configuration of these refle-.torscan be (1) both plane r ,rallel, (2) both curved, or (3)
one plane and one curved.

The oscillation consists essentially of a standing wave
generated by a plane wave bouncing back and forth between
the two reflectors. A number of loss mechanisms can exist
which attenuate the wave. The most important light losses
are :A

a. Transmission and absorption in the mirrofs

(reflectors).

b. wiffraction by the mirror apertures.

c. Absorption in the amplifying medium due to
mechanisms other than the radiatiove absorption between
the Laser levels.

d. Mode conversion due to imperfect mirrors.

The interferometer forms a multimode resonant cavity
requirod to produce oscillation. For a high enough gain

- 3
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the spontaneously emitted light will build up until the
light losses are compensated by the gain of light energy.
The frequency characteristics of gas Lasers are determined
primarily by the cavity properties, such as cavity length
and the shape of the mirrors.

A fundamental investigation on the oscillation modes
and the corresponding losses of a Laser cavity of th_
Fabry-Perot tfpe has been carried out by Fox and Li. *7
The modes and the corresponding losses of the resonator were
obtained as eigenfunctions and eigenvalues Jf an integral
equation whose kern•el depends on the shape of the end
mirrors. These results show the existence of a whole series
of transverse electro-magnetic modes possessing even and odd
symmetry about the interferometer axis.

A normal mode consists of a electro-magnetic field dis--
tribution over the aperture of the interferometer which
reproduces itself in successive transits between the
mirrors. In traversing from one of the end plates of the
Fabry-Perot system to the other, a wave will spread beyond
the limits of the second plate and sone energy will be
lost by diffractive effects during transit; the field in
the outer portion of the aperture is more greatly attenuated
than the field at the center.

i These field distributions and the resultant TEM-Modes
are often characterized as:

a. Axial modes; modes which have a symmetrical
circular cross section of near Gaussian intensity distri-
bution.

b. Off-axial modes; modes which are anti-symmetric
and may have several maxima in cross section.

Several of the more common TEM-Modes are presented in
Figure 2. These beam apots clearly show the difference be-
tween axial and off-axial modes. Note that the TEM0 1 *-Mode
indicates the combination of two modes to form a composite
circular-cymmetric mode, (References 7 and 10).

The characteristic electric field distribution "E" of
some of these modes are illustrated in Figure 3. For all of
these modes, the electric field is perpendicular to the dir-
ection cf Laser beam propagation.

The modes of primary concern in this paper are the TEM0 0 -
Mode and the TEM *-Mode and the transitions between them.
These mcdas could-be most easily generated with the commer-
cially available Laser instruments.
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III. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE AUTOMATIC LASER BEAM I
DETECTOR AND TEM-MODE ANALYZER I

This device, built at the Guidance and Control Direc- t
torate, Holloman AFB, New Mexico, makes it possible to i
automatically search for and lock onto a Laser beam, and
then to analyze the beam as to its TEM-Modes. The search-
ing and analyzing operations are performed safety and re-
motely by use of a modified X-Y plotter and an oscillo-
scope, (Figures 4 and 5) thus eliminating the dangers
associated with looking at the Laser beam either directly I
or at its reflection from a screen.

In the search mode, the device mechanically moveb a
photo-diode in a scanning fashion across a target area.
The photo-diode is a light sensing element which is
located behind a pinhole. After acquiring the Laser beam,
which is indicated by the signal from the photo-diode,
the search mode is terminated. The pinhole/photo-diode
is now held fixed with respect to the Laser beam and the
scan mode is initiated.

In the scan mode, an oscillating mirror moves the Laser
E beam across the now stationary pinhole/photo-diode (Figures

"f '-716, 7). The pinhole diameter (0.4mm) is one order of magni-
tude smaller than the Laser beam diameter, yet large enough
to avoid diffraction. The TEM-Mode of the Laser oscillation
can be observed in real time (instantaneously) by determln-
ing in real time the photon-density - or light intensity
distribution of the Laser beam in a direction perpendicular
to the Laser beam propagation. This is accomplished by
feeding the output of the photo-diode into the Y-channel
of an oscilloscope while the X-channel is triggered in
synchronization with the oscillatory mirror motion (Figure
6). The resulting form of the electron beam on the oscillo-
scope is a direct representation of the TEM-Mode shape.

phtA remote control permits the movement of the pi inole/
photo-diode over a small range in two dimensions; ih.e., in
the X and Y directions (Figure 8). Thus the pinhole can be
precisely placed at the center of the scanning motion of
the Laser beam. This is an important requirement to avoid
ambiguities in the TEM-Mode analysis.

IV. DE!AILED DESCRIPTION AND SEQUENCE OF OPERATION

IV.1 GENERA:

The entire set up of the device is shown inii Figure 4.

5 •
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The schematic of the device is presented in
Figure 6.

IV. 2 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SEARCH MODE

A standard Moseley "autograph" X-Y recorder-
plotter, Model 2D-2 (Figure 5) was modified so that a
photo-diode would automatically sweep the entire surface
of the plotter. The arrangement of the microswitches
which perform the sweep, return, and stepping functions
are shown in Figure 5. The pinhole and the light sensing
element (photo-diode, LS 400) are mounted on the penholder
of the X-Y plotter (Figure 5). A LEDEX switch controls
the motion of the photo-diode in the Y direction by dis-
crete steps, i.e., one step per sweep of the diode in the
X-direction.

IV. 3 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE REMOTE CONTROL

The remote controller contains the coarse and
fine controls for the penholder of the plotter. These
controls were obtained from the plotter and the wiring was
accomplished per Op.•xating and Maintenance Manual for the
X-Y Plotter, Schematic Input and Servo-systems, Mod 2D-2,
MD-9686. The remote controller is located close to the
oscilloscope (Figure 8). It is used to start the search
mode and to lock onto the Laser beam once the beam has
been acquired. It permits the fine control of the photo-
diode positioning in the X-Y plane. These features permit
placing the pinhole into the geometric center of the scann-
ing motion ol the Laser beam. Note: The Y-axis coarse
control is a t'tn-revolution potentiometer, 5K , actuated by
the above miontioned LEDEX switch.

IV.4 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SCANNING MOTION

The scanning motion of tne Laser beam is
generated by an oscillating mirror. The angle of oscilla-
tion is less than 1 degree. The frequency of oscillation
is approximately 0.5 cycles per second. The mirror is
mounted on a turntable which is made to oscillate by a
lever action which in turn is actuated by an eccentric
shaft mounted on the rotation disc of a phonograph (Figures
6 and 7).

IV.5 SYNCHRONIZATION OF THE SCANNING MOTION WITH THE
3X-CHANNEL OF THE .1" CILLOSCOPE (FIGURE 7)

I A microswitch mounted to the base of the phono-
graph (Figure 8) is actuated once during each revolution
of the eccentric shaft, i.e., once per scan sweep of the
Laser beam with respect to the photo-diode. The micro-
switch triggers the electron beam of a Tektronix Type RM ¶ I

6
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45A oscilloscope, thereby establishing the X-coordinate. i
The output of the photo-diode is fed into the Y-channel and
deflects the triggered electron beam in proportion to the
Laser light intensity received through the pinhole.

IV. 6 CENTERING OF THE PINHOLE WITH RESPECT TC THE
CENTER OF THE SCANNING MOTION

By decreasing the sweep rate of the electron
bear, two or rare Laser beam scannings across the pinhole
can be obseried on the scope (Figures 9 through 11). This
permitz the centering of the pinhole by observing the varia-
tions cf the "dip in the camel's back" during the adjust- I
ments. If the pinhole is centered then this dip will return
to the original level that the electron beam had at the time
of its onset; compare oscilloscope traces on Figures 9 and
10. If the pinhole is not centered, the waveshape on the
scope can be misinterpreted; for instance, a normal TM0
Mode may look like a TEM0 1 *-Mode, (Figure 11). By subse-
quently increasing the sweep rate, a single scanning of the
Laser beam can be generated on the scope and the mode shape,1 and/or cavity tuning, can be observed and analyzed con-

currently.

IV.7 SEQUENCE OF OPERATION OF THE AUTOMATIC LASER
BEAM DETECTOR AND INSTANTANEOUS TEM-MODE
ANALYZER. (Current configuration)

a. Check to insure that all equipment is in the
power off mode.

b. Make the initial alignment of the target
area (X-Y plotter) by means of a theodolite located at the
target area. This assures that the Laser beam will 'hita
the area once the Laser is turned on, (Section VI).

c. Turn on the Laser and monitor the Laser 4
power output by the power output meter, the instrument to
the right cf the scanning motion generator in Figure 4.

d. Actuate the "main power" switch at the re-
mote controller. This will supply 115 volts to the X-Y
plotter. Then actuate the switches marked "Automatic/Man.*
and Start Sweep". This will initiate the automatic search
mode.

e. Set the oscilloscope to trigger the electron _
beam by its internal time base (Figure 4). Maintain this
setting for the duration of the search mode.

f. Look for a momentary rise and fall of the
electron beam on the scope. This indicates that the LaserN

7
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beam has been acquired. (This process can be automated
by use of a bell or a warning light.)

g. -Terminate the search mode by putting the
switch marked "Au*fmatic/Man." into "Man." position. Under
the current ccnf- ,ration of t>;.s invention this operation
will cause the X plotter arm to return to the left hand side
side of the plot-.er.

h. Manually return tb- arm to the acquisition
point by actuating the "X-axis" coarse control, i.e., the
lower of the two control knobs untillthe electron beam3~i deflectior inidicates the acquisition of the Laser beam.

i. Adjust both the "X-axis" and the "Y-axis"
fine controls (the upper of the two control knobs) until
the maximum deflection of the electron beam is obtained on

71 the oscilloscope. This indicates that the pinhole/photo-
diode is located approximately in the center of the Laser
beam. Actuate the pushbuttons "up" and "3 own" if the
"Y-axis" fine control does not provide e range of
adjustment.

j. Turn on the scanning motion generator
(Figure 8). This operation establishes a center of motion
of the Laser beam on the target area which will not necess-
arily coincide with the pinhole/photo-diode (Figures 9 and

k. Position the pinhole/photo-diode in the center
of motion. This is accomplished by simultaneously adjusting
the "X-axis" fine control and observin g the scope. During
a complete scanning cycle the electron beam trace wi'.l rise
and fall twice.

(1) If every other "fall" level (the lowest
level the electron beam trace reaches after going through a

Sfmaximum ) during one scan cycle is not identical to the
lowest level of the electron beam trace, the pinhole/photo-

a diode is not in the center of the Laser beam motion. Con-
tinue to actuate the "X-axis" fine control until the "fall"
levels are identical. These "Tall" levels correspond to
the "dips in the camel's back".

(2) If the "fall" levels cannot be changed
by actuating the "X-axis" fine control, a TEM0 1 *-Mode
(Figure 1i) is to be expected rather than a TEM0 0 -Mode.

I. Set the scope to be triggered by the external
trigger switch (Figure 8). Depending on the sweep rate of

J the electron beam, a single trzce of a single, double, or
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S ~triple scan is observed and may be photographed. From
this trace the TEM-Mode is determined for the particular•=-! cavity tuning.

V. EXPERIMENTAL AND ROUTINE USE OF THE TE-M-MODE ANALYZER

During the experimental phase of the research pre-
sented in Reference (6), the photon distribution in various
TEM-Modes, particularly of the TEMQ0 and TEM0 1 * pattern,
have been determined using the device described above.

The mode pattern of three different commercial Laser

instruments by Spectra-Physics were analyzed in the course
of this study, i.e.,

a. He-Ne Laser, Model 115 (RF Excitation),
Figure 12.
Fu 1b. He-Ke Laser, Model 131 (DC Excitati

Figure 13,14.

c. He-Ne Laser, Model 116 (RF-DC Excitation),
Figure 15.

Figures 16 and 17 show the resulting oscilloscope
traces for the transition from the TEM0 1 *-Mode to the
TEM0 0 -Mode by mechanically tuning the cavity, (He-Ne Laser,
Model 116). The intensity variations, for instance, between
those of Figure 16 and those of Figure 17 could not be dis-
tinguished by the dangerous but conventional visual observa-
tion of the reflected image of the Laser beam.

V.1 EXAMINATION OF OSCILLOSCOPE TRACES

Examination of the oscilloscope traces presented in
Figures 16 and 17 and in Figures to follow show a number of
phenomena which warrant further expla'iation:

a. Most of these photos of oscilloscope traces
contain a set of two oscilloscope traces, one of which re-
presents a single scanning of the Laser beam across the pin-
hole. This is obtained at a particular sweep rate of the
electron beam. The other trace represents a double scanning
'back and forth) of the Laser beam across the pinhole. This
is obtained by a lower sweep rate of the electron beam while
the scanning motion frequency is kept constant. This latter
trace serves as a check to assure that the pinhole is in the
center of the scanning motion. A quadruple scanning, for
instance, is added in Figure 18 which likewise allows a com-
parison between the TEM0 0 and TEM0 1 * Modes.

g-a-
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b. The small ripples in some traces are caused
by noise (room lights) introduced into the photo-diode.
This is due to the fact that the Laser instrument I td to
be operated at a minimum power output for safety reasons.

c. The asymmetry of all traces with respect to
the vertical axis is caused by the non-linear drive mechan-
ism of the scanning motion generator; specifically, the
point of contact between the eccentric shaft and the lever
arm (Figure 6) varies, i.e., its distance with respect to
the pivot point of the oscillating mirror is not constant
•uring a complete scan cycle. Therefore, the fall time
uf the traces is shorter than the rise time which accounts
for the asymmetric appearance of these traces.

d. The large noise ripples at the far right hand
side of the double sweep traces are caused by the noise
generated in actuating the X-channel trigger switch on thephonograph.

e. The ripples shown in Figure 18 result from
variations of the RF excitation of the particular Laser in-
strument (Model 116) under test. The bottom trace of FigureI 18 shows the mode pattern as a result of RF excitation super-
imposed on the DC excitation. The remaining traces show the
efferts of reducing the amoint of RF excitation. This effect

Sis demonstrated in more detail in Figure 19.

f. The difference in level of the "tops of the
camel's back" of the TEM 1 *-Modes, is due to the fact that
the horizontal axis of the scanning motion is not parallel
to the X-axis of the field distributiorn (Figures 16 through
19). This is caused by the non-orthoý:fnality of the axis
of rotation of the oscillating mirror with respect to the
electrical field axis of the Laser. Considering the speci-
fic purpose of this device, i- was not deemed necPssa._- to
perfect it in this respect,

g. The scale in the vertical direction for these
traces is relatively arbitrary for each individual oscillo-
scope trace, since the sensitivity of the scope was chosen
so that the peak intensity in each TEM-Mode would cause full
electron beam deflection. The horizontal scale, however, is
the same for each pattern at a given sweep rate of the elec-
txon beam. It can be observed, therefore, that the lateral

A extent (Laser beam diameter) of the TEM0 0 -Mode increases
during its transition up to and including the TEM0 1*-Mode.
This indicates a verification of theory which predicts the
trend as shown in Figures 16 and 17, i.e., that the oxtent
of the mode increases with increase in order nnrher.

10



V.2 TEM-NODE ANALYZER EXPv,.RIMENTS IN VERIFICATION OF
THEORY

Because of their particular importance in light
of the TEK4-Mode theory developed in References (7) through(11), the results of a n,:m..ber of special experiments with
the TEM-Mode analyzer are presented in this section. These
results verify the validity of the TEM-Mode analyzer.

a. One of the predictions of the theory pre-
sented t, Boyd and Gordon (8) is that the diameter of the
mode pattern is independent of the lateral extent of the
cavity mirrors. Two different Laser instruments, i.e., the
Model 115 and Model 131, were used for this verification
experiment. The Model 115 Laser has an inner diameter (I.D.)

L of the plasma tube of 5ram while the Model 131 Laser has an
I.D. of 2mm. The I. D. of the plasma tube definitely limits
the upper boux'i of the Laser beam diameter. The vertical
sensitivity of the oscilloscope was adjusted to obtain full
electron beam reflection in the recording of the TEM0 0 -Mode
of both instruments. As can be seen from Figure 20, the
lateral extent of the spot size in the two cases is almost
the same. Figure 20-A is one of the first photos taken
with the TEM-Mode Analyzer as a result of experiments with
the Model 115 Laser. Figure 20-B was taken from a series
"of observations of the Model 131 Laser, while it was located
in the environmental chamber (Figure 14). Figure 21, per-
taining to the Model 116 Laser, further substantiates this
theory. The I. D. of the Model 116 instrument is 2.75mm.

b. The distribution of intensity in the TEM- 0 0 -
Mode as a function of input power into the Laser instrument
can be observed by comparing Figure 21, top trace with
Figure 20-B, top trace. The difference in input (and output)
power between the Model 116 and 131 (with almost identical
I. D. of the plasma tube) is approximately one order of mag-
aiitude. As can be seen from the oscilloscope traces the
lateral extent of the beam spot and, therefore, of the in-
tensity distribution in the mode pattern, appears to be in-
variant with respect to output power of the Laser.

c. The analyzer was used to demonstrate theeffects of the RF excitation on the Laser beam output,
specifically, on the purity of the Laser beam. The purpose
of the RF excitation is to suppress plasma noise and to
increase the gain. Figure 19 shoos these effects and the
resultant quieting of the Laser beam.

From the preceeding experiments it can be concluded
that this de-ice showed great improvements over other more
conventional photographic methods (Figure 2) as far as both

.........



resolution of the mode analysis and savings of time are
concerned. An additional factor of consideration is the
safety aspect of this apparatus, particularly in light of
the continuous trend toward higher output power and the
concern in medical circles about Laser radiation damage.j V.3 TEM-MODE ANALYZER USE TO DETERMINE MODE PATTERNCHANGES AS 1. FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE

Figure 14 shows the overall set up of this test
Mincluding the instrumentation for data recording and TEM-Mode analysis.

The alignment of the Laser with respect to the
optical port of the chamber was checked with the TEM-Mode
Analyzer. It was found that an angle of zero degree be-
tween the Laser beam propagation and the normal to the
optical port resulted in minimum distortion of the TEM0 0 -
Mode observed fhrough the optical port, (Figure 22). In
order to obta .ood oscilloscope traces it was also necess-
ary to turn o. he circulation fans of the environmental
chamber, (FiguL - 14). The effect of operating the chamber
with and without fans on the oscilloscope traces can be
seen in Figure 23-A.

From Figure 23-B and Fiyure 1-C, it is seen that
the TEN0 0 -Mode did not change to any ccher Mode over the
temperature range of these tests. Oscilloscoi.j recordings
at temperatures higher than 337.0 0 K could not be made due
to lack o' photographic film. The remaining noise, after
the circulation fans were turned off, was due to the resi-
dual (Sunday) vibration in the toivironmental test laboratory.
Note that the oscilloscope traces of Figure 22-C show a
higher (workday) noise level.

VI. PROPOSED SAFE METHODS OF LASER ALIGNMENT

In order to align the Laser instrument initially with
respect to a target area without having to observe the
Laser beam directly, the following possible methods are pro-
posed:

Alternative 1: Optical Flat

a. A position-adjustable optical flat is
mounted on the Laser instrument such that the normal to the
optical flat is approximately parallel to the line of Laser
beam propagation.

b. An accurate alignment of the optical flat is
made in the Laboratory.

12
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(1) Wfth the Laser turned on, the X-Y
coordinates of the Laser beam on the target area are
established. This can be done safely with the above des-
cribed device since the voltages on the X-Y servo loops
of the plotter are directly proportional to the X-Y co-
ordirates of the penholder.

(2) The Laser is then turned off. The
X-Y coordinates of the intersection of the normal to the
optical flat and the target area can be established by means
of the theodolite located at the target.

(3) The optical flat is subsequently
4adjusted to make tis normal "hit" the target area at the

proper distance "d" above the previously determined X-Y
coordinates of the Laser beam where "d" corresponds to the
distance of the normal to the optical flat from the center
of the Laser beam propagation axis.

c. After alignment of the c, !cal flat in the
laboratory and with the Laser turned off, ti.e target area
for the Laser beam can be established by the theodolite
over distances up to approximately 100 feet.

IA Alternative 2: Telescope

This approach is similar to the "Sighting in"
of a telescope for a rifle.

A telescope is mounted on the Laser instrument.
The accurate alignment of the scope is done in the labora-
tory in a fashi.on similar to the one outlined in Alternative
1 b. The crosshairs of the telescope are used to align the
scope parallel to the line of Laser beam propagation by ad-
justing the scope until the intersection of the crosshairs
coincides with the desired point of distance "d" above the
X-Y coordinates of the Laser beam.

The advantage of this approach is the higher
accuracy of the target alignment over larger distances de-

S Ipending on the focal length and resolution of the scope.
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Lasing Potential of IU-VI Compounds

Abstract

Compounds prepared from elements of Group II and Group VI of the
periodic table show great promise for laser operation at any wavelength
between 7772k (CdTe) and 3200K (ZnS). Currently lasers operating at
4 9 00, (CdS) and 6900R (C-dSe) have been successfully produced. In
addition compounds of the solid solutions CdS:Se have successfully demon-
strated laser action allowing one to have lasers at any wavelength between
4900. and 6900R. The spectral region covered by Il-VI compounds is the
region in which the highest sensitivity has been achieved for detectors.
This increases the potential for many practical applications.
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W ecnIntroduction

When electrons and holes recombine in a semiconductor there is a
certain probability thzt light will be emitted. The energy released in th,
recombination process must occur either as light or as heat or a combina-

tion of both. In some semiconductors, of which germanium and silicon I
are prime examples, the recombination must proceed via a phonon pro-

ED cess in order to conserve momentum. These materials are referred to
as indirect band gap materials and in general are not suitable for lasers.
The other type of semiconductor is called a direct band gap semicon-
ductor and the recombination of hole-electron pairs can occur without

phonon cooperation. All successful semiconductor lasers have been pro-
duced from the latter type of semiconductor.

The first successful semiconductor laser operation was obtained in

a group of semiconductors called III-V Compounds. It is possible to
choose a material in this group that will operate between approximately p7
0.65 and 8. 5 microns.

There are at least two reasons why one would like to have a laser
operating at shorter wavelengths. First, it would be easier t- oxperi-
ment with a laser operating in the visible region of the spectrum, at' well
as the desirability of having high intensity visible light sources. % -Mcond,
detectors such as photomultiplier tubes are available for visible r•.%Ua-
tion and are by far the most sensitive detectors available. This sainie
argument applied to lasers operating in the ultra violet region of the spec-
trum~.

In considering laser appli -ations, the use of lasers in communica-
tions systems offers many desirable features. In any o.-,eration of this
type one must consider the losses in transmitting the radiation from the 2
source to the detector. Atmospheric absorption in ;:ae visible and near
ultra violet is variable and appreciably greater than in certain regions of
the infra red. It might be concluded that for lor.g range communication
systems an infra red laser operating in a spectral region that is coinci--
dent with a transmission window in the atmosphere would be preferable.
However, one cannot overlook the possibility of operating a system in
the sensitive region of a high sensitive photornultiplier detector or light
amplifying system.

It is known that II-VI Compounds are direct-band-gap semiconductors

and as such offer the potential of operating at any specified wavelength

between 3200R (ZnS) and 7,772. (CdTe), which covers the sensitive 53t-
tector region. To date, laser operation has been demonstrated in CdS,

CdSe and the solid solutions of CdS:Se. These two compounds and their



solid solutions permit operation at any specified wavelength between
4854k (CdS) and 6792I (CdSe).

Laser Consideration

In any source of coherent radiation it is necessary to achieve a popu-
lation inversion. In the case of semiconducting materials it is necessary
to raise the electrons from one energy state to a higher energy state rela-
tive to it. In semiconductors, this population inversion can be achieved
by three different techniques:

1) Current Injection. This technique uses a P-N junction biased in
the forward direction. Large numbers of electrons are injected from the
N-region into the P-region, and recombination occurs close to the junction.
An inverted population is obtained in this region and the recombination
radiation propagates parallel to the junction. This type of pumping has been

Sused in the GaAs junction-type lasers but has not been successfully em-
ployed in the II-VI Compounds.

Z) Optical Pumping. In this case, one uses photons to obtain a popu-
lation inversion by exciting electrons to higher energy states. The ptunp
sources are flash lamps or arc lamps and, occasionally, other laser
sources when such sources have the appropriate energy for exciting the
electrons. The disadvantage of this type of pumping is that flash lamps
put out L rather broad spectrum of radiation, whereas, the laser material
has a rathk r narrow region of absorption. This results in an inefficient
process. Laser sources provide efficient purrip sources but the number of
useable wavelengths is limited.

3) Electron Beam Pumping. In this technique, the laser sample cavity
is bombarded with electrons having energies in the range from 10KV to a

Sfew hundred KV. The bombarding radiation excites electrons from valence
Sto conduction band states in the semiconductor, giving rise to an inverted

population. This type of pumping has been used successfully in several
Il-VI Compounds.

I Once a population inversion has been A:hieved it is necessary to stim-
i ulate the recombination process in order to get coherent emission. A
Sphoton einitt-d by the stimulation from another photon is in phase with the

first. The frequency of both photons is the same and they both travel in
the same direction. The two photons will then have space, time and direc-
tional coherence. In order to obtain an avalanche process it is necessary
to confine the photons to prevent their loss from the system and maintain
them in the stimulating mode long enough to build up sufficient intensity
to overcome bulk and surface losses in the material in order that both co- ,
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herence and gain are achieved. This is accomplished by making reso-

nant cavities of the material in question. In the case of the wurtzite type
JI-VI compounds the material is grown in a platelet form with the "c"
axis in the plane of the plate. The preferred cleavage in these materials
is in the direction of the "c" axis. Cavities are readily prepared by
cleaving, which provides plane parallel faces normal to the face of the
plate. The plates themselves also grow with plane parallel faces giving
cavities as shown in Fig. 1.

Semiconductor Laser Materials

Semiconductor lasers were first reported in 1962, (1,, 3) the first
being the GaAs injection laser. Since that time a family of lasers has
been developed as shown in table I. These are all produced from Ill-V
compounds and cover an appreciable portion of the spectrum from 0. 651L
to 8.511. The shorit wavelength limit was obtained in GaAs:P alloys in
which the direct band gap was retained.

SI-VI compounds offer the greatest promise for covering the spectral
region on the short wavelength side of 0. 651. Recently there have been
rapid advances in the area of H-VI compound lasers. Basov and co-work-

42 ers (4) have reported directionality, superlinearity and line narrowing of

the photon emission from CdS crystals excited with an electron beam.
Benoit, et al(5) have reported laser mode structure and directionality in
the emission from CdS at 4.2 0 K and 200 K, using the same method of ex-
citation. The first report of high efficiency laser action in CdS was by
Hurwitz (6) at both 77 0 K and 4. 20 K. He was also successful in pumping
CdSe with an electron beam, where even higher efficiencies were achieved.
Above the threshold, the Fabry-Perot structure of the laser line is ob-
served as shown in Fig. 2. The Fabry-PerOt mode spacing was calculated
using the formula: A X = )oZ/? (no -Xo .- W) where Xo is the photon
wavelength. , is the cavity length, no is the index of refraction, and dn
is the dispersion which is quite large in these materials. The calculatde
and experimentally measured mode spacings, along with the parameter
values used in the calculations, are shown in Table 2.

I

The spontaneous and laser spectra of CdS are very similar to those
of CdSe with the obvious exception of the difference in emission wavelength.
The spontaneous line, centered at 6 8 0 0 g for CdSe, corresponds to an
emission line, which has been observed in photoluminescence experiments( 7 1 4
and has been attributed to an exciton bound to an ionized acceptor. The
spontaneous line in CdS at 4. 20 K is the 4888. line associated with an exci-
ton bound to a neutral acceptor site. Some variation in wavelength is ov-
served due to sample heating.

Hurwitz ( 8 ) has also employed electron beam excitation on platelet

3



type crystals of solid solutions of CdS:Se to produce laser oscillations at
several wavelengths from red ( 6 9 0 0.) to blue (4900X). Peak power out-
puts as high as 20 W/pulse and power efficiencies as high as 11% were ob-
tained with these solid solutions. From the previous results on CdSe and
UdS it is quite likely that the optical transitions in the solid solutions are
associated with bound exciton complexes.

For lasers of the various CdS:Se compositions, measured values of
threshold-beam-current-density and corresponding values of peak output
power, as well as efficiencies, are given in Table 3. It is noted that the
lowest efficiency and highest threshold occurs in pure CdS. It is also
noted that some of the highest efficiencies and lowest thresholds occur near
midrange oý the solid solutions. It should further be pointed out that the
width of all of the samples was 0. Z5 mm, while the beam diameter was
0. 5mm; consequently, the true efficiencies are at least 1. 5 times higher
than the values in Table 3.

From the experiments on II-VI compound lasers, several important
conclusions may be drawn:

1) The population inversion is achieved through exciton states.

2) Hurwitz's work on electron-beam-injection is the first conclusive
evidence that bound excitons are involved in laser emission from these
materials.

3) High efficiency laser action is achieved in platelet type crystals
and, in most cases, such crystals seem to be a practical necessity for
electron-beam-induced laser action in these materials.

4) Some of the solid solution platelets (CdS:Se) have higher efficien-
cies than the pure compounds, an unexpected result.

The first three of these conclusions bear importantly on the present paper;
in fact, they embody the main purpose of th,' paper.

Following the pioneering work of Thomas and Hopfield, much of the
experimental work on bound exciton spectra in CdS, CdSe, and ZnO was
done in the Solid Statc Laboratories of ARL by Reynolds, Litton and
Collins;( 9 ) therefore, it is important to point out some of the connections
between boutnd exciton transitions and laser emission in the IU-VI com-
pounds. The pioneering work on platelet-type crystal- growth in the II-VI
compounds was done in the laboratories of ARL. Since the platelet type
crystals have figures so importantly in the success of laser action in these
materials, it is especially appropriate that the crystal-growing science
which lead to the formation of these crystals be reviewed in the present

4
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report. A further purpose of the paper is to propose an explanation (in
terms of known lattice dynamics and other cooperative phenomena) for
the unexpectedly high laser efficiencies in CdS:Se crystals of midrange
concentrations.

Optical Transitions From U-VI Compounds

All of the low temperature spectra in II-VI compounds (transmission,
reflection, emission) result from exciton transitions. The intrinsic ex-
citon transitions occur on the long wavelength side of the intrinsic band
gap by an energy equal to that of the binding energy of the exciton.

Ehv = Egap - Eb

The energy diagram for such transitions is shown in Fig. 3. Here
the energy is plotted as a function of the wave vector (K). On the long
wavelength side of the intrinsic exciton transitions, a number of sharp
line transitions are observed in several of the II-VI compounds. Several
examples of these sharp line transitions are given in Table 4. These tran-
sitions result from bound exciton complexes. The model that is adopted
for the bound exciton complex is that in which the complex is held together

by forces analogous to those that exist in the hydrogen molecule or the
hydrogen-molecule ion. Lampert(l0) was the first to consider the prob-
lem from the standpoint of bound aggregates of two or more charged part-
icles in a non metallic solid. He described complexes analogous to HZ,
HZ+ , and H-. The first experimental observation of any of the above com-
plexes was by Haynes(II) in silicon. Thomas and Hopfield( 9 ) have ob-
served a number of the bound complexes and have identified them with
several absorption and emission lines in CdS. In Fig. 4 one can show how
it is possible to determine the type complex that is being observed from
magnetic field data. From optical selection rules and group theoretic
symetry considerations, it can be shown that the g-value of the elect-ron
is isotropic, whereas the g-value of the hole has the form g = ghll cos 8,
where E) is the angle between the "c" axis of the crystal and the magnetic
field direction. The symbols e and * refer to ionized donors and accep-
tors respectively, and - and + refer to electrons and holes. In the orien-
tation C.L H it is seen from Fig. 4 that the transitions involving both the
neutral donor and neutral acceptor complexes will split into doublets. At
an arbitrary orientation the line splits into a quartet demonstrating the
anisotropic hole g-value. If one considers the neutral donor complex in
the orientation C ._ H for the case of absorption, it is the electron in thet
lower state that splits. Thermalization of the electron spins results in
the lower energy spin state becoming more densely populated. This results
in the higher energy component of the magnetic-field-split doublet being
more intense. In the neutral acceptor case it is the upper state that splits

for the C H orientation. In this case, if emission is being observed
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and the exciton lives long enough in the upper state for thermalization to
occur, !"he lower energy spin state will become more densely populated.
This will result in the lower-energy, magnetic-field-split doublet being
the more intense. From these experaments the bound exciton complexes
can be identified.

It was observed that the 4888R transition is the lasing transition in
CdS. From the magnetic field data it is determined that this transition
results from an exciton bound to a neutral acceptor site. In CdSe the
lasing transition is the 68009 line. This transition has been associated
with an exciton bound to an ionized acceptor. (7) The assignment here is
not as straight forward and may be questionable.

From these results one se s that the pertinent optical transitions
giving rise to laser operation involve bound exciton complexes. Sharp line
transitions in the solid solutions CdS:Se have not been observed. Conse-
quently laser transitions in the solid solutions have not been correlated
with specific bound exciton complexes however, it is quite likely that
bound excitons are involved.

Since sharp line spectra are not observed in emission from ultrz
violet excited platelets of CdS:Se solid solutions it appears that the struc-
tural quality of the solid solution plates is not as good as plates grown
from the individual compounds. The question arises as to why the solid
solutions have lower thresholds and higher efficiencies than the CdS plate-
lets and some even higher than the CdSe platelets as is shown in Table 3.

Some insight into the problem might be gained from an oscillatory
photoconductivity that has been observed in CdS crystals. (13) This has
been attributed to electrons in the conduction band whose lifetimes vary
as a function of their energy. The lifetime of the conduction electron at
certain energy values is smaller than at adjacent energy values whenever
that energy coincides with the sum of the energy of the ground state exciton
plus an integral multiple of a principal optical phonon energy. The shorter
electron lifetimes are reflected as minima in the photoconductivity curve.
The spacing of the minima show that the longitudinal optical phor.ons are
the ones involved in the process.

The phonon spectrum of the solid solutions (CdS:Se) has been observed
by infrared absorption and reflectivity. (14) The infrared reflectivity spec-
trum for several solutions is shown in Fig. 5. The eigenfrequencies of
both constituents are observed, with an intensity that roughly follows the
relative concentration. This behavior is unexpected since it is generally
assumed that these long-wavelength modes should involve a statistical av-
erage of the masses at the lattice sites and therefore should have a fre-
quency which shifts smoothly as the concentration is varied. On the con- 44
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trary, the behavior of the solid solutions is analogous to that of internal
modes of molecular crystals. In such crystals, the vibration frequencies
of groups of atoms inside a large molecule do not propagate outside and
therefore remain unchanged in the solid solutions, whe-e two different
'k atomic masses may be substituted at the same place in the group.

The two phonon spcctra may contribute to the increase in efficiency
of the solid solutions for lasing. The electron beam pumping produces
free hole-electron pairs. As in the ca;e of the oscillatory photoconduc-
tiviti, when the conduction electrons have an energy greater than theground
state excton energy, by an amount equal I•o an integral multiple of a longi-
tudinal optical phonon energy, they will lose their energy more rapidly and
decay to the ground state excitor energy. Most excitons created and trapped
in this way are in their ground states; as such, they represent the inverted
population density necessary for laser action in the Il-VI con-pounds. It is
seen from Table 5 that if one considers five phonons in CdS, it is possible
to scatter electrons into exciton states with energies, 0. 19 ev above the
grounC state exciton. In the case of CdSe, there are seven phonons in this
same energy region. In the case of the solid solutions, CdS:Se, there are
twenty-four phonon combinations to cover the same energy region. The
mechanism by which electrons lose energy in the conduction band by cap-
turing phonons is showvn in Fig. 6. The transition of the conduction elec-
trons to the ground state exciton energy can occur either by cascading
through single phonon processes or by direct capttre of the multiple phonons
necessary for the transition involved. Since the lasing trans~tion in these
materials involves a bound excitun, the inverted population must go through
an exciton state. The additional phonon energies permit this process to

combination processea that might occur.

Growth of JI-VI Crystals

The IU-VI platelets investigated by Hurwitz were grown in our labora-
tory. Both bulk and platelet type crystals ire grown from the vapor phase
by substantially different techniq:-. The bulk crystals are grown at rela-
tively high temperature (1200 - - ) in a static system while the plate-
let type crystals are grown at lowir temperatures ( - 900 0 C) in a gas flow.

Studies have shown that platelet type crystals have lower thresholds
and higher efficiencies for laser action tha a do the bulk crystals. Such
observations indicate a better crystalline quality in the platelet than in the

bulk, and this is born out by the crystal morphology.

In the growth of bulk crystals, some theories( 1 5 ) postulate the forma-

tion of a stable two dimensional nucleus on a crystal surface or edge for
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the generation of new growth layers. Other theories postulate the gener-
ation of new layers with the aid of screw dislocations. Growth patterns
on bulk CdS crystals show that both screw dislocations and edge nuclea-
tion occur. The influence of screw dislocations is shown in the growth
pattern of Fig. 7. A well developed spiral with interlaced spirals is illus-
trated, the spiral occurring in the (0001) plane.

Growth of stepped crystal surfaces result from three processes:
S1) a transport of molecules from the vapor to the surface; 2) diffusion
I of adsorbed molecules to the steps; and 3) diffusion of molecules along
I the edge of a step to a kink. The rate of advance of a straight step is

V= 2( -) Xs ve -w/ T

where ( a - 1) is the supersaturation, Xs is the mean distance a molecule
will wander over the surface of the crystal between the time it strikes and
the time it evaporates, v is an atomic-vibration-frequency-factor, and
W is the evaporation energy. When the mean distance between kinks, Xo,
is small, and the mean diffusion length of adsorbed molecules Xs is large,

Xs >> Xo, the molecules will have a. high probability of adhering to the step,
if adsorbed near it, regardless of the orientation of the step. Therefore,
the rate of advance of the step is independent of crystal orientation and

Srounded spirals result as shown in Fig. 7. If the rate of advance of a step
Sis dependent on its orientation on the crystal face, a directional dependence

of microscopic growth will be observed. The rate of advance of a step is
a minimum when it lies p. allel to a close packed direction. The kink-
energy is highest for this ,rientation so the step has few kinks. If the re-
lation Xs >>x 0 is no longer true, directional growth results, the edge of

Sthe steps becomes straight and perpendicular to the slow growth direction.
Examples of this type of growth pattern are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Fig. 8
shows steps along the side of a pyramid. The step heights are large,
"650, 000A. Smaller steps on the surface of the plateau are shown in Fig. 9.
The pattern consists of a series of layers spreading out from a region at
or near the crystal edge. The exact mechanism of generating the steps is
not known, but Newkirk( 1 6 ) suggests that many screw dislocation sources
may be present in a particular area of the crystal, each source generating
a step too small to be seen by itself. Elbaum and Chalmers( 1 7 ) propose
another mechanism for the generation of closed loops when the growth plane
is parallel to the growth surface. Growth could take place by surface nucle-
ation on the plateau, with layers being formed by edge growth on the edge
of the critical nucleus. It is believed that the layers which are many atomic
steps in height result from the coalescence of monatomic steps generated
at or near the crystal edge. The slowing down of a monatomic step, caused
by impurities or imperfections, would allow succeeding layers to catch up
with it to form a polyatomic step.

8



Studies by Woods( 1 8 ) showed that the screw dislocation mechanism
can operate when CdS crystals are condensed from vapor. However, the
principal growth process at the higher supersaturations, where the major
part of the growth occurs, appears to be two dimensional nucleation near
the center of plateaus, leading to the formation of hexagonal terraced hills.
No evidence was found to indicate that the closed hexagonal steps are gen-
erated from a pair of screw dislocations of opposite sign.

The mechanism for the platelet growth is quite different. Chikawa
and Nakayama(19) have shown that in the initial growth stage of platelets
very thin needles, with an axis in a < 1010> direction, grow outward from
the walls of the silica growth tube at a rapid growth rate (150ý./sec).
When this growth stopped, the thickness increased on one side of the
< 0001> direction with a growth rate of 10 /sec. The growth rate in the
directions perpendicular to both the < 0001> direction and the axis of a
(1010) whisker was less than 0. 005p./sec. They showed that the (1TO)
needles contained two parallel dislocations, one of which has a Burgers
vector 1/3 (2110) and the other of which is an edge dislocation with a
Burgers vector (0001). The dislocation structure of platelets in the grow-
in&2stage is shown in Fig. 10. The dislocation with Burgers vector 1/3
(2110) is parallel to an eede along the (1010) axis. A group of dislocation
half-loops with Burgers vectors (0001) r.re near the growing edge of the
platelet. Hirth and Frank(2 0 ) have shown that a dislocation with Burgt.ýs
"vector (0001) may slip out of a (1610) whisker. Chikawa and Nakayama
"have shown theoretically that Burgers vector (0001) slips out of the (1010)
whisker toward the < 0001> direction much more easily than toward the
< 0001> direction. When the dislocation slips out of the (1010) whisker
along the < 0001> direction, dislocation half loops are formed which inter-
sect the (0001) surface at many points where steps are formed. The closely
spaced tips of the dislocation half-loops on the (0001) surface yield a
smooth advancing surface. Since the half-loops have the tendancy to be-
come short by their lines tension, (21) they stay near the surface of the
platelet. Very low dislocation density of grown platelets is attributed to
this tendency of the dislocation half-loops.

The dislocation with the Burgers vector 1/3 (2110) has a certain
probability of slipping of the (1010) whisker at one of the (1210) surfaces.
The probability is much smaller than that for the dislocation with Burgers
vector (0001). When this occurs, steps are formed dispersedly on the
(1210) surface and develop into hillocks. These hillocks cannot grow into
long whiskers, however, because of tfr? low supersaturation resulting from
the geometrical position of the growing .Iatelet with respect to the gas
flow in the growing tube. The hillocks on the whiskers thus become stria-
tions on the platelet. This explanation is consistent with the observation
that the striations are formed on one lateral surface of the platelet but not

9
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on the other. Striations cf this type are shown in Fig. 11.

I From the growth mechanism it is observed that high structural qual-
ity crystals are inherently easier to achieve in platelet form than in bulk
form. The platelets have elastic properties similar to whiskers and their
optical properties are much more clearly defined than in bulk crystals. (9)
Etch studies on bulk CdS crystals show that relatively large dislocation
concentrations may be present and may be rather inhomogeneously dis-
tributed throughout the crystal. A typical etch pattern is shown in Fig.
12 (a), (b) and (c). Fig. 12 (a) shows a pattern near the edge of the
crystal whereas Fig. 12 (b) shows one that is approximately halfway be-
tween the edge and the center of the same crystal and in Fig. 12 (c) a
pattern at the center of the crystal is shown. Near the edge of the crystal
a large concentration of randomly distributed dislocations is observed.
These are believed to result from stresses set up by more rapid cooling
of the surface which would both create a large concentration of dislocations
and provides a shorter time for rearrangement of the dislocation. The re-
gion shown in Fig. 12 (b) would tend to cool more slowly, resulting in

Ssmaller stresses, creating fewer dislocations, and allowing more time for
Srearrangement. Here, well-developed glide bands are observed. At the
! center of the crystal, the dislocation concentration is low.
I

The lessening of the structural quality of the crystal may be reflected
t in the lasing capabilities in several ways. The dislocations will tend to

trap foreign impurities as well as point defects, providing extra recombin-
! ation paths that will shorten the lifetime of frce carriers as well as exci-
jtons. Scattering centers will be formed that will tend to scatter light out

of the lasing mode. Absorption centers will be present that will take ener-
Sgy from the pump source without contributing to the laser, and these same

centers will absorb emitted light from the laser.

These observations have been experimentally verified in that Hurwitz
Shas not been successful in pumping II-VI bulk crystals. Basov and co-

workers(5) reported directionality, superlinearity and line narrowing in
Selectron beam pumped bulk CdS but did not report cavity modes or far field

patterns. At the same time Hurwitz( 6 ) (8) las been successful in pump-
ing CdS, CdSe and CdS:Se platelets with an electron beam producing high
efficiency lasers.

Conclusions

The initial experiments on the lasing properties of II-VI compounds
showothat they have coonsiderable potential in the wavelength region from
3200A (ZnS) to 7772A (CdTe). This is a spectral region in which the
most sensitive detectors are available, an important consideration in
communication type applications. H-VI compounds offer the potential of
a continuous coverage of the above spectral region by use of the appropriate

10



solid solutions.

The above experiments have shown that the platelet type crystals
offer the highest efficiency lasers. This is undoutedly due to the greater
crystalline perfection in the platelets. With fewer dislocations there is
also less tendency to trap foreign impurities. Thic leads to the conclu-
sion that one must strive for greater crystalline perfection as well as a
reduction in the foreign impurity content of bulk crystals.

The high efficiency and low threshold for lasing in some of the CdS:Se
solid solutions may result from phonon scattering of conduction electrons
to the ground state exciton. This could result from the greater numbe;" of
phor: -- energies available in the solid solutions. It was observed that the
highest threshold and lowest efficiency for lasing occured in the .dS plate-
lets. CdS has the fewest number of phonon energies available for any
given energy range of the conduction electron above the ground state exci-
ton energy. While this may be a factor in the lower CdS efficiency, there
is ,',so the possibility that the CdS platelets may be too perfect. In par-
ticular., the CdS platelets may be so perfect that too few defect states are
available for capturing excitons. This possibility is currently being in-
vestigated.

In conclusion, we should also like to point out that this paper is the
outgrowth of a most fruitful scientific colaberation between government

. jand non-government laboratories, namely, ARL and Lincoln Labs. More
importantly, it also represents a very useful "coupling" between pure and
applied research. Without the platelet crystals supplied through the re-

search work of ARL, the outstanding scientific achievement of Dr. Hurwitz
would most likely not have been possible, and laser action in the II-VI
semiconductors would still belong to the realm of the doubtful. By the
same token, the laser work of Dr. Hurwitz has made possible the resolu-
tion of some puzzling questions regarding the physics of excitons and

lattice dynamics in the mixed crystals.
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ABSTRACT

I
Laser Brightness Gain and Mode Control by Compensation

for Thermal Distortion (U)

by

C. Martin Stickley

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories

L. G. Hanscom Field
Bedford,Mass.01730

J in the limit of excellent optical quality of laser rods, the

beam divergence will be dvtermined by the optical distortion produced

in the rod brought about by nonuniform absorption of pump light. For

ruby lasers this has been shown to be approximately spherical and

reproducible from firing-to-firing. Thus It should be possible to

compensate for this by means of an external mirror having a curvature

opposite tothat induced In the rod, and by this technique reduce the

beam divergence. The distortion produced In the rod is described In

terms of a ray matrix of a thick lens whose focal length is a function

of the Input energy to the rod. A procedure is given for measuring

this focal length to within ± 3%; it involves measuring the beat

frequencies between transverse modes of a flat-mirror cavity contain-

Ing the laser rod as an active element. After compensating an

excellent optical quality rod with an external mirror a brightness

gain of about 100 was achieved simultaneously with single transverse

mode operation (TEM00j at pump energies as high as 4CP/. over threshold.

This procedure for achieving single transverse mode operation Is

advantageous compared to otlr methodssince (a) no extra elements are

needed In the cavity; (b) the beam divergence Is near the diffraction

limit for the rod holder; and (W) the TEM00 mode Is not only selected but

enhanced In volume, t.ius increasing the power output In this mode and the

mode stability of the laser.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We report here a technique for achieving a brightness gain of the
order of 100 simultaneously with single transverse mode operation
(TEM 0) of a long pulse ruby laser at pump energies as high as 40%
over treshold without the use of apertures.

The excited transverse modes of ruby lasers with attached mirrors
are typically complex and of high order1 and result in low brightness.
Poor quality ones oscillate in filaments and have even lower brightness
in the far field. The brightness can be increased somewhat by using
external mirrors since the mode diameter increases, the cavity Q
increases, and mode divergence decreases as the cavity is lengthened.
Somewhat lower order modes are excited in this manner since their
larger cross sectional area: compared to the same transverse modes
with mirrors on the end of the laser rod, more closely matches the area
of the inverted region of the ruby rod. The match is still poor, however,
and still results in modes being excited whose divergence is twenty or
more times the plane wave diffraction limit of the end of the laser rod.
In many ruby lasers this can be due to filamentary operation, but in the
limit of good optical quality, (that is, freedom from internal path length
variations parallel to the rr irrors) the beam divergence s~ould be deter-
mined by the approximately spherical optical distortion brought about
by nonuniform absorption of pump light.1-II The distortion is such that
the plane parallel ruby rod becomes a slightly positive or negative lens
depei.ding on the product of the rod radius and doping concentration.
Only a small amount of this type of distortion"I is necessary to cause
the modes to be those of a curved mirror resonator, 1 with an accom-
panying reduction in brightness, rather than a plane parallel resonator. 15
Since the pump induced distortion is reproducible it should be possible
to compensate for this by means of an external mirror having a curvature
opposite to that induced in the rod. Thus, sinusoidal (Fox and Li 1 5 )
modes could be excited if the mirror was precisely matched to the internal
curvature in the rod. The brightness (watts/,.m2/steradian) in the far

e •field should certainly be increased as a result of two factors: (a) the mode
divergence will decrease, and (b) the mode intensity will increase since it
will have a greater volume.

I•
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We note that this is a preferred way of achieving single transverse
mode operation for the following reasons: 1. No extra elements are
needed in the cavity. This is desirable since they not only degrade its
optical quality but tend to become damaged at high power levels as a re-
sult of absorption of energy. 2. The desired TEMo0 mode is not only
selected but enhanced in volume, thus increasing the power output in
this mode and the mode stability of the laser. The volume enhancement
is produced by the external mirror which is designed to precisely defocus
the impinging wavefront to the same degree that it was focused after pro-
pagating through the laser rod (the terms "defocus" and "focus" should be
interchanged if the laser medium behaves like a concave lens). Mode
selecting with small apertures and small mirrors 1 6 ' 17 only selects one
mode out of uumerous others and does not alter its volume. 3. A beam
if generated whose divergence approaches that of the diffraction limit of
the laser rod (the closeness to this is a measure of the degz'ee of success
of the compensation) without the use of a collimating lens or lenses.

18Siegman analyzed and experimentally investigated a scheme somewhat
similar to the one we are reporting on in which a mirror with a large
divergence was polished on one cnd of the laser rod (a principal advantage
compared to the technique we have used) and a small mirror (less than
the rod diameter) deposited on the remaining flat end of the rod so that the
output beam could escape around it. This system requires collimation,
however, and it is not certain that as bright a beam could be produced.
His system was designed to have large diffraction losses (35% loss per
traversal of the cavity) with the goal of achieving transverse mode selec-
tion, thus the thrcedhold is high at room temperature. Although the
system worked as he had predicted (in terms of higher threshold and near
field distribution) no information was given as to its success as a mode
selector or to what extent the brightness was increased. It should be
remarked that the compensation technique being discussed in this paper
could, in principle, be carried out directly on the rod as Siegman did,
however, in order to achieve transverse mode selection with almost flat1, 12
mirrors the deviation from perfect compensation, measured in
terms of A /Q where A is the wavelength and Q a real number, must be
such that Q>N. N is the Fresnel numbe: of the resonator and is
typically greater than 300 for ruby rods. Ruby rods having such optical
perfection cannot be grown within the present state-of-the-art. Thus it
is not practical to attempt such an experiment at this time.

In the following section we outline the theory of the compensation
procedure. Section III discusses the method used for determination of
the focal length of the rod. Sections IV and V contain experimental
results and conclusions respectively, and Appendix A summarizes the
procedure for determining the ray matrix representing the 4aser rod.

2



II. THEORY OF THE COMPENSATION PROCEDURE

The resonator we will analyze is shown in Fig. 1. For the pur-
poses of this analysis the ruby rod can be represented as a thick lens
having thickness t, refractive index n, a focal length f and end surface

curvatures rI and r all of which depend on the energy dissipation as a
function of position in the rod. We desire to adjust the resonator to
compensate for any distortion introduced in a wavefront after it propa-
gates through the rod, so that the emitted beam will be as close as
possible to a plane wavefront. For practical convenience we would like
to accomplish all of the compensation with one mirror so that we can use
one optical flat. Thus we set the radius of curvature of, say, mirror 2
equal to infinity. The design of mirror 1 can be arrived at by application

I [of Kogelnick's theory 19 of resonators with internal optical elements. A
resonator is stable if

-lG 1 G +2 1.

where G. and G are dimensionless parameters describinj the design of1 2 9

the resonator. These G factors are given by Kogelnick as

1l. a 1  _ 1 1.
aR 2 '-2.

and

0 a2 = a.d1_r-

a1 1 1 2 12a "f" R2 f3.

where a1 and a 2 are the radii of mirrors 1 and 2, and d and d are the
ditancesfrom the principal planes of the thick lens to le corresponding
--.irrors (see Fig. 1). Since we have set R = @, th: condition we

desire to satisfy, 0 2 = +1, reduces to

d2 + d2  dld1
f R f

For convenience we will set dI d = d and will maintain this convention
throughout the remainder of this article and the experiments, except

I3
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where noted. We can now solve for R in terms of f and d. We obtain

R =-(f - d) 5.

SIf we had not set R equal to infinity but instead let R, = R = R we
S- would have obtaine1

R (2 -(f - d) 6.

It will be instructive at this point to explore further the thick lens
model which we have assumed to represent the laser rod. The lens
thickness (or the rod length) is designated by t and has refractive index
n both of which are x and y dependent due to nonuniform absorption of
pump light. We neglect the y dependence and thus assume the pump
energy density in the rod to be radially symmetric (actually a practical
necessity if good ceanpensation is to be achieved) and the crystal to be
isotropic. This latter assumption is not completely valid for ruby but we
shall neglect this difference in this analysis. Since the departures of t
and n from their values at t(x 0) to and n(x = 0) = no will always be

300nrrall we can write

t(x) =t 0 + at (T(x)- T 0 ) 7.

and

n(x)=n + (T x)- TO) 8.

where T(x) is the temperature profile in the laser rod, and
T(x = 0) = T0 . It is further assumed that T(x) is parabolic and can be
written

T(x)TO (= - Zx lg ) 9.
2

We will assume g to be an adjustable parameter which is positive if the
energy density (and thus the temperature) is greatest in the center of the
rod. Substitution of equation 9 into equations 7 and 8 gives

t(x) -( It i 0.

g T

4
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and

n(x) = 0 11.

This form o! the variation of t and n with x is in excellent agreement
with the form of the distortion for ruby rods with rough sides and can be
used as a good approximation to its form in the central one-half region
(where oscillation normally develops) of a ruby rod with polished sides 3 .

Therefore, this justifies our assumption for the form of the temperature i tr
distribution. We can express the variation in thickness of the rod !
terms of raeii of curvature r and r of its end surfaces. These radiir, which we will assume to be equal and pobitive as drawn in Fig. 1,

are determined by

2 2-1
r = -Z(d t/dx2) 12.

which is

2T
0

The "2" is included in equation 12 in order to divide the distortion equally
at each end of the rod. Furthermore, to bring our notation Into agree-
ment with that of Kogelnick 1 9 we will designate -i

I0 i- n. 14.
= nog' ti T

so that equation I11 becomes

ulx) = no(I - 2x2/b2 15. -

The relationship between these parameters and the rod focal lengh f can

be obtaine by deriving the ray matrix for the rod using the notation and
sign convention in Fig. I. This is done in Appendix A. The res t is
given as equation A5 and is correct to terms of the order of I/rb . From •
ray matrix theory it is known2 0 that I

f=- 1 -16.

5
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and

h= D-1 17.

where C and D are those elements of the ray matrix and h is the distance
from the vertex of the lens to the principal plane. Upon substitution
from equation A3 into equations 16 and 17 we obtain

S2 t (n -I ) 2 (4 tn t(n -1 ) 1 8 .
f b- r) +--•- nre

and

h (2t . t(n--l) ) f 19.

b-•_ nr

It will be shown at a later stage in this article that for the curvatures we
are attempting to compensate, 2t 2 /b 2 (< 1, and t(n-1)2 /nr 2 C< 2(n-1)/r.
Equation 18 then becomes

11 2(n-1) + 4tn 20.
4 r r

As shown in equation 15 I/b 2 is indicative of the extent of the refrac-
tive index variation which exists in the rod. We can account for the
passive or unpumped refractive index variation by writing

2 2 21/b = 1/b + 1/b 21.
u p

2
where we define 1/b as that part of the index variation which exists
when the rod is P pumped and 1/b 2 as the part describing the un-
pumped index variation. Within the present state-of-the-art of

Soptical polishing it is not necessary to do this for the length variation
with x, that is, we assume the ends to be flat and parallel. Upon sub-
stituting equation 21 into 20 we obtain

If I
p u

!

i 0'
i 6



J ~F where

1 2(n-1) + 4n23.
r p
r I

and

1I 4tri 24.

U b

The components of 1 /f should be related through the thermal pro- I
perties of the laser rod. PSua~i a relation is obtained by combining

equations 13 and 14

r _An/ 4T = tn 25.

p 2 0 J/T0 t Q

where we have set the left hand side of equati!,sn 14 equal to 1 /b 2in
agreement with our change in notation. Factoring a 2/r out of Pboth
terms in equation 23 and substituting equation 25, we have the result

1 2 n-l + CKh 26.
frJ

is serves to illustrate the relative importance which the thermal

expansion and refractive index changes have on determining the rod focal
length. If aC ( 4 (0 the distortion in the rod is due principally to

therml exansion, and if AC >> ec , it is due to refractive index
changes.n

Returning to equation 19, if one factors a t/2n out of the bracketed
expression, the remaining terms in It are equal -to 1/if (see equation 20)
thus cancelling the f in equation 19. It then reduces to

h= t 27.
2n

which is shown in Fig 1. Note that within the appro~dmatitous involved
it is independent of length and index changes.

7
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M. MEASUREMENT OF THE ROD FOCAL LENGTH

As it was mentioned early in Part II, if d is chosen we must, 'now
f before R: can be determined. f can be measared through proper inter-
pretation of distortion pho ',raphs, --5 but a considerably more accurate
method is through measu. snent of the transverse mode beat frequency'

of a cavity containing the .od to be compensated and which is being pumped
under approximately the same pumping conditions which will be used for
the compensation. The accuracy for these two methods is + 30 for the
latter one compared to, say, t 200%, for the former one for slight curva-
tures. 19

The resonant frequencies f" for a cavity of this type are given by

q'= cq + c (m+n+l)cos 28

2L ZIrL

S .where q is the longitudinal mode number, m and n the transverse mode
numbers, c is the speed of light in vacuum, L (showr In Fig. 1) the optical

. length of the cavity, and G and G are as defined in % c,,atýns 2 and 3.
The difference frequency between transverse modes (A q = 0

-- A (m + n) = 1) can he written from equation 28 as

-1 29.
c cos G G2

The greatest accuracy is achieved in this measurement if flat mirrora
Sare used (R 1 = R 2 =o).

Equation 29-can therefore be written as

c cos (-d 30.
2 rL f

SSolving for f we obtain

f d 31.
I - cos (2 LEA')

This compensation procedure was carried out on a rod whose path
Slength variations are illustrated in Fig. 2; the difference in path length
- between a bright and a dark fringe is A/4. We estimate that this rod has

8
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refractive index variations no greater than X/10 in the central one-
half region where laser action occurs; also, it has a path length
maximum in the center. The rod was cut from a slow grown, standard
orientation Linde boule (circa 1961) so that the rod axis was parallel to
the boule axis. It is 4. 74 mm in diameter and 3.81 cm long and its
lateral surface is polished. When examined through crossed polaroids
it shows no evidence of strain or dtviations in the c axis.

It was mounted in a laser head containing a helical FX 60 flash-
lamp (2. 8 cm inside diameter and 7.5 cm long) which was wrapped with
heavy, polished metal foil. The rod was held with holders designed Yo
minimize hot air seepage into the optical path; the flat end surfaces of
the rod were antireflection coated with one layer of magnesium fluoride
and were aligned parallel to and midway between two external, flat,
multiple-layer dielectric coated mirrort. with reflectivities of 96% and
85%0. The rear surfaces of both mirrors were cut at an angle of 30
minutes to the primary surface. Threshold was 1058 Joules at -',°C
using a 1. 8 millisec long, flat pun:p pulse.

The transverse mode beat frequencies were measured with a TRW
Products image converter camera using streak photography in the far
field of the beam. The details of this measurement are well summarized I
in reference I and will not be repeated here. The left hand portion of

"Fig. 3 shows three streak photographs each having a duration of approx-
"imately 50 nanosec.; the right hand side represents the interpretation
of each one. Since the optical length of the mirror separation was
52, 9 cm, one would expect the beat frequency between modes differing
by a q of .unity to be 284 MHz. The modes beating-in Fig. 3a have A

difference frequency of the order of 570 MHz which is close to
2x284 MHz. This fact in combination with the uniformity in cross sec-

tion of the beat leads us to the conclusion that a TEM0 0 q mode is
beating with a TEMn0 , q+2 mode; this conclusion is illustrated by 1he
heavy lines marked A -n shown on the right hand side of Fig. 3a.
In Fig. 3b the frequency is approximately 540 MHz (the exact deter-
mination of these frequencies, and therefore the difference frequency
&,r which we are seeking, was limited to about + Z. 5% by the uncertainty

in the calibration of the streak rate; this could be improved if necessary
to + 1% or less). Also the phase of the beat alternates spatially from
side-to-side with time which is characteristic of a TEM0 , 0 mode beating
with a TEM0 , I mode. These two items of Information leads us to the
designation shown on the right hand side of Fig. 3b. Without going
further we could conclude that AV = 30 MHz, however, we have included
Fig. 3c to strengthen our deduction. Here the beat between a TEM ^
mode and a TEM0 mode has a frequency of about 600 MHz, and , i, i
furthermore, one period of a beat is distinguishable at about 30 MFHz.

9
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Additional consideration of the phases of these beats leads us to the
designation shown on the right hand side of Fig. 3c. (If three modes
are present one would expect to see three beats; the third or betweei,
TEM0 , 1. q and TEM0, 1, q+2 might not be observable if these modes
were weak relative to TEM 0, 0 q* ) Thus this supports our conclusions
dra-n from Figs. 3a and 3b.

Having obtained AV we now compute f from equation 31 to be
445 cm. Since d = 24 c~n, R = 421 cri.

As a check on the value we have obtained for f, we can compare
it with a distortion photograph made uuing a Twyman-Green interfero-

4 meter of a rod havirn comparable geometry. The number of fringes
'b etween two points of a Twyman-Green photograph is

F = 2 • (t An + (n-1) At) 32.

F = I between either two bright fringes or two dark fringes. A n and
& t are the refractive iýý lex and length variations between the two points.
If we cesignate the two points as x = 0 and x = a/2, then An = n(a/2)-n 0

and A, = t(a/2)-t 0 . From the definitions of t(x), n(x) and r/b 2 we can
write equation 32 as

F a2 O___ + (n-1) /- 33.SF = t _ --t _ _

- 2 34.
{ -4

For A=.6943 x I4cm, a 0.237 cm, and f 445 cm, we obtain
F = -0. 455. To compare this frizige change with Fig. lAc of -eference
3 we should divide by 1. 4 to accouikt for differences in rod li .;Ttb and
pumping rates. If this ie done it ;s found that the, agreemenm ,. good, for
it falls within the range of uncertainty of the measured value of F from

i the distortion photographs.
Knowing f we can also check our previous assumptions that

2t2 /b 2 44 I and t(n-l)2 /nr 2 4'< 2(n-l)/r. From equation 23 we can
Scompute rv&6f = 26.7 meters. Since r/b 2 = O /2nto t, w• find that

n 2I/b 1 / 15, 700 cmn- 2 , thus the validity of neglecting 2t /b 2 com-
l par,.- to unity is excellent. Similarly, the other approximation becomes

5 x I0"644 .6 x 10 3 which is obviously acceptable.

1 0

1 10
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A convex mirror was made having a curvature of 4. 21 meters, and
to it was applied a 980/6 reflectpmnce multiple layer dielectric coating.

The laser was first operated with the two flats and the data shown in
Fig. 4a, b, and c were recorded. The 96%0 flat mirror was immediately i
replaced with the 98%0, 4. 21 meter convex mirror and the data in Fig.
4d, e, and f were obtained. The results are summarized in Table I.

Table I: Experimental Results

Beam Peak
Threshold Divergence* Power* Brightness

Before 1.00 1. 7 millirad I I
Compensation

After 1.03 0.4 millirad 5.5 99
Compensation

*Average values taken from Fig. 4

Major featurea of Fig. 4 show that the laser oscillated at aU times in
the TEM0 0 mode; it had a beam divergence of a factor of four less athan0 0J

the divergence for uncompensated operation. This, in couJunction with
the fact that the average spike height increases by a factor of 5. 5, results
in a brightness enhancement of 5. 5 x (4.25) 5 9. No measurements of •
the energy output were made but it appears from the spiking photographs
that this did not change. Fig. 5 illustrates compensated laser operation I
at 60% over threshold; it is at this point that other structure in the far
field pattern becomes noticeable, however the divergence c f the principal
lobe remains at about 0. 4 millirad. It was unexpected that the compen-
sated laser would operate in such a stable manner (that is, there appears
to be no transverse mode hopping) for it is known 3d 5 that the rod focal
length is becoming shorter continuously with time. One might think,
then, that the -npumped refractive index variations are more severe-than =
the pumped ones and that we are simply compensating for the passive
distortion. This would account for the extreme transverse mode stability. |
That is not the case, however, as is shown by the following c:alculation.
The unpurnped path length variation between the points x 0 and
x = a/2 can be expressed, using equation 15, as

-i --
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[n(a/2) - no] t = -Zo 0 t (a/2) / b 2 35.

As we have already mentioned in Part IlI, the refractive index variation
of the rod we are using is A /10 as can be seen in Fig. 2. Equating this
to the left hand side of equation 35, solving for b 2 and substituting the
values for the rod's length and diameter, we find f = 11. 0 meters, a
factor of 2.4 larger than the total focal length f. U This is strong evi-
dence, then, that the mode stability- is not due to compensation for an
unpumped focal length which is shorter than that due to pumping.

Insight into what we believe to be the true reason for the mode
stability can be obtained by considering the degree of compensation that
was achieved. From the hundreds of compensated far field patterns
which were observed, a TEM mode was seen one time. From a mea-

0.,l 13surement of the separation of its peaks one can compute the spot radius
wa0 at the flat mirror from

2(FL)

where s = the separation between the TEM0 ] mode maxima, and (FL)
is the focal length of the lens. For the compensated laser we obtained
2w0 = 1. 52 mm, the beam diameter of the T'EM0 , mode. If the com-
pensation had been perfect we would have calculafted a beam diameter
equal to the rod holder aperture size, which is 3. 8 mm, a factor o!
2. 5 too large, Thus, because the compensation was not perfect the mode
instabilities which would have been associated with it were not observed.
We note from this that some "detuning" frr, -n perfect compensation is,
therefore, desirable if mode hopping is to be prevented. Other aspects
of the design which undoubtedly contributed to its stability are: (a) the
energy distribrktion in the center of a rod having this diameter and con-
centration (0.04% Cr+3 ) is quite flat1 0 thus the changes which would occur

tas a function of time were small; and (b) the Fresnel number of the
Y resonator was N = a IL A = 3. 9 (where Za, in this case, is the aperture

size of the rod holder) and for a G= 1. 06 and Gz = .94 (see Table II)
after compensation, Siegman's 18 , 1 Fig. 7 (reproduced here in Fig. 61
gives an average diffraction loss per pass as 7% for the TFM0 0 mode.
What this loss is for the TEMo I mode is not known e.actly, but a first
approximation to it can be made with the help of Fig. 8 of Fox and Li1 5

which gives the diffraction loss per pass for the lowest two modes for
I plane circular reflectors. The essence of the approximation is to say

that the diffraction losses don't change for a combined decrease in the
G value and Fresnel number. Since the 7% loss per pass poino for the

1

, 12a!
It
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TEM0  mode occurs at N 2 for G = I we approximate from their
figure'tat the loss per pass for the TEM mode is 17%. When the
other losses per pass are included (due to transmission, scattering
and excited state absorption2 2 ) the net loss per pass becomes approx-
imately 34% for the TEM0, 0 mode and 44% for the TEM0 , 1 mode;
higher order modes would have correspondingly higher losses. In
summary, this design of the compensated laser is such that effective
mode selection and stability can occur based on moaningful differences
in diffraction losses; if a higher diffraction loss operating point is used
threshold begins to increase considerab',y1 8 with, perhaps, no further
gain in mode selectivity via diffraction loss. Thus TEM0 0 mode
diffraction losses of about 10% may be near an optimum oýerating point 7
for ruby lasers. It should also be added that the large increase observed
in spike amplitude (see Table I) could be due to additional quenching of
the already below threshold modes 2 by further increasing their diffrac-
tion losses; the population inversion would be driven further below
thre:?bold at the end of the spike.

.7o illustrate, however, that things are never co. ýetely under-
stood we refer to Fig. 7. It shows that the delay time - threshold as
well as the spike amplitude for movement of mirror I about the point
"L = 52.9 cm ror the point dl = d 2 = d) by plus and minus 1 cm. The

S•-delay to threshold does not change but the spike amplitude decreases by
about a factor of two or more. One might think this behav-ior could be

due to the sensitivit) of the laser having the compensating mirror in
exactly the correct position; this does not appear to be so however as can
be seen from Table IL.

Table II: Summary of Changes in G Values

Before After After with After with
Compensation Compensation d1 = d-lcm d1 = d+lcm

G .9456 +.0034* 1.0574 1.0551 1.0596

G . 9456 + . 0034* . 9456 . 9479 . 9434

GIG 2  .894 .9998 1.0001 .9996 A

*This uncertainty is due to the uncertainty in AY(= +3%) and
is representative of the uncertainties of the other values quoted 1-n the
Table.

I
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Due to the uncertainty in A'", the absolute values are not known as well
as they are -indicated there. However, the changes are significant and
they appear to '-e too small to be meaningful. The only possibility we
can see for explaining this is that the operating point at d = d2 = d
happens to be at a minimum of the periodic variation in dffraction loss

U2 1
2 ?redicted by Fox and LI (see Fig. 6). A slight variation about that
point could change the loss significantly of the higher order modes but
might not for the TEMI•, 0 mode.

j •V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a theory of and outlined a procedure for preciseI compensation of laser cavities for the distortions in the laser material
arising from nonuniform absorption of pump energy. We have carried' out this procedure on an admittedly small sample of ruby but we feel
that the high degree of success attained indicates the future potential of

Sthis technique for increasing the brightness of lasers by at least two
orders of magnitude. Greater increases than this may be achieved by

j carrying out the compensation procedure carefully with laser rods of
superior passive optical quality. Furthermore, this procedure is anf excellent one for mode control for: (a) no extra energy absorbing ele-
ments are used m the cavity; (b) the mode volume iu increased thus
increasing the power in the mode and its stability, and (c) the beam
divergence can be made to approach the plane wave diffraction limit of
the laser system without the use of extra lenses. We also note that
laser rods with polished lateral surfaces are the better type to use for
long pulse operation since the curvature can be rnade to change very
little in the central region of the rod in comparison with rods having

i rough sides. Conversely, rods with rough sides are the better type to
compensate for Q-switching since the curvature ban be quite uniform
across the whole rod and not change during the time duration of the Q-
switched pulse. Finally, this work emphasizes the advantages to be
gained by using laser materials having excellent optical quality.
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APPENDIX A: Derivation of the Ray Matrix of a Ruby Rod

The usefulness of ray matrices to describe the propagation cf the
TEM mode in optical systems has been pointed by several
authors ' ' . Since we are interested in generating only that mode
in the resonator of Fig. 1, we will apply these techniques to our prob-
lem. We use the conventions that: (a) light propagates from left to
right (the + z direction); (b) x is positive above the z axis and negative
below it; (c) angles are positive if the slope of the ray intersecting the
side of surface of interest is positive; (d) radii of curvature are positive
as shown; and (e) a different index wiUl be used to designate each side of
every surface a ray encounters; the numbering of these sides will be in
the order in which light is passing through them. In accordance with
tViese conventions there are four sides to be dealt with; thus, we have
designated the position and slope of the input and output rays as x , 0,
and x 4 , 04 , respectively, Abbe's Law of Sines describes the relractdon
at the ends of the rod. Thus we can write

[x
2 L- nl A1li

and

I-I

1xZ 1

Al

The translation matrix for a medium in which the refractive index changes •with x as in equation 15 is given by Kogelnick as

an

15 x a

I.
larI



coo 2t b sin 7t-b 2 b2

"I = i C b A3
03 "- sin 2t coo 2tL-

J-L

We will assume that 2 t 4< b thus permitting us to write A3 as

2
x 2t t x21

A4

1 -4t 1- 2t2  02_ _= ..."Z-

If Al, A2, and A4 are now combinea we will have

Ik e - A
14 A5

where

SA = 12t 2 t(n-l)

Sb nrI

I = On

C a t(n-l) t~2 ))(n-1 + 4
nrI r2 r2 b-

I D = 1 t t(n-1)

Ib 2  nr2
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SFIGURE 7 SPIKING BEHAVIOR OF THE COMPENSATED LASER VS, MOVEMENT

| OF TH COMPENSATING MIRROR. ALL SWEEP SPEEDS ARE 2004
| sec/eu AND ARE TRIGGERED BY THE RISE OF THE PUMP LIGHT.

(A) MIRROR SPACING - 49.0 ca (NOT INCLUDING EXTRA OPTICAL
S~PATH LENGTH DUE TO REFRACTIVE INDEX OF THE RUBY ROD;

(B) MIRROR SPACING - 50.0 can, THE DESIGNED POSITION FOR
| ~THE MIRROR. THE SPIKING OUTPUT HAPPENED T0 BE GREATEST ;

S~AT THIS POSITION; AND (C) MIRROR SPACING -;51.0 ca.
! ~DEFLECTION SENSITIBIYY 0.05 v/cm FOR ALL THREE TW•ES.
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Laboratory Investigations of Plasma Interactions

with a Dipole Magnetic Field (U)

Morton A. Levine and Allen G. Rubin

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, Bedford, Mass.

... Abstract

" j Bow shock formation and plasma trapping are

alternative processes observed when a plasma

streams into a magnetic dipole field. It is found

that the breadth of the incoming plasma beam deter-

I mines which process results.
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INTRODUCTION '-

The interaction of the solar wind with the earth's magnetic field has

been postulated to give rise to a collisionless bow shock. Recent satellite '

measurements have confirmed some of the gross features of the bow shock "
however, neither the theory nor the space measurements have been able to
shed much light on anything but the grossest aspects of the problem. Lab-
oratory modeling experiments are now proving im.-ortant to the understand-
ing of missing details of the picture. This paper discusses one such experi-
ment in which the collisionless shock is established and some of the condi- I
tions necessary to its formation are probed. I|

Satellite data now establishes the solar wind to consist of a plasma I
with a quiet sun density of 2-7 particles per cm 3 , a streaming velocity of
from 250 to 750 km/sec, and an almost negligible internal temperature.
Still, despite its low density and low temperature the electrical conductivi- i
ty of the solar wind is effectively infinite because of the large distance fao-
tor for any interaction; and again, because of the large distances and areas
over which the solar wind exerts pressure on the earth's magnetosphere.and
despite its low density, this interaction creates a variety of geophysical
effects, some known and some suspected. Among the known effects are
magnetic storms and the generation of under 40 kc. noise; among the sus-
pected effects are the generation of mhd waves to heat the ionosphere and
the injection of particles into the Van Allen belt. These are problems of
operational importance to the Air Force and these are effects tied to the
"details of the solar wind interaction. i

The study of the solar wind magnetospheie interaction in the labora- t I
tory has a long history starting with Birkeland in 1896. However all of
the early work involved the investigation of charged particle trajectories
in a terella, or model earth field, and contribute only indirectly to the
problems of cooperative phenomena that occur ahd dominate motions when
both positive ions and electrons are present. The necessity of 1ositive
ions for charge neutrality was pointed out in 1919 by Lindemann , but the
problems of wave interactions and turbulence mechanisms were not appre-
ciated until the 1950's. This was at the time that a serious~atteinpt to
contain a plasma in a magnetic field was beginning as a part of the search
for fusion power. The work of Bruch in 19313 and of Malmfors in 1946
are of interest mainly in their demonstrations of the Stormer orbits and
are not of direct importance for the case of plasma interaction with the
magnetosphere. i

I

The modern experiments were started as a result of the develop"
ment of wider interest in the problem and as a result of the development
of new plasma sources. The earliest of these experiments, performed
in 1962 by Bostick5 , employed a copper plasma from a button gun. The
magnetic field was provided by a current loop. Bostick's results, shown
in Fig. 1, begin to show the outlines of a magnetosphere and indicate the
possibility of trapping a plasma within the magnetosphere. However EA

1.
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because of the limitations of the plasma source, that is, low densities and
large ion Larmor radii, a diffuse boundary results and details are difficult
to scale V the real event. In fact, in 196V and 1964 Osborne, Bachynsky
and Gore repeated the experiment using a coaxial gun which produced za
barium plasma and which also allowed them to vary the velocity and densi-
ty of the plasma from the gun. They showed that at high velzcity they were
able to produce a standoff condition in which the plasma did not penetrate
the magnetic field, but they also showed that at reduced densities and velo-
cities the plasma did penetrate the magnetosphere and was trapped. This
is illustrated in Fig. 2 taken from their paper. Finally, in 1964 Cladis et
al?, using a hydrogen plasma from a coaxial gun were able to produce a
magnetospheric plasma cav-ity whose form checks with the theory of Beard.
The results of their experiment is s own in Fig. 3. The same general
shape was found also by Kawashima , as shown in Fig. 4.

The experiments cited go a long way toward establishing the validity
Sof the theory of the shape of the magnetospheric surface, as determined by
•_the plasma interaction. Unfortunately the shape theory is insensitive to the

interaction, because the shape is determined primarily by the momentum
balance condition.

There exists at this time a certain ambivalence in the theoretical
approach to the bow shock. It can be shown that it may be possible to
deflect the plasma around the magnetosphere by reshaping of the magnetic
field lines (Piddington) 1 0 . On the other hand there may be a shock wave,
and in that case it will probably involve turbulence of some sort. At this
time the most widely accepted theory is that there is a shock near the
boundary with some sort of turbulent field between the shock and the mag-
netosphere. This picture is r nforced by satellite measurements, par-
ticularly those of Ness11I

To construct a simple picture of the interaction as the plasma enters
the earth's magnetic field, the particle paths are bent, electrons in one

Sdirection, ions in the opposite direction, giving rise to a charge separation
electric field 4 If the plasma is extensive enough this electric field is
shorted and instead a current flows in the plasma. If the plasma conduc-

I tivity is high enough, that is, if the magnetic Reynolds number is large
enough the magnetic field is totally excluded and a sharp boundary and
shock might form. On the other hand, if the plasma beam were limited in

I size, then the electric field would not be shorted. In this case the electric
field is just siffficient to allow the plasma to penetrate the field with a velo-
city

2.
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It is not possible to set a sharp defining criterion for penetration,
however, by limiting the size of the beam it might be possible to approach
the shock conditions gradually.

It might even be possible to pass from a condition of stable injeotion
and flow into the field to the sharp boundary turbulent picture with the plas-
ma flowing around the dipole field. This experiment would then serve two
purposes; it would show how it would be possible for a narrow high energy
beam of particles to penetrate the magnetic field and be trapped in a Van
Allen belt. It would also show as a limiting process how a sharp plasma
boundary and shock could form.

In order to perform a meaningful experiment it is important to satis-
fy certain scaling conditions. An important scaling condition is that the
conductivity be sufficiently high so that the magnetic Reynolds number is
greater than one, even for interaction lengths of the size of the electron
gyro-radius. This will assure that the separation between the plasma and
magnetic field will be independent of conductivity. In addition, the ion
mean free path must be sufficiently long that a hard collision does not occur
during one cyclotron period, or W T > 1. Such a plasma is sufficiently colli-
sionless for this experiment. Additional requirements are that the ion Lax- i
mor radius be small compared to the equipment size, say of the order of
1 cm. and that a pressure valance exist between the plasma aad magnetic
field. From the pressure balance condition,

2and
N = B-

2P m v2

From the ion Larmor radius condition,

rL =10" m=mLeB

or

v2  e3r 2

LI
so that

N> -s
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where m is the ion mass. Thus the density requires is 5 x 10+13/cm 3

fo- a hydrogen plasma. Using a <c v> = 7. 8 x 10-' cm 3 / sec, the collision-
less requirement leads to a velocity of 3 x 106 cm/sec.

EXPERIMENTAL

S° The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 5. A hydrogen
plasma is generated in a coaxial gun 60 cm. long and with a 5 cm. outer

diameter and 1.5 cm. inner diameter. A fast-acting valve provides a
burst of hydrogen between the coaxial electrodes. The energy for the gun
is supplied by a 48 microfarad capacitor bank charged to 10 kV. The
dipole field is generated by a 6 cm. diameter coil with a dipole moment
of 212 amp-mn3? and with a period of 400 microseconds. The vacuum
chamber is a stainless steel cylinder 130 cm. long and 30 cm. in diame-
ter. Normally a vacuum of 10-6 Torr was maintained in the chamber,

A screen of molybdenum mesh was placed in the muzzle of the gun
to remove magnetic fields from the flowing plasma developed in the gun.
The plasma was extensively measured using probes and streak photogra-
phy. The plasma was found to have the following characteristics; it con-
sisted of an almost square pulse of particle of 3 x 1013 ptcls/ cm3 with a
velocity of 2. 4 x 106 cm! sec, lasting 20 microseconds. All significantj measurements were taken in the first 15 microseconds.

The width of the plasma beam was varied by inserting a series of
j stainless steel aperture limiters in front of the gun. A Beckman and
j Whitley image converter camera was employed to take photographs of

the interaction with a one microsecond exposure time.

In the absence of the screen at the gun muzzle, a trapped magnetic
Sfield of about 100 gauss was measured in the plasme, which is reduced to
Sabout 1 gauss with the screen in place.

Figure 6 shows the configuration which results when the full beam
Swidth is employed. A sharp standing shock is seen. The plasma is inci-
Sdent from the left, and the position of the front of the magrietosphere is

indicated by the dotted line. No plasma is visible inside the dipole field.
SThe shock is a rather thin structure, about a centimeter thick, which is

close to the ion Larmor radius.

Probe measurements were also made of the electric field in the
V x B9 direction. In addition to a small steady electric field, a larger

Sfluctuating electric field is observed at the boundary between the plasma
and magnetic field of the order of 14 volts/cm.

4.
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Figure 7 is an image converter photograph taken with a 10 cm. dia-
meter aperture limiter in the beam. A shock still forms in this case, but
is more diffuse near the center.

Figure 8 shows the effect of narrowing the beam further with a 5 cm.
diameter aperture limiter. In this case a shock no longer forms. The
plasma penetrates into the dipole field and becomes trapped. It is clear
that a beam considerably wider than the dipole is necessary for the forma-
tion of a sharp standing shock. The electric field was also measured in
this case. A steady electric field of average magnitude V x 1B was meas-
ured, but in addition a larger fluctuating field of magnitude 10 volts/cm.
is also present in this case.

CONCLUSIONS

As predicted by theory it was found that a narrow plasma beam dues
penetrate the magnetic field with the expected average electric field. How-
ever the unexpected result was that even in this case instabilities seem to
be present, as revealed by large electric field fluctuations. Thus it is con-
cluded that instabilities can develop in the case of a gradual deceleration
and even without a sharp plasma boundary. This may be related to the
predictions of two stream instabilities as discussed by Bernstein, Fred-
ricks and Scarf. 12

Finally, it was found that a flowing plasma without internal magnetic
field will establish a sharp standing off shock. The width of the shock is
of the order of the ion Larmor radius and turbulent interactions play an
important part in its formation. It must then be concluded that under con-
ditions which scale properly a shock can be seerv, and under these condi-
tions plasma is not observed to penetrate the magnetosphere.
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Rapid Remote Sensing by Spectrum -Matching Technique

Part 2. Application in the Laboratory and in Lunar Observations

by

Graham R. Hunt, John W. Salisbury and John W. Reed

ABSTRACT

A spectrum matching technique has been developed for rapid remote

sensing of mid-infrared molecular vibration emission spectra of linar

and planetary surfaces. It is primarily useful when the remote sensing

must be carried out in the presence of a variable intervening attenuator,

which puts a premium on rapidity of measurement. A major advantage is

achieved over conventional spectroscopic techniques when compositional

differences and/or general compositional trends, rather than absolute

composition, are the parameters to be measured. Laboratory tests of this

technique with a simple spectrum matching instrument and with a more

sophisticated x-y scanning instrument have demnstrated its feasibility. I

Use of the simple instrument on lunar targets has delineated very small,

7 but consistent differences between different areas on the lunar surface.

Among other things, these data indicate that the lunar surface materials

possess a rough surface on a micron scale.
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Rapid Remote Sensing bX Spectrum Matching Technique

WPart 2. Application in the Laboratory and in Lunar Observations

by

Graham R. Hunt, John W. Salisbury and John W. Reed

INTRODUCTION

A complete description and discuss:on of the general principles of the
spectrum matching technique were presented in Part I of this paper (Hunt,
1966), and will be briefly reviewed here. The major purposes of the present
paper are to present a limited laboratory demonstration of the technique
and the results of some preliminary ground-based observations of the lunar
surface.

The concept of spectral matching is simple and, in its present appli-
cation, is based on the relationship (stated by Kirchhoff's law), which
exists between the infrared emission spectrum and the reflection spectrumI of solids. The function of the technique is to obtain characterizing com-
positional information about a remote inorganic surface, and this is
achieved by collecting the infrared emission over a specified wavelength
interval from a given surface and reflecting it in turn from a series of
specified reflecting surfaces, or reststrahlen plates, of known composition,
until a spectrum match is reached. A spectrum match is usually recognized
between a given emitting surface and a particular reststrahlen plate when the
value of the normalized integrated signal reaches a minimum. This is
illustrated for a hypothetical case in Figure I. Here it can be seen that
the are; under curve ER2, generated by reflecting emission E from reststrahlen •
R2 1. smaller than under ERI or ER:, and so this represents a spectrum match
between E and R2. One may thereC. ', say that the composition of the target
whose emissinn is given by E is.more like the composition of the reststrahlen -

plate whose .eflection spectrum is given by R2 than either of the other two
reststrahlen materials.

The maximum information available, in a remote sensing situat'on,
concerning the composition of a given surface, is contained in a c(;mplete
high resolution infrared spectrum, independently of whether the spectrum
is available as absorption, emission or reflection.

In a real situation, such as in making ground-based observations of 4
extraterrestrial objects, many factors militate against the acquisition of
an ideal spectrum, but it is under such conditions, namely, when a remote,
energy linited, emitting surface is to be observed through a relatively *

rapidly changing attenuator and/or from a moving observation point, that the
advantages of extremely rapid data acquisition afforded by the spectrum
matching technique are best utilized. The method is only limited by the

i Iqua;ity and quantity of spectral information contained in the omission from
- ' the target, by the degree to which this information is available after A
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attenuation, the signal to noise available from the detection system, and by
the appropriateness of selection of the reststrahlen plates with which the
data are to be matched.

In the past, infrared observation of the lunar surface led to the quite
general assumption by most authors (eg. Pettit and Nicholson, 1930; Pettit,
1•40) that the moon emits as a black or grey body. However, more recent
studies based both on laboratory measurements and on direct observations of
the moon, indicate that this is not necessarily the case (eg. Burns and Lyon,
1962; Hunt and Salisbury, 196.; Murcray, 1965), although the deviation from
black, or grey body emission does not appear to be large. The spectrum
matching technique has been applied here in an attemp; to determine the
degree of compositional homogeneity of the lunar surface.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENTS

A diagram of the first simple spectrum matching instrument, constructed
from components available in our laboratory in March 1965, is shown in Figure
2. This will be referred to henceforth as Instrument I.

The instrument was constructed to accept an f/15 beam, which was
focussed at a * inch diameter aperture stop, A.S., immediately in front of
which is located a 13 c.p.s. single bladed chopper, C. This insures that
only the energy entering through the aperture is modulated, so that any emission
from the transmission and reflecling filters, optics, and the inside of the
instrument will not be incorporated in the detector output as meaningful
signal. A 5 micron cut-on filter, F, is placed immediately after the chopper
to restrict the wavelength range. The diverging f/15 beam may follow one of
two equivalent paths, depending upon the location of the two position IN-OUT
plane mirror Mi. The beam is then converted to an f/4.5 beam by either one
of the two torroidal mirrors M2 and MeI, being refocussed between either of
the pairs of reststrahlen plates RI and R2, or RI and R2. Reflection from

i two surfaces of the same reststrahlen material was used to provide higher
spectral purity. After reflection, the diverging beam is collected by
torroidal mirrors M3 or M31 and focussed on the detecting elements of the
Golay cells G or GI. After preamplification, the output from the Golay cells
passes through a switch so that at any one time the output from either one of
the Golays can pass through the common amplifier A to recorder T. The
instrument was extensively baffled.

The second instrument, henceforth called Instrument 2, is described in
detail elsewhere (Rehnbei-g, et al., 1966). It is basically a Barnes
Engineering Company Infrared Camera modified to scan an x-y raster in the
focal plane of a telescope, and utilizes a liquid helium cooled, copoer-doped
germanium detector, the output of which is displayed on Polaroid PN55 film,
as well as on an oscilloscope. Some laboratory data from this instrument,
utilizing the spectral matching technique, is presented here to provide a
clear visual demonstration of the method. Again, the spectral range of
observation was limited by a 5 micron cut-on filter, inserted after the

2
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chopper and immediately before the oetectcr, and also by the spectral response
of the detector. The spectral response o the filter and detector are shown
in Figure 3.

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

a. Instrument I, Procedure. Polished plates of olivine and quartz were
the only reststrahlen materials used, and the samples of quartz, albite and
olivine iisred in Figures 4 and 5 were examined with this instrument in the *

laboratory. These samples were placed in holes in an aluminum disc. The
disc was pivoted at its center on a precision hot plate such that i' could he
easily rotated to allow any one of the samples to be brought reproducibly, to
the inspection position. The hot plate could be adjusted to provide a range
of examining temperatures. Part of the energy emitted from the sample under
inspection was allowed to pass through a 3/d" hole in a water cooled copper
plate (which shielded the instrument completely from all other emission
emanating from the heated sample fixture) and was then fojussed on the
entrance aperture of the spectral matcher.

The initial experiment in the laboratory was to replace the reststrahlen
plates with plane mirrors and inspect the emission from each sample. This
provided information on the relatfve radiance of the samples, and, because
the samples are essentially in the same thermal environment, (although one
"does not expect their temperatures to be exactly the same because of the
difference in particle size and because of the manner of heating) an
indication of the amount of spectral information available is also provided.

Th, sample of coarse quartz consisting of particles lying in the size
range 0.59 to 1.55 mm was arbitrarily selected as a primary reference, or
"11setting point". The procedure, when reststrahlen plates of olivine and
quartz were used instead of mirrors, was to record the value of the signal
received after the emission from each sample had been reflected from the
quartz reststrahlen. The emission from the primary reference sample was
then reflected from the olivine reststrahlen, and the magnitude of this T:
signal was adjusted by altering the amplifi r gain such that the signal
value was exactly the same as the value of the signal recorded when the
emission had been reflected from the quartz reststrahlen. A signal value
was then recorded at this gain setting for each of the other samples. In
this way, the instrument w3s used to normalize the signals recorded by
reflection of the sample emitted energy from the olivine and quartz
reststrahlens. This procedure was repeated for various gain settings on
the instrument, and for different temperatures of the same sample, to
provide data which would allow the instrument functions to be evaluated.

Instrument 1, Results. An example of the results obtained using the 3
above procedure is shown in Figure 4 where the signal levels (after normal-
ization) obtained on the recorder are plotted. The cent:'al set of signalsA
were obtained by reflecting the emission from each sample from a plane

' Ill =• = l le • •i
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mirror, and so indicate the re!ative radiance of the samples. Differences
in radiance, and the effect of the instrument function will be discussed
later. The other two sets of signals were obtained using olivine and
quartz reststrahlen plates, the signals from each reststrahlen plate being
balanced at a recorder reading of 60 for sample 2. The signal received
when the emission from a target is reflected from a quartz reststrahlen
plate will be called the "quartz signal" and from an olivine reststrahlen
plate, the "olivine signal".

In Figure 5 is plotted the difference between the magnitude of the
olivine and quartz signals from each of the samples shown in Figure 4. As can
be readily seen from these differences, or olivine minus quartz values, the
magnitude of this difference arranges the samples in order from polished
quartz to fine quartz, to fine olivine to polished olivine. The most defin-
itive information (at the two limits) for the olivine minus quartz values is
available from polished samples of the two minerals of the same composition
as that of the reststrahlen plates--ie. for minerals having at the same time
a maximum of spectral contrast and an exact spectrum match. For albite,
there is also a corresponding gradation of the olivine minus quartz value
from the polished sample to a sample of very fine particle size. The
difference signals for all samples of very fine particle size are grouped
together. This is tL be expected, because the more finely ground a particular
sample, the less spectral contrast is available in its emission spectrum, and
the more nearly it resembles a black or grey body.

b. Instrument 2, Procedures. Four I" x I" x 4-" polished samples of
quartz, olivine, tremolite and albite were examined with the x-y scanning
instrument. The surface examined was heated with radiant energy from a pair
of heat lamps so that the temperature of the samples was maintained at about
45 C. The emission from these samples was focussed in the focal plane of
the x-y scanning instrument, and five of the six pictures shown in plate I
were produced by reflecting the emission from each of the samples, after
passing through a P.E. 5 micron cut-on filter, in turn first from a plane

Smirror and then from reststrahlen plates of quartz, olivine, albite and
tremolite. The emission was chopped at 100 cps against the emission from ah'ack body at 270 C.

Instrument 2, Results. The results are displayed in pictorial form in
plate 1.

Picture IA is a photograph in the visible of the samples tested, with
the sampled area outlined. The samples were resting on a sheet of aluminum
foil, which is visible through the transparent quartz. The upper surfaces
of the other samples are seen. In all cases, the infrared radiation sampled
was emitted from the upper surfaces.

The remaining 5 pictures were produced with Instrument 2, and are com-
posed of a raster of instantaneous processed signals (in the sense that they
are the collected radiance from a small surface area which has been reflected
from either a mirror or a reststrahlen plate) received from the targets



chopped against the emission from a black body source. Picture IB was
generated by reflecting the target radiance from a plane mirror and so is
essentially a true relative radiance picture, presenting information
corresponding to that shown in the middle line of Figure 4. In pictures
ICI ID, IE and IF the emissions from the samples were processed by reflection
from reststrahlen plates of quartz, olivine, albite and tremoliterespectively.

Because, in the ideal case, a spectrum match is indicated for that sample
whose signal magnitude is minimized, no difficulty is experienced in identifyir'
the bottom sample in picture IA as being the most quartz-like of the four
samples pictured in IC. It is obvious from a consideration of figures IC
through IF that the information cbtainable from some reststrahlen plates (such
as quartz, tremolite and olivine) is more clearly definitive than from others
(such as albite), even though a perfect spectral match for one sample has

F1 been achieved in each case. The albite case (IE) has been included to
illustrate the effects produced by using a ponr reststrahlen material.

Discussion of Laboratory Results

It is emphasized that spectrum matching is a technique of comparisons,
involving comparisons of the relative magnitudes of the signals obtained

S when the emission of one target is reflected from a series of different
'eststrahlen materials,'anc/or when the emissions from a series of targets
are reflected from one reststrahlen material. It is much easier to detect
compositional differences among a series of targets, and the general nature
of such differences (ie. acidic or basic rocks) than it is to specifically
identify the composition of a g:ven target. The latter involves all the
problems of identification encountered in conventional spectroscopy.

in It is now necessary to consider the functions of the various parameters
in the expression which defines the magnitude of the signal recorded. This
is given by

S (t)AT = -RstP xj NtKNRtx]

where SMf is the integrated energy signal recorded at tim, P, X 1 ,"•
definefi4 Iimits of the wavelength interval over which the integration is
performed; Nhh(• T) is the black body emission at temperature T; Rs(XA )
is the refle Yivily of the target material; Pq is a function-%
included to account for the nonideal surface Io dition; A(?.,t) is the

attenuation function; and K(•. is a general instrument function, and
Rsk(7ý) is the reflectance o a particular reststrahlso plate used.

The elements of this expression may be considered in terms of their 7

dependence on the target, and the instrument.
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Ta : The expression Nbb( X,T (N) Ps(N)
defines tne radiance of the sampled area on the target. The totea energy
emitted in a specified wavelength interval is equal to the emission of a
black body at the same temperature modified by RS(7.) P-•?,).
For a series of samoleq of the same composition and temperature the radiance
term is to be modifie, value of Pc(-)
which is I for a tarL. polished surface, and approaches zero as the
surface becomes increa. ugh on a micron scale.

The relative radiances of 12 samples examined with Instrument i, and
four with Instrument 2 may be obtained from Figure 4 and Picture lB
respectively.

Instrument: The instrument function is expressed by K(A) RRp.)
The constant value which can be assigned to K (w) for a given instrument
is determined by the spectral dependence o. the reflection losses due to all
the optics encountered; by the transmission filters used to limit the wave-
length range; by the spectral respo..se of the detector; and also by the
behavior of the entire detector-amp!ification and recording systems. Any or
all of these contributing factors may be altered, in which case a new value
for K (-&) must be determined.

Thle other term to be considered in the instrument function is .
the reflectance of the reststrahlen plate (inclusion of which provides the
point at which the spectrum matching technique differs from conventional
radiometry). The following comments apply where the spectral information
from the target corresponds either completely, or in part, to the spectral
range where Rpi.". is not zero.

a. The use of a single plane mirror as a resrstrahlen plate is pure
radiometry over the limited wavelength interval specified by ;.k arod A7.
and so provides information on the relative radiance of the samples.

b. The use of a plane mirror and reststrahlen plate in turn will tell
whether or not the target is a black body--ie. whether or not the product of
|l •.h P 1 ) equals zero. if a target is indeed a black body, assuming
that the signal from the reststrahlen is normalized for its reflectivity,
the signal level will be identical for both mirror and reststrahlen plate.
For targets whose emission contains spectral information, the reststrahlen
signal must be smaller than that from a black body at the same temperature.
The combination of a mirror and single reststrahlen plate technique used
on different targets will tell whether or not the product of R SOO .C?)
is different for the two samples. Thus, differences between two targets
could be detected, which would be due to either composition, or grain size,
or a combination of the two, but it is not possible to yet differentiate
between these possibilities.

c. The use of two reststrahlen plates without a mirror may allow one to
identify a difference obtained between two targets as being due to either a
compositional difference, RS(-x,) , or a particle size (spectral contrast)
difference) . Whether or not this is possible to distinguish between

6
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these possibilities with two reststrahlen plates alone depends upon whether

00 the spectra oi the two targets are sufficiently different from each other,
l g, and whether or not each of the two reststrahlen plates selected is spectrally

similar to each of the two targets. Better information is obtained with a
combination of a mirror and two reststrahlons.

An illustration of theso points is available from a consideration of
Figure 5. Here the values of the difference between the magnitudes of the
olivine and quartz reststrahlen signals are plotted for the samples we have
used.

The range of values for these signal differences, obtained for olivine
and quartz reststrahlen plates, using a black body target as one limit and
a polished quartz target as the other, will be referred to as the "quartz
range". The range of o:ivine minus quartz signals obtained for a black
body and a polished olivine target will be referred to as the "olivine
range"

The following statements can be made about reststrahlen difference
signals obtained from various targets.

I. If the olivine minus quartz value lies in the quartz range, the
target is "quartz-like"; if in the olivine range, the target is "olivine-
like"; 2. if two targets are considered, and one H;es in the quartz range
and the other in the olivine range, one can say definitely that the two
targets are compositiorally different; 3. if the values from two targets both
lie in the quartz range, or both in the olivine range, no matter how far
separated they n-; be, one can only say that there is a difference either in
composition, or in spectral contrast, or in both. With only two reststrahlen
plates, it is not possible to proceed further.

This point is obvious from a consideration of Figure 5, where the entire
range of olivine minus quartz values obtained from a series of albite samples,
ranging fror i polished sample to a finely divided sample lie withir a small
part of the quartz range. Any olivine minus quartz value obtained from an
unknown target which lies in the range common to both quartz and albite could
result from a sample of albite, or a considerably finer grained sample of
quartz, or from some other material not yet considered. It should be poirted
out that, for a whole range of samples of quartz of different particle size,
the olivine minus quartz value Y€ill always lie in the quartz range, and that
at every point one has achieved a perfect spectrum match.

To obtain more information, one must proceed to a third reststrahlen
plate, chosen on the basis of the ronge in which the initial signals lay. If
we consider two olivine minus quartz values which lie in the range common to
quartz and albite, something other than quartz, yet a quartz-like material
should be used. If we selected albite, then the quartz minus JIbite
difference would lead to new arrangement of the difference values for the two
sample. If one sample had been quartz, and the other albite, then the twoquartz minus albite w!ues would now lie on different sides of the B.B.

value, indicating a definite compositional difference.



In the above discussion, it has been assumed that, when dealing with two
or mcre targets, they were at the same temperature. The effects of tempera-
ture differences will be discussed more fully in the next section dealing with
the luv- ",'a.

.1, photographs shown in Plate I may now be discussed in reference to
the reflection spectra of the reststrahlen materials shown in Figure 6
which are related by Kirchhoff's law (E = I-R) to the emission spectra of
the sample materials of Plate I. Each of the 4 lower pictures is composed
of a series of s:gnals received when the emission from each element of the
target is reflected from one of the reststrahlen materials. These signals
are, howeer. not normalized, so that the relative cegrek' of darkening in a
p•,ticular picture is not always a direct indication of how near a spectrum
malzn has been achieved.

For pictures IC, IE and IF, the darkest segment does indeed indicate a
true spectrum match--ie. the sample material is indeed the same as the
reststrahlen material, but in Figure IE, both the quartz and tremolite samples
jive lower signals than the albite sample when reflected from an albite
reststrahlen. The albite res'strahien plate was included as typical of a
fairly p-1or reststrahlen mate7ial ru'ative to, and in the presence of, the
other three materials used. The merit of any material for a reststrahlen
plate can be judged from its reflection spectrum. Aibite is a poor
reststrahlen material because its maximum reflectance is low, while over a
large spectral interval its relative reflectance is high. Used with sample
mraterials whose reflectance is high, such materials can make a large contri-
bution to the signal obtained even though this is made over a small part of
the icectral range. In the presence of quartz, whose spectrum almost
comp;;tely overlaps that of albite, and even for tremolite, the amount of
overlap and the reflectance values are sufficiently g.:at to give the
apparsntly anomolous information shown in ID.

F~rst Lunar Application of the Technique

Spectrum matching observations of the lunar surface using the Perkins
69" telescope at Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff, Arizona were made during
the April full moon period in 1965'. Instrument I was used for these
observations using dual reststraihr-n plates, two of quartz and two of
olivine. Using a 6.5 millimeter dameter aperturi "n the foca! plane of
the telescope, a circular spot approximately 70 kia "i diameter on i0:e
!unar sirtace was sampled.

The observational procedure was to select some feature on the moon,
record the signal obtained by reflecting its emission fr(,,i the Quartz
reststrahlen plates, track across the moon to Copernicus, which was always
used as the l-mnatch point", and record the signal produced oy reflecting its
emission rrom quartz. The olivine reststrahlen was then inserted and the
signal received from Copernicus was amplified so that it exactly matched
the previous signal from Copernicus obta'ied with the quartz reststrahlen,

8
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•J 9 so as to normali,'e the two observations. The original feature was then
reacquired by tr3cking the telescope across the moon and the signal from
the feature was recorded after reflection from the olivine reststrahlen
plate.

An example of the way in which the data was collected is shown in
Figure, which also serves to illustrate exactly what has been plotted in
Figure . The x-axis in Figure 8 records the difference in signal level for
Copernicus znd the target area when their emission was reflected from the
quartz reststrahlens. This "quartz spread" value indicateJ the radiance
d difference and, if RSZ( x):, is small, the difference in temperature.
Ignoring for the moment temperature effects, the "olivine minus quartz"
reststrahlen signal values are indicative of a difference in composition
and/or particle size of the feature relaiive ts Zopernicus, as shown by the
difference in response of the two restc`raheri materials to the emitted•i radiation.

In Figure 8 are contained the results of observations made on the
nights of April 13, 14, and 15, 1965. Plate 2 shows the location of each
area studied.

The curves shown in Figure 8 were obtained using Copernicus as a
reference point and have already had effects due to the instrume:it function
removed by adjusting all readings to a common Copernicus match point of 60
on the recorder paper.

Figure 8 shows the continuous curves drawn through sets of date points

obtained from the moon, and each set of points for a particular feature is
enclosed in a box. The curves are of the shape shown because of the
changing temperature of the features relative to Copernicus (our reference
point), which is also chiging in temperature due to movement of the subsolar
point across the lunar disc during the lunar day. ihe effect of these
tempe,3ture changes on the olivine minus quartz values is due to the shift
of the peak of the black body curve to longer wavelengths at lower
temperatures, which alters the magnitude of the signai from one reststrahlen
material r-'.tive to the other.

_:ause cf this temperature effect, a difference in the olivine minus
quartz valies for features separated along the x-axis are not in themselves
meaningful. 1owever, direct comparisons can be made between features in the
same position of the x-axis. From Figure 8 it appears, for example, that
there are significant olivine minus quartz aifferences between Mare
Tranquilitatis and Mare Serenitatis, indicating either a difference in

composition and/or spectral contrast. Unfortunately, insufficient clear
nigh- were available during the !ate winter of 1965 to obtain a complete
rang& f quartz spread (temperature) values for each area. Thus, direct
comoarison' are, in many cases, impossible. A lunar calibration curve was
constructed by assuming that the central highlands are homogeneous in
composition and particle size (at least with our spatial resolution) and by
then examining different areas within the Central High;ands at progressively
higher latitudes (and hence lower temperatures). The curve in the central
block of Figure 8 was constructed in this way, and its consktency with

9
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laboratory calibration curves suggests that it is the result of a valid
assumption. Nevertheless, in interpreting the data presented in Figure 8,
it must be borne in mind that data points separated along the x-axis must
be compared with caution.

The differences recorded in Figure 8 lead to the followiri Lonclusions:

I. Features whose olivine minus quartz values lie along any one
curve have approximately the same value for

2. The RS.;L) PS(-xCvalues for features which lie on different
curves are different, but it is not possible to say whether these are
compositional differences or particle size (spectral contrast) differences
with the use of just Iwo reststrahlen materials.

3. These differences are very small for the features we have sofar" examinee on the moon in this way, indicating a general condition of low
spectral content for lunar surface materials. This, in turn, indicates arough surface for these materials on a micron scale.

Summary

A spectrum matching technique has been developed for rapid remote
sensing of mid-infrared molecular vibration emission spectra of lunar and
planetary surfaces. It is primarily useful when the remote sensing must be
carried out in the presence of a variable intervening attenuator, which puts
a premium on rapidity of nmasurement. A major advantage is achieved over
conventional spectroscopic techniques when compositional differences and/or
general compositional trends, rather than absolute composition, are the
parameters to be measured. Laboratory tests of this technique with a simple
spectrum matching instrument and with a more sophisticated x-y scanning
instrument have demonstrated its feasibility. Use of the simple instrument
on lunar targets has delineate& very small, but consistent differences
between different areas on the lunar surface. Among other things, these
data indicate that the lunar surface materials possess a rough surface on a
micron scale.

10
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Figure 4. Normalized signal level; in arbitrary energy units, relative to
tK -inicated match point, obtained when the emission from the sample
specified at the top of the figure is reflected in turn from the polished
surface of a sample of olivine, quartz, and a plane aluminized mirror. The
signals obtained for the emission of each of the samples reflected from a
particular reststrahlen material are joined with lines.
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Figure 8. Data obtained from various features on the moon are plotted in
terms oa the difference in signal level for the quartz resLstrahlen
between the feature and Copernicus (x.-axis) and in terms of the difference
in signal level between the quartz and olivine reststrahlens for each
feature (y-axis). The curves are dra--n in each block to indicate the
trend of the data. In the central block all measurements were made in
the Cez:;tral Highlai~as, those on the left from different areas, those on
the right from the same irea. The numbers indiiate the date in March, 1965
on which each group of data prints were acquired.
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ABSTRACT

The Environmental Test Branch at Holloman Air Force base has
S~been performing a series of rapid decompression tests in support of

the 6571st Aeromedical Research Laboratory and the NASA Manned

SSpacýraft Center. Eighteen tests have been performed, in which

chimpanzees were decompressed from 179 torr (35,000 feet) to less than

two torr (135,000 feet) in one second using a 100 percent oxygen
atr.osphere. This research is being perfonied so that mission rules,

safety procedures, and necessary engineering designs may be

incorporated into manned spacecraft to assure maximum chances of

mission success for astronauts.

The Rapid Decompression System was designed and constructed

as an "in-house" project. Existing chambers, equipment, and

- ~ .instrumentation were used as much as possible. A 40-cubic foot

S! -chamber and its life support system was connected to two chambers

having a total volume over 4000 cubic feet. Instrumentation and equipment

I ;are provided to measure and control relative humidity, temperature,

pressure, and gas composition. Nlew test methods and safety procedures

Swere developed. Several problems were encountered in the development

of this unique test capability, and these problems and their solutions

are described. Future test requirements will incluO,, decompression

pressures below one torr and helium-oxygen atmosphere.

4 A short description of the results of the present test program is
included. In presenting the paper, a short film showing the actual j

decompiession of a chimpanzee will be shown. i
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ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT FOR
RAPID DECOMPRESSION OF CHIMPANZEES

TO PRESSURES LESS THAN TWO TORR (U)

I. INTRODUCTION

Research is being performed at Holloman AFB, New Mexico, so that

mission rules, safety procedures, and necessary engineering d-signs

may be incorporated into manned spacecraft to increase astronaut

safety and assure maximum chances of mission success. It has become

very desirable to investigate physiological and psychological results

of rapid decompression to a near vacuum. In line with this, the

6571st Aeromedical Research Laboratory and NfWA Manned Spacecraft

Center have levied very stringent requiremei. on the Environmental

Test Branch to simulate the necessary environments. To fulfill

these requirements, a rapuid decompression system had to be developed.

Such a system was developed as an in-house project by the environmental

test laboratory using existing chambers, equipment, and Instrumentation

as much as possible.

II. SYSTEM AND TEST DESCRIPTION

A rapid decompression system consists of three basic components;

a small chamber in which the testing is performed (Figure 2),,a large

chamber (which is initially at a high vacuum, Figure 3) Into which

I the gas from the small chamber is exhausted during decompression, and

a valve to separate the chambers as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

The components chosen for our system were a closed environmental
assembly for primates, a 40-cubic foot chamber and its life support

system with a 16-inch, double-ported, balanced, rapid decompression

valve; and two large chambers having a total volume of more than

4,000 cubic feet. To date, eighteen tests have been performed in the

) t!I



rapid decompression system, during which chimpanzees have been
decompressed from 179 torr (mm Hg), or 35,000 feet simulated altitude

using a 100 percent oxygen atmosphere, to less than two torr (135,000

feet) in one second.

The chimpanzee is placed in the small chamber, and the chamber

is purged to 100 percent oxygen. (See Figure 2) After a three hour

denitrogenatlon period, the chamber pressure is reduced to 179 torr.

After another half hour, the chamber is decompressed by opening

the decompression valve to the large evacuated (0.14 torr) chambers.

The valve is closed at the end of the decompression period, and the

small chamber is repressurized to 179 torr in 30 seconds with oxygen.
Decompression periods have been varied from 5 to 210 seconds.

Instrumentation and equipment are provided to control, measure,

and record temperature, pressure, gas composition, and relative humidity.

"The results of the first nine tests were reported in NASA

Contiactor Report CR329, November 1965, "The Effect On The Chimpanzee

Of Rapid Decompression To A Near Vacuum". Performance by all animals

reached a baseline level within a four hour post-decompression period.

All subjects survived in good health and no lasting effects or damage

was detected.

In addition to the decompression tests with chimpanzees, more

than 30 tests have been made with other biological specimens.

III. SYSTEM COMPONENTS

A. Closed Environmental Assembly

The closed environmental assembly for primates was

manufactured by General Electric Company, Missile and Space Vehicle

Department, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The assembly consists of

four mobile sub-assemblies. The first sub-assembly is the chamber,
Its internal dimensions are 30 inches deep, 48 incheshigh, and

48 inches wide, giving a volume of 40 cubic feet. All wall surfaces

are fully water-jacketed to control wall temperature. A 7.5 by 8.5-inch

J2
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plexiglass window is provided 4a the wall over the pneumatic control

panel for viewing the subjec- One wall of the chamber is hinged to
provide free access to the chamber. Two 50-pin connectors and twelve
1/4 inch tubing penetrations are provided on the chamber top for
instrumentation. The pneumatic control console contains an absolute d
pressure gauge, a demand type precision oxygen regulator, oxygen iA
supply valves, breath-down valve, bleed valve, vent valve, and
purge valve.

The second sub-assembly is the life-support system. It

provides a life supporting environment in the chamber proper. The

chamber atmosphere is circulated through the system at about 10 cfm
by a vaneaial fan. After tth_ "stale air" is removed from the chamber,

a 500 cc per minute sample is circulated through an infrared type
CO2 analyzer. The remainder of the "air" is then passed through
a CO2 absorber which maintains a CO2 partial pressure below 2 torr. i

After the gas is passed through one of two refrigerated dehumidifiers, I
a 300 cc per minute sample is circulated through an 02 analyzer
which operates on the para-magnetic principle. The cold "air"
then passes througih a heater-humidifier where the gas is reheated

and a controlled amount of "risture is readmitted into the air

stream before re-entering the chamber.
S! The third sub-assembly is the wall temperature control

sub-system. It has the capability of heating or cooling the chamber
walls by circulating a water-ethylene glycol mixture through them.
The system consists of two insulated, 40-gallon tanks connected
by three-way manual valves to an electrically-driven centrifugal

pump. The hot tank is heated by thermostatically-controlled

immersion heater coils, and the cold tank is cooled by refrigeration

coils connected to a 1/3 hp hermetic refrigeration unit.

2A
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The final sub-assembly is the electrical control console.

7t displays the internal chamber environmental parameters and provides

a means for controlling them. Indicator lights are provided to
"indicate operations of various components within the system. The CO2
analyzer display panel and the 02 analyzer indicator-recorder are also

- - in this assembly.

Several modifications were made on the closed environmental
assembly. A 12 by 22-inch plexiglass window as put in the chamber
door to facilitate 16 mu moving picture, closed circuit television,

and still photo coverage during the tests. The top of the chamber
was modified to fit the 16 by 20-inch flanged operning on the decompression

valve. Two isolation valves were installed between the chamberI and life-support system to reduce the volume decompressed and to

protect the life-support system during decompression. Three 37-pin
Deutsch connectors were installed in the chamber to give more
penetrations and to simplify changing the set-up between tests.

Foi- example, completely different instrumentation is used for other

specimens than for chimpanzees.
B. Large Chamber Assembly

The small chamber is decompressed into twc l•rge altitude

i chambers. One chamber was manufactured by Midwest Tank and
Manufacturing Company, Indianapolis, Indiana. Its internal dimensions

are 8 feet diameter by 60 feet long. This chamber is connected by

a 12-inch )ipe to a chamber manufactured by COOK Electric Company,I Nucledyne Division, Chicago, Illinois. The Cook Chamber's effective

. internal dimensions are 10 feet by 10 feet by 15 feet deep. These

I two chambers can be evacuated to 0.14 torr by three 850 cfm Beach-
Russ rotary piston vacuum pumps.

C. Decompression Valve

The 16-inch, double-ported, balanced, rapid decompression
valve is the same valve used for explosive decompression tests in

4
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altitude indoctrination chambers for pilot training. These chambers

are described in Air Force Tech Orders, 43D8 series. It is a

pneumatically operated valve with a mechanical locking device so

that it cannot be opened by mistake or by air pressure failure.
IV. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION PROBLEMS

Several problem areas were encountered duri,.j the system check-out

period. One of the most serious was maintaining high oxygen

concentration. After purging the system for three hours and having

an oxygen concentration over 99 percent, the system pressure was

reduced to 179 torr. The oxygen concentration would drop as low

as 70 percent at this time. The cause w.:s the chimpanzee couch. It

was such a close fit in the chamber that about 1/3 of the chamber

was not being purged. The purging lines were modified so that

oxygen was piped to any closed areas as well as the top and bottom

of the chamber. Closed areas in the life-support system also must,

be purged.

Another problem area was reaching and maintaining pressures

below two torr after decompression. Most of the tests require
drinking water in the chamber, andall tests require a container

for body waste. Water ebullition and other outgassing restilted in
an increasing pressure following decompression. A small finned

refrigeration coil was obtained from Salvage and placed in the 60-foot

tank over the pipe opening to the decompression valve. After the

large chambers are evacuated, but before decompression, the coil

is filled with liquid nitrogen. Without the LN2 coil, pressures

increased as much as 3 torr during the decompression period, but

with the LN2 coil, pressure increases are less than 0.2 torr.

Measuring the environmental condi',.ions during and immediately

following decompression was another problem area. Gas com sltion

and relative humidity are not measured during decompression, but

15



temperature and pressure are measured. A small (gauge no. 30) Type

T thermocouple, recording on a Brown Electronik 15 recorder, is used

for temperature measurements. Pressure recordings are made using

capacitance and strain gauge type sensors with Electronik 15 recorders.
These give excellent profile recordings, but, because of the large

scale, do not give dependable low pressure readings. Therefore, a

liquid nitrogen cold-trapped McLeod gauge is used. Besides temperature

and chamber pressure, several other environmental conditions are

j recorded during the remainder of the test. Chamber wall temperature,

relative humidity, percent carbon dioxide, oxygen partial pressure,

and 60-foot tank pressure are recorded on Brown Electronik recorders.

Safety is always a paramount factor in test work. Many of the

system features and operating procedures are the result of safety

considerations. Ground Safety and the Fire Department make frequent

inspections of the laboratory. The Fire Department is notified

before each test that a 100 percent oxygen test is being run. In

case of any emergency, they will know what hazards exist and what

equipment will be needed. The animal's safety must also be
considered. An emergency power supply is operating in standby

during critical portions of the test.

Working with oxygen is always a hazard. Vacuum pumps require

special types of oil when pumping oxygen. Cellulube 220 is used in

the small pumps on the closed environmental system. We have used

this oil for the last six years, during several thousand hours of
testing, with no problem. Tricresyl Phosophate (TCP) is recommended

for use in the large pumps on the large chambers. Because TCP is

poisonous, can be absorbed through the skin, and is very corrosive,

we do not feel that it is worth the hazards to convert our large

pumps. Therefore, 15 seconds before decompression, the large

pumps are valved off and are not placed back into the system until

the chambers are purged with air.

6
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V. FUTURE PLANS
Decompressions of longer durations are being planned. Since i

under space conditions pressures are much lower than 2 torr, a good

area for research would be rapid decompressions to pressures lower

than 2 torr. By adding a system of sealed tanks in the small chamber

to reduce its effective volume, decompressions to lower pressures

can be performed. The United States is now using a helium-oxygen 7

atmosphere in the high pressure test areas such as Sealab II. Russia

uses nitrogen-oxygen in their manned spacecraft. By adding a few

valves and the necessary gas analyzers, the rapid decompression system

could be used for multi-gas atmosphere testing. Other future test

areas could include the decompression of more than one animal or

more than one decompression. By using pulse x-ray techniques,

research could also be performed to determine the effect of rapid

decompression on the major body organs

VI. CONCLUSION

"The Environmental Test Branch has developed a rapid decompression

system capable of decompressions from 179 torr to less than two torr j
in one second. They were given the problem of developing such a test

capability, and they solved the problem by using a systems engineering

approach. They succeeded in making a reliable, safe, and versatile

system. Through an in-house effort, they used components on hand to

give the Air Force a unique testing capability.
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses a new concept or invention,, the filament

wound,, toroidal$ aircraft tires, The disadvantages of present tire

designs and the requirsuzr#. for improved tire* are shown* The4

advantages and potential of the new design arm discussedo The re-

sults of a progran to exploit vhe filament wound tire are given.

The approach taken has been to design a filament wound tire, of

a the *am size at a current: tire in Air Force uae and which uses a

standard aircraft wbeel. The prototype -tires are burst tested and

subjected to the qualifications dynamometer tests of the military4

tire specification, Results to data have shown that tires of greater

strength to weight can be produced. NoWeverp air entrapment has baen

a problem. it can be solved by certain changes in the filament

winding process and the uses of pre-impregnated tapes.

Discussions are presented on the uses of advanced tire materials*

the other applications for this tire design, It is concluded that

optimization of the new tire design and of the fabrication techniques

will result in tires capable of very high load operations better I
t1mr eiblt cmae otrs

capability for Limited, War operations, reductions in weightj, and

moerlaiit hncmardt ovnaationlal ties

This tire configuration invented by the author has great

4potential for the prod~wtion of aircraft and other vehicular tires

that have at least the following advantages when compared to corn-U' ~ ventional tirest (1) Filament wound tires are stronger at equal
weight, (2) they are capable of operating at higher deflectiona#

(3) the fabrication process lends, itself to complete &amutions,



(4) rl.nforceMnts Are utilised to their fullest potential, (3)

enablea the effective usage of high strength reinforcements such

as glass or steel filanents in conjunction with many specialty

elsatomers that cannot be utilised in conventional tires. Proto-

type tires have been tested both statically and dynamically. The

results to date have been very encouraging. Certain quality

limiting problems have been defined and steps are being taken to

solve them. Carcass hydroburat tests have shown the filament wound

• carcass to be about 15% stronger than the conventional tire.

The contractual program has successfully demonstrated the

feasibility of this tire concept.

The paper discusses the advantages, problem areas and future

Spotential of continuous cross section tires as compared to con-

ventional tires. Presented are discussions concerning the use of

advanced tire materials and spin-off applications. It is concluded

that the perfection of this tire configuration and its associated

manufacturing technology will result in tires capable of sustained

very high load operation. reductions in weight and increased

reliability when compared to present day conventional tires*

*
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•.• 1, INTROCP._ .-TION

Conventional t:re:p i.., those that have thei riorcing
filamento or cords anchored around one or more bead bundles* as
shown in Figure 1 have been under nore or lose intensive develop-
sent for about 50 years. As can be expected, conventional tires
have been developed to the state where they are a remarkably
efficient and relible structure, An wmple of the state-of-the-
art is shown in Figure 7A(top). This is a cross section of a B-58
tire. This tire perhaps more so than any other aircraft tre manu-
factured to date represents the high point in tire design, superb
craftsmanship and structural efficiency of which the tire industry
is presently capable of providing. 17

one might ask if all this is true what is the need for another

tire design re ga rdless of how now or novel it s? one foswr inohe
that nothing ir perfect. The present tire design, l211 all things$
has certain problems. But, in addition to this somehat obvious
answer one could also say that, with the present tire design# past

attempts to use materials with better properties have not resulted
in any appreciable pay off. In addition, certain systems require-
ments increase the urgency to secure certain features which cannot
be secured to any appreciable degree with the present tire.

This paper will diseuss the reasoning that leads to the develop-
sent of the filament wound, continuous cross section tire, explain
the basic tire design and fabrication procedures, describe the
advantages and unique features of this novel tire, and finally will
discuss the progress and problem areas in the exploratory develop-
sent work performed to date and potential advanced applications and
spin-off that the development of this concept may sake practicable.

II. CaMVMNTIONAL TIRE

Fabrication Technique

To best understand the later discuss-on of the disadvantages
of the current tire design one should be familiar to some degree
with the fabrication technique. The following in a description of
the process.

The fabrication of conventional tires is a hand lay up operation

in which the quality of the product is a direct function of the
skill and reliability of the tire building personnel. Through the
years much has been done through time and motion study techniques
to bring all of the materials of construction within convenient
reach of the tire builder, however, only. he is responsiblo for the
proper assembly of the tir. components. Present day, conventional
tires are fabricated on collapsible, cylindrical building dress.
The carcass plies of rubber coated nylon cords axe applied to the
building drum and stitched and rolled together to e0lma, te all
trapped air. The stelwire bead hoop* are positiomed at Salk end



U
of the cylinder and a short length of the previously applied
carcass plies is turned up around the bead to lock it in place.
The slab of tread and sidewall rubber is then positioned circua-
ferentially around the mid-point of the cylinder. The assembly is
once more rolled down to insure elimination of trapped air. At
this po.!nt the building drum is collaipsed and the cylindrical,
(green) uncured tire is removed from the drum. This uncured rubber
cylinder looks like a hollow beer barrel at this point and in no

d way resembles what it will look like after cure; namely a tire.

The process of transforming this hollow rubber barrel into the
familiar tire shape is called -lifting,,. This process involves the
insertion of the lifting pressure bag into the rubber cylinder me
as above, insertion of the rubber barrel into the lifting fixture,
expansion of the lifting bag by air pressure and compressing the
beads together to form the familiar tire shape. Before the tire is
inserted into the curing mold the pressure bag is removed. Thus the
terminology has developed of the bagging and debagging operations.
This so called lifting process is accomplished automatically and
subjects the uncured tire to severe deformation and shear. This
step also requires that the rubber compounds used have very good
building tack in order that the tire hold together instead of simplyj coming apart at the seams. In many tire operations the lifting
pressure bag is used as the curing bladder to contain the steam during
curing of the tire. After this procedure the tire is then inserted
into the split curing mold, the clam shell curing press is closed and
the internal and external heat and pressure are applied. After
curing only minor trimming of vent plugs and final inspection are

I necessary prior to tire usage.

III. CONVENTIcOAL TIRM

Disadvantages

In several analyses of the materials requirements of advanced
and conventional aircraft systems the need for improved tires was
indicated. one of the specific improvements desired was increased
flotation or contact area. AnGther desired feature was improved
abrasion and cut resistance, a particularly important need for
Limited War operations. Ways of achieving this latter goal involved
the use of wire and other reinforcements which are heavy and increase
the tire weight considerably. With the conventional tire one can
only go so far in securing increased flotation simply because you
can't allow large deflections without pulling the beads off of the
wheel rims.

In the present tire all loads are transferred in a shear mode
by the reinforcing cords to the steel wire bead bundles and thence
to the wheel. It would be far more preferable that the loads be in
a tension mode since the reinforcements are far stronger in this
mode. As performance requirements of aircraft increase, as they

2
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9 always do, the designer can deal with this in several ways. He can
provide more and more bead bundles. This results in large or thick
bead sections an can be seen in Figure 7A on the B-58 tire. This
results in a massive build up of cord and rubber which prevents uni--
form sidemall deflections. This necessitates the use of filler
stocks. The large bead section acts as beat sink under stress and-

V temperature builds up in these areas. The thick bead sections act
as hinge points and the resultant rocking or flexing about this hinge
point imparts severe flexural fatigue conditions. As a consequence
heat build up in the thick bead areas results in failure at the beads.
This is one very common failure point in a tire. One can readily see
that with the present tire very good adhesion at high temperatures
under severe flexing is required. Success in achieving this adhesion
with advanced materials has been poor.

The alternative to meeting increased loads and stresses with
larger bead areas is to increase the number of tires. Soma aircraft
have as much as 28 tires. While this is a solution, it is not the
most desirable one.

Present tires are made manually. The quality of the ply lay ups
is dependent strictly on the skill of a man. There is no possible
way to control orientation and to uniformly tension the cord rein-
forcements in the present ply lay up procedure. As a consequence
the reinforcements are not being used to the!i maximum capability.
Less than optima results of using high strength filaments such as
steel and glass are secured. With glass filaments to achieve success
one must be able to uniformly tension the filaments during tire
fabrication. This is not possible in the conventional aircraft tire.
Because the present process involves a lot of manual labor tire
fabrication time is very long. Ten hours is a typical fabrication
"ins for an aircraft tire.

IV. CONTINUOUS CROSS SECTION TIRES

The disadvantages cited above inspired the thinking which re-
sulted in the concept of the continuous cross sction tire (toroidaltire), Figure 2 illustrates thi; design. There are certain features
of this design and of the fabrication process that indicate that the

disadvantages of the present tire can be overcome to a great degree.

V. FABRICATION AND DESIGN FEATURES

This design involves the adaption of filament winding techniques
and their inherent reliability and reproducibility., to the problems
involved in tire fabrication. Figure 2 shows the continuous rubber
impregnated reinforcing cords (32 or 34) being wound onto a rubber
lined (18) fora or air cell (12). Item (16) is the internally con-
tained bead retaining ring. By utilizing the filament winding pro-
cess we can virtually automate carcass fabrication, eliminate the

3
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I manually performed forming and bagging steps, because the tire in

fabricated in its final cured shaper ie have essentially precision
placed and uniformly pre-tensioned reinforcements which is very

critical to the effective use of fiberglass or steel cord. This
allows all of the cords to work together and share the loads. In
other words the cords will be used efficiently. one could forecast
that carcass production could be achieved in minutes rather than in
many hours as is now the case. Thus eliminated are the thick beads
and ply turn up areas which were previously noted as disadvantages
of the conventional design and replaced them with an internally con-
tained bead ring and continuous (tuncut) reinforcing plies. In
addition, this design eliminates the inflation transfer of loads by
a shear mode to the wheel.

As can be seen almost all of the problem areas that were dis-
cussed for the conventional design have been eliminated. We have
a configuration in which the reinforcements are continuous, carry
inflation and vehicle braking loads in tension to the wheel and
bead, has a cross section which is thin and nearly uniform in
thickness and thus provides for uniform side wall deflection. The
ability to provide increased contact areas is greatly increased
because the tire can be deflected without danger of coming off of
the wheel.

°V1. MATERIALS

In the area of materials usage this concept allows the com-
pounder to formulate his elastoners for performance rather than to

Sbe inhibited by the building tack and handling requireients as is

Spresently the case. Matny elastomeric compounds heretofore eliminated

from tire construction may nmw be utilized. Elastomers in the form

of emulsions and dispersions can be considered, since we have

eliminated ply turn ups a..d can control tensions we can now make use

of the very strong and stiff reinforcements such as high strength

glass and steel filaments. The advantages can be summarized. The

thin, uniform cross section should eliminate bead heat build up

failures and provide for uniform deflection in the entire side wall.

Since this concept eliminated the rim seal the tire should have

• extreme deflection capabilities without loss of pressure. Also
since the reinforcement is continuous, and uniformly tensioned the

filament wound tire carcass should be much stronger than its con-

Sventional counterpart.

Considering these postulated advantages the Air Force materials

Laboratory embarked upon a contractual R & D feasibility study to

demonstrate this tire design concept.

ViI. EXPLORATORY APPLICATIONS PROGRAMVII

As a result of competitive bidding the Aerojet-General Tire
Corp. was awarded a contractual program, the objective of which was



- to demonstrate the feasibility, practicability and performance of I.
this novel tire design concept. The program involved the design#
fabrication and dynamometer test of 30x7.7 type VII (extra high
pressure) 12 ply rated aircraft tire prototypes. In addition# the
tire was to be mounted to a conventional aircraft wheel and was to
be cured in conventional tire equipment. These compromises were
made in an attempt to stay within rather limited funding and toprovide rapid concept evaluation. Also as will be discussed the
program was bwset by a series of prototype quality limiting problems,
all whik-h could not possibly have been foreseen.

The design and fabrication concepts proposed for this exploratory
work differed only in minor details from those set forth in the
author's patent. Figure 3 shows the basic tire components; the
filament wound carcass; the fiberglass bead ring; the air passage;
the soluble plaster winding form; and the air retaining liner.
Figure 4 shows the conventional and the filament wound inflated pro-
files side by side.

Figure 5 depicts a cross section of the filament wound prototype
mounted on a conventional tubeless aircraft rim. This figure shows
the inflation air passage, the fusable safety plug and the relation
of the tire bead ring to the wheel flange. Figure 6 is a process
flow sheet for the fabrication of the prototypes.

t •-The soluble plaster winding form is fabricated using the sweep
template fixture as shown in Figure 7. The completed mandrel ready
for insertion of the fiberglass/epoxy bead ring is shown in Figure
8. The fiberglass/epoxy bead rings are filament wound onto the
cylindrical mandrel as shown in Figure 9, cured in a hot air oven
and then machined to final configuration. The mandrel and bead ring T
assembly are then covered with two layers of butyl rubber which form
the air retaining liner. Two air passages and valve bodies are then
installed 1800 apart in the inner or rim side of the tire.

The rubber covered mandrel is then installed in the winding
machine and wound with a pre-treated nylon 840/2 aircraft tire cord.
Instead of winding with a rubber impregnated cord funding and time
limitations dictated that we fabricate prototypes using bare cords
and covering alternate layers of cord with sheet rubber material. A
serious problem of air entrapment within the carcass was immediately
recognized and continued to be a serious problem throughout the
program.

Figure 10 shows the rubber covered mandrel mounted in the con-
tractor furnished winding machine. The cord pattern nermally 29
ends per inch has been widened for easy visibility. Kit-r the proper
number of cord plies have been applied the carcass is ready for tread
and sidewall rubber application. The cord pattern shown in Figure 10
is identidal to that in the conventional design tire. This was done(_ )to allow us to utilize the off-the-shelf 30x7.7 tire as a control.

_ _ _ _.,..|,.,



The winding completed, the tiret, Figure 11, is mounted on a

conventional tire building drum. Figure 12 shows the tire builder
applying the flat tread slab to the tire carcass. This was another

troublesom step. The tread ulabtbeing intended for a conventional
tire is flat. It is also quite thick and tough and would not
readily conform to the shape of the fiiament wound tire. Figure 13
shows the e*ess rubber being trimaed. This step also allowed the
stntrapmsnt of air within the carcass. After completion of the tire
carcass building process the plaster mandrel is then dissolved out
(Figure 14). This is accomplished using warm, dilute acetic acid.
This step presently takes about one hour.

Figure 15 shows the tire, which has been leak checked with a
halogen sniffer or detector, ready to be installed in the curing
press. The prototypes were cured in a conventional 30x7.7 pro-
duction nold, Figure 16. Pressure on the inner circumference of the
tire (rim side) was obtained by the use of an internal curing rings,
which is not shown in Figure 16. Figure 17 shows prototype #4
immediately after -'ts extraction from the mold. The blisters which
were quite a dish6artening sight were subsequently repaired and the
tire was dynamometer tested. Figure 18 shows tire #7 which looked
perfect but would not hold air when mounted on the test whergl.

subsequently it was found that the bead ring was broken due to im-
proper mold clearances. At least the trapped air problem was not
evident here. Figure 19 shows a close ;xp view of the wheel (rim)
surface of the tire and the built in si= passage.

Figure 20 shows prototype #8 after about 20-200 mph landings.
The noise level on subsequent landing gradually increased until
chunks of the tread flew off on the 26th landing. Small air voids

jbetween the tread and the carcass were responsible. Figure 20A
shows a cross section of a filament wound prototype which shows

Sentrapped air causincg a relatively large blister and some smaller
blisters in the outer carcass area under the tread. Trapped air will

continue to be apr p-lem until our fab0rication procedure is upgraded

to use a rubber pre-impregnated or precoated reinforcement. Figure

21 shows the typical high speed landing failure. It is planned to

recap these tires for future test tng where tread retention is not a

serious problem. Figures 22 and 23 are X-ray photographs of voids and

trapped air between the tread ani the carcass of tire #4.

The tires were cured normally using 250 psig internal steam. In

an attempt to reduce the trapped air in the carcass tire #10 was

cured at 400 psig internal steam. However, the valve blew out after

S40 minutes due to creep of the adhesive bond. holding the valve in

j place caused by the higher stresses. The carcass of this tire was

i well formed with no evidence of trapped air in the carcass or under

the tread.

ia luded in the testing program was the development of static

load deflection curves for various tire inflation pressures.

6
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Figure 23 shows that the load deflection curves of the con-
ventional control and the filament wound prototype are essentially
identical.

Tire carcaes strength is determined by a wheel mounted hydro-
burst test, The control tire burst at 720 psig. The production
average is 650 psig. The two filament wound prototypes burst at'I 800 psig and 790 psig giving good "x" type breaks in the crown area.

Carcass strength is a requireuent for good lynamomater performance
but alone it is not a guarantee of good performance. The prototypes
qualify at least as to their strength.

Figure 24 shows the history of the prototypes involved in the
contractual feasibility study.

Figure 25 compares the conventional control and the filament
wound prototype dimensions with the static specificas ion requirements.
The only really serious discrepancy is in the balance category. No
attempt was made to obtain specification balance in the prototypes.
No serious problems would be anticipated 5.n securing adequate balance.

All in all considering the level of effort and the compromises
involved due to the adaption of conventional equipment and processes
to this not so conventional tire the feasibility demonstration mutt
be considered quite succeseful. Tire #12 survived 38 low speed-high
energy absorption landings before a leak in the liner developed and
the testing was concluded,

Once the. processing problems have been overcome and good quality

prototypes become available we will be able to do extensive
dynamometer testing. This work may uncover other weak spots that
are not now foreseen; but the full potential of the new design will
be conclusively demonstrated.

VIII. POTENTIAL PAYOFF OP THIS NEW TIRE DESIGN

Large Size Tires

It is anticipated that the filament wound tire, when fabricated
in the C-SA size (49- x 17,) will show about 20X weight savings
over the conventional tire without loss of performance. In addition
these Lires may be op-rrated iat very low pressures without danger of
coming off of the wheel, because they do not depend on internal
pressure to remain on the wheel. This capability could be very
valuable to Limited War support operationst where it is required

that large aircraft have the capability to land on relatively soft
runways with minimum danger of tire faLure. The tie can be madeo
to fit standard wheels so that no retrofit will be required. Also
considering that reinforcements such as glass and steel filaments.,
which are much stronger than nylon. could be effectively utilized$
greater w*.ght savings over nylon are potentially available.

7
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Heat Resistance

Attempts to fabricate tires of increased heat resistance to date
have--erely involved the use of improved elastomers and reinforce-
ments in the conventional design. As previously discussed the con-
ventional design seriously penalizes the presently available, heat
resistant elastomears and reinforcements. This new concept is tailor
made to effectively utilize the heat resistant elastomers such as
resin cured butyl, the silicones or the vitons, and the heat resist-
ant reinforcements such as stoel cord or glass or carbon filaments.
It is anticipated that advanced manned aircraft will require tires
that are more heat recistant than the nylon/natural rubber tires that
are now on the B-70. Tires fabricated from the above materials could
withstand temperatures of from 4000F to 500°F for relatively long
periods of time.

Spin-Off Applications

The tire design concept as outlined should have many militaryapplications other than for aircraft, it sh&-ould make possible a
I high speed* all terrain vehicle which would be capable of varying izs

tire pressure alast to zero without loss of the tire frou tht wheel
thus providing a good 'get home", capability. Also truck and other
heavy duty tires for Limited War applications could be fabricated

Susing extreme cut and abrasion resistant elastoiers, in radial ply
Iconstructions.

1K, SMM4RY

I This paper has reviewed the circumstances and thinking that lead
t to the invention of the continuous cross section, filament wound tire.

! The advantages and potential of this novel design and tire configur-
ation as compared to conventional tires have been discussed. Figure
27 is a brief review of the conventional tire problem areas that we

Sthink we have solved. Figures 28 and 29 review the per2-rmance and
Smaterials utilization advantages that will accrue through the per-
Sfection of this design. In addition to all of these-advantages this

concept lends itself to completely automated fabrication. The car-
cass will be completely formed in the filament winding machine as
shown in Figure 30. Recently the AMP Co. has introduced a new
machine tire recapping process called "ORBITREAD". This machine can
be prorammd to automatically apply the tread and sidewall stock

"t o the filament wound tire. Figure 31 shows a rongh conce'ýt of how
this operation might look. The "ORBITREAD" process will be evaluated
in our FY67 contractual effort. The incorporation of this tep will
result in a truly automated process which could eventually result in
better quality and lower coat tires.

It should be noted that the author has received Patent #3#171#462
for the invention of this tire.

J8
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FIGURE 2 ORIGINAL CONCEPT PATENT DRAWINGS OF FILAMENT WOUNDI

CARCASS CONFIGURATION



Soluble plastercrasnln

I FIGURE 3 BASIC FILAMENT WOUND TIRE ASSDEDLY
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FIGURE 4 INFLATES PROFILES OF CONVENTIONAL AND FILAUF2IT WOUND TIRES
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tire Chronolegy - Contract A?. 33(615)-2315

"TiLre History

# I Blew during cure (punctured liner)

# 2 Multiple blows (blisters) between tread and carcass
(trapped air)

S# 3 Multiple blows (blisters) between tread and carcass
(trapped air)

S# 4 Multiple blows (blisters) between tread and carcass
(trapped air) tire was repaired, lasted 4s200 mph ".andings
and lost its tread. Tire carcass still intact.

# 5 Plaster mandrel .damaged during handling at Aerojet, tire
did not survive cure due to punctured liner.

# 6 Fiberglass bead ring cracked during cure, tire would not
hold air when mounted on wheel. Sectioning showed
carcass to be of good quality.

0 7 (Same as # 6) except tire was not sectioned.

# 8 Visually, tire looks perfect, no leaks, blisters and
dimensionally good. Survived 2(,1,200 mph landing cycles
before tread chunked out. Carc,.si, is intact, tire is
repairable.

# 9 Tire blew during cure (valve and beadring cracked due
to improper mold clearances (same as # 6 and # 7)

#10 In fabrication. (Valve .'lew out during cure 1st 400 psig
cure)

#11 Tire blew duxing cure due to faulty liner - liner was
fabricated with overage rubber wbich failed to bond together
at the seams (new valve concept - 400 psig cure)

#12 Prototype visually perfect, loose valve necessitated cutting
of cords id carcass area to tighten locking nut. Affect of
out cords on carcass strength is not presently known.

FIGURE 25 HISTORY OF FILAMENT WOUND PROTOTYPES FABRICATED AND
TESTED IN FEASIBILITY PROGRAM --
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SSTATIC TEST DATA FOR 30 x 7.7, TYPE VII TM

Item Specification .Conventional- Toroidal iM

Size 30 x 7.7 T-VII 30 x 7.7 T-MII 30 X 7.7 T-VII
Ply rating 12 12 12 •

Tubeless Weight (lb) 42.5 (maximum) 39.5 42.

Rated inflation (psi) 165 165 165
Rated load (1b) 10,000 10,000 10,000

Static unbalance 19 17 49 to 10i5

Burst pressure (psi) 580 (minimum) 720 (bead) 800 (crovn)
Outside diameter (in.) 28.60 - 29.40 28.72 28.73

! Section width (in.) 7.40 - 7.85 7.46 7.68
Shoulder width (in.) 6.95 (maximum) 5.40 5.70

at diameter (in.) 26.90 26.90 25.23

Bead seat pressure (psi) 50 - 165 120 N/A

Rated conditions:
[% Deflections 28 - 35 33.04 33-55

Inch deflection - 1.771l 1.80

Static loaded radius - 12.59 12.57

Contact area (bq in.) - 61.4 61.7

FIGURE 26 COMPARISON OF CONTROL AND FILAMENT WOUND TIRE DIMENSIONS
TO SPECIFICATION VALUES

ADVANTAGES OR IMPROVEMENTS OVER CONVENTIONAL TIRE DESIGNS

FABRICATION

1. AUTOMATIC FABRICATION

2. IMPROVED REPRODUCIBILITY

3. UTILIZATION OF WIDER VARIETY OF RAW MATERIALS

4. ELIMINATION OF FORMING. BAGGING AND DEBAGGING OPERt/ION

5. IMPROVED CONTROL OVER REINFORCEMENT ORIENTATION

6. ELIMINATION OF BEAD PULL DOWN DURING CURE

7. ELIMINATION OF FATIGUE AND CHAFFING HINGE PT. IN BEAD AREA

8. RAPID TIRE FABRICATION

9. ELIMINATION OF PLY TURNUPS AROUND THE BEAD

k FIGURE 27 LIST OF ADVANTAGES OR IMPROVEMENTS OVE CONVEnIrONAL DESIGNS
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PERFORMANCE

i. ELIMINATION OF BEAD PULL OUT DURING HIGH TEMP.

HIGH PRESS. OPERATION

2. EXTREME DEFLECTION CAPABILITIES IN TIRE

3. ELIMINATES RIM SEAL

4. MORE EFFICIENT USE OF REINFORCEMENT MATERIAL

5. MORE UNIFORM AND THINNER CROSS SECTION, GIVE LESS

HEAT BUILD UP

FIGURE 28 PERFORMANCE ADVANTAGES OVER CONVENTIONAL TIRES

MATERIALS

I. VERY LITTLE GREEN TACK REQUIRED IN ELASTOMER

2. VERY STIFF REINFORCEMENTS CAN BE USED (DUE TO ELIMINATION

OF PLY TURN UP)

3. LOW ADHESION AND LOW TEAR COMPOUNDS MAY BE USED

(BECAUSE ADHESION TO BEAD CPDS. NOT NEEDED)

(SILICONES, VITRONS, PESIN CURED BUTYLS)

FIGURE 29 FLEXIBLE MATERIALS UTILIZAr'ION OF FILAMENT ROUND TIRE CONCEPT
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(U) USE OF TUNED VISCOELASTIC DAMPERS
FOR REDUCTION OF VIBRATIONS IN AEROSPACE STRUCTURES

by

David I. G. Jones, Ph.D.
John P. Henderson, M.S.
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(U) USE OF TUNED VISCOELASTIC DAMPERS4'• FOR REDUCTION OF VIBRATIONS IN AEROSPACE STRUCTURES

David I. G. Jones, Ph.D.
John P. Henderson, M.S.
George H. Bruns, l/Lt, USAF

ABSTRACT

V •The severe vibration levels encountered in modern

aerospace vehicles as a result of the intense noise levels

generated by rocket and jet engines frequently results in

fatigue damage and equipment malfunction. Damping repre-iiisents a useful tool for the reduction of such vibrations,

and research is needed to develop both materials capable

of dissipating the energy of vibration and methods of using

these materials to best advantage.

Both the material and configuration aspects of this

problem have been investigated at the Air Force Materials

~ iLaboratory, the main effort being concentrated on those

A areas which did not appear to be receiving adequate atten-

Stion elsewhere. A damping technique which has shown con-

siderable promise is the tuned viscoelastic damper. This

is an offshoot of the well known classical vibration ab-

sorber. However, it is shown that the unique properties ofIN several presently available viscoelastic materials have

_ made it possible to design prototype tuned dampers which

are not confined to operation at a single discrete fre-

quency, but can operate over a band of frequencies auffi-

,3
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ciently wide to offer hope of application in present and

future aerospace vehicles, where wide-band frequencyI
Sresponse can often be anticipated. Analyses and experi-

ments are briefly described which demonstrate the effec-

, tiveness of these prototype tuned dampers in simple struc-

tures and in more complex structures typical of aerospace

Si applications. A case history of the application of this

L type of damper to an equipment failure problem in a modern

g aircraft is discussed.



I SYMBOLS

A Resonant amplification factor for structure under
shaker excitation (boundaries moving)

A Arbitrary constant

Sb Breadth of beam. Also breadth of damper according
to context.

B Frequency ratio w/wo of applied harmonic excita-
! I tion to natural frequency wo of tuned damper.
L

B Arbitrary constant
1

c Constant

C1  Arbitrary constant

Cos Circular cosine function

Ch Hyperbolic cosine function

D Enersy dissipated per cycle during harmonic deforma-
tion of viscoelastic material

D D1 Arbitrary constant

exp Exponential function

E Young's modulus

f Frequency in cycles per second k=w/ 2 c)

f Natural frequency of tuned damper in cycles a second0
0 (=W /2w)

0

F Amplitude of cyclic iorce generated by impedancea head

F(n) Function of loss factor n [Equation (20)]

F Force tending to deform viscoelastic spring in tuned
damper. Also force transmitted back to structure by
tuned damper.

g Acceleration due to gravity
Si
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G Real part of shear modulus of viscoelastic
material

h Thickness of beam
hD Thickness of metal part of cantilever damper beam

hO Initial thickness of beam

Function of & and x/L [Equation (6)]

i Square root of -1

I Second moment of area of beam cross section about
neutral axis

J Cos& Sh4 - Ch& qin&

k Real part of stiffness of viscoelastic spring

L Length of beam

t Length of cantilever damper beam or circumference
of ring damper

m Mass of tuned damper

M Bending moment

M1 Effective mass of impedance head

n Mode number of simple structure

p Instantaneous value of applied loading

P Amplitude of exciting force at free end of cantilever

P(x) Amplitude of loading on beam
P n th term in e.pansion of P(x) as series of undamped

normal modes of simple structure

p 2  Power spectral density of input force under random
excitation

Q Resonant amplification factor for simple structure
under excitation by a force (boundaries fixed in
space)

R Radius of curvature of vibrating beam [= (d 2 W/dx 2 )-I]
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S Shear load carrying area for tuned damper

Sin Circular sine function

Sh Hyperbolic sine function

U Maximum strain energy stored in structure during
harmonic oscillation

u Instantaneous transverse displacement relative to
fixed point in space

w Instantaneous transverse displacement of beam rela-
tive to a fixed end

W(x) Amplitude of transverse displacement of beam w

Roct mean square displacement of beam under randomi excitation

x Station along beam measured from clamped end

x0  Particular station along beam

X Amplitude of harmonic input displacement produced
by electrodynamic shaker in shaker tests

xr Instantaneous relative displacement between ends of
viscoelastic spring in tuned damper

U(x) Amplitude of u

Xn n th term in expansion of X as series of normal
modes

Xr Amplitude of xr

Y Instantaneous displacement of mass m of tuned damper

z Distance from neutral axis of beam, measured normal

to beam length

Z Function of r, #, r and n [Equation (5)]

Z Real part of Zr

Z. Imaginary part of Z
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Phase angle between input displacement X and xr
for tuned damper or constant for beam on shaker

y Phase angle between exciting force and observed
acceleration at same point of damper

r kL 3/EI (Stiffness parameter)

6 Dirac Delta function

Loss factor of viscoelastic material of tuned
damper

"ns Effective loss factor of beam-tuned damper system

no Initial loss factor of nominally undamped structure

A (•IW2/EI)1/4

V Mass per unit length of beam

& (UW2L4/EI)1/4 (frequency parameter)

(UpWL4/EI)i/4 - nth eigenvalue of simple structure

S3.14159 - - -

0 Density of beam material

0 Bending stress in beam

'max Maximum bending stress at point in beam (on surface)

a Root mean square bending stress under random excita-
tion

a-max Root mean square surface bending stress in beam
under random excitation

T Thickness of viscoelastic material

On n th normal mode of simple structure

On Normalized second derivative of 0 n with respect tox/L

m/UL (mass parameter)

W Circular excitation frequency

*o 0Natura2 circular frequency of tuned dampe£-

Wn Natural frequency of n th normal mode of simple
structure
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INTRODUCTION

The main reason for the study of damping materials and
configurations in the Air Force and elsewhere is the neces-
sity for controlling the extreme vibrational environments
encountered in many modern aerospace vehicles, with a view
to improving the useful operational life and reducing equip-
ment malfunctions. Viscoelastic materials, many of which
dissipate large amounts of vibrational energy during deforma-
tion, represent a very powerful tool in the hands of those
concerned with damping and its application in aerospace
structures.

The aim of the in-house damping research program at the
A.F. Materials Laboratory has been to supplement an extensive
contractual program, and the work of other independent in-
vestigators, by evaluating those damping configurations
wwhich appeared to hold promise of useful practical applica-
tion in the solution of pressing acoustical fatigue and
other vibration problems and which did not appear to be
under adequate investigation elsewhere.

One such configuration is the tuned viscoelastic damper.
This represents an offshoot of the classical vibration ab-
sorber, well known for the reduction of discrete freguency
resonances. However, the highly dissipative propertias of
some of the newest viscoelastic materials enable one to
alter 4-he characteristics of the undamped or only lightly
damped absorber to suc.h an extent that useful frequency
bandwidths are wide enc¢•'h to encompass several modes of
vibration of a complex btructure, such as a modern aerospace
structure. Several specific and practical prototype dampers
have been developed in this program and will be discussed in
this paper.
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I. ENERGY DISSIPATION IN A TUNED DAMPER

In a preliminary investigation of the dynamic char-I acteristics of highly dissipative tuned viscoelastic dampers,
such as that shown in Figure 1, it has been demonstrated [1]
[2] that the relationship between the energy D dissipated per

Scycle during harmonicoscillation of amplitude X (of the base
ff to which the damper is attached) and the physical character-jistics of the damper is:

S~D _1nB4 I

I wkX2  (1-B 2 )2÷,2

where k is the real part of the complex stiffness of the
damper spring, n is the loss factor of the spring and B is
the ratio f/f 0 f is the frequency of excitation and fo

Sis the undamped natural frequency of the damper, i.e.

2wf = (k/m)1/2 (2)

where m is the mass attached to the damper spring. The
Stheory is outlined in [2].

In order to verify Equation (1), a damper of the con-
figuration illustrated in Figure 2 was built. The signi-

_ ficant dimensions of the damper are given in Table 1. In
f the absence of end effects in the viscoelastic layers,
Sk = GA/T where G is the real part of the shear modulus of

the material. It has been shown [1] [2] that end effects
modify this relationship somewhat and reduce the value of
k by about 7 percent. G varies with frequency, so that a
more basic form of Equation (1) had to be used, namely:

.I

SD wnkmw2 4
D -riik 2 w'(3)

X2  (k-me 2 ) 2 +

In the experiments [2], the damper was attached to an
electrodynamic shaker. The setup is illustrated in Figure
3. The input displacement X and the energy dissipated per
cycle D were measured for a number of frequencies. Allow-
ance was made, as far as possible, for the variation of G
with frequency and temperature. Some of the results are
seen in Figuie 4, where D/X2 is plotted against the fre-
quency f. The theoretical curves are taken from Equation
(3), using the manufacturer's data [2] on 3M-Y9063 visco-
elastic foam at 960F and 770F, the bounding temperatures
encountered in the investigation. The experimental points

2



should lie inside the cross-hatched area. A measure of agree- r
k ment is obtained but the calculated natural frequency of the

da:per seems to be overestimated. It was surmised that this
was probably due to the use of inaccurate values of G in the
theoretical analysis.

It is now of interest to examine Equation (1) in more
detail. Graphs of D/vkX2 against B for various values of the
loss factor n have been plotted in Figure 5. It has been as-
sumed that k and n are constants for the purpose of this in-
vestigation, although this is only an approximation tr, the
behavior of real viscoelastic materials. It is seen tiat, as
rn increases, the frequency bandwidth over which the damper
dissipates significant amounts of energy increases rapidly.I It follows, therefore, that use of yiscoelastic materials with
high loss factors would enable one to build tuned dampers that
could operate over a wide frequency range rather than at a
single discrete frequency as in the case of the classical vibra-
tion absorber. We shall discuss this matter further, however,
when we come to the complex multi-span structure in a later
section. We shall first discuss some aspects of tuned dampers
in simple structures.

fA
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II. TUNED DAMPERS IN SIMPLE STRUCTURES

(a) IResponse and Damping under Harmonic Excitation

In the case of a simple structure, for which the
resonant frequencies are widely separated, tuned dampers
can be used effectively only for a single mode, such as the
first. As an example, considoer ý, cantilever beam, excited
by a force P exp(iwt) at the frL. end and having a tuned
damper of complex stiffness k(li-in) also at the free end.
The response W(x)exyp(iwt), where the coordinate x is measured
from the clamped end, is shown in [3] [4] to be:

(2EI/PL3 )W = H/Z (4)

where

-Z = *(Cos&Sh&-Ch&Sin&) + 1 + Ch&CosE (5)S1 -~/(l+in)

H = (Sh&+Siný)[Ch(&x/L) - Cos(lx/L)]

- (ChE+Cos )[Sh(&x/L) - Sin(ýx/L)]/Q (6)

& = AL is the frequency parameter

r = kL3/EI is the stiffness parameter

* = m/VL is the mass parameter

and , = pi 2 /EI. Now Z is a complex number which can be
expressed in terms of real and imaginary parts, so that
Z=Zr+iZi where:

*&rj (r-*E4+rin2-)()
__Zr_ _ + 1 + ChECos& (7)S(r-¢ )•-r2n2

z. = 52iiSJr (7)
S1 ( r - * & 1 ) 2 + 1 "2 "2

and J = Cos4Shý - ChCSinE

)
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F . The amplitude of the response W(x) may therefore be

written in the form:

(2EI/PL3 ) jwf IHI/(Z2 + z2 )1/2 = IHI/Izl (9)

Values of (2EI/PL3 ) lWl have been evaluated numerically as func- i
tions of E for several values of r, *, n and x/L. The spectra -

V of (2EI/PL3) IWI against &, shown in Figures 6 and 7, differ
from the response spectra for the undamped beam in that two ýQ
resonant peaks appear for the first mode. Some damping of the
higher modes also occurs. When the stiffness parameter r was
varied, these peaks varied in their relative amplitudes and th.
minimum amplification factor Q was obtained when r was such as di
to make the two peaks of equal amplitude. The effective loss!
factor rqsof the beam is defined as (Q2-1)- 1 / 2 for each such
peak, for the first mode only. Typical
graphs of ns against r are shown in Figure 8 [3] (4].

The maximum values of n s,corresponding to the crossover
points in Figure 8,are then plotted against the damper loss
factor n as in Figure 9. Mode shapes at resonance were alac
investigated by plotting the normalized values of IWI against
x/L for various r, # and ,. Some results are shown in Figure
10. It is seen that the mode shapes do not generally change 0
significantly. This is because the natural frequencies are sc
widely separated that interference between the various modes
is small.

Again, an experimental investigation to verify the theory
was completed. Tuned dampers of the geometries shown in Fig-
ure 11 were constructed and attached to the end of the canti-
lever. The setup is illustrated in Figures 12 and 13. The
fixed end of the cantilever was then vibrated at constant inpu
acceleration on an electrodynamic shaker and the -response at
the free end of the beam was measured using a miniature accel- 4
erometor. Records such as that shown in Figure 14 were ob-
tained. The length of the beam was variable so that r could b •
controlled and records were taken when the two response peaks
of the first mode were of equal amplitude.

Since the tests were conducted on a shaker instead of
under force excitation, a different relationship between n
and the observed amplification factor A had to be obtained.This relationship is shown in [3] 14] to be-

ms = 1.56(A2 - )-1/2 (10)

2 "RA
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The values of n for the cantilever type tuned dampers were

obtained in the usual way from response curves of acceler-
ation against frequency measured on the damper mass m.
The amplific: ion A wasmeasured and n calculated from the
relationshi n=(A2-1)-' 2 . Values of n so calculated are
plotted aga: .sbt the ratio of the viscoelastic material
thickness T to the cantilever damper beam thickness hD in
Figure 15. For the ring type dampers, however, the loss
factor n was too hiah for this method to be accurate. In-
stead,, therefore, one end of th4 diameter of the ring was
attached to an impedance head and the other end was con-
nected to ground as in Figure 16. A known cyclic force Fa
of constant amplitude was applied by the impedance head
S and the resultin~g aceleration -wzX and phase angle y be-
tween the force and the acceleration were recorded. The
value of n was calculated from the relationship:

SFa Siny

= Ml(-w 2X) - Fa Cosy

where M1 is the effective mass of the impedance head [4].
Values of n so obtained

are plotted in Figure 17 and compared with the manufacturer's
data [5]. From all these values of n, graphs of ns against
could be plotted for the cantilever and ring dampers on the
cantilever beam and the results are shown in Figures 18 and 19
respectively. It is seen that the agreement between theory
and experimental investigations of a clamped-clamped beam
is generally acceptably good. Similar experimental investi-
gatrons of a clamped-clamped beam w-.th tuned dampers have
also been carried out [3] [6] and have demonstrated equally
good agreement between theory and experiment. On the basis
of this verificaxtion of the theory, it is now of interest to
develop the theory further to include random vibrations of
simple str.ucturee.

6
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(b) Response under Random Excitation

Some confidence having been established in the theory of
tuned dampers on simple structures under harmonic excitation,
we now consider random excitation. In order to avoid raising
questions concerning the nature of the excitation, this par-
ticular investigation is limited to analysis of a cantilever
beam, with a tuned damper at the tip and excited by a random
load at the tip. Th, spectral density of the load is assumed
to be constant between ý=O and ý=4 and zero everywhere else.
The cut off is introduced in order to avoid excitation of all
modes of vibration apart from the first. Let P be the power
spectral density of the applied load. Then, from Equation (4),

Sthe mean square response W2 is:

W2 (2EI/L 3 ) 2 = (1/2) f 2 (H/iZI) 2 da (12)

But p2ZL4/EI = E4 so that (UL4/EI)1/2 dw = 2t.4
Wz(UL4/EI)1/212EI/FL312 = 2 IH/IZI)2 tdt (13)

r sintegral in Equation (14) has been evaluated numerically

shown in Figures 20 to 23, inclusive. It is seen that, for
values of # equal to 0.1 or more, the value of W is compara-
tively insensitive to the tuning of the damper i.e. the value
of r, over quite a wide range. For each value of * and n, a
minimum value of W exists and a grapl of this minimum value
is plotted in Figure 24 against nS-1/ 2, taken from Figure 9.
Superimposed is a graph of W against the same quantity for a
cantilever beam of homogeneous material of loss factor.ns,
to be derived in the next section. It is seen that, apart
from a moderate variation due partly to computing approxima-
tions and partly to small true variations, the beam with a
tuned damper behaves under random excitation in very much
the same way as a homogeneous beam of the same loss factor
•erWe may therefore make use of this fact to simplify fur-
tier investigation of the stresses in highly damped simple
structures.

7 #_
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(c) Stresses in Simple Highly Damped Struct-res

Consider a cantilever beam of loss factor n subjected toSa load P exp(iwt) at the free end. The response W(x)exp(iwt)at any point of the cantilever, measured from the fixed end,

is readily obtained by expanding W and P as series of normal
modes. In fact, as shown in Appendix C:

.1L!4 P n~n (x/L)
w = p n15)

El n=l (1+in) tn_-4

I n
iwLere n is the mode number, *n(x/L) is the n th normal mode,

normalized at the free end, tn is the n th eigenvalue of the
system and g4 _)1W 2L 4/EI. For a cantilever beam, r4 = 12.36
and - 485.5 so that the second and higher te.m.A of equa-
tion (15) ari- negligible in comparison with the first. In
that case, therefore:

, W 2El ! 80 1 (x/L)

S• 12.36 (1+i,)-_ 4

since PIL/P = 4 for a clamped cantilever beam. Now consider
a loading of power spectral density T2, constant for all fre-
quencies (white noise). Then the mean square response W 2 is
defined by:

�2 WE2_ 64L28(x/L)dw
--L3 25EI(I2. 6 4)-2+ (12.36n)2

1 + 1/2 l28#2(x/L)d1
___ (17)

since Vie integral in equation (17) is star.lard. Finally,
theefoewe may write the root mean square response in

the form:.

W(2EI/YL3) (VL4/EI)1/4 l.28F(i1)*# (x/L) (19)

i;P
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1/4
where F(n)- n-1/2 1 + (l+n2) 1/2 (20)i+ n2

A graph of F(n) against n is plotted in Figure 25. From these
values of F(n), the values of W(2EI/PL3)( UL4/EI)1/4 are plotted
as functions of --1/2 in Figure 24.

So far, we have considered only the root mean square dis-
placement at any point of the beam. However, the bending
stres- a at any point along the beam may be derived from the
well juown relationship:

O/z = M/I = E/R

where z is the normal distance from the neutral axis, M is the
bending momnnt, I is the second moment of area and R is the
radius of curvature equal to (d 2 W/dx 2 )- 1 . From this relation-i ship:

max = (Eh/2) [d 2W(x)/dx 2 ]
az=h/2

-~- = (Eh/2) (g/L4) W(L) *i" (x/L) (21)

using the notation of Bishop and Johnson [7]. The root mean
square value of amax therefore becomes:

2• •ncrax =(Eh.4/2L4) (EI/UL4) 11• (P-L/E)12F) " (x/L)

(i= E/I15t4 b-1 h-3/2 L-2,,-1I4I3"67Flin1 #i" IxILI (22)

since I - bh3/12 and V = •h. It will be noted that the form

of equation (22) is such that it is essentially true, apart from -
a constant of proportionality, for any boundary conditions,
The discussion which follows is therefore applicable to simple
structures with any boundary conditions.

If it is now assumed that, for a particular beam configura-
tion, the loss factor n is independent of the beam thickness h,
all other quantities being kept constant, then it follows that

will be proportional to h-3/2 alone. Since h = ho(l+#), e
chtl'where ho is the initial thickness and # is the fractional weight

increase due to a thickness increase alone, then:

9_
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Omax ( max (0) = (1+*)-3/2 (23)

This is, in part, the principle behind the usual method
adopted for overcoming acoustical fatigue problems. If , is
increased to 0.2, a thickness increase corresponding typically
to one standard met-i gage, then max will be decreased by

about 20 percent, as seen in Figure 26. This is often suffi-
cient, particularly if the actual loading spectrum also
diminishes with increasing excitation frequency, and damping
is not then needed. If, on the other hand, a situation arises
in which a stress reduction of the order of 50 percent or more
is required, * would have to be 0.6 or more. This would often
be the case for structures in which weight was extremely criti-
cal in the first instance, and which had therefore to be de-
signed with as low a thickness as possible. The margin for
error is then small and properly designed damping may be the
only wa:° of -r-rcoming specific vibration problems without in-
creasing we:--. by a prohibitive amount.

If dampi..j is introduced by means of timed dampers, it
has already been shown that, to a degree of approximation, the
"same root mean square displacement is obtained as for a homo-
geneous beam of loss factor nr. If ns is read off Figure 9 for
the tuned damper, therefore, Equati' (22) may be used directly

1 to determine an approximate value oi amax. It will be noted

that 3max is infinite if the loss factor n is zero. No meaning-
jful discussion of the effect of damping is therefore possible

unless the initial damping of the structure is known. This, of
course, depends in general on .,any things such as the beam ma-
terial, the effects of riveting and other fabrication techniques,
acoustic damping and so on. However, a figure of no = 0.01 for
the initial structural damping is typical and will be used for
the sake of definiteness. If h•,_E, P, b, L and p are now kept
constant in Equation (22), then a-max will depend on the damping
ns alone i.e.

-max ()/-max (0) = F(ns + n) /F(no) (24)

In order to determine * in Equation (24), it is assumed that
o and the tuned damper contribution ns are independent.

This is likely to be true if no is small, as assumed, but it
remains a hypothesis.

For each selected value of ns, F(qs+no) is read off
Figure 25 and max ()/max(O) calculated from Equation (24).

10



The mass ratio • is then determined as a function of ns
from Figure 9. Graphs of omax(*)/a (0) are then plotted

against * as in Figure 26. It is seen that, for values of
Sup to about 0.1, the reduction of stress is far greater

than that obtained by only increasing the beam thickness. f
The reason for the curves levelling off for values of * in
excess of 0.1 is that n. approaches the damper loss factor
n at about this point and no further significant gain inx
ns is then possible.

For comparison, the performance of a typical uncon-
strained layer damping treatment, namely Aquaplas, on a- sim-
ple structure is also illustrated in Figure 26. The data
represents an average of measurements taken by Mead [8] at
several points in a simple structure, for which the measured
value of n, was about 0.008. It is seen that the stress re-
ductions for tuned dampers are greater than those for this
unconstrained layer treatment for low values of # but, owing
to the fact that unconstrained layer 1'-eatments also increase
the stiffness of the structure, the . ed dampers are not so
effective at the greater weight additi.as,

I
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(d) Reduction of Vibrations in a Radar Antenna

An application of a tuned damper to reduce the failure
rate in a typical aircraft radar antenna has recently been
demonstrated. Under an unexpectedly severe operational en-

* -• vironment, simulated in a shaker test by the random input
acceleration illustrated in Figure 27, rapid failure
occurred around the rim of the antenna, illustrated in
Figure 28. The rim was the only area subjected to severe

4- bending stresses and the mode of vibration was observed to
"be almost piston-like, with an effective pivot near the rim,
with high bending stress. Failure occurred in a few minutes
under the shaker excitation shown in Figure 27. Temperature
rises of the order of 30OF were observed to occur in the
vicinity of the electrical connector, possibly because most
of the energy was dissipated at this point.

In order to better determine the nature of the problem
and to seek means -f avoiding failure, or at least increas-
ing the time to failure, a sample antenna was excited har-
monically on an electrodynamic shaker, as in Figure 29. A
typical response spectrum, measured by a miniature accelerom-
eter on the dish-like inner surface, is shown in Figure 30

j It is seen that amplification factors of the order of 30 at
a frequency of about 485 cycles per second occurred in the
absence of damping additions. Most of the damping that did
exist seemed to be due to actions in the electrical connec-
tor, where the high temperature rises occurred. The antenna
appeared to act as a single degree of f"'edom system since
no further response peaks were observa±f Lip to several thou-
sand cycles per second.

The surface strains at all points apart from the rim
edge were very small and all attempts to use commonly avail-
able layered damping treatments were, conseqently, fruitless.
In fact, a tuned damper, by virtue of the fact that the energy
dissipation depends on the local acceleration level rather
than the strain level, was the only possibility apart from a
complete re-design of the antenna.

Tuned dampers of the type shown in Figure 31 were there-
fore constructed. These dampers fitted on to the electrical
connector at the center of the antenna. Several viscoelastic
materials and damper dimensions were tested and each individual
damper configuration was tuned by varyin! -t-i mass m, since
this was far more convenient than varying the stiffness. A
typical graph of the amplification factor A against the mass m
for one of the dampers [9] is shown in Figure 32, the test
being conducted at 800F. Several such tests were carried out,
over a range of temperatures from 75*F to 1500F, in an attempt

o
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to achieve low amplification factors over ea wide a range
"of temperatures as possible. For the opt.nium mass appro-
priate to each damper configuration, a graph of the ampli-
fication factor A against the temperature in the vicinity
of the damper is shown in Figure 33. It is seen that it
was possible to keep A below 12 or so over quite a wide
temperature range.

For this optimized damper (using a selected visco-
elastic material [9]) further tests were run under the
same random excitation as for the undamped antenna. The
time to failure was increased by a factor of 4 for this
particular damper - antenna combination.

44
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III. TUNED DAMPERS IN COMPLEX MULTI-SPAN STRUCTURES

Up to now, we have been concerned with the performance
ol tuned viscoelastic dampers in simple structures. It has
been shown that, for these simple structures, vibrating in
their fundamental modes, a properly tuned viscoelastic
damper can perform as well as, or better than, most layered
damping treatments when compared on the basis of equal weights
of damping treatment. It has also been shown that if one of
these dampers is properly tuned to damp the fundamental mode
of a cantilever beam, then it will also contribute to the
damping of the second and higher modes of vibration of the
beam, the second mode beinig at a frequency about 6.6 times
that of the fundamental. Admittedly. the effective loss fac-
tor of the damped beam vibrating in its second mode. is much
lower than when it is vibrating in its fundamental mode, but
this can be accounted for by comparing the energy dissipated
per cycle in the damper and the elastic strain energy for a
given displacement of the free end in the two different modes
of vibration.

The effective loss factor ns of the beam with the damper
attached may also be defined by the relationship

ns =D 2 2vU-

where D is the total energy dissipated per cycle and U is the
Stotal strain energy in the damper and the beam 110]. in the
Scase of the cantilever beam the strain energy is much greater

in the second mode than in the fundamental mode (about 41
times) for the same displacement at the frt.e end. Therefore,

Seven if the energy dissipated per cycle remains about the
same for the two modes, the effective loss factor in the
second mode will be much lower. The question now arises as

Sto wheth-r this defeats the possibllity of using dampers such
Sas these to control the multi-modal response of complex struc-

tures. It would appear that it does not, since it frequently
• is not the vibration modes with high strain energies that

create the problems. Consider, for example, a continuous
Iskin-stringer type of structure typical of aircraft construc-I tion, illustrated in Figure 34. It has been shown both ex-

Sperimentally 111] and theoretically [12] that the most trouble-
some modes occur in a frequency band bounded o:; the low fre-
quency side by the first "stringer twisting" mode and on the
high frequency side by the first "stringer bending" mode, as
sketched in Figure 35. These two limiting modes often occur
at frequencies about an octave apart (12] and the strain en-
ergies associated with these modes are reasonably close to
each other. In fact, the strain energy in the stringer bend-
ing mode is approximately four times that in the stringer
twisting mode. It seems feasible, therefore, that a single
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damper could be employed to damp all modes in the entire
band of frequencies between these two limiting modes.

A detailed investiqation of the effect of tuned visco-
elastic dampers on the response of multi-span structures is
presently in progress at the Air Force Materials Laboratory.
Preliminary results, in both the theoretical and experimental
phases of the investigation, support the prospect of using a
single tuned damper in the center of each span to effectively
reduce resonant response of several modes of vibration within
the frequency band of most interst. The experimental set-up
which is being used in this investigat±is hwnFgr7 34. A test specimen, consisting of a ro4 of five flat panels
stiffened by stringers between the panels and heavier frames i
at the edges, is attached through the frames to a vibration 1

fixture, which in turn is mounted on an electromagnetic shaker
Since there are five panels in the row, there would normally
be five modes in the frequency band bounded by the first
stringer twisting mode and the first stringer bending mode but,
due to the symmetric excitation in this test, only the symme-
tric modes are excited. Figure 36 shows the acceleration
measured at the center of the middle panel with no dampers on
the specimen and with the frames excited harmonically at an
input level of 0.5 g's while the frequency is slowly swept
between approximately 150 and 300 cycles a second. Preliminary •
amplitude and phase measurements indicate that the response
peaks at 195, 210 and 260 cycles a second correspond respec-

' tively to the first stringer twisting mode (adjacent panels
out of phase with each other). the intermediate symmetric V
mode (three center panels in phase with each other and out of
phase with the end panels) and the first stringer bending mode
(all panels in phase with each other). T

Identical ring dampers, of the configuratio:i shown in
Figure 11, were then attached at the center of each panel,
and the specimen was excited as before with a 0.5 g accelera-
tion at the frames. The resulting response measured in the
center of the middle panel is shown in Figure 37. As can be
seen, the acceleration response at this point of the specimen ;

has been reduced by a factor of more than five. Similar meas-
urements were made for the response in -the center of each of
the other panels. Each panel was observed to ex1, bit the same
general type of response, characterized by greatiy reduced
resonant peaks and an apparent high degree of modal overlap,
with all panels vibrating in phase with each other, over all
the frequency range of interest. Additional measurements have
confirmed that the maximum acceleration still occurs at or
near the center of each panel, when the tuned dampers are
attached. Therefore the damped response spectrum shown in
Figure 38 is typical of the maximum accelerations existing in
the specimen and illustrates the broad band performance that
can be attained with lightweight (total damper weight was
about 3 percent of the weight of the skin) tuned viscoelastic
dampers.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

A theory of the performance cf tuned viscoelastic
dampers in simple structures has been developed and exper-
imentally verified. On the basis of this theory, bending

stress levels in simple structures, with tuned dampers, under
I random excitation have been predicted and it has been shown
I that far greater stress reductions are obtained for lower

weight additions than by either the often used procedure of
increasing skin thickness or by use of unconstrained layer
damping treatments. An application of tuned dampers in a
radar antenna is described, where fatigue life in a severe
vibrational environment is greatly increased.

Applications of high loss factor tuned viscoelastic
dampers in complex structures exhibiting multi-modal response
are also discussed. Preliminary experiments are described
showing the effect of such dampers on the response of a typi-
cal model of an aerospace structure.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the high potential payoffs of using high modulus filament re-

inforced composite materials in aerospace systems applications are discussed

in light of Program Definition Phase studies and tethnical results of the

Air Force Advanced Filaments and Composites Advanced Development Program

S(9 efforts. The first step taken toward realizing these payoffs by demonstra-

tion with actual hardware was the initiation of structural and propulsion

component development programs in the areas of aircraft structures, heli-

copter rotor blades, re-entry vehicles, and gas turbine er:qines. The re-

sults of these neven-month, first generation programs are discussed with

emphasis on the analysis of the performance of tne structural components.

This graphically reflects the status of the entire technological development

program.
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This is a progress report of what may be the greatest material

structures breakthrough in centuries. The materials are advanced n-
posites. The structures are aerospace structures specifically designed
to take maximum advantage of the new materials. Advanced composites
are made of high modulus, high strength, low density filaments and
appropriate organic or metallic matrix materials. Fiberglass composites
on the other hand are made of relatively low modulus filaments and
appropriAte matrix materials.

Fiberglass composites have been used for years in a variety of
structural applications. Perhaps the most significant is their use in pri-
mary structure rocket motor case applications such as third stage
Minuteman and in both stages of Polaris missiles. Other applications
have included radomes, hatches, secondary aircraft structure, decora-
tive coverings, etc. In the majority of cases, the applications have been
in areas of other than primary load bearing structures. The major
materials limitation to their usage in primary structural applications hai.
been due to the relatively low modulus of elasticity of 12 x 106 psi. This
modulus characteristic shows little hope for significant in'orovement.

By 1961, Air Force exploratory development demonstrated that by
vapor depositing boron on a fine tungsten filamnt core, a boron filam-nt
could be produced that had a modulus of 60 x 10 psi. Subsequ;r.t investi-
gation of composites made with these high moduius filaments provided
encouragement and impetuG to the development. In 1963, the potential
of advanced composites was emphasized during Project FORI'rCAZT. A
Scientific Advisory Board report of July 1964 and Program Definition
Phase reports of Decemb -r 1964, indicated th..' significant payoffs could
be realized by the application of advanced composit -s in the areas of
aircraft structures, helicopter rotor blades, re-entry vehicles, and gas
turbine engines- The SAB report concluded tha. advanced compositestructures for aircraft could result in a subotantial weight savings on the

order of 25 to 35 per cent. The Program Definition Phase reports pro-
jected that structural weight savings ir aircraft and propulsion systems
ranged from 10 per cent to 50 per cent. These studies also indicated
that in almost every case the systems designer could be granted relief
from conventional design constraints. Thus, the need for an integrated
materials/design approach was indicated. As a result of the added
impetus provided by FORECAST activities, an Advanced Development
Program was formvlated to develop, demonstrate, and bring to the

A operational weapons use stage this exciting new technology. The i'.ra.-
agement responsibilit',ý of the Advanced Development Program war !7.ven
to the Air Force Materials Laboratory of the Research and Techr•iUgy
Division. After a short period of management at the staff level, a new
Laboratory Division was formed in January 1965 and was delegated the
"responsibility to accomplish the Advanced Development Program. It is



within this new Advanced Filaments and Composites Division that the
development efforts described in this paper were performed.

On the bafls of the state-of-the-art provided by exploratory develop-
ment efforts and the potential payoffs projected in applications studies,
objectives were developed for the Advanced Development Program. The
overall objective of the program is to conclusively demonstrate the high
potential payoffs of application of advanced composites in aerospace
structural and propulsion systems.

Program goals include:

1. Materials development which will make the use of advanced com-
posites both reliable and cost effective.

2. The development of new design, concepts and techniques which will
take full advantage of the unique characteristics of advanced composite
materials and minimize the disadvantages.

3. The development of fabrication and test procedures which will
-effectively translate the materials and design solutions into practical

cost effective, reproducible structural assemblies on a quality and
quantity basis.

4. The design, fabrication, and test of full-scale structural assem-
blies which will conclusively demonstrate the high potential payoffs
possible through the use of advanced composite materials.

The approach taken to achieve these goals was to integrate the
efforts of materials engineers, designers, and fabricators into a single
team efort. It is this team concept that is currently being employed
both in the Air Force management activities and in the participating
industry activities. Too often in the past, new materials have been
laboratory engineered and have been placed "on-the-shelf" for use by
designers who didn't understand the materials and fabricators who
couldn't handle it. The purpose of the advanced composite materials,
design, and fabrication team i3 to not only accelerate the advancement
of the technology, but also to insure that a trained, experienced high
confidence level industry is ready to project the technology into usable,
operational system hardware.

In the initial stages of the Advanced Development Program, emphasis
was placed on, improving filament materials and reducing production
costs. The cost of boron 'tungsten core) filament has consequently be-
reduced from approximale!-) $6000 per pound in 1963 to approximately
$800 per pound in early 196b. By September 1966, it is predicted to be
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I ~ approximately $500 per pound. Efforts to reduce the cost are continuing .i
and include the possible introduction of new reinforcements such as
silica substrate boron filaments, carbon filaments, and silicon carbide I
filaments.

Along with the efforts to reduce costs of materials, emphasis has
been in the areas of fabrization antl testing of advanced composite
materials. One of the major developmelits has been to provide a
materials form which can be -fficientiy and effectively used in fabri- 4
cating the all important demonstrative structural hardwre. The primary 4

: form used to date is a resin-ureimpregnated boron filament tape. The
basic tape is one-eighth inch wide and contains thirty boron filaments
collimated in one layer thick flat band across the tape. All tape used
in hardware fabrication to date has been impregnated with an eopoxy
resin. To expedite the hand layup techniques used in most of the pro-
grams to date, a three-inch wide tape was prepared by combining 24
one-eighth inch tapes. Another materials form used in the program has
been widegoods produced by filament winding on a large drum. The pre-
impregnated material was cut off the drum and used as a layer of
oriented filaments with which composite laminates can be fabricated.

X
In October 1965, five seven-month component hardware development

efforts were initiated. These were in the application areas of aircraft
structures, helicopter rotor blades, re-entry vehicles, and gas turbine
engines. The purpose of these programs was to take a first, hard look
at problems involved in designing, fabricating, and testing hardware
using advanced composite materials. Another purpose, and perhaps
even more important, was to provide meaningful direction to the rest
of the Advanced Development Program.

Each of the component development efforts included three work
areas: (1) program studies, (2) technological base activities, and (3)
component development. Program studies included application studies,

operational analyses, and cost effectiveness studies. The supporting
materials screening, fabrication, and testing was included in the tech-
nological base activities. The culmination of the efforts is found in the
actual design, fabrication, and test of the component hardware. This
culmination presents the component hardware development efforts in
their true light as the spearhead of the overall program.

Two of the seven-month programs were in the aircraft structures
area. The first of these was with General Dynamics/Fort Worth.
Participating industry team members included the Illinois Institute of
Technology Research Institute and Texaco Experiment, Incorporated.
The specific application investigated was the F-Ill horizontal stabilizer.
LThe major seven-month demonstrative item developed was a represen-
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tative primary load bearing mid-section of the stabilizer. Figure 1
is a sketch of this component. Two items were fabricated. One was
for static test at the contractor's facility, and the other was for

fatigue test at the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory facility
at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. The configuration of the items
included boron reinforced epoxy matrix skins, full-depth fiberglass
honeycomb core, fiberglass closure spars along each edge, and
titanium end fittings. This is a good example of the materials appli-
cation philosophy of the entire Advanced Development Program which
consists of using the best material from both a cost and performance
basis. This philosophy has resulted in a discriminating use of advanced
composites only where the great performance of these materials is
essential.

Program studies showed that a weight savings of 350 pounds in an
entire horizontal stabilizer assembly can be realized on a direct substi-
tution basis using the configuration described above. Another 200 pounds
of weight savings is expected, due to a redesign in internal tail structure
and control assembly because of the lighter weight tail assembly. Thus,
a total of 550 pounds of weight savings is possible by applying advanced
composite materials and redesign in the F-ill horizontal stabilizer.

Unique test specimens were developed in the technological base
activities of the program. Of particular interest were beam specimens
constructed of boron-epoxy skins and aluminum honeycomb core. By
using four point test loading, unidirectional boron-epoxy composite
materials tensile strengths from Z00, 000 psi to 224, 000 psi were
reported.

The laminate configurations used in the skins and the resulting
measured properties are examples of the data used in the computerized
design techniques which determined the final skin laminate layups in the
two tail components. The three-inch wide tape materials form was used
to fabricate these skins.

The static test of the first tail component was extremely successful.
The spectrum of loading included both subsonic configurations and
supersonic configurations. The aeroelastic response of the component
was 10106 of design under supersonic conditions and 104% of design under
subsonic conditions. The component was tested to destruction which
occurred at 133%0 (.f design limit load or 89%6 of design ultimate for an
ultimate factor of safety of 1. 5. The component responded elastically
to failure. As a result of the failure analysis, three possible failure
modes have been postulated. A non-bonded area approximately 1" x 6"
existed between the skin and the titanium spar on the compression side
of the skin. The failure could have been due to compression buckle of
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the skin which resulted in delamination of the joint. At another area
along the failure, stress analysis and strain gage data showed that the
load path near one edge of the failure was not as predicted. Conse-
quently, the filament orientation was not optimized and failure could
have initiated in this area. Strain gage data indicated that there was a
more rapid transfer of load from the composite to the titanium scarf
plate than had been predicted. Thus, this represents the third possible
failure mode.

At the time of writing this paper, the second component has been
instrumented but the scheculed fatigue test had not been accomplished.F A fatigue spectrum representative of the F-111 design spectrum will be
used for this test. An equivalent of four lifetimes will be applied.

The second program in the aircraft structures area was with
North American Aviation, Los Angeles Division. The major component
developed was a wing box (Figure Z) representative of the configuration
of the T-39 wing center section. As in the horizontal stabilizer pro..
gram, one of the two items was for static test at the contractor's
facility, and one was for fatigue test at the Air Force Flight Dynamics
Laboratory. The configuration of the items included upper and lower
"plates of boron-epoxy skins with aluminum honeycomb cores, fiberglass

-"spars, and stainless steel end fittings for attachment to the test rig.

Preimpregnated widegoods were used in the fabrication of the plate skins.

Program studies showed that using a conventional aluminum stringer
stiffened concept as a base, 36. 5% weight savings can be realized using
the advanced composite design. This design is based on boron fila-
ments with an average tensile strength of. 250, 000 psi. Using boron
filaments with an average tensile strength of 400, 000 psi, a weight
savings of 42.5% is possible due to the resulting improved and more
efficient composite materials.

The first wing box component was static tested to destruction.
Failure of the item occurred at 69% of design ultimate considering a
factor of safety of 1. 5. Although this is lower than was expectec' Rn
analysis has shown that failure probably initiated at the corner oil tho
compression face and the steel end fitting. Poisson's Ratio of th .•, -S
plate had not been adequately considered in the design and excessivs
strain of the face piate coupled with the constraint of the steel end
fitting resulted in excessive shear stress. The combination of the added
shear and the compression stresses induced premature failure.

A
- • The second item has not been fatigue tested at the time of writing

"this paper. A fatigue spectrum representative of the T-39 design spec- A

trum will be used for the test.
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The second systems application area in the seven-month component
development efforts was in the area of helicopter rotor blades. The
dez.onstration items included a 28-inch tal rotor section, main rotor
blade root end specimens, and a 6-foot main rotor blade spar. All of
the items were designed and applicable to the UH-lF helicopter.
Whittaker Corporation was the prime contractor with Bell HelicopterSas the team member.

S Figure 3 is a sketch of the tail rotor section. This aeroelastic
item included boron-epoxy skins, trailing edge, and spar, aluminum

honeycomb core, and stainless steel leading edge erosion cap. Filament
orientation in the skins was +300 to the span direction, unidirectional
in the trailing edge member, and +100 to the span direction in the spar.
The design of the item was intended to attain the same flexure and
torsional stiffness as in ar Al aluminum counterpart. Testing of the
aeroelastic item showed it to be 36% stiffer in flexure, and 41% stiffer
in torsion than the aluminum blade section. In addition, the advanced
composite blade section was 25% lighter in weight than the aluminum
counterpart.

Another major component designed, fabricated, and tested during
the program was a 6 ft section of a boron-epoxy main rotor spar. The
design was a flattened "D" section which matched the upper and lower
airfoil contours of the main rotor designed during the seven-month pro-
gram. The spar was fatigue tested as a free-free beam. Failure
occurred after only 81, 400 cycles which was far below the approximately
106 cycles anticipated. Subsequent testing of small specimens cut from
the spar indicated that the fabrication process had not successfully pro-
duced a sound composite material. One specimen ran to destruction at
2, 030 cyclgs and a peak load of 14, 500 psi. Another specimen was tested
to 8. 9 x 10 cycles at a pevek loading of 13, 000 psi. Investigation of a
cross section cut from the spar indicated that the 2 4-ply thick structure
had not been compacted adequately during the fabrication and curing
cycles. Main rotor root end specimens which were fabricated with com-
posite laminates having 'ilament orientations the same as the main rotor
spar were successfully fatigue tested to design values.

The success of th- aeroelastic tail rotor component discussed
earlier and the main rotor blade root end specimens are evidence of the
efficient design and fabrication techniques that are available. The pre-
mature failure of the main rotor spar section confirms the necessity of
producing sound void-free composite materials which can be depended
upon to perform as predicted in design.

Program studies indicate that only marginal performance improve-
ments can be realized by applying advanced composite materials to

6
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small helicopter rotor blades. One of the major benefits applicable to
these new materials is weight savings. However, weight savings are
not necessarily a benefit in the rotor blade application because of the
requirement to maintain rotor inertia to a level adequate for auto rota-
tion. Further 7-onsiderations of applying these materials to other parts
of the helicopter .3ystem make the weight savings characteristic of
continued interest. To design and build a blade of composite materials
and take advantage of the ability to tune the frequency response of the
blade by selective application of high modulus reinforcement materials
is perhaps the primary benefit that can be derived in the rotor blade
application areas. This benefit cascades into improvements in reducing
total system vibration, pilot fatigue, and increasing the life of the blade.

The third major area in the seven-month component efforts was
that of gas turbine engine application. This contract was with General
Electric of Evendale, Ohio. Other industry team members were
Whittaker Corporation and General Technologies Corporation. Figure 4
is a sketch of the three major components considered in the program.

Program studies indicate that considerable weight savings can be
realized by using advanced composites in this application area. Using
today's conventional materials as a baseline, program analyses indicate

"t ' that a weight savings of 15% in a direct lift engine and 18% in a cruise
engine are possible by substitution of organic matrix advanced composites
in the cool section of the engine. Looking farther into the future and
into the hot section of the engine, by using higher temperature organic
matrices and metal matrix advanced composites, a weight savings of
33% in a direct lift engine and 45% in a cruise engine are possible with
redesign of the engine.

Three first stage compressor integral iotor blade and disc assem-j Iblies were fabricated from glass reinforced epoxy matrix composite
material. Two additional rotors were fabricated from a boron-glass-
epoxy composite. Initial tests on the glass-epoxy rotors were conducted
at both vacuum and ambient conditions. Design tip speed was 1500 feet
per second. A tip speed of 1220 feet per second was achieved at temper-
atures exceeding 275 0 F. Some delamination was noted at the tip and base j
of the blades. However, structural characteristics of the rotors were
such that no damaging vibrational levels were observed. The boron rein-
forced rotors should reduce the delamination problem, increase the tip
speed capability; and because of their inherent and higher vibrational
frequencies, they should eliminate any damaging vibrational difficulties
which might occur with increased speeds. The boron-glass -epoxy rotors
had not been tested at the time this paper was written.

Sixteen boron-glass-epoxy fan blades were fabricated during the

S__ AaA
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program. Frequency tests showed that the boron composite blade is
superior in stiffness to a titanium blade of similar design. It is also
20%6 lighter in weight than a hollow titanium blade which weighs 254
grams and 50% lighter than the currently used solid titanium blade which
weights 400 grams. Attachment failures showed the need to design an
attachment suitable for composites rather than rely on the titanium blade
dovetail configuration. Subsequent work will inclu 1e additional dovetail
pull tests and analysis of redesign attachment configurations.

Ten stator vanes were designed, fabricated, and tested to demon-
I strate needed operational stiffness and fatigue properties. The boron-

glass-epoxy vanes were tested for fatigue and demonstrated that they
were capable of operating indefinitely in the experimental direct-lift

Sengine at engine design loads. Ballistic impact tests were run on the
leading and trailing edges of the vanes. Although damaged, the vanes
were still three times stiffer than an undamaged fiberglass vane counter-
part. The boron-glass vanes also maintained a higher frequency response
than the all glass vanes. No comparisons were made with metal vanes
of a similar geometry.

Although these hardware items have shown that considerable payoffs
can be achieved in using advanced composites in gas turbine engines, in
order to realize the full potential much remains to be done particularly
in the high temperature matrix areas. Metal matrix composites tech-
nology is really in its infancy, but it promises to provide the higher
temperature capabili'-r that is needed.

The fourth major area in the seven-month efforts was the application
of advanced composite materials in re-entry vehicles. This contract
was with General Electric of Valley Forge, Hercules Powder Company
was a team member. The specific demonstration component was a
cylinder representing the mid-section of a re-entry vehicle. The load
configuration that a typical re-entry vehicle conical midsection would

I experience was reduced to representative loads on the three 18-inch
- diameter, 24-inch long cylinders which were designed, fabricated, and

tested in the program.

The basic design of the cylinders included internal stiffeners
integrally wound and cured with the cylinder wall. The configuration is
shown in the cutout section in Figure 5. There are three primary ad-
vantages of this design and materials combination over an aluminum
substructure counterpart: (1) greater internal volume which will payoff
in increa.sed size or number of payloads and thus greater targeting
flexibility per vehicle, (2) reduced weight which also permits increased
payload, and (3) improved aerodynamic stability which results from
decreasing the weight in the midsection, thus increasing the distance

8
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between the center of gravity and the center of pressure. V'
The primary purpose of the first of the three cylinders was to check

out the automated tape winding procedure and equipment. This was the
only seven-month hardware program that used a fabrication technique
other than hand layup. In order to conserve the relatively expensive
boron filament material, this first item was wound using boron and E iss
A plaster mandrel was formed and grooves were cut to accommodati the
integrally wound stiffeners. One-eighth inch wide boron reinforced epoY.y
resin preimpregnated tape was first wound into the bottom of the grooves.
A lightweight plastic filler strip was then clamped into each groove
leaving sufficient space on each side to permit winding of the sidewalls
of the stiffeners. After the stiffener sidewalls were wound, the first
circumferential wrap was made on the main wall of the cylinder. This
was followed by helical windings and final circumferential windings.
After curing in the autoclave, the plaster mandrel was removed and the
cylinder inspected. The first cylinder made of glass and boron tape
showed considerable stiffener wall voids. Consequently, more precise
control of stiffener wall thickness was desirable. Subsequent cylinders
were fabricated using an eutectic metal stiffener filler which was melted
and removed after the cylinder was cured. This procedure produced
"excellent stiffeners.

The second cylinder was designed for three loading conditions. The
first was axial tension of 56, 200 pounds combined with 102 psi external
side pressure. The second was bending of 90, 000 inch pounds. The
third was axial compression of 22, 000 pounds combined with 90 psi
external side pressure. The cylinder was tested to at least 75% of design
loads in all three cases. It was then subjected to axial tension to
destruction which occurred at 59, 900 pounds which was 107% of design.The failure mode was local bending caused by the end fitting which was
bonded to the inside of the cylinder wall.

The third cylinder was of a more optimized design taking maximum
advantage of the supporting test information acquired from 6-inch
diameter cylinders designed, fabricated, and tested during the program.
Designing to the same load configuration as used with cylinder number
two, less stiffeners were required in number three. In addition, the
end fitting was designed for and bonded to both the inner and outer sur-
face of the cylinder wall to eliminate the introduction of local bending
during test. The test sequence on the third cylinder included two runs
to 100% of design under each of the three cases described earlier. The
cylinder was not tested to destruction.

K) 'These initial re-entry vehicle results have been most promising.
However, much remains to be done. Prob)ems to be considered include
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attaching the midsection to the rest of the vehicle, attaching the heat
shield, and attaching i:iternal subsystems to the substructure. One
potential design and fabrication technique which may vastly improve
the picture is to integrally wind the heat shield and substructure.

The Advanced Development Program is charged with the responsi-
bility of conclusively demonstrating the payoffs in the use of advanced
composites technology. The five seven-month component hardware
development programs were the first major step toward an October 1968
conclusive demonstration. Currently, two areas are being pursued:

aircraft structures, and helicopter rotor blades. By October 1968 a
flightworthy item of primary structural hardware will have been
designed, fabricated, and tested. Examples of items that may be
included are an F-ll1 horizontal stabilizer ground tested and ready for
flight test or a full set of helicopter rotor blades flight tested. By that
time, the cost of high modulus filaments will have been reduced to a
point which will hopefully make the October 1968 hardware cost effective.
In addition to the dramatic hardware demonstrations, there will be a
materials design, fabrication, and test handbook. With these accom-
plishments, advanced composite technology will be significantly closer
to winning the game. The game is - - - get advanced composites flying.

This has been a very brief resume of the component hardware that
has been designed, fabricated, and tested. Although these efforts by
no means provide a complete story, they have provided a first, hard
look at the potential application and first generation problems with which
advanced composite technology is confronted. In the areas of gas tur-
bine engine application, there is a dramatic need for increased temper-
ature capability possible through the use of metal matrix composites.
All the areas have shown a definite need for automated tape layup
techniques. The hand layup techniques used could not possibly provide
cost effective procedures for production of operational systems hard-
ware. In all areas, there is a dire need for more design data; for
example, there is only very limited fatigue data available. These are
only examples of the multitude of problems facing the advancement of
the technology.
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ABSTRACT

An ultrasonic pulse echo technique has been used to measure the

longitudinal and shear velocities at ambient pressure in two aluminum

alloys, 1060 and 6061-T6. Measurements were made from 25 0 C to "' 2000 C

to deterxine the temperature dependence of the elastic constants. A

GrUneisen ratio is calculated from the experimental data which is used

in covjunction with the Murnaghan logarithmic representation of the

equation of state to estimate the specific volume to 4 450 kbars. Data

are also presented regarding the pressure dependence of the various

-.modes of propagation, as obtained in a uniaxial stress technique. The

app&.ied uniaxial stress ranged from ambient to 11,000 psi for 6061-T6,

and to '. 3,000 psi for 1060 AL.
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S, INTRODUCTION

The experimental investigation of the equation of state of solids

at high pressures was originally initiated by Bridgman employing static
compressibility methods. The pressure range of investigation has been
extended in recent years by dynamic approaches in which the pressure is
generated by high magnitude shock waves induced in the specimen by
explosive or projectile impact techniques. 2

A convenient and highly precise method for investigating the
equation of state of solids is through the use of ultrasonic techniques,
in which acoustic velocities are measured in a solid specimen subjected
to various states of stress. This approach was employed in a technique
essentially established by Lazarus, 3 in which different acoustic
velocities (longitudinal, shear) were measured as a function of hydro-
static pressure. Such studies allow determinations of the pressure
derivatives of the characteristic modes of propagation and, consequently,
of the elastic constants. As illustrated recently by Anderson, 4 precise
,altrasonic measurements obtained at relatively low hydrostatic pressures
(on the order of a few kilobars) can be extrapolated in :ertain carv.±s
to estimate the compression (CV) at considerably higher pressures, such
as would be experienced by targeta exposed to nuclear weapon environments.
This compression quantity is important in equation of stat; zonsiderations
which relate to the behavior of materials under static hig' pressure or
impulsive loading. Hence, this equation of state relation is of major
import and plays a fundamental role in Air Force scientific investigations
wahich study damage mechanisms and thresholds on contemporary and future
operational Aerospace systems, and will directly lead to an improved basic
understanding c: t'ie vulnerability and survivability of such systems.

The advantage of the ultrasonic approach is that an analytical
expression for the compression can be determined solely from the
acoustic measurements, without recourse to curve fitting of the
cor'ficients in a polynomial expansion. The applicability of the
Lt.cz.nique relies, in large part, upon the precision with which the
ultrA sonic meaburements can be made. The accuracy of such measiarements
has been extended in recent years to within a few parts in 105,
principally through the application of pulse superposition techniques
developed by McSkimin. 5

Another point regarding the applicability of ultrasonic pressure
measurements concerns the stress environment to which the specimen is
exposed. For the determination of most equation oi state parameters,
perhaps the simplest approach is to employ hydrostatic pressure. This
state of stress is desirable for investigations of many materials
bsince, as Hughes and Kelly6 have shown, the syinetry of the specimen
is preserved under hydrostatic pressure. However, Brugger? illustrat.3
that ultrasonic me~surements on a specimen subjected to uniaxial stress

...



can be used to calculate the third-order stiffnesses, which are defined
as the isothermal strain derivatives of the isentropic second-order
stiffnesses (as determined at zero external pressure). Sinct the
pressure derivatives of the elastic moduli are functions of the third-
order coefficients, the derivatives can be determined from the
calculations involving these quantities. In addition, Thurston8 has
shown that the third-order coefficients can be used to explain anharmonic
mechanisms which are responsible for phenomena such as crystal stability,
thermal expansion, elastic damping, Griineisen coefficients, and
harmonic mode generation, and are therefore of great applicability to the

j general areas of material dynamics.

Since the uniaxial stress technique relies upon complete elastic

behavior of the specimen in the state of uniaxial stress, the method
has been used primarily for the investigation of single crystals
or for materiak that do not exhibit slip properties or plastic
deformation under the application of a one-dimensional stress. As
Bateman9 et al., have pointed out, uniaxial stress often induce
plastic strain or slip at relatively low presqures, and such behavior
can produce much larger effects than the elastic properties of the
material itself.

The purpose of the present experiment was to study the applicability
of calculating the third-order coefficients in two polycrystalline
aluminum alloys subjected to uiiaxial stress. The alloys used for
this study were 1060 Al (measured bulk density of 2.703 t 0.002 g/cc)
and 6061-T6 Al (bulk density 2.704 + 0.003). The 1060 alloy is
essentially pure aluminum (99.6% Al) which exhibits a low yiell" xtrength
( ' 4000 psi) when in the annealed condition, as in the present
experiments. 6061 Al is ' 98% aluminum with minor concentrations
of magnesium, chromium, silicon and copper. In the T-6 condition
this alloy exhibits a yield strength of % 37,000 psi. These alloys
are presently being utilized in nuclear weapons effects tests ot the
Nevada Test Site as control samples and as members of structurTl
assemblies. Hence, complete understanding of their high pressure
material properties is necessary from analytical and engineering
standpoints.

The temperature dependence of the longitudinal and shear wave
velocities was also determined for both alloys, since this information
is also necessary in equation of state calculations.
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il. EXPERIMETAL METHOD

2.1 Acoustic Circuitry

The electronic circuitry used here is shown in Figure 1. A time
mark generator triggers a pulse generator and at some later time,
determined by the continuously variable delay line, triggers the
osailloscope.

The RF pulse generator produces a pulse a few microseconds in
duration with a carrier frequency of from 0.2 to % 100 Mc. The input
sign-l is applied to a transducer located on the specimen and
simultaneously displayed on the oacilloscope. The time delay between
the applied signal and oie of the reflected echoes is determined by
extrapolating between calibrated I usec time marks produced by the
time mark generator. An attenuator was used to prevent overloading the
amplifier When the 500-voit output signal from the oscillator was viewed.

Since tae velocity, and consequently the roundtrip time, changes
only slightly with applied uniaxial tss, it was necessary to precisely
detect small changes in transit time. This was accomplished by using the
variable time delay shown in Figure 1. By triggering the oscilloscope
just before a preselected echo arrived, the echo could be viewed on an
expanded time scale and small changes in transit time could easily be
detected with the delay potentiometer. A change of 2 to 3 nsee in a
30 to 50 ,!sec time interval could be reproducibly measured with this
arrangement.

The samples were prepared as approximately 1-inch cubes and were
machined flat and parallel to within %, 0.003 ma. For the uniaxial
measurements it wat necessary that the corners be square to ensure
one-dimensional stress in the specimen. This was achieved with
various degrees of success; however, the cornere were generally square
St within %, 2 minutes of the arc.

Both quartz and PZT-5 (lead zirconate -r anate) transducers
were used for the velocity measurements. For most of the measurements
the transducers were operated at their 3-Mc fundamental frequencies. It
was found that for both the longitudinal and shear modes the quartz
crystals (X-cut for longitudinal measurements and AC-cut for shear
measurements) produced cleaner waveforms, and were therefore used for
most of the stress measurements. The disadvantage of quartz over
PZT is that the generated stress fields for a given input voltag-
are lower because of the lower piezoelectric coefficients. Howe ',
this caused no experimental problems, since the amplified received
signals were well above background noise.

Some difficulty was encountei ed in choosing a proper bond for
attaching the transducers to the specimens. A rigid bond is necessary
for the shear measurements in order to transmit the transverse motion
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of the transducer to the specimen. Also, for the stress measurements
a bond is necessary which will produce no adverse effects as the
lateral boundaries of the specimen contract under uniaxial compression.
A light viscosity silicone oil was satisfactory for the longitudinal
experiments. But because of the requirement of a rigid bond, the
silicone oil could not be used for shear measurements. However, an
epoxy resin (Eastman 910) was satisfactory for these measurements, and
the transducer could be easily removed by heating at 400C for a few
minutes. Both types of transducers were bonded to the specimen under
moderate pressure.

2.2 Uniaxial Measurements

The most important consideration in the uniaxial measurements is tf.e
provision of a homogeneous uniaxial load. The system used to accomplish
this is shown in Figure 2. The entire system consists of a 20-ton lab

I press driven by a manually operated pump. To eliminate the effect of
friction in the hydraulic system, the pressure gauges used in these
experiments were calibrated with 10,000 and 50,000 lb proving rings.
These rings had been previously calibrated at the National Bureau of
Standards and were accurate to within 0.3 percent. The pressure was
maintained to within t 20 psi throughovu the pressure range of 0 to
11,000 psi.

To maintain complete alignment of the sample and piston, a ball
bearing-piston arrangement was used, as shown in Figure 2. To compensate
for any misalignment of the piston Jacks, both the sample and piston
anvil were machined flat to 0.003 m.

Furthermore, shear forces arising because of the difference in
lateral expansions of the piston and specimen can cause undesirable
effects. An analysis of Bogardus 1 0 indicates that these forces can be
minimized by matching the ratio of Young's modulus to Poisson's ratio
for the sample and piston surface. Measurements were therefore made
•ith a 1/4-inch thick piece of aluminum inserted between sample surface
and piston anvil. However, no definite difference from the original
measurements could be detected, so it was concluded that the effect is
apparently insignificant in the present study.

Since a temperature change in aluminum corresponds to a larger
change in the velocity than a pressure change, it was important to
maintain close temperature Z2ontrol during a pressure run. An enclosure
around the specimen controlled the temperature variation to % 0.1C
during a set of pressure measurements. The variation in temperature
from one set of measurements to another was % 0.50C. However, the
present technique was not sensitive enough to detect a difference in
slope resulting from a change in environment of 0.5"n so that the data
were plotted together.

4



2.3 Errors

The estimated uncertainty .!or the velocity vs temperature measure-

ments is approximately 0.25 percent. This value is obtained from
uncertainties in the echo transit time (0.02%), path length (0.01%),
transducer coupling (0.2%) and diffraction (0.007%, McSkinin and
Andreatchll). The temperature of the sample was measured to within
0.5"C, but since the slopes of the velocity-temperature curves are very
small this source of error contributes only %, 0.05 percent to the overall
uncertainty. The uncertainty in transducer coupling is the largest
contribution to the'overall inaccuracy of the technique. This correction
was obtained by measuring the transit times through various specimen
thicknesses (6-38 im) and by using different transducers and bonds.

For the uniaxial measurements, precision is highly important since
it is necessary to accurately determine the change in velocity with
uniaxial pressure. Since the transit time was on the order of
30 to 40 Usec and a change of 2 to 3 nsec could reliably be detected,

* •the precision was on the order of I part in 104.

Uncontrollable effects lead to errors which may be greater than
those discussed above and arise because of plastic yielding in the
siecimen, random misalignment between the piston ard the sample,
and random variable stress distribution. Lippincott and Duecker1 2

have studied the pressure distribution in fixed-anvil systems and
* " have shown that the pressure gradient is approximately parabolic across

the stress applying face, being a maximum at the center of the face.
Misalignment between specimen and piston is considered negligible
in the present experiments, since the results for any one specimen
were reproducible to within the stated limits of precision. Plastic
flow, and possibly dislocation movement, can contribute a large error
to the calculations of the third-order coefficients, since the calculations
rely upon the fact that the deforuation is purely elastic. This effect
will be considered when discussing the results.
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III. RESULTS

3.1 Relations for Third-Order Coefficients

The elastic coefficients which specify the velocity at any
particular pressure can be defined as a combination of the second
ordvr co.--tants as measured under atmospheric pressure and the third
order coefficients determined under uniaxial !~ress. For arbitrary
symmetry there are 216 third order constants.TS However, in the
isotropic case only three of these are independent so that only
three independent measurements must be made. Toupin and Berstein14

and Thurston and Brugger15 have developed the equations of motion
for the case of infinitesimal elastic deformations superimposed
on a finite elastic deformation. A particular advantage to their

V notation is that the coefficients can be evaluated without calculating
density and length changes, and hence the actual velocity of propagation.
To evaluate the pressure derivatives of the effective coefficients, they
introduce the concept of "natural velocity" W(P), which is defined
as the initial length divided by the transit time at pressure P. The
actual velocity of propagation V(P) can easily be determined by the
relation

1 6

V(P) a W(P) [L(P)/I(O)] (1)

where L(O) is the initial length and 1(P) is the length at pressure P,
determinable from the ultrasonic measurements.

Table I illustrates the equations which relate a linear change
in transit time as a function of applied pressure for both hydrostatic
and uniaxial compression. The third-order coefficients v., V2 , v3

correspond to the notation employed by Brugger.17 The quantity (poW2 )O

can be evaluated from the ultrasonic data, since 0

W - W + W'P
0

W to
- ' W - V(2)

2 # pV2  to
(0p ) - P 1)

P.O

t
where - is the inverse ratio of the transit tine at pressure P to that
at atehspheric pressure. The.se equations are strictly valid only for
a linear dependence of transit time with pressure, so that the quantity

I must be llaear in pressuri.
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Hydrostatic pressure measurements were not obtained in the present
experiments and the equations are presented only for comparison purposes.
However, since the third-order coeffici2nts are primarily responsible
for the change in velocity with purely elastic deformation, the pressure
derivatives of the elastic constants can be expressed in terms of
these quantities. Alternatively, the derivatives of the elastic
constants can be calculated from the change in the actual velocity
with applied hydrostatic pressures, since the symmetry is preserved
under these conditions and therefore the equations for the elastic
constants remain unchanged.

A particular parameter which is important to equation of state

I calculations is the pressure derivative of the adiabatic bulk modulus
i B9, obtainable from the isothermal bulk modulus BT. Birch1 8 and Toupin 1 4

have shown that this quantity for an isotropic medium is given in the present
notation by

38 9 1 8v 8v
8 1 ( + 2 + 3 1 (3)

1-0 9 BT 3 ayT

where a is the volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion,y is the

GrUneisen ratio, and T is the absolute temperature.

I
3.2 6061-T6 Aluminum

Figure 3 shows the dependence of velocity on uniaxial pressure in
6061-T6 Al. The aluminum used for these measurements had been solution
heat treated and artificially aged. Most of the physical measurements
were taken after machining and without annealing. The data Illustrated
in Figure 3 correspond to shear wave propagation perpendicular to the stress.
Since the degeneracy of the characteristic matrix for the undeformed
material is removed by application of the uniaxial stress, the two trans-
verse modes (S(iI) and S(J)) have different speeds. However, as the figure
shows, there is a definite scatter of points, particularly for the shear
S(i) mode. The six slopes shown in Figure 3 for this mode were obtained on
one s-ecimen by measuring in the two perpendicular directions for each of
the Lhree samples axes. The no-ation used here corresponds to applied
stress (4i), propagation direction (N ), and particle displacement (Uk) along
spetified axes. Considering a prtcision of %, I part of 104 there is a
definite separation into at least three different slopes. The effect was
reproducible in that measurements for one set of conditions were reproduc-
ible after the specimen had been subjected to various other axial loadings.
The effect was consistent, since other specimens exhibited a separation of the
shear (1I) mode into approximately the sa slopes. Hysteresis for all
the uniaxial measureaents was negligible if the maximum stress was kept
below the yield strength, since the zero pressure transit time was
reproduced to less than one part in 104 in all cases. Annealing did not
produce a detectable change in the slopes, but the data in this case
were limited to lower pressures because of the lower yield strength.

7
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upnThe shear Q mode (Fig. 3) did not show a noticeable dependence
upon the stress and propagation directions as the shear (1I) mode did.
The data in the figure were obtained from a number of different specimens

Sand for different stress directions. All of the data are within 1 part
Sin 104 of the least squares lines.

!- The longitudinal mode gave results similar to the shear (11) modeI and was less dependent on sample orientation. Figure 4 indicates the
Sehavior of velocity with uniaxial pressure for the specimen corresponding

to the shear (II) mode in figure 3. Although the maximum separation of the
5 longitudinal-pressure slopes is 16 6 parts in 104 at 10,000 psi (vs 4, 3 parts
j in the 103 for the shear (11) measurements), this megnitude of variation is

well outside experimental uncertainty. The splitting of the slopes was
also observed on other specimens, but the data are omitted from a least
squares analysis on all data. The slopes a are calculated from the relation

t
( ,1) . (4)

t (4)

The maximum range of slopes is given for both the shear (II) and longitudinal
modes, and an average of all samples for the shear (j) mode.

The 6061-T6 aluminum used in these experiments exhibited a
grain length on the order of 1 mm. The material also appeared to
exhibit stratification on a microscopic scale. The sample corresponding
to the shear (II) mode in Figure 3 and the longitudinal mode of Figure 4
exhibited apparent stratification approximately perpendicular to the M1
axis. In some of the other specimens the stratification appeared at
various angles to the specimen axes. However, in these specimens the
variation of the slopes for the shear (1I) mode likewise varied slightly
from that in Figure 3.

Texture on a microscopic scale was probably induced in the
material during initi&l rolling, and results in a nonuniform distribution of
stresses for an applied uniaxial stress. In any case, the data reported
here for uniaxial pressure tould have to be supplemented by other
information, such as the pressure derivatives of the longitudinal and
shear velocities under hydrostatic pressure, in order to calculate the
third-order coefficients.

8



' !The three separate curves for -he shear (11) mode in Figure 3 are

what would be expected if the symmetry in the specianen exhibited grain

orientation close, but not exactly parallel, to one of the specimen axes.

if the observed splitting is a result of only this effect, the results

shown here could be used to rotate the coordinate system so that each

pair of the three slopes corresponded to the same value of slope. This

would give the necessary angular deviation of the specimen symmetry

i |from the three principal axes.

Metallurgical examination also indicated that the 6061 aluminum
used in the present experiments exhibited a higher impurity and porosity
than is common in this alloy. However, specimens obtained from two
different sources were similar in microscopic detail and velocity
variation vs. temperature and pressure.

Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of the longitudinal and
shear velocities in 6061-T6 aluminum. The measurements were made on
a specimen 1.5 in. long, annealed at 400*C for % 3 hours, with both
3 Me quartz and PZT-5 crystals for the longitudinal mode. Both solid
lines in Figure 5 correspond to measurements made along the same specimen

S I axis (which was perpendicular to the apparent stratification layers). For
the longitudinal measurements, the velocities in both directions perpen-I dicular to this axis were about 0.4 percent higher, as illustrated
by the dashed line. For displacement direction parallel to the cube
edge the 6 different shear modes agreed to within 0.2 percent. The data
were corrected for thermal expansion using Corruccini and Gniewek's
value of 613 x l0-5/*C + (9.0 x 0- 8 /oC 2 ) T for the volume coefficient of
expansion. The elastic moduli were calculated from the usual relations

for an isotropic medium and are shown in Table II as a function of
temperature. The moduli were computed from arithmetic means of the
longitudinal and shear modes, and were calculated as linear functions
of temperature, since the higher order terms were insignificant to -, 250"C.

r 3.3 1060 Alumiaum

• I Figure 6 illustrates the relative change in transit time for all
tbhree velocity modes in 1060 Al. The material used here had been
avtealed so that the proportional limit was much lower than that in
6061-T6 aluminum. The data were therefore confined to lower pressures,
leading to somewhat reduced accuracy in the slopes. However, as
Figure 6 illustrates, the slope for the shear (11) mode still appears
to be split into two components. In Table III, the range of the two
slopes for the shear (11) mode in Figure 6 are listed and all the data
for the shear (L) and the longitudinal mode are tabulated as single slopes.

Figure 7 illustrates yielding behavior in 1060 aluminum. Both
solid lines correspond to increasing pressure for two previously unstreesed
specimens. The dashed line for the shear (II) mode corresponds to

9
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data taken for decreasing pressure after the deviation from the
straight line fit is significant. As shown, appreciable hysteresis
is present (3 parts in i04) after yielding occurs; however, the relaxation
slope ts approximately the same as that for increasing pressure before
the limit is exceeded. The data for the longittdinal mode were obtained
to 8800 psi (the corresponding relative transit time at this pressure
was 1.0091) and indicate departure from linearity at a somewhat different
pressure than for the shear (11) mode. The data for decreasing pressure
(not shown) were essentially linear to zero stress, with a slope of approx-
juately half that for increasing pressure (the zero pressure value of
T was 1.00882).

The behavior of annealed 6061-T.6 aluminum during yielding was
similar to that for 1060 aluminum. The slope of the shear (if) mode
ii 6061-T6 after annealing was equal to that before annealing, but
deprture from linearity began at 1, 4400 psi.

The temperature dependences of longitudinal and shear velocities
in 1060 aluminum are shown in Figure 8. The data did not indicate a
marked dependence of the velocities with direction of propagation
along the axes of the cube, as in 6061-T6 aluminum. Microscopic
examination revealed elogated grain size, but the stratification was
less evident than that observed in 6061-T6. The data in Figure 8
correspond to 3 Mc, but measurement% Zrom 2 to 9 Mc indicated
negligible dispersion in this frequency range. Table III sumarizes
the results on 1060 aluminum.

10



IV. DISCUSSION

Since the slopes of the transit time curves for the longitudinal
mode and the shear (II) mode are very dependent upon the directions of
propagation and particle displacement, uniaxial stress measurementsI are not reliable for determining third-order coefficients in polycrystalline
aluminum. However, hydrostatic measurements would be useful in thisF respect, since as shown in Table I, ultrasonic data for hydrostatic
pressure would yield two equations relating to the three unknown third-
order coefficients. The slope of the shear (J) mode might then be used to
calculate the three coefficients. This approach would only be appropriate
to first order because of the micro-anisotropy due to grain texture.
The third-order coefficients in aluminum could also be determined by
studying the distortion of sinusoidal ultrasonic waves into higher
harmonics as a function of propagation distance. 2 0

Alternately, this technique offers the possibility of studying
tl,e effect of various stress systems upon the mechanisms of elastic
and plastic deformations because of its inherent high sensitivity.
In particular, the onset of yielding and the effects of grain orientation
can be precisely measured.

In view of the uncertainty of using the results to calculate
the third-order coefficients and hence the pressure derivative3 of
the elastic constants, the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus
can be estimated from other equation of state relations. Dugdale
and MacDonald 1 show that the Gruneisen parameter y at zero pressure
is given for a monoatomic lettice as

Y - - v a P/V 5)
a2 P/3V /

which is readily reduced to

- 1l/2+ 1/2 (R!)(6)
a?

where Bs 0- is the adiabatic pressure derivative of the bulk
modulus. The Griineisen pdrameter can be expressed to a high degree
of accuracy Ja terms of the volume coefficient of expansion a
specific heat c p asd bulk modulus as

Y as (7)

PCp

This relation can also be related to the longitudinal and shear velocities

in a semi-infinite, purely elastic, isotropic medium as follows:

a(v 2 - 4/3 v2 j
S-' (8)

c P

I)
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Using the albegraic means of these v1ocities in 6061 .1, Corruccini
and Qdtewk'slv value of ,a, and co, a value of 2.139 is obtained
for y . The derivative 0. is then estimated from equation (6) as 5.278.

Anderson4 shows that if the bulk modulus is linear in pressure the
Murnaghan logarithmic equation can be used to extrapolate the relative
volume to pressures on the order of the bulk modulus. This equation
is given in term of the bulk modulus and its derivative as

-V 0

0 B

"Here B 0 is the isothei.mal bulk modulus at atmospheric pressure (related
to the adiabatic modulus 85 as measured ultrasonically by ý8 - Bo(1 + cayT),
where T is the absolute temperature) and Bo is the corresponding pressure
derivative, Anderson also shows that the assumption of linearity of
the bulk modulus with pressure is generally valid for metals (the second
derivative is typically on the order of 10"A/kbar) and that a 1 percent
e~ror in B. changes the eytrasolated volume at P Bo by ",1/2 percent.
Bo is given in terms of a as0

Bo aB
0 2 0B' + Ty - j- (=, - 2085  (10)

Soo +

ao 2 1 a~

The temperature dependence of the bulk modulus was obtain.-d in the
""present experiments an4 da/dT is given in reference (19) for aluminum.

A value of 5.759 for B is then used in equation (9) to estimate the
compression at high pr6ssure.

Figure 9 shows the results of using the estimated pressure derivative

SBo in the *rnaghan equation. Also shown in the graph are some
experimental points for 6061-76 Al to 31 kbars determined by Lundergan
and He r~mnn 23, and towe higber pressure points determined by Walsh
et al.,r imson 24 ST Al. Up to " 200 kbars, V/Vo estimated from equation (9)
is in particularly good agreement waith the experimental points. At
higher pressure the estimated curve progressively deviates from the
experimental points, being 0- 2 percent high at 450 kbars. However, the
agreement is good considering Zhat the pressure derivative was derived
from ultrasonic data obtained at atmospheric pressure and was not directly
measured and further considering the difficulty in obtaining highly
accurate equation of state• data at high pressure using dynamic techniques.

At 25"C the corresponding quantities in 1060 aluminum are

y = 2,113

a a 5.226

SBo - 5.723

Using these resul.ts in equation (9), the curve in Figure 10 is
obtained. The experimantal points are those of 1Hunson and Barker 25  4
and Anderson et al.2 6  Again, the agreement is within 2 percent to .450 kbars.

12



V. CONCLUSIONS

Uniaxial pressure measurements have limited applicability to the
determination of third-orde- elastic coefficients in polycryntalline
aluminum. The application of the resulto are restricted in part by
the generation of inhoiogeneous stress -onditions due to grain boundary
slipping and microscopic anisotropy. Hovever, these data when

* supplemented with hydrostatic pressure measurements will allow a
calculation of the three third-order elastic coefficients. In addition,
the unlaxial stress measurements may be useful in studying the microscopc
behavior of yielding.

The present study shows that in the abtence of ultrasonic pressure
measurements, the Dugdale-MacDonald relation may be effectively used j
to estimate the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus for aluminum. This
derivative can then be used in the Mirnaghan logarithmic equation to I
estimate the compression at very high pressure where direct messurementa

are not only difficult but less accurate and quite expensive. The
comparison with experimentally determined points is good in the two
alloys studied here, which illustrates the applicability of the
Sarnaghan equation as an appropriate relation in the equation of state
of aluminum.

The data presented here demonstrates that, in the absence of
experimental high-pressure measurements, ultrasonic data obtained at
zero external pressure can be used in some instances to estimate high
pressure behavior. The applicability of this approach depends, in large
part, upon wbether the material under investigation undergoes a phase
transition in the pressure region of interest. However, the extrapolation
can easily be checked by one or two experimental high pressure
points. Thus, the technique will be useful in Air Force programs
involving material dynamics research, where the amount of &vailable.
material is limited, since the ultrasonic approach is non-destructive;
or where high pressure data are scarce, in which --ase the ultrasonic
appro.ch can be used to supplement existing high pressure seasurements

I with a concurrent increase in accuracy and reduced expenditures. The
approach :an likewise be used to easily obtain the complete PVT behavior

of nosecone materials. This complete equation of state is necessary
in vulnerability studies because of mechanical heating of a material
subjected to high impulsive loading. The data will thus supplement
dynamic experiments where temperature measurements are extremely
difficult.
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Figure 9. Relative volume In 6061-TO aluminum. The solid curve is

equation ()evaluated with the use of equation (6).
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Figure 1n. Relative volu&. to 1060 aluminum. The w"li curve is
equation (9) evaluated with She use of the Dogdale-
MscDonald r-elationship (6). -
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